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Abstract

The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) will provide proton-proton collisions with a center-of-mass
energy of 14 TeV which requires high field superconducting magnets to guide the counter-rotating
beams in the existing LEP tunnel with a circumference of about 27 km. The LHC magnet system
consists of 1232 superconducting dipoles and 386 main quadrupoles together with about 20
different types of magnets for insertions and correction. The design and optimization of these
magnets is dominated by the requirement of a extremely uniform field which is mainly defined by
the layout of the superconducting coils.

The program package ROXIE (Routine for the Optimization of magnet X-sections, Inverse field
calculation and coil End design) has been developed for the design and optimization of the coil
geometries in two and three dimensions. Recently it has been extended in a collaboration with the
University of Graz, Austria, to the calculation of saturation induced effects using a reduced vector-
potential FEM formulation. With the University of Stuttgart, Germany, a collaboration exists for
the application of the BEM-FEM coupling method for the 2D and 3D field calculation. ROXIE now
also features a TCL-TK user interface.

The growing number of ROXIE users inside and outside CERN gave rise to the idea of organizing
the "First International ROXIE Users Meeting and Workshop" at CERN, March 16-18, 1998 which
brought together about 50 researchers in the field.

This report contains the contributions to the workshop and describes the features of the program,
the mathematical optimization techniques applied and gives examples of the recent design work
carried out. It also gives the theoretical background for the field computation methods and serves as
a handbook for the installation and application of the program.
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ROXIE - THE ROUTINE FOR THE OPTIMIZATION OF MAGNET
X-SECTIONS, INVERSE FIELD COMPUTATION AND COIL END
DESIGN

S.Russenschuck
CERN, 1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland

Abstract
The ROXIE software program package has been developed for the design of
the superconducting magnets for the LHC at CERN. The software is used
as an approach towards the integrated design of superconducting magnets in-
cluding feature-based coil geometry creation, conceptual design using genetic
algorithms, optimization of the coil and iron cross-sections using a reduced
vector-potential formulation, 3-D coil end geometry and field optimization us-
ing deterministic vector-optimization techniques, tolerance analysis, produc-
tion of drawings by means of a DXF interface, end-spacer design with inter-
faces to CAD-CAM for the CNC machining of these pieces, and the tracing
of manufacturing errors using field quality measurements. This paper gives an
overview of the methods appied in the ROXIE program.

1 Introduction

The LHC magnet system consists of 1232 superconducting dipoles and 386 main quadrupoles together
with about 20 different types of magnets for insertions and correction. The design and optimization of
these magnets is dominated by the requirement of a extremely uniform field which is mainly defined
by the layout of the superconducting coils. Even very small geometrical effects such as the insufficient
key stoning of the cable (cable inner and outer diameter not following curvatures of circles), the insula-
tion, grading of the current density in the cable due to different cable compaction and coil deformations
due to collaring, cool down and electromagnet forces have to be considered for the field calculation. In
particular for the 3-D case, commercial software has proved to be hardly appropriate for this task. There-
fore the ROXIE (Routine for the Optimization of magnet X-sections, Inverse field calculation and coil
End design) program package was developed at CERN for the design and optimization of the LHC super-
conducting magnets. It is now also more and more applied in institutes outside CERN. The development
of the program was driven by three main objectives:

• To write an easy-to-use program for the design of superconducting coils in two and three dimen-
sions considering field quality, quench margin and persistent current multipoles.

• To include the program into a mathematical optimization environment for field optimization and
inverse problem solving.

• To include appropriate methods for the calculation of the iron magnetization without meshing of
the coil and

• to develop an integrated design tool with sophisticated graphic routines and interfaces to CAD-
CAM systems for the making of drawings and manufacture of coil end-spacers.

2 Coil modeller

As will be explained below, the use of a reduced vector potential formulation in FEM or the application
of the BEM-FEM coupling method does not require the meshing of the coil for the numerical field cal-
culation of iron saturation effects. Therefore the coil modelling and yoke modelling parts are completely
separated.
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Coil cross sections and ends of accelerator magnets made of Rutherford type superconducting
cables are generated from only a few meaningful engineering data such as the number of conductors per
block, conductor type, radius of the winding mandrel and the positioning and inclination angles of the
blocks. Two assumptions for the coil block positions can be made:

• Alignment of the conductors on the inner diameter, i.e., the shape of the coil being determined by
the winding mandrel and the curing mold.

• Alignment on the outer diameter, i.e., the shape is determined by the coil outer resp. the collar
inner diameter.

An objective for the coil design is thus to minimize the effect of this alignment uncertainty by
finding a design with sufficiently radially placed conductors. The input parameters for the coil-end
modelling are the z position of the first conductor of each coil block, its inclination angle in the yz plane,
the straight section and the size of inter turn wedges between the conductors. Four options are available:

• Constant perimeter coil-ends with inter turn wedges and conductors placed on the winding man-
drel.

• Grouped conductors aligned at the outer radius, featuring endspacers with shelfs.

• Coil-ends for magnets with rectangular cross sections.

• Racetrack coil ends with or without additional straight section suited for the modelling of solenoids,
wigglers and torus magnets.

The geometric positions of conductors can be printed in different formats suitable for other numerical
field calculation packages such as ANSYS and POISSON and in a DXF format. The form of the end
spacers can then be generated automatically and the polygons describing the surfaces can be transferred
into CAD-CAM systems for the machining of these pieces using 5 axis milling machines.

All the input data necessary for the coil modelling can be defined as design variables and are
automatically updated during the optimization process.

3 Yoke modeller

The yoke modeller allows the definition of symbols which can then be used for the definition of key-
points in the finite-element domain. Yoke modeller (Xhermes), mesh generator (HERMES) and the
finite element software FEM2D and BEMFEM are coupled through file transfer to keep the size of the
executable within 250 MB. If optimization algorithms are used, a transfer file contains the updated values
of the symbols used for the definition of key-points. As the finite element packages require the meshing
of the yoke with higher order quadrilateral elements, the yoke has to be subdivided into quadrilateral
facets. These facets can contain holes, slots, or keys which are predefined using the macro language m4.

4 Numerical field calculation

Most commercial 2d field computation software applies a total ^-formulation, where the current density
/appears on the right hand side of the differential equation. The consequence of this is that using the
finite element method for the solution of this problem the relatively complicated shape of the coils has to
be modelled in the FE-mesh. The FEM2D package which was created by Istvan Bardi, Oszkar Biro and
Kurt Preis at IGTE, Technical University of Graz, Austria has been licenced to CERN for incorporation
into ROXIE. The the vector potential A is split into two parts A = As + Ar where Ar is the reduced
vector potential due to the magnetisation and As is the impressed vector potential due to the source
currents in free space which can be calculated using Biot Savart's law. The resulting curl curl equation



for the reduced vector potential does not contain explicitly the coil current density and therefore the
coil does not have to be represented by the finite element mesh. The ROXDE version 6.0 contains in
addition the BEMFEM program which was created by Joachim Fetzer, Stefan Kurz and Martin Haas at
the University of Stuttgart, Germany. The BEM-FEM method decomposes the physical problem into a
BEM part, which represents the surrounding space as well as exciting currents, and a FEM part which
contains the magnetic material. Thus, the BEM-FEM coupling method does not require any meshing of
the air region.

The source field is calculated by approximating the conductors by line currents carrying the same
current located at the strand position inside the conductor. The grading of the current due to keystoning
of the cable is therefore considered. For the peak field calculation the influence of the self field of each
strand is neglected. As the critical current density has been measured for a strand without compensation
for the self field the correct load line characteristic curves are obtained when the self field is neglected
in the calculations. The self inductance of the coil is investigated by calculating the vector-potential
in the coil and the flux linkage is then evaluated by means of Stokes theorem. During ramp of the
superconducting LHC magnets, so called persistent currents are induced in the filaments. The influence
of these currents on the field quality can be evaluated.

For the 3-D field calculation each conductor is sliced up into "bricks" containing line currents the
same way as in the 2 dimensional case. The field is calculated in the local coordinate system of each
brick thus allowing to calculate forces acting parallel or perpendicular to the broad face of the conductor.

5 Mathematical optimization

From the beginning, the program has been structured to allow for the application of mathematical opti-
mization techniques. For nonlinear optimization problem there does not exist a single universal method
such as the simplex method is used for solving linear problems. Therefore, numerous methods are
available for decision making and treatment of nonlinear constraints. These can be combined with opti-
mization algorithms where both search routines (not using the derivative of the objective function) and
higher order methods are available. All the evaluated field quantities can be addressed as objectives for
the optimization. Decision making methods include objective weighting, distance function, constraint
formulation and automatic set-up of payoff tables. Nonlinear constraints can be treated either by a fea-
sible domain method, the penalty transformation or the Augmented-Lagrangian function. The following
optimization algorithms are available:

• EXTREM (search routine, suited for most of the problems including objective weighting functions
and penalty functions.

• Levenberg-Marquard (first order method, specially suited for inverse field computations i.e. the
minimization of a least squares objective function) [3]

• Davidon-Fletcher-Powell (Quasi-Newton method specially suited for Lagrange-Multiplier estima-
tion)The sensitivity analysis with Lagrange multiplier estimation allows to find the hidden re-
sources of a particular design, as the Lagrange multipliers are a measure for the price which has to
be paid when a particular objective is to be improved.

• Genetic algorithms which are applied for the conceptual design of magnets [5].

6 Integrated design

The modelling capabilities of the program together with its interfaces to CAD and CAM and the mathe-
matical optimization routines have inversed the classical design process where numerical field calculation
is performed for only a limited number of numerical models (more or less) resembling the engineering



design. ROXIE is now more and more used as an approach towards an integrated design of supercon-
ducting magnets [2] starting as early as the conceptual phase using genetic algorithms [5]. The interfaces
then allow the making of drawings according to the computer models in considerable less time than
before. The steps of the integrated design process are as follows.

• Feature-based geometry modelling of the coil and yoke, both in two and three dimensions using
only a number of meaningful input data to be supplied by the design engineer.

• Conceptual design using genetic algorithms [5] which allow the treatment of combined discrete
and continuous problems (i.g. the change of the number of conductors per block) and the solving
of material distribution problems. The applied niching method supplies the designer with a number
of local optima which can then be studied in detail.

• Calculation of field errors caused by persistent currents.

• Optimization of the coil cross-section with part compensation of the persistent currents. At this
stage the deterministic search algorithms [3] are used.

• Minimization of iron-induced multipoles using a Finite-Element method with a reduced vector-
potential ansatz [4].

• 3-D coil end geometry and field optimization including the construction and optimization of the
asymmetric connection side [8].

• Tolerance analysis calculating Jacobian-Matrixes and estimation of the standard deviation of the
multipole field errors.

• Production of drawings by means of a DXF interface both for the cross-sections and the 3-D end
regions.

• End-spacer design and manufacture using interfaces to CAD-CAM and 5 axis milling machines
[9].

• Tracing of manufacturing errors from measured field imperfections, i.e. the minimization of a least
squares error function using Levenberg-Marquard algorithm [7].

7 Program structure

Fig. 1 shows the structure of the ROXIE program and the data transfer between the preprocessors and the
finite element solvers. R0X1E features an optimization chest providing different optimization algorithms
including deterministic search methods and genetic algorithms.
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Fig. 1: Structure of the ROXIE program featuring a TCL/TK user interface Xroxie, and various interfaces to CAD-CAM. The

interfacing to the finite-element packages FEM2D and BEMFEM is done by means of file transfer.



ACCELERATOR PHYSICS AND TECHNOLOGY OF THE LHC

R.Schmidt
CERN, 1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland

Abstract
The Large Hadron Collider, to be installed in the 26 km long LEP tunnel, will
collide two counter-rotating proton beams at an energy of 7 TeV per beam.
The machine is designed to achieve a luminosity exceeding 1034 cm~2s - 1 .
High field dipole magnets operating at 8.36 T in 1.9 K superfluid Helium will
deflect the beams. The construction of the LHC superconducting magnet sys-
tem is a significant technological challenge. A large variety of magnets are
required to keep the particle trajectories stable. The quality of the magnetic
field is essential to keep the particles on stable trajectories for about 108 turns.
The magnetic field calculations discussed in this workshop are a primary tool
for the design of magnets with low field errors. In this paper an overview of
the LHC accelerator is given, with special emphasis on requirements to the
magnet system. This contribution has been written for the participants of this
workshop (physicists and engineers who are interested in understanding some
of the LHC challenges, in particular to the magnet system) The paper is not
meant as a status report, which has been published elsewhere [1] [2]. The
conceptual design of the LHC has been published in [3].

1 Introduction

The motivation to construct an accelerator such as the LHC comes from fundamental questions in Particle
Physics [4]. The first problem of Particle Physics is the Problem of Mass: is there an elementary Higgs
boson. The primary task of the LHC is to make an initial exploration of the 1 TeV range. The major LHC
detectors, ATLAS and CMS, should be able to accomplish this for any Higgs mass in the expected range.
To get into the 1 TeV scale the beam energy is 7 TeV, to be achieved by installing a proton accelerator
into the 27 km long LEP tunnel. For the deflection of 7 TeV protons, a magnetic field of 8.36 Tesla
is required that can only be realised with superconducting magnets. The machine is also designed for
collision of heavy ions (for example Lead) at very high centre of mass energy. A dedicated heavy ion
detector, ALICE, will be build to exploit the unique physics potential of nucleus-nucleus interactions at
LHC energies. The fourth detector, LHC-B, will be build for precision measurements of CP-Violation
and rare decays of B Mesons. At a later stage the machine might be upgraded to collide electrons with
protons.

The LHC has been prepared since the beginning of the 80th, with a R+D program for supercon-
ducting dipole magnets and the first design of the machine parameters and lattice. The CERN Council
approved the LHC in 1994. At that time it was proposed to build the machine in two energy stages due to
limited funding. Strong support for the LHC from outside the CERN member states was found (Canada,
India, Japan, USA and Russia will contribute with manpower and money), and CERN Council decided
in 1996 to approve the LHC to be build in only one stage with 7 TeV beam energy. The LHC accelerator
is constructed in collaboration with laboratories from both member and non-member states and operation
shall start in 2005.

2 LHC Layout

The LHC has an 8-fold symmetry with eight arc sections and eight straight sections (see Fig. 1). Two
counter-rotating proton beams will circulate in separate beam pipes installed in the same magnets and



cross over at four points. The total path length is the same for each beam. The beams will collide at
a small angle in the centre of the experimental detectors, which are installed in four straight sections
together with the machine components to provide the collisions. The other insertions are to be used by
systems for the machine operation: beam dump, beam cleaning, RF etc. The arcs consist of 23 regular
cells, each with six dipole magnets to deflect the particles and two quadrupole magnets to focus the
beams (see Fig. 2). Small dipole, sextupole, octupole and decapole corrector magnets are installed to
keep the particles on stable trajectories.

Fig. 1: Schemanic layout of the LHC machine

quadrupole dipole decapole
magnet magnets magnets

quadrupole large sextupole
magnet magnets

quadrupole
magnet

small sextupole
corrector magnets

LHC Cell - Length about 110 m (schematic layout)

Fig. 2: Schemanic layout of one LHC cell with dipole, quadrupole and corrector magnets.

3 Energy and Luminosity

Energy: The particle momentum p is given by p[GeV/c]=p[m]-B[T]/3.335, where p is the bending radius
and B the magnetic field strength. The bending radius is determined by the LEP tunnel. Since the
momentum is proportional to B, superconducting dipole magnets with a magnetic field strength of up
to 9 T were developed. The LHC magnet coils are made of niobium-titanium cables. This technology,
invented in the 1960s at the Rutherford-Appleton Laboratory, UK, was first used at the TEVATRON at
Fermilab. The TEVATRON and HERA at DESY are operating since some years with superconducting
magnets cooled with helium at about 4 K. The heavy ion collider RHIC at BNL uses the same technology
and will start operation soon. In order to gain in magnetic field strength the LHC magnets operate at 1.9 K
in a cryogenic system with superfluid helium. Compared to a temperature of 4.2 K, a magnetic field of
about 2.7 Tesla more can be achieved. Recently a superconducting dipole magnet developed by LBL
reached 13 T using NbSn3 [5]. Although the maximum field is higher than for niobium titanium magnets,



Energy
Injection energy
Dipole field
Number of dipole magnets
Number of quadrupole magnets
Number of corrector magnets
Luminosity
Coil aperture
Distance between apertures
Particles per bunch
Number of bunches

TeV
TeV
Tesla

mm
mm

7
0.45
8.36
1232
430

about 8000
103 4

56
194
10"
2835

Table 1: Some machine parameters

this new technology could not be considered for the LHC due to the costs and limited experience with
this technology.

Luminosity: When two bunches cross in the centre of a physics detector only a tiny fraction of the
particles collide to produce the wanted events, since the cross-section a to produce a particle such as
the Higgs is very low. The rate of particles created in the collisions is given by the product of cross-
section and luminosity L: N — a • L. To exploit the LHC energy range, a luminosity in the order of
1034 cm~2s~1 is required, which exceeds the luminosity of todays machines by more than one order of
magnitude. The luminosity increases with the number of protons in each bunch, and decreases with the
beam sizes:

L =
N2-f- nb (1)

N is the number of particles in each bunch, / the revolution frequency (11246 Hz, determined by the
circumference of the LEP tunnel) and n^ the number of bunches. <r* are the beam size in horizontal and
vertical plane at the collision point. The beam size is given by ax,y=\/'Px,y • ex,y> with e the transverse
emittance and (3 the beta function of the lattice. The transverse particle distribution is approximately
Gaussian. At the collision point the beams are round. The emittance of a proton beam decreases during
acceleration: e=e*/j. The normalised emittance e* is given by the injectors and maintained during
acceleration, if the machine is operating correctly (7= Etot/moc2). The value of the beta function at
the collision point is 0.5 m, compared to /? in the arc of about 100 m. At 7 TeV, with the normalised
emittance of 3.75 ^m the beam size at the collison point is about 16 /im, and in the arcs about 1 mm.

The Gaussian distribution of an intense proton bunch creates a highly non-linear electromagnetic field,
which modifies the trajectory of particles in the counter-rotating beam (beam-beam effect). The force on
the particle is proportional to the number of protons in the other bunch, and limits the bunch intensity to
about 1011 protons. Inserting these numbers gives for one bunch/beam a luminosity of 3.5-1030 cm~2s~1.
In order to achieve the required luminosity of 1034 cm~2s - 1 each beam will have 2835 bunches. Some
of the main parameters of the LHC are given in Table I [1].

4 LHC Challenges

For a proton energy of 7 TeV a bending magnetic field of 8.36 Tesla is required. The magnets will operate
at a temperature of about 1.9 K in a cryogenic system with a length of 26 km. The energy stored in one
beam at 7 TeV will be 318 MJ.

At 7 TeV and nominal intensity a small fraction of the protons (in the order of 10~7) hitting a dipole
magnet would be sufficient to cause a quench. The energy stored in the magnet system is equivalent to



about 4 tons of TNT. When a quench is detected, the beam is deflected into a beam dump, and the magnet
energy is discharged safely into a resistor. A sophisticated scheme with quench protection heaters and
cold bypass diodes has been designed to protect the magnets [6].

Protons will circulate in the LHC for more than 108 turns in a vacuum chamber with a diameter of about
50 mm. To ensure beam stability, an excellent field quality is required. The magnets will be aligned with
respect to a reference orbit by about 0.3 mm. Quadrupole magnets with a gradient of 250 T/m and an
aperture of 70 mm close to the collision points will focus the beam to the size of about 16 fim required
fo high luminosity operation.

5 The LHC - why at CERN ?

CERN has a unique expertise in the construction of Hadron accelerators. The CERN Proton Synchrotron
(PS) has been built in the 50th and is still used as injector for the other accelerators. The first proton
proton collider was the ISR. Two continuous proton beams were colliding at an energy of about 30 GeV.
Later bunched proton and antiproton beams were accelerated from 26 GeV to 315 GeV and brought
into collision at the SPS, where the Zo and W bosons were discovered. At LEP electrons and positrons
are colliding at an energy of nearly 100 GeV/beam. Accurate measurements on Zo and W Bosons are
performed. The LEP components will be removed after the end of LEP operation in 2000 to make space
for the LHC equipment. The LHC machine will be fed by existing particle sources and pre-accelerators
[7] [8]. The injector complex includes many accelerators at CERN (see Fig. 3): Linacs, Booster, LEAR
as an ion accumulator, CPS and the SPS. The beams will be injected into the LHC from the SPS at an
energy of 450 GeV and accelerated to 7 TeV in about 30 min, and then collide for many hours. The beam
parameters, beam sizes and beam intensity, are basically determined by the performance of the injector
complex. The pre- accelerators are operational and the modifications required to achieve the LHC beam
parameters will be finished before the LHC comes into operation. The civil engineering for the LHC
is limited to the construction of two large underground caverns for ATLAS and CMS and two transfer
tunnels of each 2.5 km length from SPS to LHC.

6 The LHC main magnet system

1232 superconducting dipole magnets [10] [9], each about 15 m long, will be constructed by European
Industry. A cross-section of the dipole magnet in its cryostat with two beam tubes separated by 194 mm,
the collars and the iron yoke is shown in Fig. 4. In order to deflect the couter-rotating proton beams
the field direction in the apertures is opposite. The coil is designed with six blocks and the cable carry
about 13 kA. The cold mass inside the pressure vessel is filled with liquid He at a pressure slightly
exceeding 1 bar and cooled using a heat exchanger pipe at 1.9 K. A vacuum vessel, radiative insulation
and a thermal shield at 55- 75 K reduce heat inleaks to the minimum. A series of short model dipole
magnets have been constructed at CERN, and 10 m long prototype magnets were built by industry and
tested at CERN. Since 1994 three dipole magnets and one quadrupole magnet were installed into a 50 m
long LHC test string to gain experience in assembly and operation with magnets, cryogenics and vacuum
[12]. Recently the first 15 m long dipole magnet was tested. The magnets should not only reach a field
exceeding the design field, also the field quality must be excellent. The magnetic field errors should be
limited to about dB/Bo=lO~4 at 10 mm radius. The field quality, which is a critical issue for a machine
such as the LHC, is measured for each magnet.

More than 400 quadrupole magnets with a length of 3.5 m and a gradient of 220 T/m are developed in
collaboration with French institutes (CRNS and CEA). The first prototype magnets were delivered in
1994, and one has been installed in the test string [11].
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Fig. 3: Schematic view of the LEP/LHC injector complex. The beam is injected from the SPS into the LHC at an energy of

450 GeV. Booster and PS are used to prepare the bunches and to accelerate to the injection energy of the SPS (26 GeV). LEAR

will be used for accumulating and cooling of ions.

7 Beam dynamics, corrector magnets and dynamic aperture

7.1 Dipole field errors and dipole corrector magnets

If a particle with zero angle and amplitude travels through a series of perfectly aligned quadrupole mag-
nets without any field errors, the trajectory goes through the centre of each quadrupole magnet (see
Fig. 5). If a magnet is misaligned, the particle is deflected. The magnets in the LHC tunnel will be
aligned to about 0.3 mm with respect to a reference line (this is similar to what has been achieved at
LEP). Although this value is small for a 26 km long machine, the misalignments lead to deviations of
the particle trajectory that are unacceptable. The errors are corrected with small dipole magnets. The
trajectory is measured, and the strength of each corrector magnet is set to a value that minimises the
deviations.

7.2 Betatron tune and quadrupole corrector magnets

If a particle circulates in an accelerator with quadrupole magnets of perfect field quality, the trajectories
remain stable forever. Using the appropriate co-ordinate system, the trajectory can be expressed as a
harmonic function [13] for each plane. Assume an oscillation of the proton in the vertical plane with the
amplitude y(s):

y(s) = const • y f3y(s) • cos((j>y(s) - 0O) (2)

<f> is the phase advance of the betratron oscillation. The number of oscillations per turn is called betatron
tune (Qx for the horizontal plane, and Q^ for the vertical plane). For the LHC the betatron tunes are in
the order of 60 and can be adjusted in a range of some integer values. An integer or a half-integer value
for the betatron tune must be strictly avoided because of resonances leading to particle losses. In general,
if lQx+m-Q!/=n is fulfilled, the particle trajectory can become unstable (l,m,n are integers). The betatron
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Fig. 4: Cross section of twin aperture dipole magnet and cryostat

.--'I
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QF with alignment error
leads to particle deflection

LHC Cell - Length about 110 m (schematic layout)

Correction with dipole
corrector magnet

Fig. 5: Example of a particle travelling through a series of quadrupole magnets. Without quadrupole misalignment, a particle

starting with zero angle and amplitude follows a straight line. Other particles are deflected by the quadrupole magnets. The

second figure illustates the effect of an alignment error that are corrected using dipole correction magnets.
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tunes need precise adjustment to a level of about 0.001. Quadrupole corrector magnets will be installed
at the beginning of each arc to adjust the betatron tunes of each beam, for the horizontal and vertical
plane. Any skew quadrupole field from quadrupole magnets with a small tilt angle, solenoid magnets
and other imperfections lead to a coupling of the particle oscillations between the two planes. To correct
the coupling, quadrupole magnets rotated by 45 degrees will be installed in some locations of the LHC
lattice.

7.3 Chromaticity and sextupole corrector magnets

The betatron tunes depend on the energy of a particle. The energy spread in the beam is in the order
of 10~3. For particles with an energy below the average value (nominal energy), the focal length of a
quadrupole magnet is shorter compared to a particle with nominal energy. It can be demonstrated that
an energy deviation leads to an increased number of oscillations per turn, and therefore to an increased
value of the betatron tune Q in both planes. The change of betatron tune with energy, dQ/dE, is called
chromaticity. A typical value for the chromaticity at the LHC is in the order of some hundred units.
Without correcting the chromaticity, the betatron tune spread due to the energy spread is not acceptable.
Sextupole magnets are installed close to the main quadrupoles in each half-cell to correct both horizontal
and vertical chromaticity to a value close to zero (Fig. 6). At this location particles with nominal energy
travel through the centre of the sextupole magnets where the gradient of the magnetic field vanishes.
The trajectory of the particles depends on their energy (dispersion). Particles with too little energy travel
inside, and experience a gradient (Fig. 6). Those with too much energy travel outside and experience a
gradient with opposite sign. At least two sextupole families are required to correct the chromaticity for
horizontal and vertical plane.

Magnetic field of a sextupole magnet [T]

3 i

Sextupole magnet

Fig. 6: Sextupole magnet to correct the chromaticity: a particle with nominal energy travels through the center, where the

gradient of the sextupole magnetic field is zero. For a particle with too much energy travelling outside, the gradient is positive,

for particle with too little energy the gradient is negative.

7.4 Multipole field errors and multipole corrector magnets

With geometric tolerances in the magnet production of less than 0.1 mm, multipole field components
on the level of 10~4 (at 10 mm radius) are present. When the current in a superconducting magnet is
changed, additional multipolar field components are generated (dynamic effects). The main dynamic
field components are sextupole and decapole field components. This effect changes the chromaticity and
requires correction, as it has been first observed at the TEVATRON [14]. In the presence of multipolar
field components (sextupole, octupole or decapole field components) the particle trajectory is no longer
a harmonic function. If the strength of the non-linearity exceeds a certain value and the initial particle
amplitude is non-zero, the amplitude would increase with time and the particle would be lost. Since an
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analytic description of the motion in the presence of non-linear field components has not been developed,
tracking of particles through the magnetic structure using powerful computers is performed in order to
determine the stability of motion [15]. In tracking programs all magnets in the LHC are considered
including their expected magnetic imperfections. The trajectory of a number of particles is calculated
through each magnet for many turns (up to some 106 turns that corresponds to some 100 s). If the initial
amplitude of a particle is very small, the trajectory is stable. If the initial amplitude is very large, the
trajectory becomes unstable, it grows fast and the particle is lost. For intermediate amplitudes: the
particle can remain stable for many turns (for example 106), and then become unstable. In Fig. 7 the
results of particle tracking is shown. The dynamic aperture is the value of the initial amplitude when the
particle motion becomes unstable. It can be expressed as the ratio of the initial amplitude to the beam
size. The LHC optics is designed that particles with an amplitude of about 10 a (a is the beam size)
are stable. The emittance of the beam decreases with increasing energy during the ramp. At injection
energy the field errors of the dipole magnets determine the dynamic aperture, which would be too small
without corrections. Small sextupole and decapole corrector magnets are installed at the end of the dipole
magnets to correct the multipole field components (Fig. 2). In order to obtain a dynamic aperture of more
than 10 cr, the most important corrector magnets are for the compensation of sextupole and decapole field
nonlinearities in the dipole magnets. If additional corrector magnet are required is being discussed.

£
a

1EKJ3
2 4 B 8 10

Initial Amplitude [O]

Fig. 7: Example of particle tracking results: particles with an amplitude less than 6-7 a survive more than 106 turns, particles

with larger amplitudes are lost before.
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8 The LHC Insertions

8.1 Luminosity insertions

A schematic layout of the insertions for the high luminosity experiments ATLAS and CMS is shown in
Fig. 8 [16]. At the collision point the two beams with dimensions of about 16 /xm are crossing at an
angle of about 300 yurad in order to avoid parasitic beam crossings. An inner triplet of superconducting
quadrupole magnets with an aperture of 70 mm is installed at a distance of about 20 m from the collision
point. The superconducting quadrupoles must accommodate separated beams at injection, provide high
field gradients (up to 250 T/m) and low multipole errors for colliding beams, and sustain considerable
heat loads from secondary particles generated in the two high luminosity experiments. The Japanese and
US collaborators will provide the triplet together with their cryostats. For the high luminosity insertions
(with ATLAS and CMS) normal conducting magnets are used to further separate the beams. For the
insertions with ALICE and LHC-B superconducting separation dipoles and matching sections share the
available space with the injection equipment. When the distance between the beams increases to about
190 mm, a superconducting dipole magnet guides the beams into the separate vacuum chambers of the
outer superconducting quadrupole triplet.

Inner quadrupole separation
triplet dipole

quadrupole
Q4

recombination quadrupole
dipole Q5

Example for an LHC insertion with ATLAS or CMS

Fig. 8: Schematic layout of an insertion for a high luminosity experiment

8.2 Other insertions

Four insertions are for accelerator operation and machine safety.

Dump insertion [17][18]: The purpose of the beam dumping system is to remove the beam safely from
the collider at the end of a physics run, or in case of an equipment failure (for example a quench in a
superconducting magnet). Fast kicker magnets deflect the beams into an iron septum magnet, which
bends the beam into a 750 m long transport line to an external zone. The beam dimensions increase to
reduce the energy density, which allows sending the beam into a dump block made of graphite surrounded
with heavier materials.

Cleaning insertions [19]: Proton losses at injection, during the energy ramp and steady losses during
collisions might be concentrated near an aperture limitation of the ring. Due to the high intensity of the
LHC beams, quenches induced by beam losses would be unavoidable. A two-stage collimation system
to capture such particles will be installed in one of the insertions (betatron cleaning insertion). Since
inevitably large background radiation is produced, warm magnets are used to increase the beam distance
to 224 mm, and to generate the required optical function for collimator installation. A second straight
section will be equipped with collimators in order to collect particles with unacceptable energy deviation.

RF insertion [3]: A pair of superconducting dipole magnets increases the separation between the beams
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to 420 mm. To capture the bunches at injection and to accelerate the beam a radio-frequency system with
superconducting cavities will be installed for each beam. In order to leave the possibility for a future
experiment; the RF system is sufficiently far away from the crossing point.

9 Conclusions

The Large Hadron Collider is the first large CERN accelerator project with a strong participation of
external institutes to the machine construction. Civil construction for the LHC has already started. Com-
ponents for more than 700 MCHF have been adjudicated. 15-20 different types of superconducting
magnets and some types of normal conducting magnets are under development. The optimisation of the
field quality is essential in the design of the magnets, and the errors during series production must be
kept below the defined tolerable values. Prototypes for most magnets have been built and work well.
With the LHC String (one quadrupole magnet, and three 10 m dipole magnets) it was demonstrated that
a system of superconducting magnets can be reliably operated at a temperature of 1.9 K. The String runs
since three years, the magnets were quenched more than 100 times and about 10 thermal cycles were
performed. Installation of the LHC components into the LEP tunnel will start in 2001. Injection into first
octant is foreseen for 2003. It is planned to finish the machine installation and to start operation in 2005.
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Abstract
This chapter introduces the main features of the ROXEE program which has
been developed for the design of the superconducting magnets for the Large
Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN. The program combines numerical field cal-
culation with a reduced vector-potential formulation, the application of vector-
optimization methods, and the use of genetic as well as deterministic mini-
mization algorithms. Together with the applied concept of features, the soft-
ware is used as an approach towards integrated design of superconducting
magnets. The main quadrupole magnet for the LHC, was chosen as an ex-
ample for the integrated design process.

1 Introduction

The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) project is a superconducting accelerator for protons, heavy ions and
electron- proton collisions in the multi-TeV energy range to be installed at CERN [1]. In order to achieve
the design energy within the constraint of the existing LEP tunnel, which has a circumference of about 27
km, the magnet system must operate in superfluid helium below 2 K. The tunnel's limited space, as well
as cost considerations, dictate a two-in-one magnet design, where the two rings are incorporated into the
same cryostat. The main dipole magnets will operate at about 0.54 T at injection and 8.40 T at nominal
current. The main quadrupoles, will operate at a 223 T/m field gradient, a magnetic length of 3.10 m, a
nominal current of 11800 A, an inner coil aperture of 50 mm, and an operational temperature of 1.8 K.
For the optimization of the magnets, contradictory parameters such as maximum main field, minimum
content of unwanted multipoles, and sufficient safety margin for the conductor must be considered. The
key stoning of the conductors and the resulting grading of the current densities necessitate a computa-
tional method that can model the coil and calculate the excitational field with a higher accuracy than
rendered by most of the commercial finite element packages. In addition, the characteristic data for both
the coil and the iron configuration must be parametric for the application of mathematical optimization
techniques.

Together with the module for the addressing input and output data as design variables or design
objectives, the Feature-Based Design Module (FBDM) can be seen as the heart of the ROXIE program.
This program has been developed at CERN for the design and optimization of the coil and yoke ge-
ometries for the superconducting magnets for the Large-Hadron-Collider, LHC. Features are functional
primitives that contain not only the geometrical information (shape, dimensions, position, orientation,
tolerances) of a part, but also non-geometric properties such as material name, properties, part number,
etc. Designing by features is therefore an extension to parametric programming and is used together
with mathematical optimization techniques and numerical field calculation as an approach towards an
integrated design of superconducting magnets [5]. The steps in the design process are:

• Feature-based geometry creation.

• Conceptual design using genetic algorithms.
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• Calculation of field errors caused by persistent currents.

• Optimization of the coil cross-section.

• Minimization of iron-induced multipoles.

• Quench simulation.

• 3d coil end geometry and field optimization.

• Tolerance analysis.

• Production of drawings by means of a DXF interface.

• End-spacer design.

• Tracing of manufacturing errors.

2 Feature based geometry creation

The ROXIE program includes routines for geometrically defining coil cross-sections made of Rutherford-
type superconducting cables or rectangular shaped braids. The geometric position of coil block arrange-
ments in the cross section of the magnets is calculated from given input data such as the number of
conductors per block, conductor type (specified in a cable data base), radius of the winding mandrel, and
positioning and inclination angle of the blocks. The fact that the keystoning (trapezoidal shape) of the
cables is not sufficient to allow their edges to be positioned on the curvature of a circle, is taken into ac-
count (c.f. Fig. 1). This effect increases with the inclination of the coil blocks versus the radial direction.
The keystoning of the cable also results in a grading of the current density in the conductor as the cable is
more compacted (less voids between the strands) towards the narrow side. After the geometric modelling
is done, every feature (strand, cable, block, layer) can be subjected to geometric transformations such as
translation, rotation, scaling, imaging, while constraints are defined for these operations in order to avoid
penetration or physically meaningless structures. Not only can the geometric properties of the magnet
be changed in the optimization process but so also can its material properties (in our case, for example,
the number of strands, current density in conductors and strands, filling factors, unit price etc.)

3 Conceptual design using genetic algorithms.

The optimization problem associated with superconducting magnet design involves multiple, conflicting
objectives, which must be considered simultaneously. The solution process for these so-called vector-
optimization problems [6] is threefold, based on decision-making methods, methods for treating nonlin-
ear constraints, and optimization algorithms for minimizing the objective function [7]. In the constraint
formulation the optimization problem reads:

minAsc (1)

dB/dx > 223T/m (2)

Mss > 0 (3)

b6 < 0.1 • 10~4 (4)

&io < 0.001 • 10"4 (5)

bu < 0.0001 • 10~4 (6)
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For the definition of the relative field errors be, bio, etc. at a radius of 10 mm in the aperture,
and for the definition of the quench-margin Mss referre to the chapters below. Asc is the surface of
the superconducting material in the cross-section to be minimized. dB/dx is the field gradient. The
number of coil blocks was limited to 4. The resulting design variables for the optimization problem are
the number of turns per block, the positioning and the inclination angle of two blocks, and the current in
each turn. The constrained optimization problem is transformed by an exact-penalty transformation. For
the minimization of the resulting objective function, genetic algorithms are used.

In genetic algorithms, each trial solution is coded as a vector (chromosome) X with elements be-
ing described as chromosomes. Holland [8] suggests a representation of chromosomes by binary strings.
As our problem is a mixture of continuous and integer, the different parameters are combined by linear
sampling of the floating-point parameters and Gray-encoding of the integers into a binary string. The
current in the conductors and the angles of the coil-blocks were encoded by 4 bit strings while the num-
ber of turns per block were encoded by 3 bit strings each, thus resulting in chromosomes of 32 bits. The
selection operator guarantees convergence to an optimum by keeping the better chromosomes and dis-
carding the less fit ones. Using the standard operation to retain the better half of the chromosomes reduces
diversity generation by generation thus leading to gene-pools unable to profit from further crossover (re-
combination of bit strings of two chromosomes by swapping the strings at a random point). Therefore
the diversity of the population is guaranteed by a so-called niching mechanism. After a new offspring is
generated by means of crossover, the gene with the smallest hamming-distance (least difference in bits)
is located and replaced if its fitness is worse than that of the offspring. Niching not only increases diver-
sity, but provides a number of local minima for further investigations since not all the objectives ( e.g.
manufacturing considerations for coil winding and collaring) can be included in the objective function. A
population size of 40 chromosomes has then been proved to be sufficient. The crossover probability was
chosen as 0.8. The mutation operator avoids preliminary convergence of the entire population towards
a local minimum. The mutation rate is 0.005. For our parameter sets of 32 bits about 3000 function
evaluations were performed. Fig. 1 shows 3 different designs that result from this conceptual design
phase.

Fig. 1 top shows a design that would be difficult to manufacture as the outer block has a higher
angle than the inner block thus making the collaring difficult, i.e., requiring special shimming. The most
efficient design in terms of gradient and conductor material is the design displayed in Fig. 1 bottom, with
a conductor distribution of 8,7,8,2. In order to increase the size of the copper wedge between the two
outer blocks, and in order to confirm with the base-line SACLAY design, one conductor in the first outer
block was suppressed for the further studies.

4 Calculation of field errors due to persistent currents and coupling currents

Besides geometrical field errors due to the conductor placement, additional field distortions are caused
by persistent currents in the superconducting filaments and coupling currents between the strands in the
cable (ISCC). The persistent currents and ISCCs in each strand of each turn can be determined from the
local field distribution in the coil cross-section. The resulting field errors due to these currents in all the
turns of the coils can then be calculated using Biot-Savart's law.

In the outer region of a superconducting filament, subject to an applied magnetic field, currents
with density Jc are generated, which screen the interior of the filament. At full penetration of the screen-
ing currents in the filament, the magnetization M (i.e. the magnetic moment per unit volume) is

(7)
7T
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Fig. 1: Resulting coil block distributions from optimization using genetic algorithms and niching mechanism

with d the filament diameter and the critical current density Jc. Protons will be injected into the LHC
at rather low field levels, where Jo and hence M are large. A typical value for M at B = 0.5 T and
T = 1.8 K is about 30 mT for d = 6 fim [9].

Inter-strand coupling currents (ISCCs) flowing in and between the strands of the cable are gen-
erated if the cable is subject to a varying field, i.e. during ramping of the magnet. The ISCCs are
proportional to:

'•c,max
LpwNs dB

Rc ~dt
(8)

with Lp the twist length of the strands, w the cable width, Ns the number of strands in the cable and Rc

the contact resistance between two crossing strands. Using a network model of the Rutherford type cable,
in which the strands are connected through contact resistances, the coupling currents can be calculated
using Kirchhoffs laws. Typical values in the strands near the edges of the cable are a few amperes for the
foreseen ramp-rate for LHC (dB/dt=6 mT/s) and Rc=l0 /J.Q, [10].

The resulting field errors due to these currents are given in Table 1. Both types of field errors
follow the symmetry of the quadrupole field so that only the normal even harmonics 62, b$, bio, ••• are
generated. Due to uncertainties in the magnetization of the filaments and in Rc over the cross-section of
the coils, additional field distortions are present. In Table 2 an estimate is given of these errors assuming
a 3% variation in the persistent currents and a 30% variation in Rc.
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Order

b2

b6

&10

Persistent curr.
d=6/um, T=1.8K

-5.6
-0.54

0.0018

Coupling curr.
0.18T/m/s, RC=U^Q

16.70
0.020

-0.0008

Table 1. The predicted errors at injection gradient (14.5 T/m) of the LHC lattice quadrupole due
to the magnetic moment of the persistent currents and the inter-strand coupling currents during ramping
(in units of 10~4 of the main field at r=10 mm).

Order

n
1
2
3
4
5
6

Persistent curr.
d=6/tim,T=1.8K
AM/M=0.03

bn
 an

1.9 1.9
0.75
0.32 0.32

0.2
0.04 0.04
0.01

Coupling curr.
0.18T/m/s, Rc = U/iSl

ARC = AfiCl

bn an

1.6 1.6
2.7 0.5
1. 1.

0.2 0.4
0.05 0.05
0.012 0.012

Table 2. The predicted random errors in the LHC lattice quadrupole due to uncertainties in M and
Rc (in units of 10~~4 of the main field at r=10 mm).

A decrease of the field errors due to the ISCCs can be obtained by increasing Rc, which can be
achieved by applying a proper coating onto the strand surface. Decreasing the filament diameter pro-
vides the only possibility to reduce M since Jc has to be as large as possible in order to obtain a compact
high-field magnet. Since the lower limit of d is about 5-7 /j,m, important errors still remain and have
to be corrected for with the coil-block geometry. The final optimization of the coil cross-section with
partial compensation for the persistent current multipole errors is performed using deterministic search
methods, as described in the next section.

5 Optimization of the coil cross-section

The aim of this design step is to find a coil cross-section with a part compensation of the persistent
current effects by an appropriate placement of the coil blocks. As the number of ampere turns are not
varied in this design phase, a relatively simple least-squares objective function

~ 0.5)2 + t2(bw + 0.001)2 + t3(bu - 0)2) (9)

is minimized using the deterministic optimization algorithm EXTREM [11]. For the 4 remaining degrees
of freedom (inclination and positioning angle of the two outer blocks) about 100 function evaluations
have to be carried out. The weighting factors t\ -1$ had to be adjusted in an iterative process to t\ = 10.,
£2 = 100., £3 = 8000. The optimized quadrupole cross-section is shown in Fig. 2.

6 Optimization of the iron cross-section

The influence of the iron magnetization is taken into account by means of a finite element calculation
based on a reduced vector potential formulation. As explained in the contribution by Biro, Preis and
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Fig. 2: Optimized quadrupole cross-section. Display of the quadrupole field and the field modulus in the coils.

Paul, this avoids the meshing of the coil, which is advantageous as the field errors are very sensitive to
modelling errors of the conductor placement. The method also allows us to distinguish between the coil
and the iron effects and to accurately calculate the multipole content as a function of the excitation. The
peak field in the coil, which is calculated neglecting the self field of the strands, determines the margin to
quench at the nominal field (see also Appendix B). As can be observed in general in quadrupole magnets,
the variation of multipole errors in the aperture is relatively insensitive to the excitational current in the
coils as the saturation effects are less pronounced than in the dipole magnets. The iron magnetization
in the twin-aperture magnet cross-section as designed by SACLAY, a variant of that described in [4],
causes the additional field errors as given in Table 3. A further minimization of these effects was not
necessary. Fig. 3 shows the reduced field in the cross-section. The margin to quench is 80.3 % resulting
in a gradient at quench of 277 T/m.

Order

h
b3

h
h
be
h
bs
bg

ho

Coil
Injection

-
-
-
-

-0.07
-
-
-

-0.0011

field
Nominal

-
-
-
-

0.47
-
-
-

-0.0029

Coil in
Injection

-10.7
-0.37
-0.018

-
-0.07

-
-
-

-0.0011

yoke
Nominal

-20.8
-0.41
-0.028

-
0.48

-
-
-

-0.0029

Table 3. The predicted field errors due to coil geometry and persistent current effects in the LHC
lattice quadrupole at injection field level and nominal operation. The effect of the two-in-one iron yoke
with saturation can be seen from the right hand columns. Note that the values given at injection field
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Fig. 3: Magnet cross-section with reduced field. Note that the center of the quadrupole is shifted towards the center of the yoke.

The iron magnetization is therefore screening the two-in-one effect visible in the excitational field.

level contain the effects from persistent currents.

7 Quench simulation

Studying the behaviour in the event of transition to the resistive state (quench) is also an important con-
sideration during the design phase of superconducting magnets. The aim of these studies is to know
whether or not the magnet is self-protected against resistive transitions, and how to protect it in case the
quenches should threaten the integrity of the magnet. A simulation package called QUABER [12] has
been developed at CERN in order to investigate the behaviour of accelerator superconducting magnets
in the event of a quench. This package has been built up in the environment of the commercial network
analysis program SABER [13], using its associated high level design language MAST.

The network solver deals with a set of different thermo-electrical models contained in templates
(simulator subprograms), which model the quench spread throughout the coils according to the different
propagation mechanisms (original quench and its propagation, heater-provoked quench and its propaga-
tion, etc.). In the definition of the electrical circuit the different blocks of the magnet are represented
by coupled inductances and variable quench resistances. In the calculation of both quench resistances
and temperature maps, the simulator takes into account the magnetic field distribution throughout the
coils. The distribution of the magnetic field as well as the mutual and self-inductances are calculated
with ROXIE and interfaced into QUABER.

The basic equation that links the temperature of the conductor with the current is given by the heat
balance per unit of volume under adiabatic conditions [14]:

/ i2(t)dt = ACuAT I
Jto JT

C(T)
'To PCu{B,T,RRR)
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Hot spot temperature

Fig. 4: Results of quench simulation

where Acu is the section of copper of a conductor, AT the whole section of the conductor, C(T) the
average specific heat of the conductor, and pcu{B, T, RRR) is the resistivity of the copper as a function
of magnetic field, temperature and the residual resistivity ratio (i.e. the ratio between copper resistivity
at 300 K and at 4.2 K in absence of magnetic field). The term on the left side of the equation expressed in
units of 106 is called MIIT and represents the quench load. The term on the right represents the quench
capacity of a given superconducting cable. From this equation the map of temperature T in the coils as a
function of time can be calculated.

It is assumed that a quench starts in the high field region of the outer layer at nominal current (11.8
kA) and propagates longitudinally and transversally to the neighbouring turns. The initial longitudinal
quench velocity is 15 m/s and the transition propagates transversally with a turn-to-turn delay of 30 mil-
liseconds (values according to experimental measurements). The magnet is protected by strip heaters
covering the full length of 6 turns per pole in the outer layer shells. The quench heaters are effective after
a delay of 80 milliseconds from the quench onset. Since the magnet is by-passed through a cold diode,
the coils will dissipate the full energy stored in the magnet. The maximum temperature (hot spot) and
the maximum voltage across one layer in one pole (see Fig. 4) are acceptable and qualify this magnet
from the simulation point of view for the operation under the LHC machine conditions.

8 3d coil end geometry and field optimization

When designing the 3d coil geometry, the shape of the coil is determined by the objectives of maximiz-
ing the radius of curvature in the end, applying as little hard-way strain as possible to the cable, and
optimizing the multipole content of the integrated field. The input parameters for the coil end generation
are the z position of the first conductor of each coil block, its inclination angle, the straight section and
the size of the inter turn spacers between the conductors. It is assumed that the upper edges of the con-
ductors follow ellipses, super-ellipses or circles in the developed plane defined by their radial position in
the straight section. A de-keystoning factor can be defined for the purposes of considering a cable-shape
change in the ends caused by the winding process and the fact that a Rutherford-type cable made of
strands does not have the properties of a solid beam. By shifting the relative position of the coil blocks
the integrated multipole field can be optimized. For this purpose an objective weighting function is used
and the algorithm EXTREM is applied. As the 3d calculations are very time consuming only 60 function
evaluations are performed.
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Fig. 5: Artist view of the coil end together with the electromagnetic forces parallel and perpendicular to the broad face of the

cable, displayed as a gray scale.

The average field errors along the coil end from the onset of the end towards z=80 mm are for
the optimized design bs=-3.7, 6io=-O.O66, &io=-0.0035 (all in units of 10~4) for an equivalent magnetic
length of the end of 32 mm. As the magnet is long (3.10 m magnetic length) with respect to length of the
coil end, the field errors resulting from the coil end design are acceptable. Fig. 5 shows an artist view of
the coil end together with the electromagnetic forces displayed in the local conductor coordinate system,
i.e., parallel and perpendicular to the broad face of the cable. Fig. 6 shows a cut through the coil end (yz
plane) and the electromagnetic forces in azimuthal direction acting on the coil end. The size of the shims
placed at the mid-plane before collaring the end has to be chosen such that the prestress is higher than
the electromagnetic forces at full excitation.

9 Tolerance and manufacturablity analysis.

From the sensitivity matrix (which can be transferred via a CSV interface into spread-sheet programs,
e.g., EXCEL) the multipole content can be evaluated as a function of the tolerances in coil block posi-
tioning, coil size, asymmetries resulting from the collaring procedure etc. This matrix is too big to be
shown here, however, important conclusions can be drawn such as:

• For the coil optimization it is assumed that the shape is determined by the winding mandrel on the
inner diameter of the coil. If, however, after curing and collaring the coil shape is determined by
the collar on the outer diameter of the coil, the displacements would cause a be of 0.37 units and a
feio of 0.006 units. That is virtually as large as the effect of the persistent currents!

• One coil being radially displaced by only 0.01 mm would cause b\ and a\ of ± 0.78 units, 63 and
03 of ± 0.36 units and a 66 of 0.47 units.
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Fig. 6: Electromagnetic forces in azimuthal direction at nominal field acting on the coil end. The size of the shims placed at

the mid-plane before collaring the end has to be chosen such that the prestress is higher than the electromagnetic forces at full

excitation.

These two examples show how important it is to control the coil positioning during the assembly
process of the magnet.

10 Production of drawings by means of the DXF interface.

The DXF interface creates files for the drawing of the cross-section in the xy and yz planes of the magnet,
the developed view and the polygons for the end-spacer manufacture thus eliminating draughting work
of about 2 man-days.

11 End-spacer design and data transfer for the CNC machining

The shape of the end-spacers is determined by the shape and position of the coil blocks as found in the
field optimization process. The surfaces to be machined are described by 9 polygons, which are trans-
ferred into a CAM system, e.g., CATIA, for the calculation and emulation of the cutter movements for
machining the piece. As an interface an ASCII file, a VDA file and a DXF file is available. The spacers
are machined by means of a 5-axis CNC machine from glass-epoxy tubes (Gil). Because of the abra-
sive nature of the glass dust, diamond tools must be used. Fig. 7 shows an artists view of the endspacers
(outer layer coil) for the quadrupole.

12 Inverse field calculation for the tracing of manufacturing errors.

The dimensions of the active parts of the coils are impossible to verify under their operational condi-
tions after their deformation due to manufacture, warm pre-stressing, cool-down and excitation. The
inverse problem solving consists of using optimization routines to find distorted coil geometries which
exactly produce the multipole content measured [16]. The function to be minimized in the inverse field
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Fig. 7: Artists view of the endspacers for the quadrupole, outer layer coil

computation problem yields

10

(b*(X) ~ qi • (a*(X) - (11)

where b*(X), a*(X) are the calculated and bi, a{ are the measured multipoles. X is the vector of the
design variables for the inverse problem. The pi and qi are weighing factors that compensate for the
different numerical values of the residuals. Because of the non-symmetric nature of the geometrical coil
positioning errors, a large number of design variables result for the inverse field problem. It is therefore
assumed that the positioning errors hold for an entire coil block rather than for individual conductors.
The design variables are the possible perturbations, in radial direction, of all 24 coil-blocks plus 16
azimuthal displacements of the blocks. It is assumed that the blocks that are connected at the mid-plane
are free to move only by the same amount. Because of the fact that there are far more degrees of freedom
than objectives the problem is ill-posed. Therefore a regularization term is added to Eq. (11)

30

(12)
t = i

to make sure that the coil-block displacements stay as small as possible. As a minimization algorithm
the Levenberg-Marquard method is applied.

Table 4 gives the measured multipole distribution [15] in the straight part of a previously built
quadrupole magnet with slightly different conductor distribution [2] together with the expected (intrin-
sic) values.
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Fig. 8: Coil-block displacement of a quadrupole prototype, biggest vector represents a 0.25 mm displacement

n
1
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Measured
Normal Skew

0.27 0.36
0.01 -0.21
-0.03 0.
-0.23 -0.02
0.01 0.

0. 0.
0. 0.

-0.01 0.

Intrinsic
Normal Skew

0.107

-0.0087

Table 4: Measured multipoles in the straight part of one aperture and intrinsic values as expected
from the coil design, units of 10~4 at 10 mm, current 10000 A

The result of the inverse problem computation can be seen in Fig. 8. The arrow length of the most
important displacement corresponds to 0.25 mm in block no. 24. AH other displacement arrows are to
scale. These results also allow to check the need for a mandrel inside the coil aperture in the final collar-
ing phase (in fact, the coil assembly mandrel was extracted before the final compression of the collars).
The displacements in Fig. 8 show some inward movement of the small coil blocks which possibly could
have been avoided.
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THE USE OF A REDUCED VECTOR POTENTIAL Ar FORMULATION
FOR THE CALCULATION OF IRON INDUCED FIELD ERRORS

Oszkdr Biro, Kurt Preis, Christian Paul
IGTE, Graz, Austria

Abstract
The application of the method of finite elements to computing the
magnetostatic field due to a given current density distribution in the
presence of ferromagnetic media is reviewed with the high precision needed
for the analysis of LHC magnets taken into account. Various formulations
in terms of either a magnetic scalar or vector potential are described. The
basic concepts of the method of finite elements are presented using both
node based and edge based elements. The formulation in terms of a reduced
magnetic vector potential is shown to be the best choice. It can be realized
with the aid of node based finite elements for two-dimensional models but
edge based elements are necessary when analyzing three-dimensional
arrangements.

1. INTRODUCTION

The magnetic field occurring in superconducting magnets including ferromagnetic iron parts can only
be computed numerically. Several potential formulations have been proposed in the past to serve as
the underlying boundary value problem [1-3]. These use either a reduced magnetic scalar potential or
a magnetic vector potential. Their merits and shortcomings will be discussed in the paper. The
conclusion arrived at is that, if highly permeable iron parts are present, the precision of formulations
based on a vector potential is higher.

The most versatile numerical technique for computing magnetic fields is the method of finite
elements (FEM). As pointed out below, node based or edge based finite elements can be employed
depending upon the potential formulation used. The scalar potential is best approximated with the aid
of nodal elements as is the single-component vector potential in two-dimensional problems. However,
if the vector potential is used in three-dimensional arrangements, the question of gauging arises. The
best method turns out to be to use an ungauged vector potential realized by edge elements [4].

Since the magnetic field in superconducting magnets such as the LHC dipoles has to be
computed with extremely high precision, it is desirable that the part of the field due to the
superconducting conductors be computed analytically using the Biot-Savart Law and only the part
due to the iron be obtained numerically with the aid of the method of finite elements. This means that
a reduced vector potential has to be used. This formulation, which ensures the high precision
required, will be presented in detail.

2. MAGNETOSTATIC FIELD

The differential equations of magnetostatic fields are the following Maxwell equations:

curl H = J (1)

div B = 0 (2)

where H is the magnetic field intensity, B is the magnetic flux density and J is the known current
density. The field quantities satisfy the following constitutive equations:
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B = 11 (H) H or H = v (B) B (3)

where pi is the permeability and v the reluctivity, the reciprocal of the permeability. Due to the
saturation of iron, these material parameters depend on the magnetic field. For isotropic soft magnetic
media, wherein hysteresis is negligible, they can be assumed to be scalar quantities and monovalued
functions of the magnitude of the field. The closed domain in which the magnetic field is to be
calculated will be denoted by Q.

The field quantities B and H satisfy boundary conditions on the boundary of Q. Two types of
boundary conditions cover all practical cases. They are prescribed on two disjunct parts Ffl and TH of
the boundary with the union of TB and TH forming the entire boundary.

On the part TB of the boundary, the normal component of the magnetic flux density is known.
In many cases this value is zero, as on symmetry planes parallel to the field. Since, in order to employ
the method of finite elements, a closed domain Q, has to be assumed, artificial far boundaries are
frequently introduced. These far boundaries may also be part of TB with the normal component of B
vanishing. In some special problems, the distribution of Bmmal can be estimated along a physical
surface. As an example, it can often be assumed that no flux leaves the outer boundary of an iron
structure completely surrounded by air or that the flux distribution in the air gap of an electrical
machine is sinusoidal. All these boundary conditions can be written in the form

Bn = -b onTB (4)

where n is the outer unit normal vector on TB and b can interpreted as a fictitious magnetic surface
charge density. (The negative sign in (4) implies that positive values of b correspond to positive
surface charges.)

On the part TH of the boundary, the tangential component of the magnetic field intensity is
known. In many cases this value is zero, as on symmetry planes perpendicular to the field. Far
boundaries may also be part of TH with the tangential component of H vanishing. In some special
problems, the distribution of H n(fa/ can be estimated along a physical surface. For example, it can
often be assumed that the field enters highly (infinitely) permeable iron structures at right angle or
that the tangential component of H is determined by a surface current flowing on the surface of an
infinitely permeable magnetic pole. All these boundary conditions can be written in the form

H x n = K onTH (5)

where n is the outer unit normal vector on FH and K can interpreted as a real or fictitious electric
surface current density.

The interface conditions on any surface between two regions with different magnetic properties
are the continuity of Bmmal and of HlmgmlU. Denoting the outer unit normal vectors of the two abutting
regions £2, and £22 by n, and n2 and using the indices 1 and 2 to denote the field quantities in the two
regions, the interface conditions on the interface F12 can be written as

B, n i + B 2 n 2 = 0 1 (6a)
> on r , , .

H , x n , + H 2 x n 2 =0j (6b)

In case FH is a connected surface, no further conditions are necessary to define the static
magnetic field. If, however, FH consists of nH+\ disjunct parts TH0, THj, ..., YHnH, then either the nH

magnetic voltages of between Tm,..., THnH and Tm must be defined as
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(7)
Cm

where Cm is an arbitrary curve connecting Tm and rH0, or the nH magnetic fluxes of the surfaces Tm,...,
TH „ have to be given as

(8)

3. POTENTIAL FORMULATIONS

The solution of the differential equations (1) and (2) with the constitutive equation (3), the boundary
conditions (4) and (5), the interface conditions (6) as well as the integral conditions (7) or (8) is
unique [5]. Equivalent boundary value problems involving second order elliptic differential equations
as well as Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions can be set up in terms of potential functions.
These boundary value problems lend themselves well to numerical solution with the aid of the
method of finite elements. The various potential formulations will be reviewed in the following.

3.1 Reduced scalar potential

Since the curl of the magnetic field intensity is, in general, nonzero, it cannot always be written as the
gradient of a scalar potential function. If, however, a function T is found satisfying

curlT = i in a (9)

then H-T is curl free and the magnetic field intensity can be written as

H = T-gnwM» (10)

where O is the reduced magnetic scalar potential.

The choice (10) automatically satisfies Ampere's Law (1), so Maxwell's equation (2) remains
to be solved. Taking account of the material relationship (3), it has the form

-div(flgradO) = -div(fiT) in Q. (11)

This is a generalized Laplace-Poisson equation.

The boundary condition (4) becomes

, . _ on T , (12)
. . • dn

a nonhomogeneous Neumann boundary condition. Expressing the condition (5) with the aid of the
scalar potential,

K onTH (13)

is obtained. Let us assume that the current density J has no normal component on FH and that the
integral quantities specified if TH is composed of several nonconnected parts are the magnetic
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voltages as in Eq. (7). Then, choosing the value of <1> to be the magnetic voltage Uml defined in (7) at
an arbitrary point Pni in FHi, i = 1, 2, ..., nH, Um0 = 0, the value of 4> at any point P in Tm is obtained as
the sum of Um. and of the integral of the tangential component of grad$> along some curve Cp.
connecting P0i.to P. The tangential component of gradQ? can be obtained from Eq. (13) as

on r . (14)
at

Hence, the boundary condition on TH is

, PeTHi, (15)

a Dirichlet boundary condition. If fluxes of the form (8) are the specified as integral quantities, then
the reduced scalar potential formulation cannot be employed directly.

The boundary value problem consisting of the differential equation (11), the Neumann
boundary condition (12) and the Dirichlet boundary condition (15) can be cast in a -weak form
facilitating the application of the method of finite element to its numerical solution. Let us consider
all functions satisfying the Dirichlet boundary condition (15). From among these, the solution of the
boundary value problem is the function O fulfilling

jw[-div(/j,grad®)]dQ+ jw(fm- grad<S>)dT = jw[-div(iaT)]dQ.+ j w(//T • n + b)aT (16)
n rB n rB

with w being an arbitrary weighting function that obeys the homogeneous counterpart of the Dirichlet
boundary condition (15):

w = 0 onrw . (17)

Using the identities

[ w[-div(/J.grad^)]dQ. = f gradw • ngrad&dQ. - j w(jjn • grad<$>)aT, (18)
n n rs+rH

jw[-div(//T)]dD. = jgradw-fiTdQ.- jw(j£t-n)dr (19)

as well as the boundary condition (17), the following can be stated:

The solution of the boundary value problem (11), (12), (15) is the function O satisfying the
Dirichlet boundary condition (15) if the weak form

f gradw • jj.grad<&dQ. - f gradw • flTdQ. + J wbdT (20)

holds for any function w satisfying Eq. (17).
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In order to satisfy the interface condition (6a), it is sufficient that the scalar potential as well as
the tangential component of T be continuous. The interface condition (6b) is included in the weak
form provided w is continuous along FI2. This can be seen by adding the two integrals over Tn

corresponding to (6b) to the left hand side of (16). Applying the identities (18) and (19) over Q.l and
£l2, the form (20) is obtained.

Several options are open for the choice of the function T satisfying Eq. (9). The most
straightforward one is the Biot-Savart field Hs computed from the current density as

'QP

where eQP is the unit vector pointing from the source point Q to the field point P, rQP is the distance
between Q and P and QQ is the domain where J is nonzero. The curl of Hs is obviously J, so it
satisfies Eq. (9) and is thus a valid choice as T. In highly permeable media, the magnitude of H is
frequently much less than the magnitude of Hs. This means that using Hs as T can result in large
cancellation errors when computing H from Eq. (10). These cancellation errors are ruinous if <& is
computed numerically, e.g. approximated by piecewise continuous functions with discontinuous
derivatives as in the method of finite elements, and Hs is simultaneously computed analytically as a
smooth function. One method to avoid these errors is using a total scalar potential in ferromagnetic
regions assumed to be current free [1]. An alternative is to interpolate Hs with the aid similar
functions as those used for the approximation of grad<£> [3]. The choice of using Hs as T is, naturally,
not the only possibility. Some useful options in the context of the method of finite elements can be
found in [6] and [3].

The scalar potential formulation of magnetostatic fields is appealing since it offers the most
economic description in terms of unknown functions. In view of the fact, however, that the quantity
derived directly from the potential function is the magnetic field intensity, the error of the flux
density is much higher in ferromagnetic iron regions than in nonferromagnetic air domains especially
if the field runs mainly parallel to the iron/air interface and hence H has about the same value in both
regions [7]. This fact suggest that formulations yielding the magnetic flux density directly from the
potentials perform better in problems involving highly permeable parts.

3.2 Vector potential

Since the divergence of the magnetic flux density is zero, it can be written as the curl of a magnetic
vector potential function A:

B = curlA in SI. (22)

The choice (22) automatically satisfies Maxwell's equation (2), so Ampere's Law (1) remains
to be solved. Taking account of the material relationship (3), it has the form

curl(vcurlA) = J in Q. (23)

This is a second order partial differential equation.

The boundary condition (5) becomes

vcurlA x n = K on T ,̂ (24)

a nonhomogeneous Neumann boundary condition. Expressing the condition (4) with the aid of the
vector potential,
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n-curlA = b on TB (25)

is obtained. The normal component of the curl of A is completely determined by the tangential
component of the vector potential. Therefore it is possible to choose a function a so that the Dirichlet
boundary condition

n x A = a onFB (26)

implies (25). Naturally, several possible functions a exist. All they have to fulfill are the two
conditions

diva = div(nxA) = n-curlA = b on Tfl (27)

and

mgaM-<& = JAdl= jncurlAdT = Vi , /= 1,2, ...,«„ (28)

where Cm is the curve bounding the surface Fm and as such separates Fm from FB. The satisfaction of
Eq. (28) ensures the fulfillment of the integral conditions (8). If magnetic voltages of the form (7) are
the specified integral quantities, then the vector potential formulation cannot be employed directly.

The solution of the boundary value problem consisting of the differential equation (23), the
Neumann boundary condition (24) and the Dirichlet boundary condition (26) is not unique. The
gradient of any scalar function can be added to any of its solutions if the scalar function is constant on
TB. This lack of uniqueness can be eliminated by modifying the boundary value problem to include
the Coulomb gauge on the vector potential [2]. In this case, the differential equation (23) is replaced
by

curl(ycurlA) - gmd(vdivA) = J in Q, (23a)

and the boundary conditions are supplemented by the following two conditions:

A-n = 0 onT,,, (24a)

vdivA = 0 onTB. (26a)

The boundary value problem (23a), (24), (24a), (26), (26a) has a unique solution satisfying the
Coulomb gauge

vdivA = Q inQ (29)

and hence also the differential equation (23).

To obtain the weak form of the ungauged, nonunique boundary value problem (23), (24), (26),
the satisfaction of the Dirichlet boundary condition (26) is assumed and (23), (24) are written by
requiring that
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Jw • [curl(vcurlA)]dQ + Jw • (vcurlAxn)dT = Jw • JdQ. + Jw • KdT (30)
n rH n rH

is satisfied with w being an arbitrary vector weighting function that obeys the homogeneous
counterpart of the Dirichlet boundary condition (26):

nxw=0 on IV (31)

Using the identity

-[curl(vcurlA)]dQ = jcurlw -vcurlAdQ.- | w • (vcurlAxn)aT (32)
r«+rw

as well as the boundary condition (31), the following can be stated:

A solution of the boundary value problem (23), (24), (26) is any function A satisfying the
Dirichlet boundary condition (26) if the weak form

jcurlv/ • vcurlAdQ. = J w • JdQ. + Jw • KdT (33)
a a rH

holds for any function w satisfying Eq. (31). If the current density J and the surface current density K
are described with the aid of a function T satisfying (9) and

Txn = K onTH, (34)

then, using the identity

(35)
n n rs+rH

and the boundary condition (31), the weak form (33) can be rewritten as

Jcwr/w • VcurlAdQ = jcurlxv • TdQ. (36)
n a

In order to satisfy the interface condition (6b), it is sufficient that the tangential component of
A be continuous. The interface condition (6a) is included in the weak form provided the tangential
component of w is continuous along F]2. This can be seen by adding the two integrals over F12

corresponding to (6a) to the left hand side of (30). Applying the identity (32) over Qt and Q,2, the
form (33) is obtained.

To obtain the weak form of the gauged, unique boundary value problem (23a), (24), (24a), (26),
(26a), one has to assume the satisfaction of the Dirichlet boundary conditions (24a) and (26) whereas
(23a), (24) and (26a) are written by requiring that
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fw -[curKycurlA)- grad(vdivA)]dQ+ I w • (vcurlAxn)dT + jwnvdivAdT = Jw- Jd£l+ \w-KaT
a rH r s a rH

(37)

is satisfied with w being an arbitrary vector weighting function that obeys the homogeneous
counterparts of the Dirichlet boundary conditions (24a) and (26):

w-n = 0 onT^, (38)

nxw = 0 onT8. (39)

Using the identities (32) and

[yv-[-grad(vdivA)]dQ.-\divwvdivAdQ.- jw-nvdivAdT (40)
n n rfl+rH

as well as the boundary conditions (38) and (39), the following can be stated:

The solution of the boundary value problem (23a), (24), (24a), (26), (26a) is the function A
satisfying the Dirichlet boundary conditions (24a), (26) if the weak form

J (curlw • vcurlA + divw vdivA)dQ. = J w • JdQ, + J w • KdT (41)

holds for any function w satisfying Eqs. (38) and (39).

It is easy to verify that, besides the interface condition (6a), this weak also form implies the
condition

n1vldivAl+n2v2divA2 = 0 on r,2. (42)

It will be shown in section 4 that the application of the method of finite elements ensures the
approximate satisfaction of the weak forms. This means that a certain error in the fulfillment of the
Coulomb gauge (29) is invariably present. Along an iron/air interface, the condition (42) implies that
this error is much higher in the ferromagnetic region (where v is low) than in the air domain (where v
may be several thousand times higher). A large error in the satisfaction of the Coulomb gauge results
in even larger errors in fulfilling Ampere's Law in iron, since the additional term grad(vdivA) in
(23a) is far from zero [8]. All in all, this feature of the gauged formulation makes it unsuitable for
solving problems involving ferromagnetic materials. Therefore, in the following, the ungauged
boundary value problem (23), (24), (26) will be considered only.

4. THE METHOD OF FINITE ELEMENTS

The method of finite elements requires the problem region Q. to be discretized into elementary
domains called finite elements forming a mesh.. The elements have simple geometrical forms such as
triangles or quadrilaterals in two-dimensional problems or tetrahedra, hexahedra, prisms, etc. in three-
dimensional arrangements. The elements are defined by nodes and scalar interpolating functions
called shape functions are associated with each node in each element. The shape functions are low
order polynomials. Scalar potentials can be interpolated with the aid of the shape functions providing
approximations which are continuous on the interfaces between finite elements. Such nodal finite
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elements will be discussed in section 4.1. Besides nodes, edges can also be defined within finite
elements and vector shape functions are then associated with each edge in each element. These edge
shape functions are low order vector polynomials. They can be used to interpolate vector functions.
The approximations thus generated are vector functions whose tangential components are continuous
across element interfaces but whose normal components are, in general, discontinuous. They are,
therefore, suitable for approximating vector potentials. Edge finite elements will be treated in section
4.2. A detailed exposition of the method of finite elements can be found e.g. in [9].

4.1 Node based elements

An element node shape function Nk
c' (k = 1,2, ...,n{

n
e)) is associated with each of the n*e) nodes of

the y-th finite element. They are usually defined in a local coordinate system and are low order
polynomials of the local coordinates £, 77, C,. They are constructed to obey the equations

,., „ „ f 1 at the local node k, ,,
Nk ' (£,77,0 = 1 k=\,2,..., nf. (43)

[0 at all other local nodes,

The element node shape functions may also serve to establish a transformation between local
and global coordinates. With x, y and z denoting the global coordinates, this transformation has the
following form within the;-th element:

k=l k=\

(44)

where xk, yk and zk are the global coordinates of the k-th local node.

Since the nodes of neighboring elements coincide, the number of the global nodes is less than
the product of the number of elements and n^. It will be denoted by nn. A global node shape
function N. (i = 1, 2, ..., nn) is associated with each of the global nodes and is defined as

J Nl
k
e'){x,y, z) in the j - th element, if the global node / coincides with its local node k,

[0 in an element, if the global node i does not coincide with any of its local nodes.

(45)

The global node shape functions are continuous in Q. since they have the same variation in both
elements along any interface between two elements. They have a property similar to Eq. (43) with
respect to the global nodes:

f l s
Ji(x,y,z) = iQ

Jl at the global node 1,
Ni(x,y,z) = i i=l,2,..., n. (46)1 [0 at all other global nodes, "

The nn global node shape functions are linearly independent, but there is a linear
interdependence among their gradients. In fact, the sum of all nodal basis functions is 1:
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N, = 1 , (47)
1=1

as it is obvious from the fact that the function identically equal to 1 can be exactly represented with
the aid of node shape functions (the constant is the lowest order polynomial) and all its nodal values
are 1. The following is obtained after taking the gradient of (47):

= 0. (48)

This means that the maximal number of linearly independent gradients of the global node shape
functions is nn-l, i.e. the number of tree edges in the graph defined by the finite element mesh. It
follows from the linear independence of the global node shape functions that n-l of their gradients
are in fact linearly independent.

Let us now consider the numerical solution of the weak form (20) of the reduced scalar
potential formulation of magnetostatic fields. Let the global nodes in the finite element mesh which
are not on the surface FH (where a Dirichlet boundary condition is prescribed) obtain the order
numbers 1, 2, ..., n and those on TH the order numbers n+l, n+2, ..., nn. Let further Q>. denote the value
of the reduced magnetic scalar potential in the global node i. Obviously, the values <&., i = n+l, n+2,
..., nn are known from the Dirichlet boundary condition (15) and, due to the interpolatory property
(46) of the global node shape functions, the expression

( 4 9 )

is a known function approximately satisfying Eq. (15). Furthermore, the functions Nt, i = 1,2, ..., n
satisfy the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition (17) required of the weighting functions.
Therefore, an approximation of the scalar potential in the form

'iN;(x,y,z) (50)

is suitable for a numerical solution based on the weak form (20). Indeed, it satisfies the Dirichlet
boundary condition (15) independent of the choice of the n unknown nodal potential values <&., / = 1,
2, ..., n.

The relevant numerical method is called Galerkin's procedure and is constituted by writing the
weak form (20) with the scalar potential function replaced by the approximation (50) and using the
functions Nj; i = 1, 2, ..., n as weighting functions. This leads to a system of algebraic equations for
the n unknowns:

\ , i= \,2,...,n, (51)

or, with the known quantities brought to the right hand side:
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J gradN; -figradNjdQ.

- J gradNf • yTdQ. + JjV.fo/r -igradN, • Hgrad$>DdQ., i = 1, 2,. . . , n. (52)

The matrix of this equations system is obviously symmetric and also sparse, since the support of the
global node shape functions extends over a few finite elements only. The matrix is also positive
definite. The system can be solved advantageously with the aid of iterative techniques. The most
widely spread method is that of preconditioned conjugate gradients [10].

4.2 Edge based elements

An element edge shape function N^ ; ) (k = 1, 2, ...,n(
e
e)) is associated with each of the n[e) edges of

the j-th finite element. They are usually defined in a local coordinate system and are low order vector
polynomials of the local coordinates £, 7], £and of their gradients. This results in the important
property that the gradients of the node shape functions are in the space spanned by the edge shape
functions or, in other words, the gradients of the node shape functions can be written as linear
combinations of the edge shape functions. The latter are constructed to obey the equations

' -dl = < k=l 2 n(e) CST)
10 otherwise,

edge,

where edge, is the /-th edge of the element.

The transformation between local and global coordinates is established with the aid of the
element node shape functions as in Eq. (44).

Since the edges of neighboring elements coincide, the number of the global edges is less than
the product of the number of elements and n^. It will be denoted by ne. A global edge shape function
N. (i = 1, 2,..., n) is associated with each of the global edges and is defined as

\N^'\x,y,z) in the j - th element, if the global edge i coincides with its local edge k,

[0 in an element, if the global edge i does not coincide with any of its local edges.

(54)

The tangential components of the global edge shape functions are continuous in Q. since they have the
same variation in both elements along any interface between two elements. They have a property
similar to Eq. (53) with respect to the global edges:

\l l\ i=\,2,...,n, (55)
otherwise,

edge;

The ne global edge shape functions are linearly independent, but there are linear interdependencies
among their curls. Indeed, since the gradients of the nodal basis functions are in the function space
spanned by the edge basis functions, we have the following n -1 linearly independent relations:
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gradN, =2^cikNk , i=l,2,...,nn-l (56)

where

k=\

Taking the curl of each of the equations in (56) results in

= 0, i=l,2 n^-1. (58)

Together with (57) and with the linear independence of the equations in (56), this implies that the
maximal number of linearly independent curls of the edge basis functions is ne -(«„-!)> i-e. the number
of cotree edges in the graph of the finite element mesh. Since there are no more linearly independent
gradients in the space spanned by the edge basis functions than n-\, not less than ne -(nn-l) of the
curls of the edge basis functions are linearly independent.

Let us now consider the numerical solution of the weak form (33) of the ungauged vector
potential formulation of magnetostatic fields. Let the global edges in the finite element mesh which
are not on the surface TB (where a Dirichlet boundary condition is prescribed) obtain the order
numbers 1, 2, ..., n and those on FB the order numbers n+l, n+2, ..., ne. Let further A denote the
integral of the magnetic vector potential over the global edge i. Obviously, the values A, / = n+l,
n+2, ..., ne are known from the Dirichlet boundary condition (26) and, due to the interpolatory
property (53) of the global edge shape functions, the expression

/N,U,y.z) (59)

is a known function approximately satisfying Eq. (26). Furthermore, the functions N., i = 1, 2, ..., n
satisfy the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition (31) required of the weighting functions.
Therefore, an approximation of the vector potential in the form

A(JC, y,z)« A{n\x,y,z) = ̂ AlN,(x,y,z) = AD(x,y,z) + ̂ AiNi(x,y,z) (60)
r=l

is suitable for a numerical solution based on the weak form (33). Indeed, it satisfies the Dirichlet
boundary condition (26) independent of the choice of the n unknown integral values A, i = 1, 2,..., n.

The application of Galerkin's method is constituted by writing the weak form (33) with the
vector potential function replaced by the approximation (60) and using the functions N., / = 1, 2, ..., n
as weighting functions. This leads to a system of algebraic equations for the n unknowns:

Jciir/N, •vcurlAMdQ={Nr3dQ.+ [NrKdr, i = 1, 2,..., n, (61)
n ^ r.



or, with the known quantities brought to the right hand side:

J=1

. [curlNj -vcurlNjdQ. = FN, • JdQ + |"N, KdT- fcwr/N,

i = 1, 2, ..., «. (62)

The matrix of this equations system is obviously symmetric and also sparse, since, similarly to the
node shape functions, the support of the global edge shape functions extends over a few finite
elements only. The matrix is also positive semidefinite, i.e. all its eigenvalues are nonnegative, but
some of them are zero. The singularity of the matrix follows immediately from the linear
interdependencies between the curls of the global edge shape functions written in Eq. (58). Since the
method of conjugate gradients can cope efficiently with positive semidefinite (singular) matrices [11]
provided the right hand side of the equations system is consistent, the robustness of the numerical
scheme is ensured. Note that this would not be the case if node shape functions were used to
approximate each component of the vector potential: the matrix in the equations system (62) were
then not singular but, because of the small eigenvalues approximating zero, extremely ill conditioned.

The form (62) of the Galerkin equations does not ensure the consistence of the right hand side.
Using the weak form (36) instead of (33), however, results in the equations system

J J cwr/N,. -vcurlNjdCl = Jcur/N,. TdQ.- Jcwr/N,. -VcurlADdQ., i = 1, 2,..., n. (63)

In this form, the right hand side is obviously consistent, since the same linear interdependence among
its elements is present as among the rows of the left hand side. Consequently, the form (63) of the
Galerkin equations must be used in the numerical realization.

5. REDUCED VECTOR POTENTIAL

The total vector potential formulation described in section 3.2 with its numerical solution by means of
edge finite elements presented in section 4.2 has the disadvantage that the shape of the coils has to be
exactly modeled by finite elements. If this is not the case, then the precision of the right hand side of
the Galerkin equations becomes very low as it can be seen in Eq. (62). Indeed, the numerical
integration of the product of the edge shape functions and of the current density cannot be carried out
precisely if J is discontinuous within the finite elements. In addition, it is desirable that the part of the
field due to the conductors be computed analytically using the Biot-Savart Law and only the part due
to the iron be obtained numerically with the aid of the method of finite elements.

The necessity of representing the shape of coils by the finite element mesh can be avoided by
introducing a reduced vector potential Ar [3] as

in Q. (64)

where Hs is the Biot-Savart field defined in (21). Also, ,UOHS is the magnetic field due to the coils in
free space and, hence, curlAr is the field resulting from the presence of iron.

The choice (64) automatically satisfies Maxwell's equation (2) since the divergence of the
Biot-Savart field is zero. Ampere's Law (1) remains to be solved. Taking account of the material
relationship (3) and of the fact that the curl of Hs is J, it has the form
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curl{vcurlAr) - curlHs -curl(v/J.0Hs) in Q.. (65)

This second order partial differential equation is similar to Eq. (23). In air regions, the right hand side
is obviously zero.

The boundary condition (5) becomes

vcurlAr xn = K -vH s xn on FH, (66)

a nonhomogeneous Neumann boundary condition. Expressing the condition (4) with the aid of the
reduced vector potential,

n • curl A r-b- jian • H s on TB (67)

is obtained. This is equivalent to the Dirichlet boundary condition

nxA r =a onTfl (68)

where a satisfies two conditions similar to (27) and (28).

To obtain the weak form of the boundary value problem (65), (66), (68), the satisfaction of the
Dirichlet boundary condition (68) is assumed and (65), (66) are written by requiring that

Jw • [curl(vcurlAr)]dQ + Jw • (vcurlAr xn)dT
n rH

= Jw-[cwr/Hs -curl(vnolIs)]dQ.+ Jw^K-VjUoHgXn)^ (69)

rB+rw

r f i+rw

is satisfied with w being an arbitrary vector weighting function that obeys the homogeneous Dirichlet
boundary condition (31)

Using the identities

jw[curl(vcurlAr)]dQ= \curlv/vcurlArdQ.- lw-(vcwr/Ar xn)<£T, (70)

(71)

•HSJQ- Jw(H sxn)dT, (72)

n n rB+rH

assuming similarly to (34) that

H s x n = K onTw (73)

and using the boundary condition (31), the following can be stated:
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A solution of the boundary value problem (65), (66), (68) is any function Ar satisfying the
Dirichlet boundary condition (68) if the weak form

fcurlvr • VcurlArdQ, = Jcurly/• (Hs -v,u0Hs)<iQ (74)
n n

holds for any function w satisfying Eq. (31).

In order to solve the weak form (74) by Galerkin's method using edge finite elements, let the
global edges in the finite element mesh which are not on the surface YB (where a Dirichlet boundary
condition is prescribed) obtain the order numbers 1, 2, ..., n and those on FB the order numbers n+1,
n+2, ..., ne. Let further A denote the integral of the reduced magnetic vector potential over the global
edge i. Obviously, the values A, i = n+1, n+2,..., ne are known from the Dirichlet boundary condition
(68) and, due to the interpolatory property (53) of the global edge shape functions, the expression

(75)
I=B+1

is a known function approximately satisfying Eq. (68). Furthermore, the functions N., / = 1,2, ..., n
satisfy the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition (31) required of the weighting functions.
Therefore, an approximation of the reduced vector potential in the form

,N,.(*,;y,z) (76)

is suitable for a numerical solution based on the weak form (74). Indeed, it satisfies the Dirichlet
boundary condition (68) independent of the choice of the n unknown integral values A, i = 1, 2,..., n.

The application of Galerkin's method is again constituted by writing the weak form (74) with
the vector potential function replaced by the approximation (76) and using the functions N;, i = 1,2,
..., n as weighting functions. This leads to a system of algebraic equations for the n unknowns:

Jcwr/N; -vcurlA^dQ. = Jc«r/N,. • (Hs -v^0Hs)dfl, * = 1,2,.... n, (77)
n n

or, with the known quantities brought to the right hand side:

J \ -v,u0Hs)d
FiQ-j'cur/Ni -vcurlADdQ.,

/= 1,2, ...,«. (78)

The matrix of this equations system is the same as in Eq. (62) obtained in the case of the total vector
potential. The consistence of the right hand side is obvious, so the singularity of the matrix does not
impair the robustness of the numerical scheme.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

The numerical solution of magnetostatic fields by means of the finite element method can be based
either on a reduced magnetic scalar potential or on a magnetic vector potential. The first option can be
realized by node based finite elements and the second one by edge based ones. The precision of the
vector potential formulation is superior to that of the method based on a scalar potential in highly
permeable iron parts. The use of edge based finite elements for the numerical solution of the
boundary value problem in terms of an ungauged vector potential leads to an equations system with a
singular matrix. Choosing a suitable form of the right hand side, it can be made to be consistent and,
hence, the iterative solution of the equations system is robust. Taking account of the field of the coils
in free space with the aid of the Biot-Savart Law, a reduced magnetic vector potential can be
introduced. This eliminates the necessity of modeling the shape of the coils by the finite element
mesh and results in high precision since the finite element solution represents the iron induced fields
only. Consequently, the reduced vector potential formulation is especially suitable for the analysis of
superconducting magnets including iron parts such as the LHC magnets.
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Abstract
If electromagnetic problems are solved by finite elements, the computation for
problems involving infinite space and/or complicated coil geometries causes
difficulties. One possibility to treat such problems is the coupling of finite el-
ements (FEM) and boundary elements (BEM), referred to as BEM-FEM cou-
pling. The physical problem is decomposed into a BEM part, which represents
the surrounding space as well as prescribed exciting currents, and a FEM part,
which contains the magnetic media. In this paper, the BEM-FEM coupling
for magnetostatic problems is derived in detail. For the treatment of nonlinear
media the M(B) -iteration is presented. As an application example the compu-
tation of iron induced effects in superconducting dipole magnets is considered.

1 Introduction
Magnetostatic problems are described by Maxwell's equations

j s , (1)

div B = 0 (2)

and by the constitutive relation

B = HQH + fioM, (3)

where H is the magnetic field, j s the impressed source current density, B the flux density and M the
magnetization. The magnetization is assumed to be of the form

where B (H) is some single-valued monotonous nonlinear magnetization curve. A permanent magneti-
zation MQ could be easily added to (4). From (1) we have

div % = 0 , ' . ' . . (5)

for all currents.
By introducing the potential A the usual way,

B = cur\A, (6)

(1) - (3) can be equivalently expressed as

AA = -pto (Vs + curl Mj . (7)

It can be shown [1] that (5) and (7) in connection with the condition A = 0 at infinity imply the Coulomb
gauge

A 0. (8)
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Fig. 1: Integration over a small cylindrical volume Cl with the boundary F

From the equations given so far some interface conditions for the vector potential and its derivatives can
be derived. This will be explained in greater detail, because these interface conditions are of fundamental
importance for the application of the BEM-FEM coupling. For the differential operators curl and div in
(6) and (8) to make sense, the vector potential has to be continuous,

[A] = 0. (9)

The brackets denote the jump of their argument across a surface of discontinuity in the direction of ft,
the unit normal vector. An immediate consequence of (9) is

n (10)

If we integrate (7) over a small cylindrical volume according to Figure 1 and take into account — A A =
curl curl A — grad div A and the identities [2]

f I
/ curladfi = ® n x adF,

a r=an

grad /df i= I n / dF

(11)

(12)

we obtain the following equation,

curl A — n div A J dF = / ^ojs dQ,+ (bn x X M dF. (13)

If the height of the cylinder tends to zero, only the surfaces parallel to the interface contribute to the
surface integrals in (13). Because (13) is valid for cylinders of arbitrary shape, we find for the integrands

n x [curl A] = /j,ok + pioti x [M] , (14)

[divl]=0, (15)

where k is a possible surface current density. Equation (14) is the usual interface condition for H, namely

nx[H] = k, (16)

equation (15) the continuity of div A. Using the identity [2]

n x curl A — n div A ) dF = — ® —
/ I on

(17)
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>rBEMoo

Fig. 2: Decomposition of the domain Q. into subdomains CIBEM and CIFEUU, V = 1,2

both interface conditions can be combined to

dn
• /UQ^ x [M ] —

With the definition

we can write

dA ^ -. ^ ^
= - 3 - + n x IJ,0M, n = nFEM

0TI

[Q]=o,

(18)

(19)

(20)

where /c = 0 has been assumed. Surface currents will not be taken into account any longer.
If we take the dot product of ez with (7), (9), (19) and (20), we find for the z-components

AAZ = -no (jzs + ez • curl M) ,

[4*1=0,

0 - dn
x e ) • n,

= 0.

(21)

(22)

(23)

(24)

The equations for the other Cartesian components can be obtained by replacing the index z by x and
y, respectively. The equations (21) - (24) for the Cartesian components of A and Q are completely
decoupled and can be treated separately. A mutual coupling comes into play by the magnetization M,
which appears on the right hand side of (21) and (23).

2 The BEM-FEM Coupling
Figure 2 shows the typical decomposition of the domain Q, which is applied for BEM-FEM coupling.
The infinite domain Q is decomposed into a subdomain OBEM and (several) subdomains f̂ FEM;/ with
the common boundaries FFEM^ = THEM^-

Subdomains which consist of magnetic media are discretized with the help of the finite element method.
Those parts which contain impressed exciting currents fs can be described either by the finite element
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method or by the boundary element method. However, in the case of complicated exciting coils it is
better to avoid their modelling in the FE-mesh. The remaining domain is treated by the boundary element
method in any case. In the example of Figure 2 we have

(25)

(26)

FFEM2, TBEMI = TBEMil U FBEMI2- (27)

On the common boundary FFEM = FBEMI> the coupling interface, the interface conditions (9) and (20)
are valid.

3 The Finite Element Description
The starting point for the finite element description is the weak integral form of (21) in the domain ̂ FEM-
The weak integral form is obtained by multiplying (21) by a weighting function w and integrating by
parts. This results in

/ grad Az • grad w dfi — d> QzwdT

= / IJ-oJzsWdQ, - / (HQM x ez) -gradiudfi, (28)

where Qz is defined in (23). The weak integral form (28) automatically fulfills the interface condition
(24) at possible interfaces in the interior of ^FEM> e-g- a t the interfaces between the finite elements. The
boundary integral in (28) allows to prescribe Qz on FFEM and therefore the coupling with the boundary
element method.
At this point the discretization of the domain S^FEM into individual finite elements J7e takes place. Pos-
sible material interfaces must coincide with element interfaces. We use C°-continuous, isoparametric
nodal finite elements. The functions Az(x) and Qz(x) are expanded with respect to the element shape
functions Nj (x) and the nodal values AZj and Qzj as follows

Qz{x) = J2 Nj(x)Qzj on F F E M n Fe, (30)
3 = 1

where n is the number of nodes of the element Q,e and m is the number of nodes on FFEM fl Fe . This is
the portion of the element boundary F e in common with the boundary FFEM-

If we introduce (29) and (30) into (28) and choose the weighting functions w equal to the element shape
functions iVj we obtain the Galerkin equation for one finite element. Using matrix notation this equation
reads

[k]{Az}-[t]{Qz} = {fz(M)}, (31)

[k] =n x n element stiffness matrix,

{Az] = n nodal unknowns Az in Cle,

[t] = n x m element boundary matrix,

{Qz} =fn nodal unknowns Qz on FFEM n Fe,

{/Z(M)} = element force n-vector.
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The mxm matrix [t] has been supplemented to become a n x m matrix. The global system of equations,
accumulated of the element matrices and vectors according to (31) is

KEM]{A,} - [T]{Qz} = {F™(M)}, (32)

[KFEM] = N xNglobal stiffness matrix,

{Az } = N nodal unknowns Az in $VEM>

[T] = N x M global boundary matrix,

{Qz} = M nodal unknowns Qz on FFEM,

[FZ(M)} = global force JV-vector.

In (32), N is the number of nodes in QFEM and M is the number of nodes on FFEM- The bar notation
indicates the closure of a domain, i.e. the domain and its boundary.

4 The Boundary Element Description
Per definition the domain JIBEM contains no magnetic media, hence M = 0. One more integration of
(28) by parts yields .

AzAw dQ+ j> ( -~w - Az-^) dr = / -

fiBEM TBEMi ^BEM

(33)

In (33) it was already taken into account that the boundary integrals over the far boundary Too do not
contribute [3]. Now the weighting function w is chosen as the fundamental solution u* of the Laplace
equation, which is in 2D

u*(x £*) = In \x — £] (34)

and in 3D

tt*(5l)= ..! -*• (35)

In (34) and (35), x is the source point and £ is the field point. With the abbreviation

q*(S,O = ^ - (36)

we obtain from (33)

d r = I uojZRu*

In (37)

c(|) - ~ in 2D and c(|) = -^- in 3D (38)
Z7T 4?T

is the so called edge factor and a the planar angle (6 the solid angle) at the point |*in the interior of the
domain £IBEM- The integral on the right hand side of (37) can be identified as the ̂ -component of the
Biot-Savart integral for the vector potential due to the imposed current density j s in

= [ (39)
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The normal derivative of the vector potential can be expressed in terms of Qz according to (23) with
M = 0 in r̂ BEM- Furthermore, the normal derivative in (23) refers to the outward normal n = npEM.
wheras the outward normal n = HBEM in (37) points into the opposite direction, which leads to an
additional minus sign. From (23), (37), (39) and this consideration we obtain

(40)

Due to the special choice of £ on FBEMI only boundary values of Az and Qz are related to each other.
Equation (40) is the integral equation on which the boundary element method is based on.
For the numerical solution of (40), the boundary FeBMi must be decomposed into a number of E bound-
ary elements F e resulting in

[ A * d A ( 0 (41)

Again, C°-continuous, isoparametric nodal elements are used for the discretization. These elements have
exactly the same properties as the finite elements in section 3. Due to the boundary integral formulation,
the dimension of the elements is reduced by one so that for 3D problems 2D boundary elements and
for 2D problems ID boundary elements have to be applied. The trial functions for Az and Qz for one
element F e are similar to those in (29) and (30),

N3@)AZ3 °" Te, (42)

^J O n r e ' (43)

where m is the number of nodes of the element Fe . If we introduce (42) and (43) into (41) and put the
field point £ succesively at the location of each boundary node x*k, k — 1 . . . M, we end up with a system
of M equations which reads

[ ] { } [ } { } = {AZS}, • (44)

[H] = M x M matrix resulting from q*(x, | ) ,

{Az] = M nodal unknowns Az on FBEMI,

[G] = M x M matrix resulting from u*(x, £),

[Qz\ =M nodal unknowns Qz on FBEMI,

{Azs} = M-vector of the source potential.

This is the pointwise collocation method, which leads to unsymmetric matrices [G] and [if]. In contrast
to the symmetric sparse FEM matrices [if] and [T], the BEM matrices are unsymmetric and fully
populated.

5 The Overall System of Equations
The boundary conditions (22) and (24) require Az and Qz to be continuous on the coupling interface
FFEM = TBEMI- If "compatible" elements [4] are used in both subdomains, this is guaranteed by the
continuity of the nodal values and the similar expansions (29), (42) and (30), (43), respectively.
Multiplying (44) by [G] ~ results in

+ [G)-l{Aza}. (45)
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This equation can be used to eliminate the unknowns {Qz} from (32), which now reads

= {FZ(AS,M)},

= [ifFEM]-t-[ifB E M ] ,

{FZ(AS,M)} = [T][G]-l{Azs}.

(46)

(47)

(48)

(49)

The N x M matrix [if B E M] has been supplemented to become a N x JV matrix. The domain
has been mapped onto one equivalent finite element resulting in [ i f B E M j . The matrix [ifBEM] is un-
symmetric which means that [if] is unsymmetric, too. In contrast to the sparse matrix [ i f F E M ] , the
matrix [if] contains a dense M x M subblock which couples all the boundary nodes with each other.
These properties of [if] reduce the efficiency of the numerical solution of (46) and have to be regarded
as disadvantages of the BEM-FEM coupling [4]. However, there are some special solution algorithms
not explained in this paper which allow to work around these difficulties [5, 6].
The equations (46) for the Cartesian components of the vector potential may now be combined into

'[if] 0 0
0 [if] 0
0 0 [K]

'{FX(AS,M)Y
{Fy(As,M)}

{F(AS,M)}

(50)

Equation (50) describes any magnetostatic problem on an infinite domain with the boundary condition
A = 0 at infinity.

6 The M(B)-Iteration
The magnetization M which appears on the right hand side of (50) is in general not known in advance,
but depends itself on the fields according to the magnetization curve (4). This means that (50) has to be
solved by iteration.

A possible iterative method is the M(B)-iteration. The principle of the M(B)-iteration is a simple

update. The magnetization Mk is obtained from the vector potential {Ak} of the current iteration step k

with the help of the magnetization curve (4). The vector potential is recomputed from this magnetization

in the next iteration step,

k ) s J re — u , i , z , . . . . yjij

(52)

(53)

If we subtract [K] {Ak} from both sides of (51) we obtain

[K]{5Ak] = {Rk} ,

{Rk} = {F(As,Mk)} - [K]{Ak],

\, (54)

where {(L4fc| is the increment of the potential values and {Rk} is the residual. The convergence rate

can be improved by multiplying the increment {Mfc} by a relaxation parameter uk. Equation (54) has
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k = 0, {Ao} = {0}

Compute RHS and residual

{Fk} = {F(As,Mk)}

{Rk} = {Fk}-[K]{Ak}

Solve the system

[K]{SAk} = {Rk}

I
Choose the relaxation parameter u>k

Fig. 3: M(B)-iteration
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then to be replaced by

= {Ak}+ujk{SAk}. (55)

With the techniques given in [7] it can be shown that the M(£?)-iteration converges for 0 < uk < 2.
However, practical experiments showed that a considerable speed-up can be achieved by an adaptive
computation of the relaxation parameter from the increment of the current and the previous iteration step
according to [6, 8]

LO0 = 1 ,

{ 5 A k } - . { S A }
(56)

Figure 3 shows the flowchart of the M(JB)-iteration. A suitable stopping criterion is e = 10~4 . . . 10~5.
Compared to the widespread Newton-Raphson method, the M(£)-iteration has the following advan-
tages:

• The system matrix [K] has to be assembled and factorized only once, provided that a direct solver
is used.

• The special structure of [K] shown in (50) is preserved. Thus the numerical expense is that of a
scalar potential problem, because only the subblock [if] has to be processed.

• The M(I?)-method is globally convergent.

• No derivatives of the magnetization curve (4) are required.

Of course, there are also disadvantages:

• The required number of iteration steps is much higher. The 3D problem presented in [6] took about
200 steps.

• Even in the case of linear media the M(f?)-iteration is necessary.

7 Superconducting Magnet Field Calculation
In this section, the BEM-FEM coupling is applied to the field calculation of superconducting dipole
magnets. These are the main dipole magnets of the Large Hadron Collider. The Large Hadron Collider
is a superconducting accelerator for protons and heavy ions to be installed at CERN. The Large Hadron
Collider will be placed in an existing tunnel with a circumference of about 27 km. Space limitations
as well as cost considerations dictate a two-in-one magnet design, where the two rings are incorporated
in the same cryostat. The main dipole magnets will operate at about 0.58 T at injection and 8.40 T at
nominal current. The superconducting magnets are characterized by the dominance of the coil geometry
for the field distribution. The design goals for the magnets are maximum dipole field, minimum content
of unwanted multipoles and sufficient safety margin for the conductor over the whole operation range.
Figure 4 shows a cross-section of the magnet. For symmetry reasons, only a quarter of the geometry
needs to be considered as shown in Figure.
The aim of the numerical analysis is to determine the quality of the magnetic field. For this purpose, the
radial component Br of the magnetic induction is expanded into a multipole series with respect to the
center (XQ, yo) = (beam2,0) of the coil,

oo

Br(r, y) = Y^ r 'n"1 iBn sin(n(P) + An cos(rup)). (57)
7 1 = 1
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Fig. 4: Cross-section of the magnet showing the superconducting coils, the iron yoke and
the iron inserts.

The Bn are called the normal and the An the skew components of the field. By introducing the normal
and skew relative field components

°n — R "0

(57) can be written in the form

Br{r,ip) =
n - 1

(58)

(59)

B\ is the main field component Q>\ = 1) and ro a given radius. At r = TQ we have

(p) = B1 ^2(bn sin(mp) + an cos{rnp)). (60)
n = l

The numerical computation of the relative multipole components is a challenging task [9]. These com-
ponents are of the order 10~4. Even to obtain three valid digits, the accuracy of the field computation
has to be of the order 10~6. One basic requirement is the correct modelling of the coils, which have a
complicated geometry and current density distribution. As can be seen from (50), the input data for the
BEM-FEM coupling is the vector potential {̂ 4S} of the source currents at the locations of the boundary
nodes. This can easily be obtained from the design data of the coils. The design and optimization of
the coil geometry has been performed with the CERN program package ROXIE [10]. From the ROXIE
database, the location and current of each filamentary conductor is available. For the z/-th conductor
located at xv and carrying the current Jv we get from (39)

For the numerical analysis, the magnet is assumed to be infinitely extended in z-direction. The resulting
2D problem is described by (46). Only a quarter of the geometry needs to be discretized when the
symmetry is taken into account by the boundary condition

dAz

dn
= 0 (62)
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Fig. 5: Coarse mesh with 3396 nodes and computed B-field

on both coordinate axis. This means that the modified fundamental solution

u*(x, y, £, rj) = u*(x, y, £, rj) + u*{x, y, -f, rj)

+ u*(x, y, f, -rj) + u*(x, y, -£, -r,) (63)

has to be used for the computation of the matrices [G] and [H]. Only the iron yoke and the iron insert
need to be meshed. We used 8-noded quadrilateral and 6-noded triangular second order finite elements
and 3-noded second order boundary line elements. A coarse mesh with 3396 nodes (Figure 5) and a fine
mesh with 6521 nodes have been considered.
Once the field problem has been solved, the relative multipole components according to (60) can be
evaluated. For this purpose, the magnetic vector potential Az(ro, <p) is required on a circle C with the
center (XQ, yo) = (beam2,0) and the radius TQ — 10 mm. This can be done by evaluating (40) in terms
of the boundary element discretization. The potential

€ C (64)

consists of two parts: The impressed potential Azs due to the coils and the reduced potential Azr due to
the magnetization [9], The potential Az{^) has been evaluated in 144 discrete points on C at an angular
distance of Atp — 2.5°. With these sample values a discrete harmonic analysis has been performed by
means of the program TRICOF from the CERN Library. TRICOF yields the coefficients pn and qn of
the Fourier expansion

Az(r0, tp) = -y +
n = l

Taking into account

pn cos(mp) + qn sin(n^)).

1 o

fo otp

(65)

(66)
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n

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

Coarse Mesh

Bi = -7.64289 T

bn

1.45900-1CT4

-1.11400-1(T4

-0.1527310"4

-0.19984-HT4

0.00432-10"4

0.03386-10"4

-0.00153-10~4

-0.01062-10~4

0.00165-10"-"

0.00919-10-4

Fine Mesh

Bi = -7.64290 T

bn

1.46035-KT4

-1.11413-HT4

-0.15269-10"4

-0.19983-10"4

0.00432-10-4

0.03385-10-4

-0.00153-10~4

-0.01062-10-4

0.00166-10"4

0.00918-10"4

Table 1: Relative multipole components for the coarse and the fine mesh (Stopping criterion
e = 10-6)

the an, bn can be expressed in terms of the pn, qn according to

- Pl
>\ — , npn nqn (67)

Starting from the expansion (65) and using the relations (67) avoids numerical differentiation of the
vector potential.
Due to the symmetry we have an = qn = 0. Table 1 contains the results for the coarse and the fine mesh.
Even with the coarse mesh the first four digits can be regarded as accurate.
The high accuracy requirements in connection with the high saturation level of the iron pose a demanding
test on the M(B)-iteration. Table 2 shows the results for the coarse mesh and different stopping criteria
e. The higher order multipoles bj, bg, bu are hardly influenced by the yoke and the iron saturation effect.
The estimates for a coil in an infinite permeable iron yoke are b-j — 0.034 • 10~4, bg = —0.010 • 10~4,
and &n = 0.0088 • 10~4 [9]. These multipoles are therefore a good measure of the accuracy of the
field solution. Indeed, Table 2 shows a good agreement with the predicted values and no dependency
on the stopping criterion. The quadrupole bi, which results from the two-in-one design depends on the
stopping criterion. The first four digits can be regarded as exact for e < 10~5. It should be noted that
an unnecessarily strict stopping criterion results in an excessive high number of iterations (up to 1400
iterations for e = 10~6, up to 2000 iterations for e - 10~7).

8 Conclusion
This paper presented a detailed explanation of the BEM-FEM coupling for nonlinear magnetostatic prob-
lems. The proposed method was applied to the computation of the multipole errors in the field of a su-
perconducting dipole magnet. The exciting coils need not to be discretized, but their vector potential can
directly be used as input data for the field computation. The reduced vector potential due to the magne-
tization was computed by integration over the BEM-FEM coupling interface, which tends to smooth out
local errors.
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MATHEMATICAL OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES

S. Russenschuck
CERN, 1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland

Abstract
From the beginning the ROXIE program was structured such that mathemati-
cal optimization techniques can be applied to the design of the superconduct-
ing magnets. With the concept of features it is possible to create the complex
coil assemblies in 2 and 3 dimensions with only a small number of engineer-
ing data which can then be addressed as design variables of the optimization
problem. In this chapter some background information on the application of
mathematical optimization techniques is given.

1 Historical overview

Mathematical optimization including numerical techniques such as linear and nonlinear programming,
integer programming, network flow theory and dynamic optimization has its origin in operations research
developed in world war II, e.g., Morse and Kimball 1950 [45]. Most of the real-world optimization
problems involve multiple conflicting objectives which should be considered simultaneously, so-called
vector-optimization problems. The solution process for vector-optimization problems is threefold, based
on decision-making methods, methods to treat nonlinear constraints and optimization algorithms to min-
imize the objective function.

Methods for decision-making, based on the optimality criterion by Pareto in 1896 [48], have been
introduced and applied to a wide range of problems in economics by Marglin 1966 [42], Geoffrion 1968
[18] and Fandel 1972 [12]. The theory of nonlinear programming with constraints is based on the opti-
mality criterion by Kuhn and Tucker, 1951 [37]. Methods for the treatment of nonlinear constraints have
been developed by Zoutdendijk 1960 [70], Fiacco and McCormick 1968 [13] and Rockafellar 1973 [54]
among others. Numerous optimization algorithms both using deterministic and stochastic elements have
been developed in the sixties and covered in the books by Wilde 1964 [67], Rosenbrock 1966 [55], Him-
melblau 1972 [25], Brent 1973 [5], and Schwefel 1977 [62], Researchers tend to come back to genetic
and evolutionary algorithms recently as they are suited for parallel processing, finding global optima, and
are reported to be suitable for a large number of design variables Fogel 1994 [15], Holland 1992 [26].

Mathematical optimization techniques have been applied to computational electromagnetics al-
ready for decades. Halbach 1967 [23] introduced a method for optimizing coil arrangements and pole
shapes of magnets by means of finite element (FE) field calculation. Armstrong, Fan, Simkin and Trow-
bridge 1982 [2] combined optimization algorithms with the volume integral method for the pole profile
optimization of a H-magnet. Girdinio, Molfino, Molinari and Viviani 1983 [20] optimized a profile of
an electrode. These attempts tended to be application-specific, however. Only since the late 80 th, have
numerical field calculation packages for both 2d and 3d applications been placed in an optimization
environment. Reasons for this delay have included constraints in computing power, problems with dis-
continuities and nondifferentiabilities in the objective function arising from FE meshes, accuracy of the
field solution and software implementation problems. A small selection of papers can be found in the
references.

The variety of methods applied shows that no general method exists to solve nonlinear optimiza-
tion problems in computational electromagnetics in the same way that the simplex algorithm exists to
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solve linear problems. There are many different applications in computational electromagnetics and each
one requires its own particular procedure. Some optimization procedures are described in the following
sections that have been proven efficient for problems in computational electromagnetics and are provided
for general use in the ROXIE program.

2 Pareto-optimality

Most of the real-world optimization problems involve multiple conflicting objectives that must be mutu-
ally reconciled. Characteristic for these so-called vector-optimization problems is the appearance of an
objective-conflict where the individual solutions for each single objective function differ and no solution
exists where all the objectives reach their individual minimum.

A vector-optimization problem in a standardized mathematical form reads:

»mtfF( l ) = »mm»(/ 1 ( i ) , / 2 ( i ) , , / K ( i ) ) (1)

F: Rn -» RK , gh hj : Rn -» R subject to

9i(X)<0 (i = l ,2 , . . . ,m) (2)

hj(X) = 0 (j = l,2,...,p) (3)

xu <xi< xiu (I = 1,2,..., n) (4)

with the design variable vector X — {x^x^ —xn) and the in general nonlinear objective functions /^
arranged in the vector F(X). The xu and xiu are the lower respectively upper bounds for the design
variables. For the definition of the optimal solution of the vector-optimization problem we apply the
optimality criterion by Pareto originally introduced for problems in economics Pareto [48], Stadler [65].
A Pareto-optimal solution X* is given when there exists no solution X in the feasible domain M =
{X € Rn | gi(X) < 0; hj(X) = 0; xa <xt< xlu\/i = 1, ..m; j = 1, ..p; I = 1, ..n} for which

fk(X)<fk(X*) V fce [ l , # ] (5)

fk{X) < fk(X*) for at least one kS[l,K] (6)

A design where the improvement of one objective causes the degradation of at least one other objective,
is an element of the Pareto-optimal solution set. It is clear that this definition yields a set of solutions
rather than one unique solution. Fig. 1. shows a geometric interpretation of Pareto-optimal solutions for
two conflicting objectives.

3 Methods of decision-making

Applying mathematical optimization routines requires a decision-making method that guarantees a solu-
tion from the Pareto-optimal solution set. Below some methods are described that have been applied to
computational electromagnetics, author's papers [56], [57]. A comprehensive overview can be found in
Cohon [7].
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f(x)

f 1 min

f2min

Parclooptin

f2min

f 1 min

Fig. 1: Pareto-optimal solutions. Point 1 and 2 are not pareto-optimal because one objective can always be improved without

deteriorating the other

3.1 Objective weighting

The objective weighting function, Kuhn and Tucker [37] is the sum of the weighted objectives and results
in the minimization problem:

K

min{u(F{X)) = 2_^tk- fk{X) \ X e M}
fc=i

(7)

with the weighting factors tk representing the users preference. For convex optimization problems where
forallfce [ l ^ a n d X i , ^ eM ,0<v< 1 yields fk(vXi + (l-i/)X2) < vfk(Xi) + (l-v)fk(X2)
it can be proved indirectly, Fandel [12], that eq. (7) is a minimization problem with a unique Pareto-
optimal solution. The problem is to find the appropriate weighting factors in particular when the objec-
tives have different numerical values and sensitivity. Using objective weighting results therefore in an
iterative solution process where a number of optimizations have to be performed with updated weighting
factors.

3.2 Distance function

The problem of choosing the weighting factors appropriately also occurs when the distance function
method, Charnes and Cooper [6], is applied. Most common is a least squares objective function. The /£
are the requirements for the optimum design. The minimization problem reads for X € M and the norm

3| |p= Xr>

min || F*{X) - F{X) \\l = min \\ z(X) \\% =

K

(8)

For convex functions and for /£ taken as the minimal individual solutions it can be proved, in the same
manner as for the objective weighting function, that (8) has an unique Pareto-optimal solution. The dis-
advantage of least squares objective functions with the Euclidean norm || . ]j2 is the low sensitivity for
residuals smaller than one. Therefore sufficiently high weighting factors tk have to be introduced. If
the absolute value norm is applied, the disadvantage is the nondifferentiable objective function in the
optimum.
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3.3 Constraint formulation

The problem with the weighting factors can be overcome by defining the problem in the constraint
formulation, Marglin [42]. Only one of the objectives is minimized and the others are considered by
constraints. The resulting optimization problem reads:

minfi(X) (9)

fk{X) -rk<0 (10)

\/k = 1,K; k ^ i and additional constraints, eq. (2)-(4). The r^ represent the minimum request
value specified by the user for the k-th objective. Combining (10) and (2) and, because they can be
treated separately, omitting the bounds for the design variables (4) yields in a vector notation g',c €
Rm+K-\h',dERp:

minfi{X) (11)

g'(X) - c < 0 (12)

h'{X) - d = 0 (13)

3.4 Sensitivity analysis

The constraint formulation has the advantage that a sensitivity analysis can be performed using the nec-
essary optimality conditions at the optimum point X* which read, see Luenberger [38]:

x x x fh'(X*) = 0 (14)

g\X*)-c = 6 (15)

h'(X*) - d = 0 (16)

a > 0 (17)

The a, /3 are the vectors of the corresponding Lagrange multipliers. Equations (14) - (17) are the Kuhn-
Tucker equations. The gradient of the Lagrange function has to be zero, and the Lagrange multipliers
of the active inequality constraints have to take values greater than zero, otherwise it would be possible
to decrease the value of a constraint without increasing the objective function, which is of course not
characteristic for an optimal point. By means of the corresponding Lagrange function L it can also be
proved that (11) - (13) is a minimization problem with a unique Pareto-optimal solution if all constraints
are active. A non-active constraint would be equivalent to a zero weight in the weighting function.

The Lagrange-multipliers are estimated by solving the linear equation system (14) by means of
the variational problem

insJ || VL ||= minsJ || V^f{X*) + A<3 + B/3 || (18)
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with the gradients of the constraints arranged in the matrices A and B. The Lagrange multipliers are
a measure of the price which has to be paid when the constraint is decreased. Mathematically this
relationship is expressed by [38]

VC/(X*) = - a , (19)

V d / ( J T ) = -0. (20)

3.5 Payoff table

A tool which provides the decision maker with a lot of information about the hidden resources of a design
is the payoff-table. To create this table K individual optimization problems are solved to find the best
solution for each of the K objectives (X1 being the minimizer of the problem minfi(X).)

h{Xl) h{Xl) MX1)
h(X2) /2(X

2)

h(XK) f2(X
K) fK(XK)

X2

XK

Table 1: Payoff table for K objectives

Best compromise solutions can then be found by minimizing the distance from the in general non-
feasible "perfect" solution on the diagonal of the payoff-table, cf. Fig. 1. By applying different norms
e.g. the L\, L2 and L^ norm the optimal compromise solutions can be found. The payoff-table can
also help to set up constraint problems with Pareto-optimal solutions (i.e. finding feasible solutions for
constraint problems with active constraints).

3.6 Fuzzy sets

Considering the often imprecise nature of judgements in multiobjective programming problems, the
fuzzy set, Bellman and Zadeh [3] approach looks promising. A fuzzy subset A of X is defined by its
membership function

HA-X-* [0,1] (21)

which assigns to each element x <E X a real number /M(X) in the interval [0,1] where the value <
represents the degree of membership of x in A. The idea behind the fuzzy set theory is therefore not
whether an element is in the subset or not, but if it is more or less a member of the subset. A constraint
which may be expressed by, e.g., "the value has to be considerably larger than 10" could be associated
with the membership function

( n -r <r in
(22)
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Bellman and Zadeh [3] introduced three basic concepts: Fuzzy goal, fuzzy constraint and fuzzy
decision. Let be Gl, G2, ..Gm the m fuzzy goals represented by their membership functions fiai, ••^Gm
and Cl , C2, ..Cm the m fuzzy constraints represented by their membership functions yuci, ••fJ-Cm then
the fuzzy decision is the element with the maximum degree of membership of the intersection of the
fuzzy goals and constraints.

maxxiiD = maxxmin(iJ,Gi,..,lJ,Gm,lJ-ci,--,VCm) (23)

There are two drawbacks to the method, however. The first is the appropriate choice of membership func-
tions to be associated with fuzzy statements like small, big, very big, lower, considerably lower, etc. The
second is the flat function topology for areas with violated constraints where the membership function
of the intersection is zero thus making the application of stochastic optimization algorithms necessary.

4 Solution methods

4.1 Bounds for design variables

As the design variables of the optimization problem can usually only be varied between upper and lower
bounds, a modified objective function is applied

n 0 b 0 U n d v i o I a t e d(X\ = l f(*) n0 b0Und vioIat

P{ ' \ f(X*) + r(X) bound violated

with X* = (xi,X2,....,x*,...xn) and x* = x\u if x\ > xiu if (upper bound violated) and x\ =
xu if xl < xu (lower bound violated). The added penalty term reads:

{ { f > xiu

{xn-xtf ifx, < x « (25)
0 otherwise

with sufficiently high penalty parameters r\. The advantage of this procedure is that the violation of the
bounds is checked before a function evaluation is carried out (violated bounds may even cause an abort of
the numerical field calculation routines), and that the existing algorithms for unconstrained minimization
can be applied without modifications.

4.2 Treatment of nonlinear constraints

With the constraint formulation the problem of the treatment of the nonlinear constraints arises. One
method is the transformation of the constrained problem into an unconstrained problem by means of
a penalty function method. The main idea is to add a penalty term to the objective function which
depends on the degree to which the constraints are violated and vanishes if the constraints are satisfied.
The optimization problem (11)-(13) transformed into the penalty function reads:

p(X) = fi(X) +J2Pk- max2{0.,gk(X) - ck)

^)2 (26)

In order to prove the feasibility of the result the penalty factors pk, qj have to be chosen infinite. Large
penalty factors, however, lead to ill-conditioned problems. Replacing the square term in (26) by the mod-
ulus results in the exact penalty method. Here the weighting factor can be finite (pk >\ ak |, Qj >\ Pj |)>
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the a and /? being the Lagrange Multipliers eq. (19,20), to guarantee feasibility of the solution. The
disadvantage is the nondifferentiability of the objective function in the optimum, the same problem as
when applying the distance function method with the L\ norm.

It was therefore proposed to solve a sequence of unconstrained minimization problems with in-
creasing penalty factors. This is called the sequential unconstraint minimization technique, SUMT
Fiacco and McCormick [13]. However, as the objective function is discontinuous from step to step, the
optimization algorithm has to be restarted with updated determination criteria. In practical applications it
seems more reliable to adjust the penalty factor once and keep these values for the next runs. Using finite
penalty factors includes a certain fuzziness into the solution, the constraints will not exactly be fulfilled.

If the penalty term is not added to the objective function but to the Lagrangian function, the con-
strained problem (11)-(13) can be solved by minimizing the augmented Lagrangian function Rock-
afellar [54]:

LR - fi(X)

1 ^ 1 2 -. , 0
- > max (0., ak + 2 • pk{gk{X) - ck) - ak) (27)
A k P k

This leads to an iterative procedure with

1. Estimation of a suitable penalty factor and estimation of the Lagrange multiplier by minimizing
(18).

2. Minimization of the augmented Lagrangian function (27) in X.

3. Updating the Lagrange multipliers by ak+1 — max(0, a£ + 2pk(gk(X) — ck)) and / ? | + 1 =

ftk + 2qj(hj(X) — dj) and returning to the second step.

Although this procedure leads to well-conditioned function topologies, the convergence of the
procedure is very dependent on the accuracy with which step 2 is performed as step 3 assumes VL.R = 0
which is only true if the minimum of step 2 is found.

4.3 Algorithms for the minimization of scalar unconstraint objective functions

The objective weighting function, the distance function and the fuzzy set decision allow the immediate
application of an algorithm for finding the minimum value of an unconstrained objective function. It
is most important to find the suitable minimization method to fit the method of decision-making and
the treatment of the nonlinear constraints. The special problem in optimization in electromagnetism is
the time consuming evaluation of the objective function (electromagnetic field) using the finite-element
method. The advantages of stochastic algorithms are the possible treatment of problems with a high
number of design variables, the possibility to treat non convex, and discrete problems and the ease of
use. The deterministic algorithms converge much faster (usually around 200 function evaluations) if
the search is started from a carefully chosen design (we recall that in literature, e.g. Schwefel [62],
Himmelblau [25] for test examples usually more than 1000 function evaluations are carried out).

Some of the algorithms frequently used for our optimization problems in the design of supercon-
ducting magnets are described below.
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4.3.1 Deterministic methods

The optimization algorithm EXTREM by Jacob [31] consists of one-dimensional minimizations by
means of Powell extrapolations [51] in a main search direction (user supplied) and an orthogonal di-
rection evaluated by Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization. After these one-dimensional searches have been
carried out (end of a search step) the main search direction is updated by a vector pointing from the ini-
tial outline to the minimum of the search step. The user has to supply an initial step-size which is taken
to (xiu — xu)/10. This user-friendly algorithm is suitable for practically all applications including un-
constrained scalar functions, distance functions, penalty functions, and augmented Lagrange functions.
Besides the initial step size there are no user supplied parameters which could influence the convergence
rate.

The Levenberg-Marquard algorithm was originally developed for nonlinear regression prob-
lems using least squares objective functions. It can efficiently be applied to the minimization of the dis-
tance function. Assuming the objective function in the vector notation by min z(X) = min F(X)TF(X)
with the residuals fi arranged in the vector F(X) = (fi(X), f2{X),...., fk(X)) and the Jacobi Matrix
3(X)ofz(X) we get

Vz(X) = 2 • 3(X)TF{X) (28)

V2z(X) = 2 • 3{X)T3(X) + 2 ^ 5 f ( i ) (29)
oX

Using a quadratic approximation of z(X) and neglecting the term 2 V-. ; F(X) stepsize and direction is
given by:

AX = -~{3(X)T3(X) + AI]"1 • 3(X)TF(X) (30)

AI can be regarded as an approximation for the neglected term. With a high A the algorithm starts in
a Gauss-Newton direction and A is decreased in the optimization procedure because the neglected term
gets less and less important with smaller and smaller residuals.

The Davidon-Fletcher-Powell algorithm uses a quadratic approximation of the objective func-
tion where the step-size and direction is given by AJ? = — H " 1 V / (X) . The Hessian Matrix H does
not have to be calculated in each point but is updated iteratively beginning with the unity Matrix I. The
derivatives of the objective function have to be approximated by differential quotients though which
makes the convergence behavior dependent upon the function topology. In recent publications an effi-
cient method for the calculation of the derivatives in FE solutions has been proposed by Gitosusastro et.
al. [21] and Park et. al. [49]. The idea is as follows: The objective function can be expressed as f(X, A)
with the vector potential at the nodes of the finite element mesh. Then we get for a design variable x the
total derivative

df
dx dx dA\ dx dA<i dx

— + V ^ / - — (31)

f is an explicit function of x and A and therefore the terms | £ and J^- are known. Differentiating the

systems equation {K} • A = Q yields:

f (32)
dx dx
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As the solution for A is already known from the FE solution we have a linear equation system for ^

without another FE calculation as - 4 ^ and ^ can be computed directly from the finite element mesh.

Even if these procedures are not available in the FE package applied, the Davidon- Fletcher- Pow-
ell algorithm is very well suited to check the optimality conditions by means of a Lagrange-Multiplier
estimation, minimizing eq. 14. As here the "design variables" are the Langrange - multipliers a, 0 the
derivatives can be approximated with a high accuracy thus resulting in a good convergence behavior.

4.3.2 Stochastic methods

Genetic algorithms are specially suited to solve discrete problems as each trial solution is coded as a
vector (chromosome) X with elements being described as genes. Holland [26] suggested that the chro-
mosomes should be represented by binary strings. From two sets of chromosomes offspring are produced
by the use of genetic operators such as crossover and mutation. Crossover means the interchanging of
sections of the chromosomes between two parent chromosomes. The position where the chromosomes
are split into two sections is chosen randomly. Mutation means that with a certain likelihood single bits
in the chromosomes are flipped. The third operator is the random selection where the chances of se-
lection is proportional to the individuals fitness (objective function value). Therefore, even the weakest
individual has a chance of being selected. The principle and usage of this algorithm is explained in detail
in the next chapter.

Evolution strategies go back to the work by Schwefel [62] Rechenberg [53] and Fogel [16].
The methods are based on the link between reproductive populations rather than genetic links. The
representation of the individuals is done with floating point vectors V — {X,a) where a is a vector
of standard deviations (in accordance with biological facts that smaller changes occur more often than
larger ones). From a population of \x parents (multi-membered evolution (/j,+1) strategy) the offspring is
created by adding a Gaussian random variable to each component of Xi with a mean zero and a standard
deviation a%.

Xn+1 = Xn + N{0, a) (33)

From the offspring \i vectors Xi=\t,.p, that represent the lowest objective function value (for min-
imization) are chosen as parents of the next generation. Different to the genetic approach, least fit in-
dividuals are immediatly removed from the population. The remaining ones have all the same mating
probabilities.

In the multi-membered evolution strategy we find a similarity to the crossover in genetic algo-
rithms, here called recombination, where some elements of the design variable vector are swapped be-
tween two members of the population. An extension is the (/J, + A) strategy where fj, elter produce A
offspring, the elter survive and compete with the offspring. If the elter are completely replaced in each
generations we have the so-called (/x, A) strategy. The problem with the evolution strategy is the choice
of number of parents and offspring and the adjustment of the search step size.

The simulated annealing Kirkpatrick et. al. [34] simulates the slow cool-down of thermody-
namic systems in order to achieve its lowest energy state. Starting from a given search point X, new
design variable vectors Xu are created applying random moves along each coordinate direction. Let be
A / = f(Xi) — f(X) then the new point is accepted if A / < 0 else it is accepted with a probability
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of p = e Af/T with a certain temperature T. For a high temperature basically all the new trails are ex-
cepted, whereas for T=0 only new points with lower function values are accepted not yielding a global
optimum (comparable to a rapidly cooled material which does not show the crystalline state of lowest
energy but glass-like intrusions). The problem here is the choice of the starting temperature and the
cool-down process.
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GENETIC ALGORITHMS WITH NICHING

S. Ramberger
CERN, 1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland

Abstract
This chapter describes the use of genetic algorithms with the concept of nich-
ing for the conceptual design of superconducting magnets for the Large Hadron
Collider, LHC at CERN. The method provides the designer with a number of
possible solutions which can then be further optimized for field quality and
manufacturability.

1 The conceptual design phase

A particularity of the conceptual design phase is the "fuzziness" of the objectives and constraints. The
main objectives are a small content of unwanted field errors in the main dipole field, low sensitivity of
the field quality to manufacturing errors, easy manufacturing, and possibility to tune the geometry after
the pre-series manufacture of the magnets. The "fuzziness" in these objectives is due to the fact that it is
difficult to mathematically formulate all objectives.

• The amount of unwanted multipoles is expressed by the coefficients of the Fourier series expan-
sion of the radial field component in the aperture where in the assumed symmetric case only the
odd bn (coefficients of the sine terms) are to be minimized. However, using goal programming
methods the weight for the components showing different sensitivity has to be found in an iterative
procedure, as the effects of the components have to be examined using beam tracking.

• As the electro-magnetic forces are enormous (about 4000 kN/m radially) the local force distri-
bution in the coil collar structure has to be optimized. However, this requires computations of
coupled electro-magnetic mechanical problems.

• Manufacturing considerations include ease of the coil winding and collaring, i.e. geometrical
constraints on the pole angle. Setting too many geometrical constraints results in ill-conditioned
optimization problems.

• Requirements concerning the protection of the superconducting coils include low inductance, and
a small current density in the copper stabilizer at a quench. These requirements are partly contra-
dictory as with fewer turns the operating current increases. The calculation of peak voltage and
temperature in the coils during a quench therefore requires network analysis and heat propagation
calculations.

• During manufacturing, systematic errors occur due to the applied tooling. After the pre-series
construction of the magnets the coils have to be repositioned to compensate for these systematic
errors. It will be impossible to change the topology of the coil which therefore has to have sufficient
flexibility for adjustments.

An optimization method is therefore required that not only converges towards a "global" optimum
but provides the user with a number of proposals (local minima) which can then be "post-processed"
using different methods and tools.
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2 The optimization problem

The design variables for the optimization problem are the number of turns per coil block ft, the posi-
tioning and inclination angles of the blocks X, and the current I in each turn. The current has to be
included as a design variable in the optimization in order to guarantee an operation point not higher
than 95 % on the load-line of the superconducting wires, which depends on the local magnetic field.
The magnetization of the iron yoke with an inner radius of 98.5 mm is calculated by means of a re-
duced vector potential finite-element formulation [4], [5] which does not require the meshing of the
coil, as the source terms can easily be calculated using Biot-Savart's law. With a relatively sparse mesh
with 1725 nodes and quadrilateral iso-parametric elements the computing time for the nonlinear prob-
lem is about 20 seconds for each function evaluation on a 333 MHz DEC alpha station. The fact that
the coils don't have to be meshed is important because the topology of the coil is changed during the
optimization process by omitting and adding conductors to coil blocks. The objective function reads:
mini top (QM - 0.05) 4- h^ + ]Cn=3,5... tn-^t } where the coefficients U fit the sensitivities of the

components, and the penalty function p(x) = x2 for x < 0 guarantees a quench-margin QM of at least
5%.

3 Genetic algorithms

For the minimization of the resulting objective function genetic algorithms are used. The first steps to
the development of genetic algorithms were set in the fifties when models for biological processes were
sought. Though at that time not apt for function optimization the potential of adaption was recognized
and was evaluated by putting the models on a firm basis by Holland [1]. Since then the research on those
procedures meanwhile called genetic algorithms boosted. [2, 3] Increasing computing capabilities nowa-
days allow for complex problem solving and global optimization in multidimensional function spaces.

Since standard genetic algorithms work on the bit-level an encoding for the parameters is neces-
sary. Real variables have to be quantized into integers. Then all integers are Grey-encoded to provide for
better behavior of the genetic algorithm. Put on this basis, genetic algorithms do not have to care about
the properties of the parameters anymore and can directly operate on their encoding as bit-strings.

01011 11101 011 01011
J, decoding j .

01101 10110 010 01101
• t i l l
ip a Nc I

I 1
new designs
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10011
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i
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I
i

11011

i
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Genetic Algorithm

3.1 Quantization

Quantization is achieved by linear sampling of the parameter range. The parameter mapping is defined
by giving lower and upper bounds, as well as the range for the integers. In the current approach the full
integer range of n bits with 2n values is used. The quantization has to be chosen fine enough as to limit
the quantization errors. The chromosomes are then found by Grey-encoding these integers and packing
them together into a bit-string where the least number of necessary bits is used.
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3.2 Grey-coding

Though the integers as found by the quantization could be immediately used as a parameter representa-
tion, a further coding step was introduced improving the quality of the optimization process. According
to the following table (shown in Fig. 3.2 for only 4 bits) each bit combination is uniquely transformed
into another. This scheme is called Grey-coding.

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

binary
0000 -
0001
0010
0011
0100
0101
0110
0111

Grey
•+ 0000

0001
0011
0010
0110
0111
0101
0100

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

binary
1000 -
1001
1010
1011
1100
1101
1110
1111

Grey
•+ 1100

1101
mi
1110
1010
1011
1001
1000

The coding is achieved by a bit-shift right and exclusive-or of the unshifted and the shifted version
of the binary code. Decoding proceeds by multiply shifting right and exclusive-or operations on the
shifted versions.

Example: 13: coding decoding
1101 1011
0110 eor 0101 eor
1011 0010 eor

0001 eor
1101

The advantage of Grey-codes is because chromosomes close to each other in parameter space
show similar patterns with higher probability. For example the codes of decimal 3 and 4, 011 and 100 in
a binary representation differ in 3 bits, but 010 and 110 as Grey-encoded differ only in one bit. The other
way round this means that mutation produces nearby strings with higher probability.

Nevertheless the percentage of close strings after a one bit change is dependent on the overall
number of bits n since normally only two strings are close in Grey-codes and only one in binary codes,
but all the rest of bit changes is further distant as for example 0000 and 1000 is 0 and 8 in binary or even
0 and 15 in Grey-codes.

3.3 Operators

Genetic algorithms are driven by 3 main operators, selection, crossover and mutation. The selection
operator guarantees convergence to an optimum by keeping the better chromosomes and discarding the
less fit ones. A standard method is fairy-wheel selection where chromosomes are chosen proportional
to their fitness value. Since this mechanism is sensible to the quality of the fitness function the simpler
alternative of retaining the better half of the population may give better results. Diversity is reduced
generation by generation thus leading to a single solution.

Crossover is a recombination of bit strings of two chromosomes by swapping the strings at random
points. This is the major influence directing the search process to good solutions. A recombination of
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good parameters of any chromosome with good parameters of another should lead to a better set [1]. The
type of crossover which is normally considered is single-point crossover. Two chromosomes are taken
out of the gene-pool. A certain splitting point is determined. Each chromosomes is cut at this point and
recombined with the part of the other chromosome.

chrl: 1101010010|0101101

chr2: 1010110100| 1011010

1101010010 1011010
x

1010110100 0101101

1101010010(1011010

1010110100|0101101

Fig. 1: Single-point crossover of two chromosomes

As shown in Fig. 3.3 the bits on the lefthandside of chromosome 1 are connected to the bits on
the righthandside of chromosome 2 and vice versa. This exchange results in two probably new chro-
mosomes which resemble two parameter sets that are a combination of two different earlier parameter
sets. Taking a closer look on the effects of the operator on the parameter sets itself we see as well that
cutting the chromosomes introduces some randomness regarding the very parameter that may be split by
the operation. This effect is owing to the bit representation of the parameter sets. Implementation on a
parameter level can avoid this random behavior but since randomness is introduced by other operators
on purpose, there is not much reason to do so.

Illustrating single point crossover in a pseudo 4-dimensional lattice (Fig. 2) shows that such an
operator produces offspring on one of two trajectories whereas two point crossover covers additional
points (here: 0000 and 1011). Nevertheless the larger space of possible offspring due to 2 crossover
points can be equally produced by two successive iterations using single point crossover. This certifies
on the bit-level that the offsprings are not fully random.

1110

1111

1100

1000

1011

1001

Fig. 2: Hypercube with transition patterns for single point crossover of 0010 and 1001

After selection and crossover, genes are chosen for mutation. The effect of the mutation operator
is twofold. First it avoids preliminary convergence of the entire population towards a local minimum and
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secondly it improves local convergence by a hill-climbing like mechanism. Though both mechanisms
seem to be contradictory, they result from the different significance of bits in the bit-string.

3.4 Niching

Though most shortcomings of using deterministic algorithms are already overcome by the standard pro-
cedure, a few problems persist:

• Because of the different sensitivity of the multiple objectives in the different sub-domains of the
feasible domain the solution might not represent the designer's preference, in particular when
utility functions are used.

• Not all of the geometrical constraints and manufacturing considerations for coil winding and col-
laring can be taken into account.

We therefore apply the concept of niching that provides the designer with a set of solutions rather
than one solution which can then be "post-processed". Fig.3 shows a comparison of the classical (Royal
Road) genetic algorithm with the applied method of niching. Niching genetic algorithms differ in the
selection process where for each offspring the chromosome with the smallest hamming-distance HD —
5Zj Ui © Vi (least number of different bits) is located and selected if its fitness is worse than that of the
offspring. Whereas in the Royal Road genetic algorithm the whole population is subject to a fitness
ranking, the selection in the niching genetic algorithm is performed on the level of each individuum.
Selected chromomsomes are then immediately joined to the population. The effect of the niching method
is that a number of local optima are found which can then be further investigated and compared.

•Generation

•Mutation1

Crossover

Genepool

Decoding

ROXIE/FEM2D

Objective Function

-Selection-"
Fairy Wheel

•Generation-^

-•Mutat ion—^ \

over ^ J

Decoding

ROXIE/FEM2D

Objective Function

•Selection--
Niching

Fig. 3: Left: Royal road genetic algorithm, right: Genetic algorithm with niching

To increase the diversity in the beginning of the optimization, a fourth operator is added, i.e. gen-
erating new chromosomes in a random process. Normally this operator is only used for initialization of
the genetic algorithm with random chromosomes.

After each application of an operator the offspring is evaluated and selected strings are introduced
into the chromosome pool for immediate participation.

4 Parameters

For the optimization of the 2D-sections the following parameters were found to be effective: The cur-
rent in the conductors was encoded by a 5 bit string and the angles of the coil-blocks by 5 bits each.
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generate initial population: parents

iterate

choose := random-value

case choose

generation mutation crossover
find smallest HD(child,parents)
of those find parent with worst fitness

calculate fitness(child)
if better fitness: exchange(child, parent)

show best designs

Fig. 4: Genetic algorithm with niching

The number of turns of the outer and inner blocks were encoded by 4 bit strings each, thus resulting in
chromosomes of typically 50 to 60 bits. A new offspring is generated by crossover with a rate of 0.8 or
mutation with a rate of 0.15. Note that this rate is related to the chromosome, i.e. the bit mutation prob-
ability is about 0.003. Generation of new chromosomes is done with a probability of 0.05. A population
size of 60 chromosomes is found to be sufficient, which determines also the number of final solutions.

Those parameters, crossover, mutation, and generation rate, were chosen after a number of tests
changing mutation rate, type of crossover and population size. A representative convergence graph is
shown in Fig. 5a. After increasing mutation to 60% as shown in Fig. 5b the convergence is lower than
for our standard genetic algorithm in the beginning. After a few thousand iterations when the population
becomes stable, higher mutation rate allows for further improvement since changes of single bits often
correspond to small changes in parameters. Results for single and 2-point crossover show no significant
differences.

In a third test, the population size was changed to 150 individuals thereby increasing the diversity
in the chromosome pool from which offspring is created (Fig. 5c). The number of necessary function
evaluations is increased, resulting in better refined final solutions. Though higher quality is achieved,
the longer runtime is hardly acceptable (about 4 days on a DEC alpha station). As in both cases each
solution has to be further optimized by local methods, the advantage of better starting solutions vanishes.

5 Results

Two 6-block coil designs were found using genetic algorithms and were studied in detail. They are
shown in Fig. 7 and 8. The VY version cross-section is shown in Fig. 6. The V6-1 design has a Bss

which is about 0.1 T higher than in the VY version. This is remarkable as it can be achieved with 1 turn
less. The explanation is the reduced peak-field to main-field ratio in the inner layer. At the same time the
margin in the outer layer blocks is reduced with respect to the VY version but is still higher than for the
inner layer. The &n is considerably reduced.

6 Conclusion

Genetic algorithms with niching can be efficiently used for the conceptual design of superconducting
magnets. Although the convergence of the algorithms are in no way comparable to deterministic meth-
ods, two different designs were found which turned out to have advantages. The best coil, as far as
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margin and sensitivity to tolerances are concerned, is the V6-1 version. The advantages compared to the
VY version are that one turn less results in a more economical design. Further, 0.12 T more central field
at quench results in an increased margin to quench due to the reduced peak field to main field ratio in
block No. 6. The design also features lower inductance, smaller persistent current effects, smaller bu
component, smaller electromagnetic forces parallel to the broad sides on turn 40 and 41, less sensitivity
to random errors on wedges and conductor dimensions, and a better tunability. The 6-block coil also has
a more homogeneous force distribution resulting in less shear-stress on the wedge between block 5 and 6
compared to the big wedge between block 4 and 5 in the 5 block coil version. The disadvantages are that
one additional copper wedge in the straight section and one additional end spacer has to be fitted into the
coil. The margin to quench of the outer layer is reduced, although the limiting factor for the short sample
current is still the inner layer.
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Fig. 5: Fitness of the 10 best chromosomes and its average fitness (continuous line), a) Convergence for standard parame-

ters; crossover rate 0.8, mutation rate 0.15, generation rate 0.05, b) Convergence for mutation rate 0.60, crossover rate 0.35

c) Increased population size of 150 individuals
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Fig. 6: Coil cross-section for the 5-block (41 turns) design (VY)

10 20 30 40 50 60

Fig. 7: Coil cross-section for the 6-block (40 turns) design (V6-1)
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Fig. 8: Coil cross-section for the 6-block (38 turns) design (V6-3)
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COMPARATIVE STUDY OF DIFFERENT COILS FOR THE LHC
MAIN DIPOLES

S. Russenschuck
CERN, 1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland

Abstract
Two alternative dipole coil cross-section with 6 blocks were found using a
new optimization algorithm based on genetic optimization algorithms and the
concept of niching. Characteristic of these algorithms is that a number of local
optima are found which can then be compared in detail with respect to the
objectives such as flexibility, manufacturability and sensitivity to tolerances.
The results of this investigations which led to the selection of the v6-l coil
design as the LHC standard coil are presented in this report.

1 Introduction

The superconducting dipoles are characterized by the dominance of the coil geometry for the field dis-
tribution. Therefore, the design computations start by optimizing the coil geometry in two and three
dimensions, using analytical integration for computing the magnetic field. Contradictory parameters
such as maximum dipole field, minimum content of unwanted multipoles and sufficient safety margin
for the conductor must be optimized. The keystoning of the conductors and the grading of the current
densities between the two layers complicate the task of finding the best solution.

The 5 block dipole coil cross-section which was previously optimized using only deterministic
optimization techniques and which is described in the "White Book" [1] project report, has been subject
to a number of changes, e.g. change of ground plane insulation, change of insulation thickness (from
kapton plus glass epoxy to all kapton) sions, and change of yoke radius i.e. change from separate collars
with 180 mm beam separtation distance to racetrack collars with 197 beam separtation. This resulted in
the slightly modified version presented in the "Yellow Book"[2]. Since then a change of cable dimensions
and a part compensation of the persistent current multipoles resulted in the so-called October 96 version
of the "Yellow Book". This design turned out to be too inflexible to accommodate further adjustments if
they become necessary at a later stage. In particular a further compensation of the 63 term (if required)
would be difficult due to geometrical constraints, i.e. copper wedges becoming too small at the inner
edge. Moreover, the performance of the magnets with the 5 block coil version seems to indicate that
the force distribution in the inner block of the inner layer with its 4 turns and an adjacent copper wedge
of large dimensions is not very favourable. The search for an alternative was therefore driven by the
following objectives:

• Gain more flexibility for further adjustments if they become necessary.

• Aim for symmetric wedges in order to avoid assembly errors and to avoid torque on the wedges
due to the electromagnetic forces.

• Increase the quench margin.

• Lower the bn component.

• Find a design with less superconducting material, using genetic optimization algorithms with the
concept of niching [3]
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Two alternative solutions with 6 blocks were found using a new optimization algorithm based on
genetic optimization algorithms and the concept of niching. Characteristic of these algorithms is that a
number of local optima are found which can then be compared in detail. This is important as not all
the objectives e.g. flexibility, manufacturability and sensitivity to tolerances can be considered in the
objective function.

2 Electromagnetic properties

Two 6 block coil designs were found to be promising and were studied in detail. They are shown in Fig.
2 and 3 The "October 96" cross-section is shown in Fig. 1. Table 1 gives the cable characteristic data for
the inner and outer layer. Table 2 gives the multipole content for the three designs which were studied in
detail. The saturation induced field errors have to be added and the effect of saturation on the load
line have to be considered [6]. The persistent currents were calculated by Rob Wolf [7]. The mulitpole
content is given in units of 10~4 at a radius of 10 mm.

Cable Height (mm) (ins.)
Cable inner width (mm) (ins.)
Cable outer width (mm) (ins.)
Cable height (mm) (bare)
Cable inner width (mm) (bare)
Cable outer width (mm) (bare)
Radial insulation thickness (mm)
Azimuthal insulation thickness (mm)
Number of strands
Diameter of strands (mm)
CU/SC Ratio
Tref (K)
Jc(9.0 T.Tref) (A/mm**2)
dJc/dB (A/mm**2 T)

Outer
Layer
15.4

1.6197
1.8604
15.10
1.362
1.598
0.150
0.130

36
0.825
1.90
1.90

1953.0
550.03

Inner
Layer
15.4

1.9728
2.3073
15.100
1.736
2.064
0.150
0.120

28
1.065
1.600
1.900

1433.3
500.34

Table 1: Characteristic data for inner and outer layer cables

The V6-1 design has a Bss which is about 0.1 T higher than in the October 96 version. This is
remarkable as it can be achieved with 1 turn less. The explanation is the reduced peak-field to main-field
ratio in the inner layer. At the same time the margin in the outer layer blocks is reduced with respect
to the October 96 version but still higher than for the inner layer. The b\\ is considerably reduced. The
radial forces on the two inner turns (turn 39 and 40 for the V6-1 version) are reduced. However, the
margin in the outer layer is slightly reduced with respect to the Y design. The v6-3 design which uses
3 turns less than the Y solution has an increased margin in the outer layer but the Bss is slightly lower
because of limitations in the inner layer.
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Turns (coil)
Turns inner
Turns outer
% on LL outer
% on LL inner
PF / MF outer
PF/MF inner
I nom (A) (8.36T)
B ss (T)
L (mH/m)
63 (pers)
65 (pers)
67 (pers)
bg (pers)
611 (pers)
&3 (geo)
&5 (geo)
67 (geo)
&9 (geo)
hi (geo)
Pole angle (deg)
Pole size (mm)
Fp (N/m)
Symm wedges

V6-3
6 Block

(-3 turns)
38
16
22

81.05
86.15
0.83
1.03

11879.
9.70
6.64

-4.265/-12.32
0.193/1.611

-0.025 / -0.599
0.003 / 0.201
0.0004/0.083
0.943 / 2.727

-0.198/-1.654
0.0122/0.249

-0.0087 / -0.609
0.0037 / 0.748

70.5
7.1

16400.
partly

V6-1
6 Block
(-1 turn)

40
15
25

84.92
85.64
0.89
1.03

11532.
9.76
7.17

-3.817/-11.03
0.143/1.19

-0.0198 / -0.479
0.0033 / 0.229
0.0002 / 0.035
1.434/4.145

-0.1055/-0.881
0.0255/0.615
0.0014/0.101
0.0029/0.598

70.99
7.43

17239.
no

Y
October 96
(41 turns)

41
15
26

82.5
86.5
0.87
1.052

11224.
9.65
7.47

-4.326/-12.503
0.191/1.596

-0.034/-0.819
0.0065 / 0.456
0.0007/0.147
0.107/0.309

-0.192/-1.605
0.0342 / 0.826
-0.010/-0.711
0.0088/1.774

57.4
8.7

33877.
no

Table 2: Characteristic data for the three designs. Fp = Electromagnetic force parallel to broad face of
cable on first turn in inner layer (ROXIE numbering 40 in V6-1 design). PF/MF = Peak-field (in the coil)
to main-field (in the aperture) ratio. The multipole content is given in units of 10~4 at a radius of 10 mm
and 17 mm.

3 Random multipole errors

The random multipole errors were calculated using 500 identically distributed random errors on the block
positioning and inclination angles, and their radial positions, between + and - 0.05 mm. Analysis of the
multipole content of these 500 random magnets yields a normal distribution function where the mean
value and the standard deviation a can be calculated.

The mean relative values are not the expected intrinsic values. This is due to the fact that a per-
turbation of coil block positions resulting in a shift towards the mid-plane gives a higher field error than
a move by the same amount away from the mid-plane. As an example for the v6-l solution, a shift of
block no 2 (conductors 10-25) towards the mid-plane by 0.07 mm results in an a2 component of 0.12198
units whereas a shift of 0.07 away from the mid-plane results in an a<i component of-0.12055 units. Note
that the mean 63 and 65 in the v6-l and v6-3 version show the part compensation of the persisten current
multipoles and are therefore not zero.
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Fig. 1: Coil cross-section for the 5 block (41 turns) modified Yellow-Book design, October 96 solution (Y)

Fig. 2: Coil cross-section for the 6 block (40 turns) design (V6-1). Block numbering as follows: Block 1 = conductors 1-9,

Block 2 = conductors 10-25 etc.

0 10 20 30 40 50 60

Fig. 3: Coil cross-section for the 6 block (38 turns) design (V6-3)
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n
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Mean a
-0.00201
-0.00257
-0.00998
0.00039
-0.00372
-0.00028
-0.00014
-0.00005
0.00000
0.00000
-0.00000

Meanb

-0.00678
1.41928
-0.00360
-0.10201
0.00017
0.02566
-0.00001
0.00140
-0.00000
0.00296

era
1.10912
0.59010
0.24210
0.09055
0.02939
0.01065
0.00372
0.00152
0.00050
0.00014
0.00004

<7b

0.57213
0.23534
0.08725
0.03384
0.01123
0.00388
0.00103
0.00031
0.00014
0.00013

Table 4: Mean values and a for v6-l design.
Relative field errors at a radius of 10 mm in units of 10~4.

n
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
g
9
10
11

Mean a
0.01514
-0.00562
-0.00793
0.00179
-0.00367
-0.00027
-0.00009
-0.00008
0.00000
0.00000
-0.00000

Meanb

-0.00689
1.49335

-0.00357
-0.18082
0.00022
0.01347
-0.00002
-0.00174
0.00000
0.00290

era
1.14294
0.63754
0.26552
0.10185
0.03218
0.01060
0.00360
0.00154
0.00049
0.00014
0.00005

crb

0.59091
0.23994
0.09086
0.03648
0.01262
0.00429
0.00112
0.00036
0.00014
0.00013

Table 5: Mean values and a for v6-3 design.
Relative field errors at a radius of 10 mm in units of 10~4.

n
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Mean a
0.00351
0.03028
-0.01473
-0.00220
-0.00130
-0.00013
-0.00030
0.00004
-0.00002
0.00000
0.00000

Meanb

0.03541
0.05473
0.00247
-0.20189
-0.00026
0.03298
0.00003
-0.01030
0.00000
0.00878

<ra
1.81660
0.74091
0.30395
0.11140
0.03906
0.01378
0.00466
0.00149
0.00050
0.00015
0.00005

<7b

0.79640
0.31816
0.11018
0.04095
0.01421
0.00510
0.00153
0.00071
0.00016
0.00039

Table 6: Mean values and a for the October 96 design. Relative field errors at a radius of 10 mm in
units of 10~4.

4 Tuneability

Tables 7 and 8 show the convergence of the optimization algorithm for each design considering the ob-
jective

a) to fully compensate all the persistent current effects at injection (63 only to 2 units) and

b) no compensation for any effect resulting from persistent currents.

This gives a realistic tuning range to investigate. The objective function F(X) being minimised
reads in all cases:

F{X) = min((Ab3f + 40(Ab5)
2 + 1000(A67)

2 + 9000(A69)
2) (1)
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where Abn — bn — fe* with bn the calculated and b^ the desired geometrical multipole errors to
part compensate the persistent current effects. For the movement of the blocks some limits (constraints)
were introduced because of mechanical and geometrical reasons. During the optimization process some
of these limits are reached, i.e. the constraints are active. The number of active constraints for a partic-
ular design is given in the tables. When the Jacobian matrix is calculated, consisting of the derivatives
of the objectives versus the coil positions, the rank of this matrix gives the number of independent base
vectors building the design space, i.e. the real number of degrees of freedom to tune the magnet. The
rank is calculated with a singular value decomposition of the Jacobian and is given in the table.

No. off. eval.
F(X)
63* (required)
65* (required)
67* (required)
69* (required)
63 (achieved)
65 (achieved)
67 (achieved)
69 (achieved)
63-63*
6s-65*
67-67*
69-69*
No. of active
constraints
Rank of J

V6-3
1501
0.607
2.5
-0.2

0.021
-0.003
2.376
-0.241
0.0196
-0.01
-0.124
-0.041
-0.0014
-0.0070

3
4

V6-1
875

0.0557
2.5

-0.15
0.022

-0.0035
2.513

-0.1602
0.026
-0.003
0.0135
-0.0102
0.0040
0.0005

3
3

Y
698

0.928
2.5

-0.21
0.036

-0.0073
1.85

-0.242
0.05

-0.0129
-0.65

-0.032
0.014

-0.0056

4
3

Table 7: Tunability towards a full compensation of the persistent current multipoles at injection

Tuning towards
No. off. eval.
F(X)
63* (required)
65* (required)
67* (required)
69* (required)
63 (achieved)
65 (achieved)
67 (achieved)
69 (achieved)
No. of active
constraints
Rank of J

V6-3
0

1448
0.331

p
 p

 p
 

p

-0.095.
-0.033

-0.0036
-0.005

4
4

V6-1
0

900
0.06561

p
 p

 p
 

p

0.0199
0.0114
0.0044
0.0021

3
3

Y
0

628
0.398

p
 p

 p
 

p

-0.102
0.016

-0.0011
-0.0064

4
3

Table 8: Tunability towards a zero compensation of the persistent current multipoles at injection

It can be seen that the V6-1 version is tunable in both directions (c.f. the achieved values for
F(X)). The Y solution is easier to tune towards 0 compensation than towards full compensation. This
is not surprising as originally the 5 block coil design did not feature part compensation of the persistent
current effects.

5 Tolerances on cable and insulation size

Taking the tolerances into consideration as given in the technical specifications i.e. +- 0.05 mm for cop-
per wedges, +- 0.006 mm both for the Kapton wrap and the cable size, the multipoles can be calculated
for an oversized and undersized coil (worst case). The results for the different designs are given in Table
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9. All three designs feature about the same sensitivity, however, v6-l being slightly less sensitive, espe-
cially in the 65 term.

63 (coil undersized)
63 (coil oversized)
delta 63
65 (coil undersized)
&5 (coil oversized)
delta 65
67 (coil undersized)
67 (coil oversized)
delta 67
69 (coil undersized)
69 (coil oversized)
delta 69

V6-3
6.40
-4.22
10.62
-0.51
0.029
0.539
0.039
-0.013
0.052

-0.0107
-0.0045
0.0062

V6-1
6.82
-3.74
10.56

-0.356
0.111
0.467
0.042
0.0052
0.0368
-0.0013
0.0050
0.0063

Y
5.74
-5.40
11.14

-0.478
0.096
0.574
0.062
0.0058
0.0562
-0.015
-0.0047
0.0103

Table 9: Multipole errors for oversized and undersized coils.

6 Mutual inductances

For the calculation of the quench propagation the mutual inductances of the coils are needed, i.e. be-
tween upper outer (UO) and upper inner coil (UI) etc. as given in Table 10-12. The self inductances
for all 3 designs are given in Table 2. The conclusion from the quench simulation studies is that the 3
designs are very similar from the protection point of view. The maximum layer voltage does not follow
the total inductance but mainly the inner layer inductance and the maximum dl/dt, as it is considered
that the inner layers stay superconducting (no quench back). From versions v6-l and v6-3 the preferred
one is v6-l because the outer layer volume is larger. Although the total inductance is higher in the V6-1
version compared to the October 96 version, the maximum temperatures and maximum layer voltages
are lower (ref. Minutes of Magnet Bending Working Group no. 8, June 4, 1997, LHC/MMS/DP/4915)
[9].

UO
UI
LI
LO

UO
0.602
0.221
0.140
0.327

UI

0.142
0.074
0.140

LI

0.142
0.221

LO

0.602

Table 10: Mutual inductances for the Y (October 96) design

UO
UI
LI
LO

UO
0.565
0.215
0.137
0.305

UI

0.142
0.076
0.137

LI

0.142
0.215

LO

0.565

Table 11: Mutual inductances for the V6-1 design

UO
UI
LI
LO

UO
0.477
0.204
0.133
0.273

UI

0.157
0.079
0.133

LI

0.157
0.204

LO

0.477
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Fig. 4: Force distribution in the v6-l coil

Table 12: Mutual inductances for the V6-3 design

7 EM-Force distribution in the coils

Figures 5-7 show the forces and force distributions for the different magnet design. Fig. 4 gives an
impression on the direction of the electromagnetic forces acting on the coil. Fig. 5-7 give the force
components per turn for the different coils. The x and y component of the force is displayed together
with the component parallel and perpendicular to the broad face of the cable. If the cable is placed in a
radial position (inclination angle = positioning angle) these forces correspond to the radial and azimuthal
component. The parallel force is defined positive in the outward direction and the perpendicular compo-
nent positive away from the pole towards the mid-plane of the magnet.

8 Conclusion

The best coil, as far as tunability, margin and sensitivity to tolerances are concerned, is the V6-1 version.
The advantages and disadvantages compared to the October 96 version can be summarised as follows:

The advantages are that one turn less results in a more economical design. Further, 0.12 T more
central field at quench results in an increased margin to quench due to the reduced peak field to main field
ratio in block No. 6. The design also features lower inductance, smaller persistent current effects, smaller
bi 1 component, smaller electromagnetic forces parallel to broad sides on first 2 turns, less sensitivity to
random errors on wedges and conductor dimensions, better tuneability, and less sensitivity to conductor
placement errors on mandrel or collar inner diameter. The 6 block coil also has a more homogeneous
force distribution resulting in less shear-stress on the wedge between block 5 and 6 compared to the big
wedge between block 4 and 5 in the 5 block coil version.

The disadvantages are that one additional copper wedge in the straight section and one additional
end spacer has to be fitted into the coil. The margin to quench of the outer layer is reduced, although
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the limiting factor for the short sample current is still the inner layer. The pole angle is smaller in
the inner layer of the 6-block version, thus resulting in a smaller bending radius for the inner turn in the
end. Winding tests have shown, however, that the cable can be bent around the coil ends in the usual way.

Table 14 gives the position of the coil blocks of the v6-l coil version. Table 15 gives the geometric
multipole content at 17mm in units of 10~4 for the coil in a single iron yoke, for the bare coil and for the
bare collared coil pair with 194 separtion distance.

Block

1
2
3
4
5
6

No
of

turns
9
16
5
5
3
2

Radius

43.900
43.900
28.000
28.000
28.000
28.000

pos.
angle

<P
0.157
21.903
0.246
22.020
47.710
66.710

incl.
angle

a
0.000
27.000
0.000
24.080
48.000
68.500

Table 14: Position of the coil blocks of the v6-l coil version.

Bl
b2

bs

h
be
b7

b8

bQ

ho
&11

612

Single coil
in ctf iron

yoke
0.0725

0.
4.1454

0.
-0.8813

0.
0.6155

0.
0.1010

0.
0.5981

0.
0.0758

Bare
single
coil

0.0598
0.

3.9149
0.

-1.0384
0.

0.7456
0.

0.1223
0.

0.7247
0.

0.0918

2 bare coils
in comb.

collar
0.06307
-89.8151
15.5482
-1.3846
-0.8337
-0.0159
0.7091
-0.0001
0.1161
0.0000
0.6876
0.0000
0.0871

Table 15: Geometric multipole errors at 17 mm in units of 10 4 for the coil in a single iron yoke with
round collars (coil test facility ctf type, outer yoke radius 98 mm), the bare coil and for the bare collared
coil pair (both coils powered) with 194 separtion distance. Current of 100 A.
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ESTIMATE OF SATURATION INDUCED MULTIPOLE ERRORS IN
THE LHC MAIN DIPOLES

C. Vollinger
CERN, 1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland

Abstract
Since the publication of the "Yellow Book" [1] in 1995 considerable changes in
the coil and yoke geometry have taken place. The aim of this report is to give a
detailed summary of the multipole errors and sensitivity to manufacturing tol-
erances for the optimized yoke geometry MBP2, and an alternative separated
collar design. The results are compared to the previous "Yellow Book" design
MBP1.

1 Introduction

Since the publication of the design study of LHC in the "Yellow Book" [1] a number of changes and
modifications in the yoke geometry and coil geometry have taken place. The aim of this report is thus
to give a detailed summary on the expected multipole errors. The study also shows the estimates for
sensitivity of multipole errors with respect to manufacturing tolerances of the geometry types.

The 6-bIock coil design which partly compensates the 65,67 and 69 errors resulting from persistent
currents at injection and which is foreseen to be used for the next prototypes was inserted into the two dif-
ferent yoke geometries. For comparison, the yoke geometry as described in the "Yellow Book" (MBP1)
and used for the last 10 m models was calculated again with the 6-block coil in order to distinguish
between effects from the coil changes and effects from the yoke modifications.

The optimized yoke geometry (MBP2) including the 6-block coil was calculated. For both geome-
tries, expected relative multipole errors for nominal and injection current were estimated. The sensitivity
of both geometries due to manufacturing variations was investigated. Finally an alternative yoke ge-
ometry with separate collars was calculated and the results compared to the first two geometries. All
calculations were done using the program package ROXIE 6.0 which was developed at CERN for the
design and optimization of superconducting magnets for the LHC.

The program package ROXIE solves the nonlinear field problem with the finite-element method
(FEM) implemented in the FEM2D program (©TU-Graz/Austria). This method uses a reduced vector
potential formulation. The advantage of this method is, that the coils do not have to be represented in the
finite element mesh, which allows to model the coil and iron yoke separately. A detailed introduction to
the reduced vector potential formulation is given in [2],

2 Coil cross-section

The coil used in this study is the 6-block coil which was introduced in October 97 [3] after the optimiza-
tion with the program package ROXEE using genetic algorithms and the concept of niching [4]. This
optimization resulted in two alternative solutions to replace the 5-block coil described in the "White
Book" [5]. Figure 1 shows the cross-section of the 6-block coil which was referred to as V6-1 model in
[1].

3 The optimized yoke geometry (MBP2, July 98)

Figure 2 shows a drawing of the yoke geometry (MBP2) with symbolic dimensions as used in the ROXIE
input file. All dimensions shown are later used as design parameters for the sensitivity analysis. Table 12
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Fig. 1: Coil cross-section

Table 1: Geometry specifications for conductor blocks of the 6-block coil

Block no.

1
2
3
4
5
6

Conductor no.
in spec, block

9
16
5
5
3
2

Radius (warm)
r

43.9
43.9
28.
28.
28.
28.

Pos. angle

0.157
21.9
0.246
22.02
47.71
66.71

Incl. angle
a
0.

27.
0.

24.08
48

68.5

in Annex 1 shows the cold dimensions of the yoke laminations considered for this study. All values are
given in mm. The ROXIE model cross-section of the yoke geometry is displayed in Fig. 2.

The geometry (MBP2) features a combined collar with two different elliptical shapes in the center
part and in the outer part resp., with minor axis "alel2" and "alell" as shown in Fig. 2. Using the two
different elliptical shapes provides more degrees of freedom for the optimization, so that the small hole
in the center of the magnet (rhol2 in Fig. 4) is no longer needed to control the magnetic flux. Figure 2
shows that the iron insert, which was enclosed in the aluminium collar is now taken out. In addition, the
height of the collar "blel" has been increased from 96.35 mm to 99.8 mm.

Compared to the geometry of the MBP1 magnet, the geometry of the MBP2 magnet is less sensi-
tive to manufacturing errors as shown in section 6. Table 2 shows the expected relative multipole errors
in units of 10~4 at 17. mm at injection and nominal operation and the maximum variation of the multi-
poles. Figure 3 represents the variation of multipole components versus excitation. It can be seen from
the curves and from Table 2 that all multipoles have little variation (A62, A63, A64, A65) while ramping
up to 8500 A. For currents higher than 8500 A there is a decrease of the multipole components 62 and
64, while 63 is slowly increasing.
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Table 2: Expected relative multipole errors in units of 10 4 and maximum variation of the multipoles of the MBP2 magnet

geometry at 17. mm radius

b2

b3

64

bs
be
67
&8
69
bio

At injection
(850 A/0.60 T)

0.64631
5.77494
0.21687
-0.91376
-0.00108
0.63236
-0.00025
0.10325
0.00033

At nominal
(11800 A/8.31 T)

-0.81680
6.17603
0.06213
-0.91403
-0.00445
0.63525
-0.00030
0.10388
0.00030

Maximum variation
A6 n

1.46311
0.40109
0.15474
0.00027
0.00337
0.00289
0.00005
0.00063
0.00003

Fig. 2: Sketch of MBP2 magnet geometry (left), ROXIE model of the cold mass (right)
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Fig. 3: Multipole field errors versus excitation of the MBP2 geometry (July 98 version) in units of 10 4 at 17. mm radius
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4 Yoke geometry of the MBPl (yellow book) model

For the sake of completeness the results for the Yellow book yoke geometry are given. It is important
to note that the same 6-block coil geometry is used in order to compare the iron saturation effects. The
results are therefore not valid for the industry produced 10 and 14 m long dipole models with the
5-block coil.

Figure 4 shows a drawing of the yoke geometry of the MBPl magnet with the symbols used in the
ROXIE input file. The values of the dimensions are listed in Tab. 11 and the cross-section is shown in
Fig. 4. On the same page the multipole content for both injection and nominal field (without persistent
current effects) and the variation of the lower order multipoles versus excitation are given.

5 Alternative yoke geometry with separated collars

The usage of stainless steel as a collar material would allow to use separated collars. Due to the intrinsic
symmetry with respect to the beam axis at low field level (iron yoke acting as perfectly symmetric screen
of the two apertures) basically no b% and 64 components are generated at injection field level. Therefore
an alternative collar geometry featuring separated elliptic collars has been optimized, the multipoles
were calculated and the sensitivity was investigated and compared to the results of the MBPl and MBP2
dipole cross-sections. A drawing of the separated collar geometry corresponding to Tab. 13 and the
ROXIE model cross-section are shown in Fig. 6.

The general ideas using separated collars are the reduction of the magnetic flux coupling of left and
right aperture at injection level and to get a symmetric collar with respect to the beamcenter at 97. mm.
This symmetry allow to flip the collars during assembly so that punching errors do not produce unwanted
asymmetries with respect to the beam axis.

In order to balance the flux in the center and outer part of the magnet and therefore to reduce the
&2 component at higher field levels, a drop-shaped hole has to be punched into the iron insert between
the collars. Table 4 shows the relative multipole errors in units of 1CT4 and the variation of multipoles,
both at radius 17. mm for the separate collar geometry.
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Table 3: Expected relative multipole errors in units of 10 4 and maximum variation of the multipoles of MBPl magnet

geometry at 17. mm radius

62
63
64
bs
be
b7

bs
b9

bio

At injection
(850 A/0.61 T)

0.53854
1.92057

-0.53237
-0.74902
0.02300
0.61132
0.00104
0.10032
0.00016

At nominal
(11800 A/8.38 T)

2.40625
3.45279
-0.72687
-0.81090
0.00649
0.62349
0.00070
0.10184
0.00009

Maximum variation
A6 n

2.25045
1.59528
0.19157
0.06193
0.01704
0.01337
0.00070
0.00222
0.00031

Fig. 4: Sketch of yoke geometry MBPl (left), ROXIE model (right)
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Fig. 5: Multipole field errors versus excitation of MBPl magnet geometry in units of 10 4 at 17. mm radius
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Table 4: Expected relative multipole errors in units of 10 4 and maximum variation of the multipoles of the separated collar

geometry at 17. mm radius

b2

h
bA

6s
6e
b7

bS

b9

bio

At injection
(850 A/0.62 T)

-0.05831
11.00844
0.00009
-1.14665
0.00002
0.61050
-0.00003
0.09865
-0.00003

At nominal
(11800 A/8.57 T)

0.03458
11.43991
-0.18323
-1.02441
-0.01329
0.61688
-0.00059
0.10075
-0.00001

Maximum variation
A6 n

0.88402
0.41193
0.16307
0.11434
0.01227
0.00577
0.00052
0.00192
0.00001

Ihhy

Fig. 6: Sketch of yoke geometry with separated collars (left), ROXIE model (right)
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Fig. 7: Multipole field errors versus excitation of separated collar geometry at 17. mm radius
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6 Sensitivity analysis

Constraint on computing power do not allow to calculate random errors due to yoke tolerances in the
same way as it was done for the coil block deformations where 500 randomly generated coil structures
were calculated and the standard deviation was calculated for each of the field components. Sensitivity
of coil block displacement and random errors can be found in [3].

The sensistivity analysis for the yoke is performed by calculating the Jacobian matrix containing
the derivatives of the multipoles with respect to all specified dimensions.

db

dxn ' ' ' dxdxn

a.
(Po)

The derivatives are calculated using the upper differential quotient <t>(xupper):

,r \ _ J\xupper) ~ J{xstart)
(P\xupper) — xupper xstart

The RMS (root mean square) value for each of the multipoles can be used for the comparison of
the tolerance sensitivity of the different designs. For the MBP1 and the MBP2 geometry, the sensitivity
of multipoles is investigated with respect to 22 resp. 27 design parameters. In case of the separated collar
geometry, 20 tolerances are investigated. The value dbn given in the tables indicates the sensitivity of
the multipole bn in units of 10~4 at the reference radius. If for example the multipole 62 has a sensitivity
value of 0.50867E-03 to the design parameter 'ryoke' at injection current, a change in 62 of about 0.0005
units in 10~4 can be expected in case that the parameter ryoke has a tolerance of 1 mm.

6.1 Comparison of sensitivity of MBP1 and MPB2 geometry

Table 14 and Tab. 15 show the sensitive parameters as result of the sensitivity analysis for the yoke
geometry (MBP2 magnet) while the sensitive parameters for the MBP1 magnet geometry are shown in
Tab. 16 and Tab. 17. The result of the sensitivity analysis of the separated collar geometry is shown in
Tab. 18 and Tab. 19. The values in bold are the most sensitive dimensions.

In these tables the least sensitive design parameters are omitted. It can be seen that in general
the sensitivity to manufacturing tolerances is higher at a higher field level, as due to iron saturation
parameters further away from the beam pipe, e.g. outer yoke radius, radius and position of the heat
exchanger tube etc. are getting more sensitive.

It can be seen from the tables, that the MBP1 geometry is much more sensitive to manufacturing
tolerances than the MBP2 geometry, e.g. for the yoke geometry MBP1, the 62 component is very sen-
sitive to five out of the 22 design parameters at injection current while there are only four of 27 design
parameters that are very sensitive in case of the MBP2 geometry (very sensitive defined here as being
about an order of magnitude more sensitive then all the other parameters). In case of the MBP1 geometry
the worst case value at injection field level for 62 is 10.098 units / mm at 17. mm radius. This is one order
of magnitude higher than the worst case value for 62 (7.2568 units / mm) in case of the MBP2 geometry.

6.2 Comparison of sensitivity of MBP2 geometry and separated collar geometry

Table 18 and Tab. 19 show the sensitive parameters of the separate collar geometry. Comparison with
the sensitivity investigation of MBP1 and MBP2 geometry show that the separate collar geometry is the
least sensitive design both at injection and nominal current. Because of the separated collars and the
symmetric ellipse with respect to the beamcenter at 97. mm, the RMS value of multipoles with even
indices (62, b^be) are orders of magnitude lower than for the MBP1 and MBP2 geometries.
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The multipole &2 in case of the MBP2 geometry is sensitive to four of 27 design parameters while
62 in case of the separated collar geometry is sensitive to none of the 30 design parameters. The worst
case value for 62 in case of the separated collar geometry is three orders of magnitude lower than it is in
case of the MBP2 geometry and the sensitivity of the multipoles 64 and b& in case of the separated collar
geometry are negligible.

7 Conclusion

Table 5 shows the most important results at a glance. In the following subsection the optimized MBP2
geometry is compared to the MBPl geometry. All objectives are improved in the new design. Subse-
quently the merits of the separated collar geometry are compared to the MBP2 geometry.

Table 5: Comparison of main parameters of MBPl and MBP2 magnet, and separated collar geometry

Current @ 8.36 T
ryoke (cold), (mm)

collar hight in y-direction (cold), (mm)
Bss (T)

62 @ inj.
A62

62 (RMS) @ inj.

63 @ inj.
A63

63 (RMS) @ inj.
64 @ inj.

A64
64 (RMS) @ inj.

65 @ inj.
A65

65 (RMS) @ inj.

most sensitive design param. 62
most sensitive design param. 63

MBPl

11772 A
274.5
96.35
9.69

0.539
2.250
4.59

1.921
1.595
1.024

-0.532
0.192
0.070

-0.749
0.062
0.030

racel
colly

MBP2

11871 A
274.5
99.80
9.68

0.646
1.463
3.71

5.775
0.401
0.926

0.217
0.155
0.061

-0.914
0.0003
0.026

dl.alell
houdh.blell

Separated collar

11500 A
274.5
90.82
9.75

-0.058
0.884
0.002

11.008
0.412
1.600

0.00009
0.163

—

-1.147
0.114
0.047

—
houdh

7.1 Comparison between MBPl and MBP2 yoke geometries

Comparison of the optimized MBP2 yoke geometry and the MBPl geometry shows the following merits

for the MBP2 version:

• Although the multipole 62 of the MBP2 yoke geometry at injection is about 0.1 units higher than
for the MBPl yoke geometry, the variation is 0.4 units lower. At the same time the amount of the
64 component could be reduced by the factor of 2. Also the variation of the 64 component could
be slightly reduced.

• The multipole 63 has a higher numerical value at injection, but this is desired because of the part
compensation of the persistent currents. The variation of 63 was again considerably reduced.

• slight reductions of the amount of the multipoles be (reduced from 0.023 to -0.00108 at injection
and 0.0065 to -0.0045 at nominal current) and of b8 (reduced from 0.001 at injection to -0.00025
and 0.0007 to -0.0003 at nominal current) were achieved.
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7.2 Comparison between MBP2 and separated collar geometries

Comparison of the separated collar geometry to the MBP2 yoke design shows the following merits:
It can be seen from Tab. 4, that the multipoles at injection field level in case of the separated collar
geometry are extremely low compared to the other geometries, except for the value of 63. However, the
63 component can easily be corrected by the coil design. The merits are:

• The amount of multipole 62 and 64 is considerably lower at injection field level. At the same time
the sensitivity to manufacturing tolerances is basically negligible. Also the variation of the 62
multipole errors versus excitation could be reduced. All the other variations are about the same or
smaller for the separated collar design.

• The nominal current is reduced for about 370 A.

• The Bss short sample field increases by about 0.07 T to 9.75 T.

7.3 Payoff-tables for MBP2 and Separate Collar Geometries

One possibility to provide the hidden resources of different geometries is a.payoff-table. The mathemat-
ical principle and the use of payoff-tables are shown in [6]. Table 6 and Tab. 7 show the payoff-tables
of the MBP2 magnet geometry and separate collar geometry, respectively. The payoff-tables are created
after running the geometries for six different optimization objectives X^ (here: max. Bss, min A62, min
A£>3, min A&4, min b^ini and min ryoke). The values in bold type indicate a kind of "utopia point" and
therefore give additional information about the geometries. Of course it is not possible to achieve all
values given as Utopia point at the same time. However it shows the user the attainable values for certain
objectives and how the correlated parameters change accordingly.

Table 6: Payoff-table for the MBP2 magnet geometry (top) and the design parameters (lower)

max. Bss

min A62
min A63
min A64
min biini

min ryoke

Bss

>8.2T
-9.7334
-9.6630
-9.6536
-9.6601
-9.6593
-9.6820

A62

<4.0

0.7580
0.0365
3.8471
0.8226
1.2652
1.0999

A63
<3.0

1.4638
0.5513
0.0022
0.7214
0.3064
0.4827

A64

<0.3

0.0859
0.0769
0.2670
0.0575
0.1142
0.2388

< 0.15

0.1029
-0.1163
0.0850
-0.0469
0.0000
0.0948

ryoke
< 275. mm

284.83
284.16
266.08
284.99
277.33
265.53

xfc

X,

x2
x3
x4
x5
x6

x*

x,
x2
X.,

x4
x5
x6

alell
(mm)

75.84
92.94
86.73
86.39
88.52
82.96

blell
(mm)

95.00
102.20
102.60
104.99
103.47
97.40

alel2
(mm)

76.08
84.44
88.23
95.94
89.02
79.31

Ih2r
(mm)

7.22
9.15
17.24
7.03
13.43
16.14

leang
(deg)

22.14
33.92
41.69
34.26
39.75
29.88

houdh
(mm)

4.04
9.21
4.65
11.99
6.91
10.54

Is,
(A)

13646
13894
13935
13962
13922
13836

It can be seen from the tables, that there are hidden resources both for the MBP2 and for the separated
collar geometry: E. g. an increase of the quench margin Bss is possible for both geometries if at the same
time a higher multipole variation in particular for A62 is admitted.
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For the MBP2 magnet geometry, Table 6 shows that the quench margin can be increased up to 9.7331 T.
This increase is payed for by the relatively high variation of multipole 63. The fact, that there is a corre-
lation between the multipole variation of A&2 and A63 can also be seen from running the minimization
for A63. This minimization yields a heavy increase of A62 up to 3.8471 units of 10~4 and activated the
bounds being set for A&2-

Table 7: Payoff-table for the separated collar geometry (top) and the design parameters (lower)

max. Bas

min A62
min A63
min A64
min biini

min ryoke

Bss
>8.2T

-9.9172
-9.7785
-9.7409
-9.7680
-9.7677
-9.7509

Ab2

<4.0

1.3829
0.7679
2.2116
3.9071
1.4132
1.2166

Ab3

<3.0

2.5146
2.4343
0.0455
1.6269
0.2748
2.2148

A64

<0.3

0.1645
0.1988
0.1168
0.0288
0.2223
0.2238

<0.15

-0.0003
-0.00002
0.0002

-0.00005
0.0000
0.0000

ryoke
< 275. mm

282.10
275.00
280.11
284.80
272.30
270.00

xfc

X,

x2
x3
x4
X5

x6

xfc

x,
x2
Xs
x4Xs

x6

alell
(mm)

70.27
88.86
92.47
84.59
87.83
85.80

Well
(mm)

73.06
84.97
94.35
99.25
89.78
97.85

sstax
(mm)

2.63
4.40
4.22
4.55
4.36
6.78

sendx
(mm)

7.31
12.40
12.94
11.10
10.10
11.94

Iss
(A)

13074
13467
13630
13625
13546
13656

In case of the separate collar geometry, the maximum value of the quenchmargin Bss can be increased
up to 9.9172 T. It can be seen from the table, that there is also a payoff with respect to the variation Ab2

which increases to 1.3829 units of 10~4. For this geometry a correlation between A62 and A64 exists:
The minimization of multipole variation A64 activated the bounds being set for the variation of multipole
62.

Comparison between the MBP2 magnet geometry and the separated collar geometry show that the maxi-
mum attainable quenchmargin of the separated collar geometry is considerably higher and therefore there
are more hidden resources with respect to quenchmargin for this geometry. The maximum quenchmargin
of 9.9172 T was achieved without activating the bounds being set for the multipole variation and at the
very low value of 13074 A for Iss.

Both geometries show the possibility to reduce multipole b^ini at injection field level to zero. Since the
separated collar geometry already has a certain symmetry with respect to the beamcenter, the values of
b&in remains very small in the payoff-table and the minimization of b^in. must not be payed for with
high increases in multipole variation.

8 Numerical accuracy of the calculations

In this chapter the numerical accuracy of the calculations with respect to meshsize and far field boundary
condition is investigated using the MBP2 magnet geometry as casestudy.

Table 8 and Table 9 show both the estimated multipoles calculated for the MBP2 yoke geometry
at a radius of 17 mm for different numbers of nodes in the finite element mesh. The results are calculated
at a current level of 850 A and 11800 A, respectively. The mesh is shown in Fig. 8. Creating the
fundamental mesh followed different criterion:
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Fig. 8: Finite element mesh of yoke area, MBP2 geometry

Table 8: Relative multipole errors as a function of mesh size at injection current (850 A)

Number of nodes in the finite element mesh

n
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11

1052
bn

0.04213
7.31497
0.26855
-1.43042
0.10758
0.77981
-0.08235
0.23976
-0.03666
0.52352

5000
bn

0.67104
5.77796
0.21855
-0.91466
-0.00097
0.63242
-0.00156
0.10342
0.00276
0.61315

7205
bn

0.66161
5.77433
0.21796
-0.91419
-0.00111
0.63262
-0.00155
0.10310
0.00319
0.61183

12374
bn

0.64631
5.77494
0.21687
-0.91376
-0.00108
0.63236
-0.00025
0.10325
0.00033
0.61215

15054
bn

0.64022
5.77468
0.21657
-0.91367
-0.00098
0.63231
-0.00022
0.10334
-0.00005
0.61207

Table 9: Relative multipole errors as a function of mesh size at nominal current (11800 A)

Number of nodes in the finite element mesh

n
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11

1052
bn

-1.56275
7.37051
0.11453
-1.26775
0.07685
0.77056
-0.05241
0.09319
-0.03717
0.68906

5000
bn

-0.87332
6.19499
0.05955
-0.91509
-0.00447
0.63538
-0.00148
0.10406
0.00248
0.61674

7205
bn

-0.81775
6.17812
0.06286
-0.91444
-0.00447
0.63549
-0.00147
0.10373
0.00287
0.61538

12374
bn

-0.81680
6.17603
0.06213
-0.91403
-0.00445
0.63525
-0.00030
0.10388
0.00030
0.61568

15054
bn

-0.81551
6.17588
0.06203
-0.91397
-0.00436
0.63521
-0.00028
0.10396
-0.00004
0.61561

A symmetric mesh in the aperture is desired in order to limit errors on the quadrupole and octupole
calculation due to mesh asymmetries.
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• In the aperture a rectangular shaped regular mesh is chosen to reduce the influence of bad condi-
tioned finite elements; for the same purpose, the discretization in the beam center area is high.

The results show convergence for meshes with more than 12000 nodes. It can be seen from Tables
8 and 9 that the multipoles 62 and 63 are relatively sensitive to the mesh size while the multipoles 65, &6>
67, b% and 69 are less sensitive. Note that the relatively high values for the 65,67,69 multipole components
are arising from the fact that the persistent currents at injection field level are partly compensated by the
coil design and are therefore intentional.

When solving differential equations with approximative solutions, two different types of equa-
tions exist: initial value problems and boundary value problems. Calculating the field quantities B and
H yields a boundary value problem, where in addition to the differential equation, information about the
solution and/or some derivates is specified at the boundary V of the calculation area Vt. The boundary
conditions arise from physical laws and must be fulfilled by the field quantities B and H. In case of the
finite element solution for the given two-in-one aperture, the vectorpotential has to fulfil the Dirichlet
boundary condition at the coordinate axis and at the far field boundary. Since finite element calcula-
tions need a closed surface bounding the calculation area, ideal boundary conditions are regarded as
infinitely far away. Therefore the chosen radius for setting the real boundary must be sufficiently far
away from the yoke radius. Because of the used symmetry, the far field boundary corresponds to a 90
degrees arc. Table 10 shows the relative multipole errors in units of 10~4 calculated at nominal current
(11800 A) depending on the far field boundary condition. The far field boundary is chosen at 1.3, 2., 5.,
7. and 10. times the outer yoke radius. It can be seen that the multipoles 6i, 62, 63, 64 vary with respect
to the distance of the far field boundary. The higher order multipoles 65, 66, h, h are hardly influenced
by the boundary condition. The strong dependence of the dipole, quadrupole, sextupole and octupole
components on the boundary condition shows that the chosen program package must be able to handle
far field boundaries at least 5 x of the outer yoke radius. If the boundary condition is not sufficiently far
away, solutions using finite element methods should be checked carefully.

Table 10: Influence of far field boundary condition at nominal current (11800 A)

Distance of far field boundary

n
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11

1.3 •ryoke

bn
-8.32827 T

0.30050
6.36948
0.12384
-0.91243
-0.00280
0.63420
-0.00026
0.10380
-0.00004
0.61461

2. • ryoke
bn

-8.31830 T
-0.52900
6.22494
0.07834
-0.91356
-0.00394
0.63494
-0.00027
0.10392
-0.00004
0.61535

5. • ryoke

bn
-8.31474 T
-0.81551
6.17588
0.06203
-0.91397
-0.00436
0.63521
-0.00028
0.10396
-0.00004
0.61561

7. • ryoke
bn

-8.31466 T
-0.82188
6.17479
0.06166
-0.91398
-0.00437
0.63521
-0.00028
0.10396
-0.00004
0.61562

10. • ryoke
bn

-8.31463 T
-0.82417
6.17439
0.06153
-0.91398
-0.00437
0.63522
-0.00028
0.10396
-0.00004
0.61562
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9 Annex 1: Geometric Data for the ROXIE Models

Table 11: Cold dimensions for the yoke laminations of the MBPl magnet

beamd
ryoke
racel
ale!
abst
colly
rei
spll
spl2
pklx3
hy
hxl
hx2
hl l
pklxl.pklyl
rhol2
pklx2,pkly2
rhole
pklx3,pkly3
rholel
pklx4,pkly4
rhole2

Cold dim. (mm)
97.
274.48
100.62
90.23
6.99
96.35
9.98
15.17
10.08
26.95
10.98
18.96
21.96
25.95
0., 124.76
9.98
O.,179.6
29.94
36.93,229.56
14.97
120.27, 171.67
10.28

Description
Beam separation distance /2
Radius of iron yoke
Collar outer diameter (from center of coil)
Minor axis of ellipse
Dist. of iron insert from collar outer diam.
Major axis of ellipse
Radius of insert
Width 1 of insert
Width 2 of insert
Height of insert
Depth of gap
Upper width of gap
Lower width of gap
Depth of busbar slot
x,y-position of hole
Radius of hole
x,y-position of hole (Heat exchanger)
Radius of halfhole (Heat exchanger)
x,y-position of hole
Radius of hole
x,y-position of hole
Radius of hole
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Table 12: Cold dimensions for the yoke laminations of the MBP2 magnet

beamd
ryoke
alell
Well
alel2
dl
d2
leang
houdw
houdh
houdsh
lhlr
lhlx.lhly
Ih2r
Ih2x,lh2y
Ih3r
Ih3x,lh3y
Ih4r
Ih4x,Ih4y
lhhr
lhhx, lhhy
bbr
bbw
phim

Cold dim. (mm)
97.
274.45
82.9338
99.8
86.6763
17.76
14.471
39. deg
26.946
5.998
5.998
2.495
17., 90.
14.97
57., 220.
8.7824
90.32, 176.
8.7824
180.2, 120.2
29.94
0., 179.6
244.
51.
53.6

Description
Beam separation distance 12
Radius of iron yoke
Minor axis of right ellipse
Major axis of ellipses
Minor axis of left ellipse
Center of right ellipse (from center of coil)
Center of left ellipse (from center of coil)
Start angle of left ellipse
Width of houd
Height of houd
Width of houdshoulder
Radius of hole
x,y-position of hole
Radius of hole
x,y-position of hole
Radius of hole
x,y-position of hole
Radius of hole
x,y-position of hole
Radius of halfhole (Heat exchanger)
x,y-position of hole (Heat exchanger)
Radius of busbar ground plate
Width of busbar slot
middle angle of busbar slot

Table 13: Cold dimensions for the yoke laminations of the separate collar geometry

beamd
ryoke
alel
blel
houdw
houdh
houdsh
hxl
hx2
hy
Ih2r
Ih2x, Ih2y
Ih3r
Ih3x, Ih3y
lhhr
lhhx, lhhy
inslx,insly
ins4x, ins4y
ins5x,ins5y
sstax, sstay
sendx
sendy
rinsl
rins2
bbr
bbw
phim

Cold dim. (mm)
97.

274.45
90.27
90.82
22.95
4.23
9.98
17.96
20.96
12.97
11.98

90.32, 176.
7.05

43., 237.
31.19

0., 179.6
0., 89.85
0., 41.14
8.5, 83.

4.59,45.95
11.72
63.77
90.

23.04
243.5
50.9
53.6

Description
Beam separation distance 12
Radius of iron yoke
Minor axis of ellipse
Major axis of ellipse
Width of houd
Height of houd
Width of houdshoulder
Upper width of gap
Lower width of gap
Depth of gap
Radius of hole
x,y-position of hole
Radius of hole
x,y-position of hole
Radius of halfhole (Heat exchanger)
x,y-position of hole (Heat exchanger)
coordinate of drop shaped hole
coordinate of drop shaped hole
coordinate of drop shaped hole
coordinate of drop shaped hole
coordinate of drop shaped hole
coordinate of drop shaped hole
radius of drop shaped hole
radius of drop shaped hole
Radius of busbar ground plate
Width of busbar slot
Middle angle of busbar slot

10 Annex 2: Sensitivity Matrices
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Table 14: Values of sensitivity of MBP2 yoke geometry at injection current (850 A); least sensitive parameters excluded from

the table

MBP2 geometry at 850 A

RYOKE
ALEL1
BLEL1
ALEL2

Dl
D2

HOUDW
HOUDH

HOUDSH
LH1R
LH2R
LH3R
LHHR

worst case
RMS value

db2

0.43060E-03
-0.17187E+01
0.12352E+00
0.10364E+01

-0.2S412E+01
0.18087E+01
0.80632E-02

-0.14335E-01
-0.44187E-02
0.31983E-03

-0.14324E-03
-0.13868E-03
-0.15078E-03

0.72S68E+01
0.37112E+01

db3

0.66874E-05
-0.34323E+00
0.51020E+00

-0.11866E+00
-0.39042E+00
-0.14504E+00
0.10358E+00
0.52543E+00
0.75311E-01
0.15364E-05
0.23032E-04
0.14456E-04

| 0.58484E-04

0.22120E+01
0.92635E+00

dbi

0.64597E-06
-0.39158E-01
-0.24492E-02
-0.12671E-01
-0.18185E-01
-0.38870E-01
-0.86091E-03
0.17377E-02

-0.26568E-03
-0.11973E-04
0.23249E-06
0.20099E-05

-0.42726E-05

0.11423E+00
0.59542E-01

db5

0.37610E-06
-0.25296E-02
0.51842E-02
0.65850E-02
0.19920E-02
0.11996E-01

-0.19790E-02
-0.20714E-01
-0.13520E-02
0.24864E-05

-0.31024E-06
-0.31486E-06
-0.48879E-06

0.52337E-01
0.25678E-01

db6

-0.16209E-08
0.40231E-04

-0.32220E-03
-0.11960E-02
0.21993E-03

-0.14324E-02
0.64039E-04

-0.47325E-04
0.59354E-04

-0.23344E-06
0.91708E-08

-0.26854E-07
0.84046E-07

0.33820E-02
0.19094E-02

Table 15: Values of sensitivity analysis of MBP2 yoke geometry at nominal current (11800 A); least sensitive parameters

excluded from the table

MBP2 geometry at 11800 A

RYOKE
ALEL1
BLEL1
ALEL2

Dl
D2

HOUDW
HOUDH
HOUDSH

HX1
HX2
HY

LH1R
LH1X
LH1Y
LH2R
LH2X
LH2Y
LH3R
LH3X
LH3Y
LH4R
LH4X
LH4Y
LHHR
LHHX
LHHY

worst case
RMS value

db2

0.25780E-01
-0.17486E+01

0.23907E-01
0.84815E+00

-0.26332E+01
0.14042E+01
-0.18493E+00
-0.58836E+00
-0.73558E+00
-0.38882E+00
-0.27301E+00
-0.44404E+00
-0.59824E+00
-0.51234E+00
-0.23320E+00
-0.42176E+00
-0.34333E+00
-0.21475E+00
-0.54845E+00
-0.54558E+00
-0.36260E+00
-0.55290E+00
-O.36813E+OO
-0.36897E+00
-0.60832E+00
-0.45625E+00
-0.37784E+00

0.15811E+02
0.41319E+01

db3

0.83564E-02
-0.31549E+00
0.49339E+00
-0.87962E-01

-0.34523E+00
-0.87139E-01
0.12593E+00
0.68527E+00
0.19722E+00
0.82415E-01
0.58894E-01
0.92628E-01
0.12837E+00
0.10255E+00
0.54295E-01
0.89258E-01
0.76825E-01
0.48040E-01
0.12254E+00
0.12500E+00
0.85043E-01
0.12951E+00
0.87533E-01
0.88747E-01
0.13084E+00
0.10677E+00
0.90484E-01

0.40457E+01
0.10834E+01

db4

0.52436E-04
-0.39436E-01
-0.53400E-02
-0.19325E-01
-0.28180E-01
-0.50230E-01
-0.15544E-01
-0.50313E-01
-0.49863E-01
-0.26972E-01
-0.19100E-01
-0.30823E-01
-0.46020E-01
-0.34677E-01
-0.18338E-01
-0.29010E-01
-0.24094E-01
-0.15031E-01
-0.37791E-01
-0.38217E-01
-0.25602E-01
-0.38586E-01
-0.25984E-01
-0.26137E-01
-0.41838E-01
-0.32304E-01
-0.26763E-01

0.79557E+00
0.16668E+00

db5

-0.82369E-05
-0.20825E-02
0.40965E-02
0.57854E-02
0.15519E-02
0.99027E-02

-0.19794E-02
-0.22822E-01
-0.36686E-02
-0.19178E-02
-0.13420E-02
-0.21259E-02
-0.27091E-02
-0.24196E-02
-0.10688E-02
-0.20090E-02
-0.16669E-02
-0.10332E-02
-0.26427E-02
-0.26429E-02
-0.17694E-02
-0.26596E-02
-0.18019E-02
-0.18187E-02
-0.28239E-02
-0.22043E-02
-0.18493E-02

0.88402E-01
0.27793E-01

dbe

-0.28638E-04
0.21958E-04

-0.40299E-03
-0.12939E-02
0.41850E-04

-0.18553E-02
-0.38590E-03
-0.14148E-02
-0.16623E-02
-0.90179E-03
-0.63275E-03
-0.10034E-02
-0.I5148E-02
-0.11405E-02
-0.57227E-03
-0.94091E-03
-0.79431E-03
-0.49413E-03
-0.12493E-02
-0.12613E-02
-0.84655E-O3
-0.12807E-02
-0.85980E-03
-0.86603E-03
-0.13459E-02
-0.10691E-02
-0.89041E-03

0.24772E-01
0.53707E-02
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Table 16: Values of sensitivity analysis of MBPl geometry at injection current (850 A); least sensitive parameters excluded

from the table

MBPl geometry at 850 A

RYOKE
RACB1
ALEL
ABST

COLLY
SPL1
SPL2

RHOLE
RHOL2

RHOLE 1
RHOLE2

worst case
RMS value

db%

0.50867E-03
-0.26049E+01
0.91026E+00

-0.19574E+01
0.36979E+00

-0.26056E+01
-0.16479E+01
-0.38215E-03
-0.21162E-03
-0.27995E-03
-0.17313E-03

0.10098E+02
0.45920E+01

db3

-0.13134E-04
-0.40061E+00

0.47575E-01
0.40998E+00
0.69802E+00
0.43307E+00
0.20816E+00
0.13135E-03
0.14799E-03
0.61302E-04
0.94667E-05

0.21979E+01
0.10242E+01

db4

0.22965E-05
-O.10518E-01
-0.26988E-01
-0.30413E-01
0.4S685E-01
0.65350E-02
0.31793E-01

-0.87511E-05
-0.16627E-04
-0.20226E-05
0.25429E-05

0.15197E+00
L0.70033E-01

dbs

0.88754E-06
0.47839E-02

-0.55364E-02
-0.75095E-02
-0.12309E-01
-0.18790E-01
-0.17027E-01
-0.22950E-05
-0.19752E-05
-O.11813E-O5
-0.18653E-06

0.65963E-01
0.30073E-01

db6

-0.14793E-06
0.40609E-03

-0.39699E-04
0.32068E-02

-0.11389E-02
0.45295E-02
0.29388E-02
0.50275E-06
0.69937E-06
0.19860E-06

-0.24324E-07

0.12262E-01
0.63953E-02

Table 17: Values of sensitivity analysis of MBPl geometry at nominal current (11800 A); least sensitive parameters excluded

from the table

MBPl geometry at 11800 A

RYOKE
RACE1
ALEL
ABST

COLLY
SPL1
SPL2
HX1
HX2
HY

RHOLE
PKLX2
PKLY2
RHOL2
PKLX1
PKLY1

RHOLE 1
PKLX3
PKLY3

RHOLE2
PKLX4
PKLY4

worst case
RMS value

db2

0.82681E-01
-0.26288E+01
0.88408E+00

-0.137S5E+01
-0.22916E-01

-0.19743E+01
-0.12598E+01
-0.35063E+00
-0.57415E+00
-0.65443E+00
-0.59904E+00
-0.17396E+00
-0.29845E+00
-0.74976E+00
-0.24708E+00
-0.31737E+00
-0.76939E+00
-0.39532E+00
-0.38682E+00
-0.96909E+00
-0.38646E+00
-0.38947E+00

0.15490E+02
0.43929E+01

db3

0.26881E-01
-0.31776E+00
0.11934E+00
0.39191E+00
0.59306E+00
0.43829E+00
0.25812E+00
0.25364E+00
0.33111E+00
0.35780E+00
0.25090E+00
0.11036E+00
0.17683E+00
0.29995E+00
0.12158E+00
0.23668E+00
0.29444E+00
0.21882E+00
0.19489E+00
0.49266E+00
O.19938E+00
0.20111E+00

0.58855E+01
0.13945E+01

db4

0.52692E-02
0.12248E-02

-0.28945E-01
-0.13864E-01
0.40860E-01
0.26292E-01
0.34S43E-01
0.18615E-01
0.19883E-01
0.20442E-01

. 0.98529E-02
0.74134E-02
0.11370E-01
0.11266E-01
0.66340E-02
0.71447E-02
0.15450E-01
0.15393E-01
0.11943E-01
0.30465E-01
0.12233E-01
0.12311E-01

0.36141E+00
0.90133E-01

db5

0.24871E-03
0.45903E-02

-0.56039E-02
-0.37344E-02
-0.36811E-02
-0.11323E-01
-0.98281E-02
0.12172E-02

-0.59710E-04
-0.41578E-03
-0.79264E-03
-0.11907E-03
-0.28083E-03
-0.11104E-02
-0.26364E-03
-0.18333E-02
-0.26368E-03
-0.39275E-04
-0.27173E-03
-0.72407E-03
-0.29998E-03
-0.31461E-03

0.47016E-01
0.17685E-01

dbe

-0.72670E-04
0.29677E-03

-0.62854E-04
0.14208E-02

-0.94528E-03
0.18576E-02
0.97704E-03

-0.12527E-02
-0.11396E-02
-0.11294E-02
-0.76607E-03
-0.30516E-03
-0.45719E-03
-0.82109E-03
-O.33373E-O3
-0.37795E-03
-0.92733E-03
-0.59325E-03
-0.49528E-03
-0.12342E-02
-0.49044E-03
-0.48971E-03

0.16446E-01
0.41032E-02
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Table 18: Values of sensitivity analysis of separated collar geometry at injection current (850 A); least sensitive parameters

excluded from the table

Separated collar geometry at 850 A

RYOKE
ALEL1
BLEL1
INS IX
INS1Y
INS4X
INS4Y
INS5X
INS5Y
SSTAX
SSTAY
SENDX
HOUDW
HOUDH

HOUDSH
LH2R
LHHR

worst case
RMS value

db2

0.49129E-03
0.11063E-03
0.14786E-03

-0.40759E-03
0.49630E-03

-0.31820E-03
-0.78687E-03
0.45493E-03
0.39895E-03
0.64071E-03

-0.39643E-03
0.19315E-03

-0.63540E-04
-0.40201E-03
0.86317E-05

-0.18261E-03
-0.10086E-03

0.59058E-02
0.16134E-02

db3

0.11870E-04
-0.11322E+01
0.69924E+00
0.17415E-04

-0.38987E-04
0.83393E-04
0.18324E-03

-0.62149E-04
-0.51203E-04
-0.11747E-03
0.77203E-04

-0.21744E-04
0.22333E+00
0.85S25E+00
0.12599E+00
0.21248E-04
0.51480E-04

0.30368E+01
0.16025E+01

dbi

-0.81080E-06
0.35820E-04
0.89889E-05
0.95805E-O5

-0.81366E-05
-0.16159E-04
-0.28877E-04
-0.68845E-06
-0.14882E-05
0.94774E-05

-0.78091E-05
-0.29714E-05
-0.22946E-05
0.19420E-04

-0.47975E-05
0.19799E-05

-0.56633E-05

0.17201E-03
0.56862E-04

db5

0.I3864E-06
-0.93185E-03
0.21551E-01

-0.24815E-05
0.29835E-05
0.24606E-05
0.27792E-05
0.22113E-05
0.20163E-05
0.14217E-05

-0.39127E-06
0.17956E-05

-0.45704E-02
-0.41406E-01
-0.20358E-02
-0.34238E-06
-0.48717E-08

0.70S15E-01
0.46956E-01

db6

0.45985E-07
0.35511E-05
0.28628E-05
0.40450E-06

-0.58621E-06
-0.22079E-06
0.21381E-06

-0.64653E-06
-0.55375E-06
-0.87279E-06
0.45457E-06

-0.45457E-06
-0.15676E-05
-0.57556E-06
-0.16582E-05
-0.42673E-07
-O.90930E-08

0.14944E-04
0.53734E-05

Table 19: Values of sensitivity analysis of separated collar geometry at nominal current (11800 A); least sensitive parameters

excluded from the table

Separated collar geometry at 11800 A

RYOKE
ALEL1
BLELl
INS IX
INS1Y
INS4X
INS4Y
INS5X
INS5Y
SSTAX
SSTAY
SENDX
SENDY
RINS1
RINS2

HOUDW
HOUDH
HOUDSH

HX1
HX2
HY

LH2X
LH2Y
LH2R
LH3X
LH3Y
LH3R
LHHX
LHHY
LHHR

worst case
RMS value

db2

0.18512E-01
-0.38167E-02
0.15623E+00
-0.21918E-01
0.73755E-01

-0.16539E+00
-0.64373E-01
0.80034E-01
0.83825E-01
0.21464E+00
-0.45283E-01
0.13040E+00
0.71849E-02
0.38538E-01
O.30509E-01
0.10924E+00
0.65783E+00
0.32912E-01

-0.14323E-01
0.50067E-02

-0.15186E-01
0.89218E-02
0.20505E-01
0.18548E-01
0.34418E-01
0.23338E-01
0.29759E-01
0.31625E-01
0.35401E-01

-0.21560E-01

0.21930E+01
0.77175E+00

db3

0.28112E-01
-0.10370E+01
0.68419E+00
0.47808E-01
0.24892E-01
0.97889E-01

0.14015E+00
0.50660E-01
0.50847E-01
0.23360E-01
0.89485E-01
0.50142E-01
0.82720E-01
0.76393E-01
0.79366E-01
0.19718E+00
0.11244E+01
0.10451E+00
0.10165E+00
0.78155E-01
0.80441E-01
0.87234E-01
0.58374E-01

0.15042E+00
0.10241E+00
0.62371E-01

0.10296E+00
0.78795E-01
0.80412E-01
0.14374E+00

0.51161E+01
0.17437E+01

db4

0.70269E-02
0.50643E-02

-0.27799E-02
0.15498E-02

-0.39340E-03
-0.49832E-02
-0.45769E-02
-0.12669E-02
-0.18796E-02
-0.44694E-03
-0.36508E-02
-0.42882E-03
-0.24152E-02
-0.38252E-03
-0.62254E-03
-0.24026E-02
-0.20092E-01
0.85173E-02
0.64566E-02
0.26736E-02
0.16619E-03
0.38296E-03
0.13846E-03

-0.54484E-03
-0.29678E-03
-0.14760E-03
-0.82015E-03
-0.24475E-03
-0.11007E-03
-0.47729E-02

0.85235E-01
0.26670E-01

dbs

0.14917E-02
-0.19060E-02
0.12774E-01
0.19278E-02
0.27113E-02
0.40215E-02
0.87834E-02
0.57897E-02
0.51653E-02
0.56352E-02
0.55877E-02
0.58965E-02
0.60584E-02
0.60645E-02
0.61817E-02
0.61132E-02

-0.21154E-01
0.18173E-01
0.15063E-01
0.96346E-02

L 0.92562E-02
0.91675E-02
0.54775E-02
0.13532E-01
0.9H35E-02
0.54886E-02
0.91233E-02
0.68922E-02
0.69111E-02
0.13481E-01

0.23857E+00
0.50340E-01

db6

0.70407E-04
0.70597E-03

-0.26567E-03
0.39031E-05

-0.23435E-03
-0.13749E-03
-0.57788E-03
-0.59117E-03
-0.44544E-03
-0.64442E-03
-0.30054E-03
-0.51349E-03
-0.36404E-03
-0.36160E-03
-0.35602E-0

-0.22314E-03
-0.45719E-03
-0.91943E-03
-0.93389E-03
-0.56596E-03
-0.57917E-03
-0.55107E-03
-0.31309E-03
-0.79594E-03
-0.52630E-03
-0.31530E-03
-0.54271E-03
-0.39964E-03
-0.39713E-03
-0.92463E-03

0.14017E-01
0.28635E-02
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END FIELD ANALYSIS OF HGQ SHORT MODELS USING A
BEND-ROXIE INTERFACE

G. Sabbi
Fermilab, Batavia, DL 60510, U.S.A.

Abstract
In order to achieve a luminosity in excess of 1034 cm~2s~1 at the LHC, special
high gradient quadrupoles (HGQ) are required for the final focusing triplets.
These magnets must provide a field gradient of 200 T/m over a 70 mm bore,
with a sufficient margin in order to withstand the heavy heat load, up to 40
Watts per magnet, due to secondary particles from beam-beam collisions. At
the same time, due to large and rapidly varying values of the /5-function, a
high field quality is required. To meet these severe constraints, a design based
on a 2-layer, cos(20) coil operating in superfluid helium at 1.9 K has been
proposed. A magnet model program aimed at validating and optimizing the
design is under way. This paper reports the results of a magnetic analysis and
optimization of the HGQ coil ends carried out with ROXIE. In particular, the
use of a new interface allowing efficient data transfer between ROXIE and the
mechanical optimization package BEND is described.

1 Introduction

Fermilab, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory and Brookhaven National Laboratory have formed a
consortium to provide components for the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) to be built at CERN. The U.S.
contribution includes half of the high gradient quadrupoles (HGQ) for the inner focusing triplets. These
magnets must provide a field gradient of 200 T/m over a 70 mm bore, with a sufficient margin in order
to withstand the heavy heat load due to secondary particles from beam-beam collisions [1]. At the same
time, due to large and rapidly varying values of the /3-function, a high field quality is required [2].

The first design iteration of the HGQ coil ends consisted of a magnetic analysis and optimization
of the position of the conductor groups in the return end [3] followed by a detailed mechanical design of
both the return and the lead end parts [4]. This design has been adopted for the HGQS01 model. For the
HGQS02 model, however, the second-wound conductor group in the outer coil is shifted outwards by 2
cm with respect to its original position. This decision has been taken after a new magnetic analysis of the
baseline design [5] has shown that the peak field in the coil end is higher than previously indicated and
that the short sample performance of HGQS01 is limited by the peak field in the return end. The modified
geometry allows to reduce the peak field with only minor changes of the end parts. No significant
degradation of the field quality is observed.

The main new feature of the HGQS03 coil configuration, as compared to the first two HGQ mod-
els, is the design of the joint connecting the inner and outer coil in the lead end of each quadrant. HGQS01
and HGQS02 feature an external splice placed outside the radial boundary of the coil, therefore requiring
the use of special end collets for mechanical support. HGQS03 features an internal splice [6] entirely
contained within the radial boundary of the coil. The goal is to provide a better mechanical support and
to simplify the magnet assembly by replacing the end collets with collars over the whole length. In this
note, a magnetic field analysis of the new lead end configuration is presented. The return end config-
uration in HGQS03 is identical to that of HGQS02: its magnetic field analysis has been presented in
[7]. • •' •
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2 Computer model

The computer model details will be described using the HGQS03 lead end as an example. The four main
conductor groups in HGQS03 have the same geometry as in HGQS02. They have been optimized using
BEND [8]. The internal splice geometry, which has been optimized using LEAD, is shown in Figure 1.
The z axis is directed outwards from the magnet body, and its origin is chosen following [4]. The lead
conductor at the pole of the inner coil is ramped up to the outer coil radius starting at z=-137.83 mm. The
ramp ends at z=-23.53 mm. From this point the conductor continues straight until z=0, then it is bent
back 180 degrees towards the magnet body. In the outer coil, only a 180 degree turn is needed, which
starts and ends at at z=0. The splice length is 137.83 mm. The iron yoke starts at z=-l50 mm.

The ROXIE model of the coil is built by extrusion along the z axis, starting from a 2D cross-section
model shown in Figure 2. In each layer, the blocks and conductors are numbered from midplane to pole,
starting with the outer layer. For the main conductor groups, the BEND coordinates files which specify
the cross-sections of each conductor at 50 locations along z have been transferred to ROXIE using the
BEND-ROXIE interface. The geometry of the internal splice has been defined using the "additional
bricks" feature in ROXIE. The ROXIE block/conductor definitions and the BEND definitions for the
corresponding conductor groups are reported in table 1. Figure 3 shows the resulting model of the
HGQS03 lead end. The lead end model for the external splice configuration is reported for comparison
in Figure 4. A straight section extending from the edge of the iron yoke for 1.5 m in the negative z
direction is also included in the model.

The field calculation is based on the Biot-Savart law. The iron yoke is regarded as a magnetic
mirror of circular shape (inner radius 9.256 cm) with infinite permeability. For the ROXIE calculation,
each conductor has been subdivided in current filaments, one for each strand. The total number of strands
is 38 in the inner layer, 46 in the outer layer. For both the lead and the return end calculations, a straight
section extending in the negative z direction for 1.5 m from the start of the iron yoke towards the magnet
body is also included in the model.

Table 1: Block and turn definitions.

Blk
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Turn
1

2 to 15
16

17 to 30
31
32

33 to 42
43

44 to 45
46
47

48 to 57
58 to 60

ROXIE
Conn, blk

4
5
2
3
10
12
13
13
6

7
8,9

End type
1
2
3
7
8
12
4
5
6
13
9
10
11

BEND
Group

q2ol311
qlorOl
q2ol212
qlolOl

q2ill9
qlilOl
qli!02

q2i!28
qlirO3

No. turns

1
14
1
1
1
1
10
1
2
1
1
10
3

Description

Straight to quadrant splice
2nd wound, outer, left
1s t wound, outer, left
2st wound, outer, right
2s* wound, outer, right
Straight to coil spilce (outer)
2nd wound, inner, left
2n d wound, inner, left
Ist wound, inner, left
Straight to coil splice (inner)
Straight to quadrant splice
2nd wound, inner, right
1s t wound, inner, right
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23.53

0,0,0
ORIGIN

14.30

I 37.83

9.53

Fig. 1: HGQ internal splice geometry [6].

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

Fig. 2: Coil cross-section model (first quadrant). Axis scale is in mm.
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Fig. 3: ROXIE-BEND model of HGQS03 lead end.

Fig. 4: ROXIE-BEND model of the external splice configuration.
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3 Peak field

The 3D peak field is obtained by calculating the magnetic field on each strand at the longitudinal cuts
which specify the geometry. Since the critical current density is given without compensation for the
self field, the influence of the self field of each strand is neglected in the peak field calculation. The
contribution of the iron yoke is not taken into account. However, previous calculations [3] show that
the distance from the edge of the iron yoke to the coil end (150 mm) is sufficient to ensure that its
contribution to the peak field can be neglected.

Outer Layer
Block

#
1
2
3
4
5
6

Turn
#
1

15
16
30
31
32

Bmax/I
T/kA
0.420
0.571
0.534
0.544
0.544
0.534

Inner Layer
Block

#
7
8
9
10
12
13

Turn
#
42
43
45
46
57
60

Bmax/I
T/kA
0.608
0.602
0.629
0.639
0.609
0.639

Table 2: Field load line coefficients in the HGQS03 lead end.

0.65

0.60

0.55

0.50

0.45

0.40
-150.0 -100.0 -50.0 0.0 50.0 100.0 150.0

Fig. 5: Field load line along z for the peak field conductors in each layer (HGQS03).

The linear coefficients for the maximum field in each block of the lead end as function of current
are reported in table 2. The load line coefficients for the maximum field in the magnet body at low current
are 0.576 T/kA for the outer layer and 0.687 T/kA for the inner layer. Figure 5 shows the field load line
along z for the peak field conductors in the inner and outer layers. They are not significantly different
from those obtained for the external splice configuration [7]. Figure 6 shows the field load line along z
in the lead conductors. The magnetic field decreases rapidly along the inner cable ramp. With respect to
the respective peak field conductors in the lead end, the margin in the turnaround section of the splice is
0.033 T/kA for the outer cable, 0.102 T/kA for the inner cable. A low field is achieved in the splice area.

4 Field quality

The field quality in the end regions is described in terms of integrated multipole components, defined
according to the following expression:
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Fig. 6: Field load line along z in coil splice conductors (HGQS03).

fZq

Jzv
[By(x, y, z) + iBx(x, y, z)]dz = 2_, (Bn

n=l

iy\

)

n - l

(1)

This expansion is only valid if the integration interval covers the whole end region, i.e. if the
starting point zv is sufficiently inside the magnet body and the end point zq is sufficiently far away
from the coil termination. In general, the expansion for the 3D field in the end regions would require
additional terms (pseudo-multipoles). However, the pseudo-multipole components integrate to zero and
can therefore be eliminated provided that the longitudinal field component vanishes at the boundaries of
the integration interval.

As for the magnet straigth section, it is convenient to express the integrated multipole components
Bn, An in the end regions in "units" of 10~4 of the main integrated quadrupole field B^ .

104

io4

(2)

(3)

The magnetic length Lm of the interval [zp, zq] is defined as the length which would provide an equivalent
integrated quadrupole field in the magnet body:

^ m " 2 ' = B2P'Zq /B2 . . . . . • (4)

B<i is the quadrupole field component in the straight section. The integrated multipoles have been ob-
tained from 50 line integrals of the transverse field, calculated along lines parallel to the z-axis, at the
reference radius of 1 cm and equally spaced azimuthal angles. The integration range is [-35,+25] cm.
This ensures that the longitudinal component of the magnetic field at the boundaries of the integration
intervals is negligibly small and that the field integral can be expanded according to equation 1. Each
field integral has been evaluated by adding up the contributions calculated at 1 mm intervals along z.
The magnetic length calculation is based on a transfer function in the magnet body of 0.1822 T/m/kA, as
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obtained for a 2D analysis carried out under the same assumptions (conductors aligned to the coil outer
radius, circular iron yoke of inner radius 9.2564 cm and infinite permeability) [9]. The results for the
magnetic length and the average multipole components in the HGQS03 lead end are reported in table 3.
The corresponding integrated multipoles for HGQS02 and HGQS01 are also reported for comparison:
as can be seen, from the field quality standpoint, the new configuration is substantially equivalent to the
previous ones. The integrated multipoles in the return end are identical to those of HGQS02 [7], and are
reported in Table 4.

Table 3: Integrated harmonic coefficients in the HGQS03 lead end. The integration interval starts at z=-35 cm and ends at

z=+25 cm. The corresponding values for HGQS02 and HGQS01 are reported for comparison [7, 5],

Parameter
Lm (cm)

k
k
&10

bu
&2

aio

HGQS03
41.54
10000
0.594

-0.0033
-0.000014

43.82
-0.041

-0.0006
0.000004

HGQS02
41.39
10000
0.657

-0.0032
-0.000015

38.54
0.020

-0.0011
0.000007

HGQS01
40.72
10000
0.597

-0.0032
-0.000015

42.8
0.025

-0.0011
0.000006

Table 4: Integrated harmonic coefficients in the return end of HGQS03/HGQS02 [7], and corresponding values for HGQS01

[5]. The integration interval starts at z = —25 cm and ends at z=+25 cm.

Parameter
Lm (cm)

&2

be
bio

&14

HGQS03/HGQS02
32.50
10000
0.140

-0.0040
-0.000017

HGQS01
31.78
10000
0.048

-0.0041
-0.000017

In order to analyze the contributions to the integrated harmonic components from different parts of
the coil end, and to compare different configurations, it is convenient to split the integration in a sequence
of short consecutive intervals along z: [zi, zi+i], i = 1, N, with Zi = zp + (i - 1) A, A = (zq — zp)/N.
For this purpose, the integrated multipole componenents are most conveniently expressed in terms of
"units" of 10~4 of the integral of the main quadrupole field B-i in the straight section extended over the
same physical length:

104
(5)

(6)
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It should be noted that since the intervals [zi, Zi+i] do not in general satisfy the requirement of vanishing

longitudinal field at their boundaries, the Fourier expansion 1 for the Bn
 z components is only valid

at the radius ro- The relation between the bn, dn components and the bn, dn components is obtained as
follows: from 1 and 5,

^M = J2 Bn
[zi'Zi+l] = B2Al0~4 ]T bn

[zi'Zi^] (7)

At the same time, from 2 and 4,

&n = B2LmlQ bn (8)

Finally, from 7 and 8,

t = i

The bn and an components in the HGQS03 and HGQS02 lead end are reported in Figure 7 to 12.
They have been calculated with A=2 mm, using 3 integration points in each interval.

If the quantities bn
 z are regarded as continuous functions bn(z), equation 9 can be rewritten

as follows:

jin{z)dz do)
zp

In order to carry out a beam tracking analysis where the local variation of the field is taken into
account, a 3D expansion of the local (longitudinal and transverse) field in terms of pseudo-multipoles
is needed. The expansion is best obtained from the field values B(ro, Oi,Zj) calculated on a cylindrical
surface inside the magnet bore [10]. These data have been calculated for ro = 1 cm, at 50 different
angles and 1 mm axial spacing, and are available upon request.
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Fig. 7: Contributions to the integrated normal quadrupole.

Fig. 8: Contributions to the integrated normal dodecapole.

Fig. 9: Contributions to the integrated normal 20-pole.
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Fig. 10: Contributions to the integrated skew quadrupole.

-35.0 -25.0

Fig. 11: Contributions to the integrated skew dodecapole.
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Fig. 12: Contributions to the integrated skew 20-pole.
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COMPARISONS OF ANALYTICAL AND NUMERICAL CODES FOR
THE DESIGN OF A QUADRUPOLE CROSS SECTION

G. Ambrosio
INFN-Sezione di Milano, Laboratorio LASA,
via Fratelli Cervi 201, 20090 Segrate (Milano), Italy

Abstract
The steps of the cross section design of a quadrupole using NbaSn instead of
the more common NbTi for the low /? insertions of the LHC are described, and
some comparisons between the results of analytical and numerical codes are
given.

1 Introduction

quadrupole for the low (3 insertions of the LHC has been studied at LASA - INFN in past years.
The aim of this study was to evaluate the possible gain due to the use of NbsSn instead of the more com-
mon NbTi, being NbaSn quadrupoles good candidate for the second generation of the low j3 quadrupoles.
The final design, developed in collaboration with LBL [1], is a two layers quadrupole with a gradient of
320 T/m in a 70 mm aperture (see Fig. 1 and Table 1). Here the steps of the cross section design and
some comparisons between the results of analytical and numerical codes are described.

Al SHRINKING CYLINDER R260 R273

Fig. 1: Cross section of the NbsSn low f3 quadrupole.

2 First order design

The aim of the first step of the design was to define the main characteristics of the magnet and of its cross
section. We compared layouts with rectangular block coils and with cos 9 coils, we explored solutions
having two, three and four layers with and without a grading of the current density [2]. During this
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Table 1: NbSn quadrupole characteristics.

Aperture
Gradient
Peak field
Maximum current
Turn/coil (per octant)
NotCu Jc @ 12.16 T 1.9 K
Cu/NotCu ratio
Cable size
Keystone angle

mm
T/m

T
kA

A/mm2

mm

70
320

12.16
19.0

12+17
1970
1:1

1.47*15.0
1

phase we also studied the layout of different wires and cables [3] in order to find a solution with optimal
properties both as magnetic design (maximum gradient) and as cable characteristics (critical current,
cabling degradation, winding simplicity).

In order to easily study many different designs we wrote an analytical code: QCSL. It is based on
the technique of complex contour integrals [4]. The coil cross sections are represented as blocks with a
uniform current density, and their characteristics (magnetic field and multipoles) are obtained by means
of contour integrals along their boundary. Many different coil shapes can be studied: rectangular blocks,
shell blocks (having 2 concentric sides and 2 radial sides) and slanted shells blocks (having 2 concentric
sides and 2 straight sides). The effect of a cylindrical iron yoke can also be included with an infinite or
finite (constant) permeability. Using analytical formulas it is a very fast tool. Its main approximations
are the use of a constant current density in the coils and the absence of the yoke outer radius. In the
following some applications of this code and comparisons with ROXIE3.6 [5] are reported.

2.1 Comparison between different current distribution approximations

2D analytical codes can represent superconducting cables by means of two different approximations: a
uniform current density or wires (usually set in place of each strand). The behaviour of a real cable
should be between these approximations. In order to estimate the effects of these approximations we
compared the results of QCSL (uniform current approximation) and of ROXBE (wires approximation)
using as model a quadrupole with rectangular coils made of cables without insulation. Under these
conditions the only difference between the two codes is the current distribution. The cable we supposed
to use for our quadrupole had 36 strands, therefore we used in ROXIE 18*2 current wires. The coil
layout is shown in Figure 2 and the results are reported in Table 2 (where 62 is the gradient and Bn is the
modulus of the field given by the n-th component at 1 cm from the centre).

1 1

1—1—I

I , I ,

21.67 43.33 65 86.67 108.33 130

Fig. 2: Coil layout used for the comparison between opposite current distribution approximations (drawing by ROXIE3.6).

No difference can be seen between the multipoles, while there is a very small difference between
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Table 2: Results of the analysis of a quadrupole made with rectangular coils without insulation

QCSL
123.6
28.1

0.095
6.579
64.04

b2 (T/m)
B6 (10-6 T)
Bio (10-6 T)

Bpeak (V
J/Jc (%)
Bpeak (T)
J/Jc (%)

ROXIE
123.6
28.1

0.095
6.598
64.15
6.511
63.67

ROXIE option
self field
included

No
self field

Ax/x

+0.3%-
+0.2% •

- 1 %
-0.6%

the peak fields. Therefore the effect of the approximations can be considered negligible.

In the second part of the table the results calculated by ROXIE without taking into account the self
field are shown. The effect of the self field in this case is about 1% and it must be taken into account or
not according to how critical current measurements have been done.

2.2 Effects of cable insulation, cable positions and current grading

The object of this comparison was a two layers quadrupole with a wedge in the first layer (see Figure
3). In QCSL three slanted coils have been used to represent the cable groups, and the current density has
been calculated in order to have the same total current used in ROXIE.

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Fig. 3: Coil layout used for the ROXIE-QCSL comparison (drawing by ROXIE3.6).

The results are shown in Table 3 where a relevant difference in the BQ (ABg = 4.3 10~6) can be
noted. About half the difference is due to the current grading (taken into account by ROXIE but not by
QCSL) as shown in the comparison with ROXIE without the current grading contribution. The remain-
ing part of the difference is the effect of the cable positions and insulation.

From these comparisons it can be seen that QCSL is a very fast tool (simple input and immediate
output), with a precision of 1% in gradient and Bpeak, and of 10~5 T in higher order multipoles. It can
be useful for the first order design. When the design must be refined (deciding the number of cables in
each coil, the position and dimensions of wedges and the dimension of mid-plane shims) a more accurate
field analysis is required (for instance bn>2 < 10~~2 units for the LHC Zow/?quadrupoles) and ROXIE
or an equivalent code taking into account the correct position, of each bare cable must be used.
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Table 3: ROXIE - QCSL comparison: two layers quadrupole

QCSL
227.4

7.8
0.017
11.10
93.00

b2 (T/m)
B6 (10-6 T)
B10 (10-6 T)

Bpeak (T)
J/Jc {%)
b2 (T/m)

Be (10-6 T)
510(10-6T)

Bpeak (T)
J/Jc (%)

ROXEE

228.2
0.6

0.03
11.171
93.36
226.8

3.5
0.04

11.167
93.34

ROXIE option
with

current grading
due to keystone

angle

without
current grading
due to keystone

angle

3 Iron contribution

The aim of the last step of our design was the correct estimation of the iron contribution to peak field,
gradient and higher order multipoles. To do this we had to take into account the real shape of the yoke
and the iron saturation. We decided to use POISSON [6] together with ROXIE in order to take the
benefits of both without their limits. In fact POISSON allows the computation of the contributions due to
iron shape and saturation, but with an approximate coils description; while ROXIE (we used the version
3.6) allowed a correct coils description but including only the effects of a cylindrical yoke with infinite
permeability.

Not having seen saturation effects on the multipoles higher than Be we decided to use the follow-
ing method:

1. A ROXIE run with infinite iron permeability.

2. Some POISSON runs with infinite iron permeability, adjusting the coils shape, in order to find an
"equivalent coils layout" giving the same gradient and Be obtained by ROXEE.

3. A POISSON run with the "equivalent coils layout", the real iron shape and the iron permeability
depending from the field, in order to have the corrected values of the gradient, of the Be and of the
peak field.

Using POISSON we found not accurate results when calculating the magnetic field and the Be (see the
comparison with QCSL in the following section) in many quadrupole models. We realised that the error
in the magnetic field was due to the interpolation routine when calculating the field near a coil boundary,
while the error in the Be was almost constant. It seemed to be given by a constant contribution added to
the real (analytic) value. Therefore we had to change the method to compute the iron contribution, and
we asked S. Russenschuck to introduced in ROXIE the option of a finite iron permeability. Thanks to
this improvement we could set a new method avoiding the limits found in POISSON.

1. A ROXIE run with infinite iron permeability,

2. Some POISSON runs with infinite iron permeability, adjusting the coils shape, in order to find an
"equivalent coils layout" giving the same gradient obtained by ROXIE and a similar Be (subtract-
ing the contribution due to the error).

3. A POISSON run with the "equivalent coils layout", the real iron shape and the iron permeability
depending from the field, in order to have the corrected value of the gradient.
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Table 4: POISSON - QCSL comparison

\i = CO

pi — 6

jJL — 5

QCSL
235.45
44.6
0.08
11.45

226.27
44.5
0.08
11.00

224.75
44.4
0.08
10.92

&2 (T/m)
B6 (lO"6 T)
5 1 0 (10-6 T)

Bpeak (T)
62 (T/m)

5 6 (10-6 T)
5 1 0 (10-6 T)

Bpeak (T)
62 (T/m)

5 6 (10-6 T)
5io (10-6 T)

Bpeak (T)

POISSON
235.47

48.8
0.17
11.20

225.77
48.6
0.17
10.72

224.72
53.2
0.17
10.66

\x = oo

/u. = 6

/̂  = table

4. Use of ROXIE with a finite iron permeability, trying different values, in order to find the "average
permeability" giving the same gradient of POISSON with the real iron behaviour (i.e. the result of
the previous step). The peak field computed by ROXIE with the "average permeability" is taken
as the corrected value.

5. The effect of the iron saturation on the Be is supposed to be the difference between the BQ obtained
with the "equivalent coils layout" and the real iron behaviour (step 3) and the Be given by an
infinite iron permeability. In this way the constant error is cancelled and the result is added to the
f?6 calculated by ROXIE with an infinite iron permeability.

3.1 POISSON - QCSL comparison

The object of this comparison was a quadrupole with a coils layout similar to the one shown in Figure
3 without the shims on the mid-plane. The same coils geometry, current density and iron inner radius
(93.4 mm) were used in POISSON and QCSL. The iron outer radius input in POISSON was 214 mm.
We used a PC POISSON version released in January '96.

The comparison has been done under three different conditions in order to separate some effects:

• Using an infinite iron permeability the same problem is solved by POISSON and QCSL, and the
precision of POISSON can be checked.

• Using a finite constant iron permeability the effects of the outer radius can be evaluated.

• Using in POISSON the permeability depending on the field the saturation effects can be evaluated.

We recall that POISSON has no option to search automatically for the peak field value in the coils,
and moreover the field interpolation routine has some troubles, at least in the version we used, near the
coil boundary.

The results of the comparison, reported in table 4, show that:

• The peak field found with POISSON when using an infinite permeability is lower than the real one
(analytically computed) with an error AB/B = —2.2 %.

• The gradient is the same (A&2/&2 = 10~4) in case of ^ = oo, while there is a small difference
(A&2/&2 = 2.2 10~3) in case of /x = 6 due to the infinite external radius of the iron assumed by
QCSL.
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• The Be given by POISSON with /J, = oo is greater than the real one (analytically computed) of
about ABQ = 4 10~6 (this is more an absolute error than a relative one because it almost doesn't
change if the magnitude of Be is changed). The systematic error on Bio is of the order of 10~7.

• When the field depending permeability is used in POISSON the difference of Be (9 10~6) respect
to the analytic calculation is part due to the systematic error ( 4 10~6) and part (5 10~6) to the
differential saturation of the iron. No influence of the iron saturation on higher order multipoles
can be seen.

4 Conclusions

The conclusions of this study, especially as far as ROXIE is concerned, can be summarised in the two
following points: .

• The use of ROXIE with a finite iron permeability (whose right value can be found with the method
here shown) allows a fast design of magnet cross section with a high precision in the evaluation of
the main field component, higher order components and the peak field.

• The effects due to the iron shape and saturation need to be taken into account only for the final
design. Different numerical codes can be used in this phase (also in a differential way as shown in
this example) or more easily the new version of ROXIE.
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Magnetic Errors of the LHC Dipoles and Possible Cures

R. Bartolini, P. Fessia, D. Perini, W. Scandale, E. Todesco
CERN, LHC Division, CH 1211 Geneva, Switzerland

Abstract
Nonlinear magnetic errors reduce the stable region of the particle motion there-
by decreasing the performance of the collider. A careful analysis of the sources
of magnetic field errors is mandatory and a statistical model of field imperfec-
tion is demanded to identify the causes that give rise to these errors and to im-
plement corrective strategies already at the production level. Sorting strategies
for the improvement of the dynamic aperture of the LHC are also discussed.

1 Introduction

The single particle beam dynamic in superconducting hadron colliders is dominated by nonlinear errors
in the main magnets. Nonlinear fields induce instability in particle trajectories limiting the region of
stable motion and thereby decreasing the accumulated intensity and the luminosity of the collider. This
phenomenon is particularly harmful during the injection plateau, when the beam size is maximum.

There are three main sources of field imperfections in a superconducting magnet, namely, the non-
ideal geometry of the coils, the persistent currents and the iron saturation. The iron saturation is almost
irrelevant at the excitation level of the injection plateau. The persistent currents, mostly determined by
the size of the superconducting filament adopted, are estimated separately and their effect is eventually
cancelled by an appropriate optimisation of the cross-section geometry. In the following sections, we
will only concentrate our attention on the non-ideal shape of coils, and on the possible cure to reduce its
effect in the LHC dipoles with two-in-one design.

The nominal shape of the coils already introduce significant systematic components in the mag-
netic field. In addition, the mechanical tolerances produce random deviations of multipolar harmonics
from magnet to magnet. Coil deformations due to the assembly prestress or to the thermal shrinkage
during the cool-down are also a potential source of field errors which must be known and possibly con-
trolled.

The plane of this paper is the following. In Sections 2 and 3 we evaluate the magnetic errors
induced in the LHC main dipoles by the geometrical imperfections of the coils. In Section 4 we suggest
possible corrective actions based on the use of an appropriate set of shims during the assembly of the
coils. In section 5 we suggest how we can reduce the effect of random errors by an appropriate sorting of
the main dipoles during the installation and we present estimates of the possible improvement of beam
stability. In Section 6 we draw some conclusions.

2 Systematic and random field-shape errors due to coil geometry

Let us consider the LHC dipole with the 5-block coil design shown in Fig.l. We expect to observe sys-
tematic field-shape errors even when the conductors are in their nominal position. The harmonic expected
at injection are shown in Table 1. They result from an optimisation where the cross section of the coils is
iteratively modified as to minimise or cancel the effect of persistent currents on the 'allowed' harmonics
&3, fa, &7 and bg. On the other hand, errors in coil positioning within mechanical tolerances generate
field-shape imperfections randomly varying from dipole to dipole. To compute in a rough manner the
field variation, we use a simplified and not fully consistent description of the coil displacement. We vary
in an independent manner the radial and the azimuthal position of each block of superconducting cables
with a Gaussian distribution with zero average and an appropriate value of the r.m.s. displacement. In
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Fig. 1: Five blocks coil cross-section.

Table 1: Systematic errors expected at injection in the LHC dipoles. Unit 10 4 at the reference radius of 17 mm.

b3

h
b7

b9

bn

nominal
-11.76

0.16
0.53
0.52
1.77

geometric
0.29

-1.59
0.83

-0.70
1.77

pers. current
-12.05

1.75
-0.30

0.18
-

Table 2 we present six columns. The first two give the random errors computed with ROXIE [1] as-
suming an r.m.s. displacement of the blocks of 50 \im and a distribution cut at 1 a. The corresponding
distributions of the multipolar components are shown in Fig. 2. In the third and fourth columns of Table 2
we report the random multipolar errors extrapolated from the harmonics measured in the HERA dipoles
and in the last two columns we show the estimated variations of the field errors expected from vendor
to vendor [2]. Indeed, the results of our simple estimate of the random errors are consistent with the
extrapolations from the results of Hera, except for high order components. This discrepancy is likely to
be due to the limited precision of the magnetic measurement system rather than to a structural reason.
The errors given in the last four columns of Table 2 are used in the computer tracking simulations of
Section 5. They do not reduce in a dramatic manner the beam stability.

Looser mechanical tolerances generate larger random field errors: in Table 3 we show the random
error obtained assuming r.m.s. displacements of 50 \im and of 100 p,m and a distribution cut at 3 a.

Another source of magnetic errors varying from dipole to dipole is related to the imperfect shape
of the collars. To estimate this effect in a proper manner we need a statistical model of the possible
collar deformations, which is non yet available. We can however, evaluate the order of magnitude of the
induced field imperfection by an 'ad hoc' model. We assume somehow arbitrarily that all the collars of
a given dipole have the same shape with some deformation localised in a precise azimuthal sector of the
cross-section. We also assume that the deviation is as large as the allowed mechanical tolerance.

Some of the magnetic errors induced by the considered modes of collar deformations are shown
in dashed in Fig. 2. Our analysis is by far non-exhaustive. However, it is already sufficient to show that
the magnetic errors due to collar tolerances have the same order of magnitude as the random errors of
Table 2. It is interesting to note that for low order harmonics, i.e. below n = 4, the effect of the collar
deformations seems to be the leading source of random errors; for high order harmonics, instead, this
effect becomes smaller and smaller.
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Fig. 2: Multipolar errors distribution for 500 realization of random blocks displacements (white background) and for maximal

collar displacements (dark background).
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Table 2: Random errors expected in the LHC dipoles assuming mechanical tolerances of 50 fim cut at 1 a. Unit 10~4 at the

reference radius Rref = 17 mm.

n
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11

statistical
model

abn

0.64
0.40
0.24
0.15
0.09
0.05
0.03
0.02
0.01

0.65
0.41
0.25
0.15
0.08
0.05
0.03
0.02
0.01

extrapolations
from Hera

abn

1.44
0.49
0.65
0.28
0.25
0.21
0.22
0.24
0.20

0.43
0.49
0.33
0.14
0.25
0.22
0.29
0.24
0.20

uncertainty

abn

0.87
0.34
0.42
0.57

aan

0.84
0.49
0.42
0.57

Table 3: Random multipolar errors calculated from ROXIE assuming mechanical tolerances of 50 fj,m and of 100 \xm cut at 3

a. Unit 10~4 at the reference radius i ? r e / = 10 mm.

n
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11

50 \xm

°bn

1.23
0.76
0.44
0.26
0.17
0.09
0.05
0.03
0.02

1.21
0.79
0.47
0.27
0.16
0.08
0.05
0.03
0.01

100/im

2.42
1.49
0.85
0.51
0.31
0.18
0.09
0.05
0.03

2.40
1.55
0.92
0.53
0.31
0.16
0.09
0.05
0.03

3 Errors induced by stresses

Collaring, assembling and thermal stresses induce a non-negligible deformation of the coil conductors
in the LHC dipoles. The deformations can be computed by a finite element code like ANSYS [3], and
program like ROXIE can be used to evaluate the induced multipolar errors.

We performed this analysis on the LHC dipole with two-in-one and five blocks design, and we
computed the magnetic errors at three successive stages during the magnet production, i.e. in the collared
coil, in the yoked warm magnet, and finally in the cold magnet at injection.

In Tab. 4 we give the expected variations of the multipolar components at the three stages of
interest. In the three situations considered, the expected mechanical deformations are non-negligible in
size, consequently they induce a quite substantial variation of the multipolar. In addition, even if the
deformed shape is quite different from a situation to an other, the induced multipolar variation is similar
in size, at least for the allowed odd harmonics. The even harmonics, instead, vary quite considerably.

This result is qualitatively confirmed by the available magnetic measurements of a few 10 m long
prototype dipoles [4]. We are not yet able to predict with precision the absolute value of the measured
multipoles due to our imperfect knowledge of the mechanical characteristics of the prototype magnets.
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Table 4: Variation of the multipoles expected from coil deformations. Unit 10 4 at the reference radius of 17 mm.

b2

b3

64

65
be
b7

b8

h
b\o
bn

COLLARED
+1.62
+7.11
-0.03
-0.77
-0.05
+0.31

-
-0.08

-
-0.12

ASSEMB.
+2.42
+7.00
-0.04
-0.33
+0.04
+0.18

-
+0.03
+0.06
-0.06

COOLED
+9.79
+6.08
-0.21
-0.49
+0.15
+0.15
-0.01
+0.03
+0.36

-

But we see that the allowed harmonics measured at the various stages of dipole completion do not change
very much, in agreement with our computer simulations.

4 Shimming as corrective action

A possible way to reduce the field-shape imperfection of a magnet consists in changing the coil geometry
by a set of shims selected 'ad hoc' [5]. We investigate this possibility in the LHC dipole using a computer
model based on ROXIE.

Our aim is to find the range of tunability of the multipoles and to verify if in this range the depen-
dence on the shim size is still linear.

We assume that shims up to 200 jj.m thickness can inserted in the mid-plane and in the pole of both
the inner and the outer coils. We also assume that we can vary the size of the four copper wedges by the
same amount. In this range the variation of the multipolar components is linear with the variation of the
thickness. In Table 5 we show the change of multipoles due to shims of 100 ^m. In the first four cases the
shims were added in the inner midplane, inner pole, outer midplane and outer pole respectively, while in
the last three cases the shims were added to the wedges between the blocks. In all cases we assumed that
the change of the coil geometry is uniform along the azimuth. The shims have a significant effects on

Table 5: Effect of shims on multipolar errors.Note that wed\ is in the outer layerjwecfo and weds are in the inner layer. Unit

10"4 at the reference radius of 17 mm.

^mid

^pol

°mid
Opol

wedi
wed,2
weds

bz
-3.17
+1.90
-1.31
+1.49
-0.38
-1.53
+2.41

b5

-0.88
-0.43
-0.19
-0.05
+0.04
+0.15
+0.36

b7

-0.24
+0.18
-0.02
-0.02
+0.02
+0.22
-0.25

-0.05
-0.10

-
-
-

+0.10
-0.02

bn

-0.03
0.01

-
-
-

+0.01
+0.03

the allowed harmonics at the same time. However one can act on a single harmonics by an appropriate
set shims. For a full control of them we may have to introduce the shims already in the nominal coil
design in order make possible positive or negative changes of the block size. To act on even multipolar
errors a left-right asymmetric set of shims is to be used. The corresponding variation of the multipolar
errors is reported in Table 6. The effect on low order harmonics, like the normal quadrupole and octupole
is significant but unfortunately not independent.
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Table 6: Effect of left-right asymmetric shims on multipolar errors. Unit 10 4 at the reference radius of 17 mm.

b2

b4

h
be

h
b8

b9

ho
bu

inner coil
+1.80
+0.80
+0.15
-0.04
-0.03
-0.01

-
-
-
-

outer coil
+2.85
+1.02
-0.22
-0.23
+0.05
+0.10

-
-0.05
-0.03

-

Although from a practical point of view only the upper pole shims seem to be easily realizable
after the building of the coil, an effective control of the lower multipolar errors requires the possibility of
using shims also in the midplane.

5 Local Compensation of Random Errors by Dipoles Sorting

In general random fluctuations of the magnetic imperfections due to constructing tolerances affect sub-
stantially the stability of the particle motion. Unfortunately it may be very difficult if not impossible to
correct each individual magnet. The sorting strategies are considered an appropriate tool to compensate
the destabilising effect of the random errors of the superconducting magnets in large hadron collid-
ers [6, 7]. It has been shown that installing at appropriate locations along the accelerator the magnets
with large random errors, can provide to a large extent a self compensation of their detrimental effects
thereby improving the dynamic aperture.

The techniques proposed for the sorting of the main LHC dipoles are based on local or quasi-local
cancellation of the random errors by pairing the magnets with similar errors in magnitude and sign and
placing each pair in a strategic position along the azimuth of the accelerator [8, 9, 10]. The strategies
developed were first tested on a simplified model of the LHC where only random errors were included
in the main dipoles and tracking was performed considering only the short term dynamic aperture (1000
turns) in the 4D motion. The most promising techniques were then applied to a realistic model of the
LHC where all multipolar errors were included in the dipoles and the dynamic aperture was computed
including the synchrotron motion, power supplies ripple in the main quadrupoles. Long term effects in
beam stability were considered by tracking particles up to 105 turns and analysing the survival plots by
means of the extrapolating laws for the long term estimates of the dynamic aperture [11,12].

Pairing at zero phase advance. Taking into account that two adjacent dipoles have optical functions
not too dissimilar and the phase advance between them is almost negligible, one can obtain a local
compensation scheme by placing in adjacent position two errors equal in strength but with opposite
signs. Indeed this scheme is used for the correction of the systematic 63 and 65 errors in the LHC dipoles
by means of spool pieces correctors. In the LHC the scheme is only partially effective since the phase
advance between two dipoles is approximately 15 degrees.

Pairing at 180 and 360 degrees. In absence of strong deviation from the linear motion, a better
cancellation scheme of equal and opposite random errors can be obtained by placing the magnets at
position separated by 360 degrees or equivalently 180 degrees for errors also equal in sign. In the LHC
each cell contains 6 dipoles and the phase advance is 90 degrees so that positions separated by 24 magnets
correspond to a phase advance of 360 degrees. Furthermore owing to the regularity of the cells, these
position correspond to the same location in the cell therefore the optical functions are equal.

Mixed techniques. It is possible to define sorting procedures based on more than one of the previ-
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ous strategies. The pairing of two adjacent magnets can be improved by a compensation at 360 or 180
degrees. In this case 4 dipoles are paired.

Further improvement of these technique can be obtained by the minimisation of dynamical quan-
tities such as perturbative estimations of tune shifts or resonance driving terms by means of random
permutations of the previously generated pairs of dipoles^ ' ' '. In the following we present the
effect of mixed techniques on LHC models of increasing complexity.

5.1 4D Analysis of the LHC motion

We initially applied the sorting algorithms described above to the LHC version 2, with the injection
optic, available at that time. The lattice was made of 8 octants, each of them carrying 16 dipoles in
the dispersion suppressor region and 144 dipoles in the arcs. Each arc is composed of 24 FODO cells
each carrying 6 dipoles. The overall number of dipoles is 1280. The set of 376 chromatic sextupoles
is considered in the simulations. We assume that the magnets will be installed as the production goes
on, therefore only a limited number of dipoles will be stored and available for sorting. We applied the
sorting strategies on groups of 144 dipoles. We also assumed that only random errors are included in
the main dipoles and we calculated the dynamic aperture with short term tracking (1000 turns) on 4D
motion. Two extreme cases were analysed in detail: dipoles with only random 63, and dipoles with the
full set of random errors.

We generated 100 random realization of the multipolar errors and calculate the dynamic aperture
by tracking before and after sorting the dipoles. The characteristics of the distribution of the DA and the
results of the sorting strategies are reported in Table 7. The average value over 100 realizations is denoted
by D and the R.M.S. by <7£>. The improvement of the DA due to the sorting of the cases with an initially
small value of the DA are denoted as 'Worst Cases' in Table 7. The effect of sorting on the DA can be
put in evidence by plotting the relative gain in DA as a function of the DA of the unsorted realizations of
the errors, as shown in Figs. 3 and 4. It appears clearly that the realizations with an initially small value
of the DA are more efficiently corrected and in the worst cases the DA is more than doubled. The results

10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45

Dynamic Aperture ((T beam)

Fig. 3: Relative gain as a function of the DA of the unsorted sequence of random errors for 100 realizations. Only random 63.

of these studies show that the sorting strategies we developed are very effective in the case where there
is a dominant multipole e.g. the case with only random 63. In the general case, where all random errors
up to 11-th order were included, the improvement in dynamic aperture, although reduced with respect
to the previous simplified case, is still significant at least for the realization of the random errors which
have a small dynamic aperture before sorting.
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Fig. 4: Relative gain as a function of the DA of the unsorted sequence of random errors for 100 realizations. All random errors.

Table 7: Characteristics of the DA distribution over 100 random realizations of the multipolar errors. 4D motion LHC v2.

unsorted
sorted

D

27.8
40.9

random
4.77
4.55

Random errors up
unsorted
sorted

17.0
18.2

0.97
0.54

Gain
errors.

48%

Worst Cases

91%
to 11-th order.

7% 17%

5.2 Long terms and 6D checks

The robustness of the sorting strategies developed was tested on a realistic and more recent model, the
LHC version 4.3. Extensive tracking simulations were performed including all multipolar errors in the
main dipoles and quadrupoles, both systematic and random, coupling with the longitudinal motion and
power supplies ripple in the main quadrupoles. Furthermore a more realistic value of 48 dipoles was
assumed to be available from the storage areas. The characteristics of the corresponding DA distribution
before sorting are given in Tab. 8. Owing to the large amount of CPU time needed, sorting strategies
were applied only to the five worst cases. Although the absolute gain in DA is small, in all cases the value
obtained after sorting is close to the average value of the distribution of DA for the unsorted realization
which accounts to say that the worst realizations can at least be corrected to average realizations.

The extrapolation of the survival plots allows to estimate the long term behaviour to a number of
turns as large as 106. The plots of the DA vs the number of turns N obtained from tracking up to 105

turns are interpolated using the empirical formula <• *

D(N) = A +
B

logkN (1)

to obtain DA estimates at 106 turns.

Table 8: Characteristics of the DA distribution over 30 random realizations of the multipolar errors. 6D motion LHC v4.3.

D(103)
13.36

aD(103)
0.49

D(105)
11.89

^0(105)
0.49
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Table 9: DA values calculated at 103,1O5,1O6 turns for the 5 worst realizations of the random errors before and after sorting.

# 1
# 4
# 9
#19
#29

#1
# 4
# 9
#19
#29

D(103)
tracking

D(105)
tracking

D(106)
extrapolation

unsorted
12.20
12.35
12.33
12.26
12.02

10.37
11.22
11.23
10.90
10.57

9.61
10.93
10.81
10.35
9.71

sorted
13.11
13.36
12.91
12.74
13.23

11.59
12.08
11.76
11.70
11.42

11.02
11.69
11.29
11.42
10.89

This analysis shows that the gain in DA persists and an example of the comparison of the survival
plot for a realization (seed #1) of the random errors is shown in Fig. 5. The values of the DA for these
5 cases, before and after sorting, is given in Table 9.

D (o beom)

Fig. 5: Interpolation of survival plot for the realization seed # 1 . The leftmost curve is the survival plot before sorting, the

rightmost after sorting.

6 Conclusions

The geometrical coil imperfections of the LHC dipole play an essential role in the determination of
random and systematic field-shape imperfections. The numerical analysis of the random multipoles due
to the variation of the coils and collars geometry within the allowed tolerances shows that low order
multipoles may be more affected by the collar imperfections; instead, high order multipole may be more
affected by the positioning errors of the individual blocks. The deformations of the conductors resulting
from mechanical and thermal stresses modify significantly the systematic multipoles already present in
the nominal design. Methods to reduce the multipoles can be based on the use of set of shims by which
one can vary the coil geometry. Shims of one or two hundred of fim size are already adequate for our
needs. However, we would like to suggest in the near future slight changes of the collar geometry so
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to prevent at least the increase of the systematic field-shape errors. The effect of the random multipolar
errors on the dynamic aperture was investigated with extensive tracking studies. Sorting strategies were
applied to realistic LHC models and they have shown to be effective in those cases where the dynamic
aperture is significantly influenced by the random errors.
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DESIGN OF CORRECTOR MAGNETS FOR THE LHC

A.ljspeert, M. Karppinen, J. Salminen
CERN, 1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland

Abstract

The Large Hadron Collider will be equipped with a large number of
superconducting Dipoles and Quadrupoles. The field quality of
these magnets is of primary importance as coasting particles may
easily get disturbed and quit the vacuum chamber. The desired field
quality can only be obtained by the introduction of a number of
corrector magnets forming part of the "cold masses" of the main
magnets. Many types of correctors will be necessary: dipoles,
quadrupoles, sextupoles and decapoles. Their design presented a
challenge to ROXIE in particular those types where several
"nested" coils produce different superposed fields and where no
easy symmetry exists anymore. The paper discusses several typical
corrector magnets and highlights the extensive use of ROXIE for
the field optimisation, the coil drawing, the definition of the coil
spacers and the machining of the latter.

I. Introduction

Why do we need corrector magnets? A circular machine like the LHC where the particles
pass many thousands of times through the different magnets is very sensitive to any small
field disturbance. The particles meeting it in a repetitive way are easily distorted to a point
where they leave the orbit and crash into the wall of the surrounding vacuum tube. Corrector
magnets are necessary to cancel such distortions counteracting the field irregularities of the
main magnets. There is also a need for corrector magnets to locally influence the beam orbit
or the beam focusing for instance to correct for alignment errors of a main quadrupole
magnet. This cannot be done with the main magnets themselves because these are powered in
large families making it impossible to use them for local actions. It would be difficult to
create corrector magnets with fields that are exactly the inverse of the field perturbation to be
corrected. Therefore the field perturbations are subdivided in linear, quadratic etc.
components, the multipoles, which can each be corrected with a corresponding multipolar
corrector.
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Fig. lb The same subdivided in Field Components

Fortunately, only the most important multipoles need correction. The different types of
correctors are:
• Dipoles for closed orbit corrections
• Quadrupoles to tune the focusing
• Sextupoles for chromaticity correction and for field corrections
• Octupoles for Landau damping
• Decapoles for field corrections
• Dodecapole for field corrections

Some corrector magnets, sextupoles and decapoles in particular which are used for field
corrections are directly attached to the magnets concerned (the main bending magnets). The
other correctors for beam steering are concentrated near the focusing and defocusing main
quadrupoles. The total number is impressive, we need some 6500 superconducting corrector
magnets subdivided in about 10 different types. Together they cover 1.2 km of the LHC ring.
At CERN we are only a small team and therefore a non-negligible part of the design and
prototype work is done outside CERN through agreements with laboratories and industries.

Table 1
Overview of Corrector Magnets (parameters ore for Indication only)

Sextupole Sextupole Dlpole Wide Inner trip Tuning Trim
Dlpole Dlpole Dlpole Dipole Quad Quad
MSCH MCBV MCB MCBY MCBX MQT/MQS MQTL

Sextupole Decapole

MCS MCD

Octupole Inner trip.
Correction

MO Windings

Strength

Current

Aperture

Outer Dlam.

Length

Approx weight

Approx. number

1500 T/m2
1.5T

400A/50A

56 mm

210 mm

1.26 m

300 kg

360

1500T/m2
1.5T

400A/50A

56 mm

210 mm

1.26 m

300 kg

360

3T

100A

56 mm

185 mm

1.1 m

200 kg

228

3T

100 A

70 mm

185 mm

1.1m

200 kg

8

3.3 T

550 A

90 mm

470 mm

0.6 m

600 kg

16

llOT/m

550 A

56 mm

160 mm

0.38 m

50 kg

288

llOT/m

550 A

56 mm

150 mm

1.7m

200 kg

64

1740T/m2

550 A

56 mm

120 mm

0.16 m

10 kg

2464

1.83E6T/m4

550 A

56 mm

110 mm

0.11 m

6 kg

2464

5.7E4T/m3

550 A

56 mm

115 mm

0.38 m

25 kg

384

The challenge of the corrector magnets is that they must work at low currents ranging
from 55 to 550 A in order to reduce the busbar and current lead sections, they must be
cheap and reliable, easy to protect in case of quenches and very compact. As compared
to the main magnets the principal differences are that the iron yoke touches the coil to
boost the field and make the magnet as compact as possible, the coils are made from
monolythic enamelled wire and not from cable and impregnated to obtain the desired
mechanical strength. The use of spacers in the coils is avoided where possible and the
resulting end field problems are corrected by slightly modifying the cross section in the
straight part of the magnets. This allows to apply cheaper coil winding techniques.
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The challenge for the field calculations and therefore the demands on ROXIE are several:

• In a number of correctors there are different coils one around the other to create
combinations of fields. Therefore those correctors have no symmetry plane any
more and we are obliged to model the whole magnet. This triggered ROXIE
versions that could handle this.

• Several corrector magnets are truly 3-dimensional the straight part being very
short. We therefore needed 3-dimensional calculations including the layer jumps
and lead ends of the coils.

• With the iron of the yoke close to the coil, the saturation of the iron is an
important parameter to be calculated and to be corrected by designing appropriate
holes in the yoke. The new versions of ROXIE allow to do this. For the scissor
laminations we also need to introduce different rim geometries and packing
factors. Field trimming with iron keys is something we might want to explore.

• Finally, a not yet realised dream is the possibility to calculate the persistant
current fields created by the corrector field, even for the cases where the corrector
field has no symmetry and where the inner rim of the iron yoke has any optimised
shape. We are curious to see if the shape of the iron can be used to minimise the
persistant current fields.
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2. SPOOL PIECES MCS AND MCD

2.1 Introduction

In the LHC ring each bore of the main bending dipole
is equipped with a superconducting sextupole (MCS)
and a decapole (MCD) corrector magnet, so called
spool-pieces, to correct systematic sextupole and
decapole field errors in the dipole field. The correction
is needed mainly at injection level due to the
magnetisation of the dipole cable filaments. Due to the
large number of the spool-pieces, some 2500 of each
type, much emphasis has been put on a simple and
economical design. The magnets feature two layer
coils without longitudinal wedges nor end spacers in
the coil ends. The two coil layers are wound
simultaneously with a monolithic wire the wire ends
turning in opposite directions around a Gil-central
post. The wire is wetted continuously with epoxy
during the winding process, which allows simplifying
the impregnation tooling. The yoke is composed of
scissors-laminations, which transfer the pre-stress from
the aluminium shrink ring into the coils and allow
bringing the iron close to the coils for field
enhancement. At room temperature the radial
interference between the yoke and the cylinder is
0.07mm, which introduces into the coil a maximum azimuthal compression of 40MPa. At liquid
temperature, due to cool down contractions, the compression further increases to 65MPa. For
protection against fields of bypassing bus bars and the fringe field from the dipole ends, the spool
pieces are shielded by a soft iron screen, which also acts a support of the magnet. The main parameters
of the spool-pieces are listed in Table II.

Table 11
Magnet Parameters

(for information only)

10CM

Fig. 2 Cross section of MCS. The epoxy layer visible

inside the coils does not exist in real magnets

Nominal strength
Overall length with the shield / Magnetic length
Nominal current
Working temperature
Turns per coil
Peak field in the coil in 3D
Quench current at 1.9 K/4.2 K
Self inductance
Inner / Outer diameter of the coil
Inner / Outer diameter of the yoke
Inner / Outer diameter of the shrink ring
Inner / Outer diameter of the screen
Cable dimensions bare
Insulation thickness (PVA)
Cu/Sc ratio
RRR-value
Filament diameter

Icr (5 T.4.2 K) 1 and //to broad side

MCS
1700 T/m
160/111
550
1.9
2x13
2
1380/1010
0.769
56/66
66/90
89.86/96
110/120
1.13x0.726
60
1.6
100
7
700/800

MCD
1.83xlO6 T/m
110/66
550
1.9
2x8
1.7
1470/1070
0.22
56/66
66/80
79.86/86
100/110
1.13x0.726
60
1.6
100
7
700/800

Units

mm
A
K

T
A
mli
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm2

ym

um
A
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Fig. 3. MCS-magnet in the magnetic shield: A) Sc-coils B) Fibreglass bandage C) Scissors-laminations
D) Aluminium shrink ring E) Fibreglass end flange F) Dowel pin G) Inter-coil connections on circuit boards
H) Fixation clamps I) Magnetic shield J) End plate of the magnetic shield K) Support of the connections
L) Bus-bar connections secured by a copper grip.

2.2 Electromagnetic design and performance

2.2.1 MAGNETIC FIELD QUALITY

The 3D em-design is done with Roxie. In the calculations we used a linear iron with a permeability of
2200. The b9- and b15 -field errors induced by the coil ends in the case of MCS and MCD respectively
are compensated by the angular position in the straight part of the coil. The integrated strengths of the
MCS and MCD are 0.01887Tm and 0.00121Tm respectively at the nominal operating current of
550A. The measured field quality of a MCS prototype along with the calculated and maximum

10000

-12 -10 -8 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4
Current [100A]

8 10 12

Meas cold
Meas warm

I-.:'"' ICalcul
—•— Allowed

1 2 4 5 6 7 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Fig. 4. Transfer function of the MCSJP5. The operation area is
±600 A. A) Effect caused by persistent currents that flow in
the sc-filaments. B) Iron saturation. The difference between
the calculated and the measured values is about 3.5% see
text.

Fig. 5. Measured field quality of a MCS prototype along
with the calculated values The maximum allowed
systematic field errors are provisional including
misalignment errors of the magnet.

allowed values are presented in Fig. 5. Relatively small coil block movements can explain the
measured multipole errors. For example, a radial displacement of a single coil by 0.1 mm produces 8
units dipole and 4 units of octupole error. This type of error is very likely, since the thickness of the
glue on the coil surface varies, due to the manufacturing imperfections. An azimuthal error of
0.05 mm in one coil block, much smaller than the manufacturing accuracy, produces 9 units of dipole
component. The measured and calculated transfer functions are shown in Fig. 4. The difference
between this particular measurement and the calculated values is 3.5% and can be explained by the
fact that the individual measuring coils did not cover the whole magnet length but were composed of
consecutive coils with gaps in between. The persistent currents (magnetisation of the sc-filaments) are
biggest at low excitation levels. The measured value of persistent current field at 5A, after a cycle to
1100A, is 12xlO"6 Tm, which is negligible. The saturation of the yoke starts beyond the operation
range of ±600A.
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2.2.2 TRAINING

1350
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Fig. 6.

Icr @ 1.9K

1.9K .„,

J* 4.2K

MCS_BA

/ icr

4.2K

MCS

@4.2K

_BB

4.2K

MCS.

1.9K

_IP2

Since the coil ends are covered by iron
laminations, it has been assumed that the z-
component of the magnetic field is
negligible and Roxie has been used also to -,
define the 3D-peak field in the coil ends, r
The critical current of the wire depends on |
the magnetic field direction as can be seen <->
from Table 1. The higher critical current
value has been used to define the working
points, since the field is mainly parallel to
the broad side of the wire. The training of
some MCS prototypes is presented in Fig. 6

along with the calculated critical currents.
The magnets showed very little training at
4.2K and some of them such as MCS_BB
reached the short sample limit at 4.2K
without any training. At 1.9K all the magnets
showed very slow training, which started only a few dozens of amperes above the plateau at 4.2K. The
long training is believed to be a result of epoxy cracking, due to relative high stresses in the coils.
However there is no need for any modifications on the design parameters, since the training starts far
above the nominal operation area of ±550A.

20 40 60
Quench number

80 100

Training of three magnets at CERN. The magnets have
been tested earlier at 4.2K. MCS_BA was the only
magnet, which showed retraining. MCS_BB did not
have any training quenches at 4.2K. At 4.2K and 1.9K
the critical currents are 1010A and 1380A respectively.

2.3 Experimental models

The are some 60.000 spool-piece coils to be wound, including a foreseen octupole winding MCO
(Fig 8) nested inside the MCD. In order to reduce the number of coils a design option with double-
wide coils has been studied at CERN. The principle of 5 and 10-coil decapole configurations are
presented in Fig. 7. In the case of the wide coils, there are less inter-coil connections and these are
simple, since no wire crossings are needed. The drawbacks of the design are less optimisation
parameters, a higher peak field in the coil end and therefore a smaller operation margin. The skew
field errors in the asymmetric coil ends can be compensated in the straight part. Fig. 9 presents the
sum of the forces acting in the coil blocks in the two different coil configurations. In the case of the
decapole featuring ten individual coils, each coil block has a radial and an azimuthal force component.
The voids between neighbouring coils need to be filled with shims in order to counter balance the
opposite azimuthal force components. To keep the coils under compression at cold the yoke has to
follow the cool down contractions of the coil assembly. This can be realised e.g. with

Fig. 7 The design principle of 5-coil and 10-coil decapole Fig. 8 4-coil octopole winding MCO inside 5-coil MCD
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scissors-laminations and an aluminium shrink ring. In the case of the 5-coil decapole the azimuthal
force components compensate each other inside each the coil block leaving only a radial external
force. In Fig. 10 is presented a 5-coil decapole, which features coils mounted inside an iron tube
without any pre-stress. CERN has built a couple of this type of experimental magnets, which showed a
training behaviour similar to the 10-coil version with pre-stress.

Fig. 9 Force vectors in 5-coil and 10-coil decapoles respectively. The field errors in the coil ends can be compensated by
changing the coil angle Band the width of the block (p in the straight part.

Fig. 10 Principle of 5-coil decapole. The coils are bolted in an iron tube without pre-stress.
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3. INNER TRIPLET DIPOLE, MCBX

3.1. Introduction

The inner triplets of the LHC will each house two relatively strong dipole corrector magnets to
correct for the misalignment of the low-P quadrupoles (MQX). The MCBX-magnet, whose main
features are listed in Table III, features a horizontal dipole nested inside a vertical dipole. The
coils of the 0.6 m long single-bore magnet are wound with 7 or 9 rectangular superconducting
wires pre-assembled as flat cables. To create the required ampere-turns the individual wires are
then connected in series on the end plate. The nested dipole coils are individually powered and
can produce both a horizontal and a vertical field. The nominal field integral is 1 Tm in any
direction as shown in Figure 11, which gives a maximum kick angle of 42.8 |arad at 7 TeV. The
working point on the load-line for the LHC corrector magnets with vacuum impregnated coils is
typically below 60 %.

Figure 11. MCBX, different field combinations

TABLE III

MAIN PARAMETERS OF MCBX-DIPOLE CORRECTOR

Horizontal Vertical
dipole Pinole;

MAGNETICS
Nominal strength
Integrated field
Magnetic length
Peak field in coil

GEOMETRY
Overall length
Coil length
Coil inner diameter
Coil outer diameter
Yoke inner diameter
Yoke outer diameter

ELECTRICS
Nominal Current
Number of turns/coil
Stored energy/magnet
Self inductance/magnet

CONDUCTOR
Cross section
Cross section(metal)
Copper/NbTi ratio
Filament diameter
Twist pitch
Current density (NbTi)
Margin to cjuench

3.3
1.2

0.37
4.4

0.55
0.5
90

119.7
200
470

0-511
414
17.9

0.137

1.6
1.3
1.6
10
18

1022
51.7

3.3
1.1

0.34
4.8

0.5
123.7
146.8

0-599
406
25.2

0.140

1.6
1.3
1.6
10
18

1198
46.2

T
Tm
m
T

m
m
mm
mm
mm
mm

A

kJ
H

mm2

mm2

)jm

mm
A/mm2

%

ROXIE
-Coil geom. & Field calculation
-Optimization in 2D and 3D
-Inverse Field calculation

CAD/CAM
=> dxf-file
=> CNC-data
- Mech. drawings

ANSYS
=>coil geom.
Structural Analysis

Excel
-CSV-file

Opera-2D/3D
=> dxf-file
-> Cond. geom.
• Iron satur. / Bpeak

PO1SSON
=> Coil geom.
• Iron Optimization

(POISOPT)

Database
• Cables
• Material
• Geometry

Figure 12. Approach to an integrated automated

magnet design

Figure 12 illustrates the approach to an integrated automated design comprising the following 8
steps: 2D coil design including mathematical coil optimization, 3D coil design with mathematical
coil optimization, transfer of model file to Opera-3D® for calculations including the iron
saturation, transfer of file to CAD for the mechanical drawings, transfer of file to the CNC-
machine for machining of the end spacers.
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TABLE IV

MCBX-magnet, multipole content in 2D. (bi = Bi/Bl)

Bl
b3x
b5x
b7x
b9x

[T]
10'
10'
10'
10'

ROXIE-2D
linear Fe
3.2989
0.0007
0.0580
0.0143
0.0001

Opera-2D®
linear Fe
3.3001
0.0250
0.0565
0.0141
0.0001

Opera-2D®
non-linear Fe
3.2972
-0.0446
0.0557
0.0141
0.0001

TABLE V

Integrated multipole content in 3D (bi = Bi/Bl)

The magnetic and mechanical optimisation
of this 0.6 m long magnet was carried out
linking together different electromagnetic
software and CAD/CAM systems. Once the
coil cross-section was optimised the
geometry was exported in DXF-format to
commercial FE-software. The Opera-2D®
package was used to calculate the saturation
effects in the iron circuit. Different inner and
outer radii were investigated for variation of

the harmonic content, b3 and b5 in
particular, at current levels ranging from
injection to 120% of the nominal current.
Table IV compares the calculated field
values from ROXIE with those from Opera-
2D® linear and non-linear models. The main
difference is the b3 due to the simplified
conductor blocks in the FE-model. As the
end fields contribute for more than 50 % to
the field integral an optimisation in 3D was
required. In ROXIE the coil end geometry
with its constant perimeter ends is created with only a few additional parameters: big half axis of
the ellipse, angle of the cable in the yz-plane, and the axial shift in the z-direction. Before the
electromagnetic optimisation the end geometry was optimised to maximise the minimum radius of
curvature. The connection end with transitions from one block to another shown in Figure 13. was
created with an asymmetric model. The leads entering from outside were modelled as 8-node-
bricks from pre-defined cut planes. The field calculation in 3D cannot take into account the iron
except for the integrated multipole content, when the calculation is carried out from the symmetry
plane far enough along the z-axis. The field optimisation was done by varying the axial position of
the blocks.

Bl [Tm]
b3 x 10'
b5 x 10*
b7 x 10'
b9xlO4

ROXIE-3D
linear Fe
1.3627
-0.3642
0.1700
0.0372
0.0013

Opera-3D®
linear Fe
1.3421
1.9654
0.1775
0.0381
0.0014

Opera-3D®
non-linear Fe
1.3423
1.9639
0.1775
0.0381
0.0014

Figure 13. MCBX-magnet lead end from ROXIE Figure 14. Opera-3D model of the inner coil. Coil geo-
metry imported from ROXIE as 20-node-
bricks.

The influence of the non-linear iron on the field quality and the peak fields was studied with
Opera-3D®. The optimised conductor geometry was imported from ROXIE as 8-node-bricks or as
20-node-bricks (Figure 14.). This speeds up considerably the modelling time, since these
geometries cannot be created in Opera using the built-in constant-perimeter-end coil primitive.
Reduced scalar potential was used for all the regions inside the iron. Table V compares the
integrated multipole content of ROXIE with linear iron (|0,r=2000) to that of the Opera-3D® model.
A set of dummy conductors, which are duplicates of the 'active' ones without imaged parts, and
with zero current, were modelled to speed up the peak-field calculation. Only the part of the
geometry, which was solved in Tosca® had to be activated. A significant enhancement of the peak
field was found in 3D: 4.75 T with respect to 4.23 T in 2D. A sensitivity analysis to define the
mechanical tolerances was carried out addressing the design variables in 3D.
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Figure 15. MCBX prototype. Note the series connections on the G10 end plate.

3.2. Clamping system

The cross-section of the prototype magnet is shown in Figure 16. The impregnated coils
containing CNC-machined end spacers are pre-compressed with an aluminium shrinking cylinder.
The yoke consists of scissors-laminations to back up the coil rigidity and to centre the coil
assembly. Each lamination is designed to support the coils radially in one azimuthal direction
only. This is made by off-centring the hole in the lamination by 1 mm with respect to the outer
boundary. By sequentially stacking four laminations at angular orientations of 0, 90, 180, 270
degrees respectively the coils can be effectively supported and centred. The laminations move
inwards during the cooldown and the blocking keys stop the movement at a pre-defined
temperature building-up a circumferential stress in the stainless steel outer shell.

R250

'////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////A

Figure 16 Cross-section of the MCBX-magnet. 1. Inner Coil, 2. Outer Coil, 3. Bronze coil spacer,
4. Fiber-glass insulation, 5. Al. shrink ring, 6. Iron (Fe37) Yoke laminations, 7a. Vertical, and
7b. Horizontal blocking keys, 8. St. Steel outer shell, 9. End plate
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The evolution of the azimuthal coil stress for 8 load steps is illustrated in Figure 17. The clamping
system is designed to sustain the magnetic forces at nominal field. It is not rigid enough to resist
the deformations at excitation levels close to the short-sample current, where the forces are four
times higher. In this case the elliptic deformation of the inner coils, in particular, would result in
locally high tensile and compressive stresses and would thereby risk damaging the coils.

—•— Inner Max

—o— Inner Min

••*•- Outer Min

••*•• Outer Max

Figure 17. Evolution of minimum and maximum azimuthal coil stresses at RT, after cooldown, and with
magnet energized.

3.3. Some test results

The first MCBX prototype shown in Figure 15. has undergone the first test campaign including
training quenches, static magnetic measurements at warm and at cold, and ramped measurements
to study the persistent current effects in the nested coils. After 5 and 6 quenches the inner and
horizontal dipoles were respectively trained to their estimated short-sample current in liquid
helium (4.3K).

Training of MCBX at 4.3K & 1.8K
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Figure 18. Training of MCBX magnet

Figure 18. presents the training history for different field combinations during the first thermal
cycle. The horizontal and vertical axes give the current in the inner and outer coils, respectively.
The innermost ellipse shows the working area of the magnet i.e. the 1 Tm field in any direction.
The magnet showed always some training with different field combinations as the position of the
peak field changes and also the electro-magnetic forces act in different directions. It should be
noted that to limit the stress in the coils the maximum current was kept below 800 A. There was
also only a minor improvement in the performance when the magnet was cooled at superfluid
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helium (1.9K). Both static and ramped magnetic measurements were carried out. Figure 19.
compares the measured relative multipoles from the outer coil at warm and at cold to the
calculated values. The tolerances for the maximum allowed field errors are very tight in the low-(3
triplet, where (3-functions rise to over 4000 m to achieve the maximum luminosity at full energy.
There was also a good agreement between the measured and calculated field errors arising from
the magnetisation of the conductor filaments.

100 7

10

P 0.1 —

* 0.01 •
<
m 0.001

0.0001

0.00001

0.000001 I
b3 b4 b5 b5 b7 b8 b9

Relative Normal Components
B Calculated CD Measured a M o a s . Warm -*~ Spec, i

0.01

0.001

0.0001

0.00001

0.0O0001

Relative Skew Components
a Calculated 1=1 Measured -Spec. I

Figure 19. Measured and calculated relative multipole content of the vertical dipole field (outer coils)

4. COMBINED SEXTUPOLE-DIPOLE CORRECTOR MSCB

4.1. Introduction

Each Short Straight Section of the proposed LHC lattice will be equipped with 1.26 m long
superconducting corrector magnets each combining a sextupole, operating between -1500 and
+1500 T/m and a correction dipole operating between -1.5 and +1.5 T. The corrector magnets of
the two rings will be mounted in pairs in the cryostat of the main quadrupoles. The sextupole is
used to correct the natural chromaticity produced by the focusing elements, and the dipole is for
closed orbit correction. The present design comprises a sextupole magnet nested inside a
horizontal/vertical dipole magnet. The different field combinations are presented in Figure 20.
Two pairs of these magnets, whose parameters are presented in Table VI, are being built in
industry. They will be installed in a common iron yoke prior to integration in the cold mass of the
next SSS.

TABLE VI

MAIN PARAMETERS OF PRESENT MSCB-MAGNETS
(FOR INDICATION ONLY)

Description
Nominal field
Magnetic length
Coil peak field
Overall length
Coil length
Coil inner radius
Coil outer radius
Nominal current
N. of turns/coil
Cross section (ins.)
Cross section (metal)
Cu/Sc-ratio
Stored energy
Self inductance

m
T
m
m

mm
mm
A

mm2

mm2

kJ
H

Dipole
1.5 T
1.03
2.7
1.26
1.15
40
48
32

2240
0.11
0.08

4
7.5
21

3rd SSS
Sextupole
1500 T/m2

1.1
3.0
1.26
1.15
28
38

230
112
0.91
0.69
1.6
1.9

0.072

Dipole
1.5T
1.03
2.7
1.26
1.15
35

43.5
42 A
1530
0.14
0.11

4
5.7
6.6

4"1 SSS
Sextupole
1500T/m2

1.1
3.0
1.26
1.15
28
33
394
56

0.91
0.69
1.6
1.9

0.036
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Figure 20. MSCH- (left) and MSCV-magnets (flux lines).

Figure 21. MSCV, return end. The sextupole end was
split in 7 sub-blocks to dilute the end
fields and to house the joggles

Figure 22. MSCB in the common yoke (flux density).

The dipole coils are wound with ribbon of 18 wires and the series connections are made by
soldering on a printed circuit. The sextupole coils are wound with monolithic PVA-insulated wire
with layer jumps (joggles) in the lead-end. The central islands are made of copper and the end
spacers are moulded in glass charged epoxy.

4.2. Clamping and alignment

The vacuum impregnated coil assemblies are compressed with aluminium shrinking cylinders and
aligned by means of keys in the common iron yoke. The integration into the Short Straight Section
(SSS) shown in Figure 23 is done in vertical position. The MSCB is placed on top of the main
quadrupole and another correction magnet prior to assembling the helium vessel (inertia tube)
around the three magnets and aligning them with keys. The flat sections of the common yoke are
required to leave space for the expansion loops of the bus-bars.
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Figure 23. MSCB integration in the SSS cold mass (Note that assembly is done in vertical position).

4.3. Some test results

Two MSCV and two MSCH magnets have been tested for the moment in individual iron yokes.
The first MSCH-prototype has undergone five test campaigns at 4.3 K and 1.9 K. The summary of
the tests is presented in Figure 24. After the first test the shrink rings were re-fitted to increase the
coil pre-stress and a significant improvement in the performance was obtained. Cooling the
magnet in superfluid helium (1.9K) enhanced the quench fields less than expected. One of the
reasons could be the electromagnetic forces, which as illustrated in Figure 25. point in curious
directions. In particular the ones pointing into the aperture can be critical, as there is no support in
the bore.

-100 -80 -60 -40 -20 0 20
Dipole Current [A]

60 80 100

Working envelop

crit. current 1.8 K

• Test 2 CERN August 1995 (1.8 K)

A Test 4 Tesla March 1996 (second shrink tit)

critical current 4.2 K

+ Test 1 Tesla April 1995

n Test 3 CERN August 1995 (4.3 K)

a Test 5 Tesla March 1996 (after thermal cycle)

Figure 24 MSCH-prototype. Summary of cold tests at 4.3 K and 1.9 K.
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Figure 25. Electro-magnetic forces in MSCH/V-magnets. Note the forces pointing into the aperture.

The measured cross-talk between the dipole and sextupole coils being mainly the persistent dipole
from the sextupole excitation and the geometric sextupole from the dipole coils was not severe. In
addition the decapole component was found to be cycle and history dependent with the sextupole.
The results of the tests are reported in detail elsewhere (Bottura).

5. CLOSED ORBIT CORRECTOR FOR THE DUMP-INSERTION, MCBY

5.1. Introduction

The large aperture dipole corrector, MCBY, is required in the dump insertion of the LHC. It is a
twin aperture magnet with a vertical field in one aperture and a horizontal field in the other. Both
coils are mounted in a common yoke and must be capable of operating in an independent manner.
The dipoles are designed to produce an integrated dipole field of 2.5 Tm in a 72 mm aperture
within an overall length of 1.1 m. The main parameters are given in Table VII. The coils are
wound with a ribbon containing 15 wires of 0.6 mm diameter and the series connections are made
at the lead-end. The magnet cross-section is illustrated in Figure 26.

TABLE VII
MAIN PARAMETERS O F EACH DIPOLE

(FOR INDICATION ONLY)

Stainless steel shrink ring.

Inertia Tube.

Integrated Dipole Field

Overall Length

Design Field

Effective Magnetic Length

Operating Current

Coil Inner Radius

Operating Point

Operating Temperature

Stored Energy

Inductance

2.5 Tm

1100 mm

3 T

840 mm

0-103 Amps

36 mm

55%
1.9 K

22 kJ
4.1 H Aluminium

shrink ring
Coil blocks
and spacers.

Figure 26. MCBY cross-section.
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5.2. Clamping system

The vacuum impregnated coils are pre-compressed with aluminium shrink rings and a yoke of
scissors-laminations is used to back up the coil rigidity when the magnet is powered. Each yoke
lamination presses on both coil assemblies at 45°. By sequentially stacking the laminations in four
orientations the coils are effectively supported and centred.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Different types of superconducting magnets have been successfully designed using the ROXIE-
program in 2D and 3D. The magnetic optimisations were carried out and the optimised coil
geometries were imported to Opera-2D and -3D to study the iron saturation effects and peak
fields in 3D. A comparison of ROXIE and Opera results with linear iron show slight differences
that are mainly due to the simplified conductor geometry in the latter one. The end spacers of the
MCBX dipole corrector were cnc-machined using the ROXIE-files as input for the CAM-
software. The short corrector magnets, which in addition to magnetic optimisation require
studying of the manufacturing tolerances in 3D, can be efficiently designed by these means
Future features desired are true a 3D ROXIE version with non-linear iron and the possibility to
calculate persistent current fields in multiple-coil correctors.
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ELECTROMAGNETIC DESING OF THE MQM QUADRUPOLE

J.Lucas
CERN, 1211 Geneva, Switzerland

Abstract
MQM is a superconducting quadrupole that will be installed in the LHC inser-
tions. This report focuses on the design steps involving the use of Roxie. An
overview of the magnet and the cable parameters is given. The results of the
optimization of the MQM cross section and the coil ends are presented. Finally
the use of Roxie as a tool for supplying information to the quench calculation
programs is illustrated.

1 Introduction to MQM

MQM is a superconducting twin aperture quadrupole that will be used in the insertions of the LHC. The
required operational conditions are specified in Table 1. The magnet will be used at 4.5 K and 1.9 K
with several lengths. Table 2 describes the different versions in which the same cross section will be used
along the LHC.

Table 1: Nominal specifications of MQM

4.5 K 1.9 K

Gradient (T/m) 160 200
Current (A) 4200 5200
Load line 0.80 0.77

Table 2: Models of MQM

Model I
Model II
Model III
Model IV

Length(m)
3.4
4.8

2.4+3.4
3.4+3.4

Temperatures(K)

4.5
1.9/4.5

1.9
1.9/4.5

1.1 Overall structure

Due to the two in one structure of the magnet, the main lattice quadrupole structure was chosen. In
this structure the collars are able to withstand the forces due to the precompression of the coils and the
magnetic forces. The two collared coils are assembled separately and then are put together in the yoke.
This approach has several advantages.

1. A single piece yoke. With other structures it is necessary to split the yoke in several parts.

2. The Saclay quadrupole is the only twin aperture superconducting quadrupole already developed
and tested.

3. The movement due to the magnetic forces is restrained by the collar instead of the yoke.

4. The design of the yoke and the collar are decoupled, i.e. the yoke can be designed attending only
to magnetical considerations and the collar to mechanical.
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The magnet consists of two identical, independently powered, apertures. The cross section can be
seen in figure 1. Each aperture has four poles made from two layers of cable cured in a single process.
The main components of the coils are the cable, the layer jump, the copper wedges and the end-spacers.

YOKE LAMINATION

YOKING KEY

COLLAR

COIL ASSEMBLY

COLLARING KEY

INSERT COLLAR

Fig. 1: Magnet's cross section

For the collaring of the coils, the midplane and ground plane insulation are placed around the
coils and the collaring mandrel is installed in the aperture. Round collars are placed in the region of the
end-spacers and the layer jump, and collars with polar piece are placed in the straight section. Then the
collars are locked by 4 stainless steel keys which are inserted with a press. Two end-plates are put at both
sides of the collared coils and the plates are welded to the keys, the keys are used hence for two different
purposes, collaring and longitudinal assembly.

The connection boxes are placed in the lead end of the collared coils, the leads are connected so
that the magnet actually becomes a quadrupole. One of the advantages of this design is that the aperture
can be handled as a separate self-supporting unit.

For the final assembly of the magnet, two apertures are put together in vertical position. The
yoke laminations are slid along the collar. The laminations are slightly asymmetric,so that only one of
two laminations actually touches the yoking keys placed in the collar. Longitudinal pins keep the yoke
laminations together and the process continues upward. Finally an end-plate and an outer inertia tube
which also acts as the helium vessel are placed. For the time being it is not clear if it will be necessary
to install the skin in vertical position or if it will be possible to install some keys in the outer part of the
yoke laminations to give it enough bending rigidity to allow a further handling without skin.

Figure 2 is the longitudinal section of the magnet, where it is possible to see how the aperture is
not restricted longitudinally by any end plate, the longitudinal forces being stopped by the collaring keys.
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[

Fig. 2: Magnet's longitudinal section

1.2 Cable

The cable that will be used is that of the external layers of one of the prototypes of the low /? LHC
magnets [1]. The main characteristics are exposed in table 3

Table 3: Characteristics of the cable

jo (5 T, 4.2 K)
dj/dB
Packing factor
Cu/Sc ratio
Width
Mid-thickness
Major edge
Minor edge
Number of strands
Strand diameter
Filament diameter
Twist pitch
Insulation (radial and lateral)
Young modulus (normal to broad face, 300 K)

3120 A/mm2

630 A/mm? T
0.263
1.75

8.2 mm
0.84 mm
0.92 mm
0.77 mm

34
0.475
lOjum
63 mm
0.075

13.3 GPa

The insulation of the cable is based on 2 layers of polyimide film, the first one with a 50% over-
lapping and the second is an adhesive film that will be wrapped with a gap of 2 mm between turns.

2 Cross section design

The specifications with respect to field quality are quite strict. It was first observed that most of the
configurations had persistent current effects with values of 6g7mm around -5.8. It was decided to have a
partial compensation of this effect by setting the b£mm of the transport current at a value around 2. In the
other hand it was tried to keep b\lmm a t v a l u e s under 0.07. All the values of field quality are according
with [2].
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2.1 Transport current calculations

To obtain the desired cross section a perl script was programmed that changed automatically the input
of Roxie [3] and run an optimization. With that method it was possible to explore hundreds of solutions.
The figure 3 is the final cross section after the optimization process. It has 16 turns in the inner layer and
21 in the outer. The alignment of the first conductors of both layers is considered an advantage from the
point of view of mechanical assembly.

Block4

Blockc

Block;

Fig. 3: Cross section

The main characteristics of the cross section are given in table 4. The values presented here
correspond to a linear Roxie model.

Table 4: Cross section data

Current
Gradient
ullmm

hY!mm

bUmm

Load line percentage

1.9 K

5135 A
200 T/m

0.997
-0.01784

-0.54
80%

4.5 K

4108 A
160 T/m
0.997

-0.01784
-0.54

80.7 %

2.2 Persistent currents

For the calculation of the persistent currents effect Roxie was employed. The main input parameters and
the results of the calculation are given in table 5

Table 5: Persistent currents

Minimum field
Maximum field
Field at injection
Injection ramp
uYlmm

b\lmm

bUrnm

0T/m
225 T/m
14.5 T/m

OT/s
-5.83

-0.063
-0.061

effects.
As it can be seen from the sign of b^mm the transport and persistent current effects have opposite
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2.3 Sensitivity analysis

It is also necessary to calculate the variation of the field quality with several geometrical parameters.
This will provide with an estimation of the required tolerance of the components for the magnet. It
would be also possible to tune some of the harmonics by the modification of some of the parameters.
The following calculations have been performed with a text based version of Roxie, whose input has
been automatically modified by a Perl script.

In figure 4 it is possible to see the variation of 6g7mm and b\lmm with the variation of the midplane
insulation. In this simulation it has been supposed a global variation of the insulation maintaining the
quadrupolar symmetry. The shape of the conductor is not changed, that means that the stress is kept
constant and the variation in the midplane insulation is compensated by a variation of the azimuthal
shim.

As it is possible to see in figure 4, the increase in the harmonic content for variations of the
midplane insulation is quite high. The field quality is only acceptable in the proximity of the nominal
value of 125 fim.

Fig. 4: Variation of field quality with midplane insulation

The insulation thickness has been varied from 60 /xm to 110 fim and the results are presented in
figures 5 and 6. As in the previous section the stress in the cable is supposed to be nominal and the
change of the total length in the coil is compensated by the size of the shim.

Fig. 5: Variation of main field with cable insulation
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Fig. 6: Variation of field quality with cable insulation

As it is possible to see from the previous figures, only if the thickness of the insulation is near to
the nominal one, 75 /xm, the field quality is acceptable.

Another source of error is the alignment of the conductor to the outer radius. The table 6 is a
comparison of the harmonics in the nominal case and in the outer alignment.

Table 6: Comparison between alignment to the inner and outer radius

yYlmm
uVTmm
°10
ul7mm
°14

Inner Outer
0.997 1.412

-0.01784 0.05076
-0.5404 -0.55157

The increment of 6g7mm is in the opposite direction to the harmonics created by the persistent
currents, so that the effect is not necessarily negative. In the other hand b\lmm increases in absolute
value, although it is still under the required value of 0.07.

If the thickness of the midplane insulation is changed only in one place the magnet losses the
quadrupolar symmetry and all the normal harmonics appear. This can be seen in figure 7, where the
total thickness of the midplane isolation between the half-poles in the left of the magnet is varied from
100 ixm to 400 urn.

Fig. 7: Variation of field quality with variation of midplane insulation in 1 pole

The shimming changes the geometry of the coils. From the point of view of the modeling of the
coils, there are two reasons for that. First of all the cable will become flatter, if we consider a layer of the
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coil made from a lower block of N\ turns and an upper block of 7V2 turns, the relative change of size in
each conductor of thickness h is given by:

df actor = 1 —
Al

N2)h
(1)

Where it is supposed that the deformation of the copper wedge is much smaller than the defor-
mation of the coils due to the much higher Young modulus of the copper (Ecu = 120 GPa at room
temperature). In the other hand, the position angle of the upper block (as defined in Roxie) will be mod-
ified due to the deformation of the lower block. An approximated expression for the modification of the
position angle in the upper block will be:

R
(2)

Where R is an average radius of the layer. This analysis has been performed for MQM and the
results are summarized in figure 8.

Im variation Irom nominal [mm)

Fig. 8: Effect of the variation of a shim from the nominal value

The main use of figure 8 is to relate the non-systematic geometrical size errors in the coil with
the harmonics that will be created once it is given the desired pre-stress. It is specially high the amount
sextupole, 5 units coming from an error of 0.1 mm.

The listing of the perl script and the Roxie template that perform this simulation can be seen in
appendix A.

2.4 Effect of iron saturation and cross-talk

The effect of iron saturation and cross talk has been studied with Roxie. The simulation has proved that
both effects have a negligible impact in the magnet performance. Figure 9 is a plot of the b{7mm created
by the cross-talk. As we can see even well over the short sample limit of the magnet (around 6500
the displacement of the quadrupole center, obtained by equation 5x =
The effect on the other multipoles is also very small.

g
Rrefbl

 ref is only of 1.1
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Figure 10 is the magnetic flux density Btot in the magnet.
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Fig. 10: Flux density in the yoke at 5700 A in both apertures
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3 Coil-end design

3.1 Shape of the ends

The shape of the coil ends was determined with the program Roxie using an isoperimetrical method. The
determination of the shape of the ends implies the choose of two sets of parameters, the ellipticity of the
ends and the longitudinal position of the different blocks. The main aim was to keep the ends as compact
as possible (in order to maximize the magnetic length to total length ratio), to maintain the harmonics at
an acceptable level, and to keep the peak field in the ends at same value than in the cross section without
using non-ferromagnetic yoke laminations in the ends. The shape in the ends was chosen to have an
ellipticity in the sz plane around 0.7, that according with previous experience makes the winding of the
ends easier. In order to have a good shape in all the conductors of a block, it was necessary to split several
of the blocks, the final result is plot in figure 11. and the end-spacers are represented in figure 12.

Return end

Fig. 11: Developed view of the coils

Fig. 12: Return end end-spacers

3.2 Peak field in the ends

It was decided in the beginning to try to keep the ferromagnetic yoke's laminations in the ends. The
problem is then avoiding the increase of the maximum peak field in the ends. To solve that problem,
the peak field along the conductors was calculated for several longitudinal disposition of the conductors.
Finally a solution was chosen that gives a more or less constant peak field along the conductor.
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In the cross section the peak field is in the inner, upper block. In order to avoid the increase of
the 2D peak field in the ends, it is interesting to have some turns of the outer coil finishing before the
conductors with higher field in 2D start to turn in the end-spacer. This has been done by taking one turn
of the outer, upper block. It is interesting to notice that if more turns are handled like that the peak field
in 3D will go to this new 3D block. Fortunately, it is possible to find a solution in which the peak field in
the ends doesn't exceed the one in the cross section. In figure 14, it is possible to see how the peak field
in the ends is not larger that the initial peak field in 2D (in block 6, inner layer near the collar nose).

end of
saddle

0 fin 2(1

Fig. 13: Longitudinal distribution of conductors in the return end
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Fig. 14: Peak field in the ends

3.3 Harmonics

In order to calculate the effect of the ends on the beam, the integrated field multipole expansion is the
most often used parameters. The table 7 is an abstract of the values of the field allowed harmonics in the
return end.

Table 7: Integrated harmonics for return end and cross section.The 2D values are given for a 3.3 m long magnet

Return end
Cross section

$Bllmmds jB^mmds jB^mmds J B^mmds
0.214 -5.05 10~4 2.5 10~5 8.1 10~6

-11.25 -1 .1210" 3 2.0 HT5 6.06 10~4

to the integrated field of imperfections in the ends with those in the two-dimensional specially
important to realize that the 3D errors add up with the 2D transport current this gives a compensation of
the the 50%, that was set as the objective in the beginning of the design.
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3.4 Longitudinal force distribution in the ends

Another important parameter in the design of the ends is the variation of force in the longitudinal direc-
tion along each block. The force in the z direction for each individual conductor is presented in figure
15.
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Fig. 15: Longitudinal force in all conductors. 1=5180 A

3.5 Modeling of the lead end

In order to calculate the harmonic contribution of the components in the connection side of the magnet a
full model of the lead end has been developed. This model can be seen in figure 16. The connection side
is made of three parts, the layer jump, the end-spacer area and the connection box. The layer jump, with
a full length of 83 mm is made of three parts, in the first the conductor twists until finishing parallel to
the final position, then it shifts parallel to the broad face until becoming align to the final position, finally
it goes to its final position following a cubic equation with zero derivative in the initial and final points.
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Fig. 16: Model of the connection side

The model of the end-spacer area, with a total length of 118 mm is the same that has been used
for the production of the DXF files for the manufacturing of the end-spacers. The connection box is the
piece where the splices of the different leads of the poles are made. Three splices are enough to connect
all the poles of the quadrupole in series. Due to the aperture of the magnet and the twist pitch of the
cable, and angular splice of only 90° is not sufficient for making a good connection. Therefore 270°
splices are used, this makes necessary to use three different levels to make the connection. In addition
another level is used to put the final leads together, an hence minimizing the effect of the length of those
leads in the magnetic quality.

Table 8 is a summary of the effect of the components of the connection side in the overall integrated
field of the magnet. They are calculated by powering only the appropriate component and calculating the
integrated field from — oo to +oo.

Table 8: Integrated harmonic content created by lead end components (T • m)

Multipole
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

''•mag

Ireal

Layer jump
Normal

0
-2.78 •

0
0
0

-2 .45-
0
0
0

2.38-1

io-i

io-4

LO-5

Skew
0

7.86 • H T 4

0
0
0

-5.87-10-5
0
0
0

-9.70 • 10~6

81.76 m m
83.0 m m

End-spacers
Normal

0
- 2 . 6 5 •

0
0
0

-2 .0 -
0
0
0

8.62 • ]

io-i

lO-3

LO-5

Skew
0

2.71 • l O - 3

0
0
0

-1.64-10-5
0
0
0

-1.21-10-5
78.06 mm
118.0 m m

Splices
Normal

1.58
-3.01
2.38
5.78-
5.09-

-2.04
1.14-
7.7-
3.6-

-1.70

10"3

• lO"3

1 Q-4
10~5

lO- 5

•10"4

lO- 5

io-6

io-6

• lO- 5

0.88

Skew
8.56 -10" 4

8.52 • 10- 5

-1.17 -10- 4

-3.61 lO"6

3.46-10-5
1.77-10-5

-1.04-10-5

-1.62-10-6

2.38-10-6

3.1-10~6

mm
60 mm
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3.6 Implementation of the end-spacers

Figure 17 represents the connection side of the magnet. Some practical considerations have been taken.
First of all, it has been decided to provide holes to attach the end-spacers to the winding mandrel, it
will simplify the tooling to keep the spacers in place during winding. The holes allow the longitudinal
displacement of the end-spacer of 1 mm to allow to adapt to the cable position. The length of the wedges
is different to increase the shear resistance in the xy plane, for the same purpose the end of the layer jump
is in a different longitudinal position that the end of the wedges.

4-

Fig. 17: Developed view of the connection side

As it can be seen also in figure 17, the lower last end-spacer has a couple of slots to hold the
connections of the quench heater to the outside.

The outgoing leads go straight, without making any special effort in the end-spacer to avoid the
lead being to near of the contiguous pole. This will make a bit more complex the design of the connection
box but simplifies the manufacturing of the end-spacers.

4 Protection

MQM has a relatively high copper current density. Usually that implies problems regarding the protec-
tion of the magnet. Therefore a complete set of quench simulations have to be performed. Although
Roxie doesn't provide a quench simulation module it can be used for creating the required data for other
simulation tools, for instance Quaber[A] requires the field map and the inductance matrix provided by
Roxie.

4.1 Inductance matrix

In order to calculate the behavior of the magnet after the quench it is necessary to have the inductance
matrix of the magnet. This matrix represents the relative inductance of each layer of all the coils with
respect to all the other layers of the aperture. The definition of the layers in the quadrupole is given in
figure 18 and the inductance matrix is in equation 3. Roxie provides, with the COILBL design variable,
a very a versatile way of grouping the conductors into different blocks in order to calculate the mutual
inductances between them , this is very useful as an input to specialized quench calculation programs.
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Fig. 18: Layers definition.

The following values are given in mH/m.

• 0.324 0.173
0.173 0.178
0.073 0.046
0.046 0.040

-0.039 -0.029
-0.029 -0.022
0.073 0.046
0.046 0.040

0.073
0.046
0.324
0.173
0.073
0.046

-0.039
-0.029

0.046
0.040
0.173
0.178
0.046
0.040

-0.029
-0.022

-0.039
-0.029
0.073
0.046
0.324
0.173
0.073
0.046

-0.029
-0.022
0.046
0.040
0.173
0.178
0.046
0.040

0.073 0.046 '
0.046 0.040

-0.039 -0.029
-0.029 -0.022
0.073 0.046
0.046 0.040
0.324 0.173
0.173 0.178

(3)

The combination of those coefficients give an inductance per unit of length of 4.56 mH/m.

4.2 Field map

The magneto-resistivity of copper implies that the quench simulation tool must be provided with accurate
values of the modulus of the flux density, |J5i|, for each conductor of the magnet. This values can be
extracted from a field map plot of Roxie. Another way to estimate the required value is to divide the force
in the conductor by the current, this will work for conductors in which the direction of the magnetic field
doesn't change very much along its length. Fortunately it seems that future versions of Roxie will provide
the required value directly in its output.

5 Conclusion

This report studies an application case of the use of Roxie for the design of a superconducting quadrupole.
The emphasis has been put in the electromagnetic design of the magnet, but also in the application of
some of the data provided by Roxie for other types of calculations.
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A Use of Roxie with Perl for the sensitivity analysis

This is the Roxie template that is read each time by the perl script. The values of the design variables are
updated according to the equations (1) and (2) in chapter 2.3.

'MQH QUADRUPOLE STUDY

SOPTION
LSYHM-F LEND=F
LPERS=F LIRON=F
LINPUT=F LMARG-F
LSELF=F LSCAN=F
LF3LIN=F LLEAD=F
LZSPIE=F LOPERA=F
LMAP2D=F LHAP3D=F
LCNC-F LCABL"F
LIMAGX-F LIHAGY-F
LVERS52=T

GL0BAL2D /
17

radius

BLOCK 32
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
no

13 28
3 28
13 36.55
8 36.55
13 28
3 28
13 36.55
8 36.55
13 28
3 28
13 36.55
8 36.55
13 28
3 28
13 36.55
8 36.55
13 28
3 28
13 36.55
8 36.55
13 28
3 28
13 36.55
8 36.55
13 28
3 28
13 36.55
8 36.55
13 28
3 28
13 36.55
8 36.55

nco radius

DESIGN 4
1
2
3
4
no

OBJECTIVE 3

PEAK

1 BR
2 BR
3 BR
no string

0

PI.DT2D 0

LAYER-F
LFEH=F
LMATRF«F
LEXCIT-F
LR0LER2-F
L0PER20-F
LPOISS-F
LBEND'F
LIMAGZ=F

40 4
ns it

0.25S
30.41
0.194
23.76
0.255
30.41
0.194
23.76
0.255
30.41
0.194
23.76
0.255
30.41
0.194
23.76
0.255
30.41
0.194
23.76
0.255
30.41
0.194
23.76
0.255
30.41
0.194
23.76
0.255
30.41
0.194
23.76

i phi

0
0
29
20
xl

LWEDG*F LALGO=F
LEXPR-F LGRAD»T
LOD-F LPEAK=F
LBRICK-F LFIELD3-F
LROLERP=F LROTHER-F
LANSYS=F LDXF-F
LFIL3D-F LFIL2D=F
LBEMFEH-F LAXIS=F
LZCOT=F LHEAD

69
; riron

0
29.72

0
24.48

0
29.72

0
24.48

0
29.72

0
24.48

0
29.72

0
24.48

0
29.72

0
24.48

0
29.72

0
24.48

0
29.72

0
24.48

0
29.72

0
24.48
alpha

2
2
32
25
xu

6 H:N2
10 MIN2
14 MIH2

nor opt

5180
5180
5180
5180
-5180
-5180
-5180
-5180
-6180
-5180
-6180
-5180
5180
5180
5180
5180
5180
5180
5180
5180
-5180
-5180
-5180
-5180
-5180
-5180
-5180
-5180
5180
5180
5180
5180

0.003
cont

LHCiq2SC
LHCIQ2S0
LHCIQ2SC
LHCiq2SC
LHCiq2SC
LHCIQ2SC
LHCIQ2SC
LHCIQ2SC
LHCiq2SC
LHCiq2SC
LHCIQ2SC
LHCIQ2SC
LHCiq2SC
LHCIQ2SC
LHCiq2SC
LHCiq2SC
LHCiq2SC
LHCiq2SC
LHCIQ2SC
LHCIQ2SC
LHCiq2SC
LHCiq2SC
LHCiq2SC
LHCH)2SC
LHCiq2SC
LHCiq2SC
LHCiq2SC
LHCiq2SC
LHCiq2SC
LHCIQ2SC
LHCIQ2SC
LHCiq2SC

current condname

dfactorl DFAK
dfactor2 DFAK
fi2
fi4

xs

1
0.05
0.05

»r constr

PHIO 2
PHIO 4
string

10
1000
1000

weight

2000
nuer

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
nl

1
3
30
32

17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
n2

LPLOT=F
LINDU=F
LRECT-F
LF3INT=F
LSM00IH=F
LEXEL=F
LVDA^F
LEGEND=F

1
algo

0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
270
270
270
270
270
270
270
270
0
0
0
0

imag turn

2 29 30 /
4 31 32 /
/
/

bcs

The following perl program reads the template of the Roxie input, modifies the values of the design
variables according to an internal loop and runs Roxie. Then it extracts the harmonics from the output
and writes the values to a file.

*!/usr/local/bin/perl5

$tmin»-0.5;
$tmax=0.5;
$nstep=10;

for ($i=O;*i<=Snstep;*i++) {
$dl=$tmin+C$tmax-$tmin)/$nstep*$i;
$dfail=l-$dl/16.;
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tfi2=30.410-<13/16)«$dl/28.0*(180/3.14159265);
$ii4=23.760-(13/21)»$dl/36.5«<180/3.14159265);

open(ENTRADA,"plantilla") or die "Cannot open plantilla\n";
open(SALIDA,">mqm.data") or die "Cannot open roxie.madataW j

»hile «EJJTRADA>) {
s/diactorl/$dfakl/g;
s/dfactor2/$dfak2/gi
s/fi2/*fi2/g;
s/fi4/$fi4/g;
printf SALIDA;
}

close(ENTRADA);
close(SALIDA);

systemO'runroxie < input " ) ;
open(SALIDA,"mqni.output") or die "Cannot open roxie output\n";
uhile(<SALIDA» {

m/MAIN FIELD:/ or next;

$b2=$l and last;
}

while(<SALIDA» <
m/b 1: H\-?lO-91*\.lO-9}*)/;
$bl=$l;
m/b 3: +(\-?[0-9]+\.[0-93+)/;
$b3=$l and last;
}

uhile(<SALIDA» {
m/b 4: +(\-?[0-9]+\.[0-9]+)/;
*b4=$l ;
m/b 5: +(\-?[0-9]+\.[0-9]+)/;
$b5=$l ;
m/b 6: +(V? [0-9]+\. [0-9]+)/ ;
$b6=$l and last;
>

while(<SALIDA>) {
m/blO: +(\-?[0-9]+\.[0-9]+)/;
$blO=$l and last ;
}

open(RESULTADD,"»resultado.out") or die "Cannot open resultadi\n";
printf RESULTADO »%U\f/,lf\tZlf\f/.ll\ttlt\f/.lt\f/.U\tZlf\n",

$dl;$bl,$b2,$b3,$b4,$b5,$b6,$bl0;
close(RESULTADO);
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STRUCTURAL BEHAVIOUR AND MAGNETIC FIELD ERRORS IN A
SHORT MODEL DIPOLE MAGNET FOR THE LHC

L.Bottura, P.Ferracin, S.Russenschuck, D.Tommasini
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland

Abstract
A series of similar one meter short dipole models for LHC is being
manufactured and tested since 1995 for exploring in detail design variants
and assembly parameters. One of these magnets has been modified and re-
assembled in a way that the collared coils are not retained by the yoke and
during magnet excitation are free to expand in any direction under the action
of the Lorentz forces. Furthermore the coil sizes of this particular magnet are
much bigger than the nominal size, giving the opportunity to measure
magnetic field harmonics and carry out a comparison with a Finite Element
model in an extreme case. The results of the structural analysis have been
transferred to ROXIE and the relevant output compared to the experimental
magnetic measurements.

1. INTRODUCTION

A test and evaluation program of short and long superconducting magnets for the LHC is under way at
CERN since 1989. The program for short models has been intensified in 1995, when a new series of
one-meter long dipole magnets has been launched, the so-called MBSMS series [1]. Since then, 15
different single aperture magnets and 2 double aperture have been built and tested, several of them
have been rebuilt into new variants adding up to more than 25 magnets built and tested. The design is
based on a dismountable structure allowing easy implementation of variants. The coils are made in
two layers using 15 mm wide Rutherford cables. The inner layer cross section is characterised by three
or four blocks of conductors, depending on the design variant, separated by copper wedges to provide
the current distribution required by field homogeneity. The outer layer is divided into two blocks of
conductors. The superconducting cable is insulated by wrapping one or two layers of polyimide films,
depending on design variant, followed by one layer of adhesive polyimide tape. The external adhesive
tape provides bonding between adjacent turns. The effective insulation thickness of the cable
insulation ranges between 120 jim and 130 (J.m per side, i.e. between two turns there is in total about
250 |xm of insulation.
The coils are clamped by so-called collars, which can be either in aluminium or in austenitic steel
depending on design variants. The function of the collars is to confine the coils in a fixed volume by
providing a pre-compression which limits movements produced by the electrodynamic forces during
magnet excitation. The collars are thereafter inserted into a ferromagnetic structure clamped by an
external bolted stainless steel cylinder. The ferromagnetic yoke not only closes the magnetic field
around the collars providing an additional contribution to the magnetic field produced by the coils in
air, but also prevents the collars to expand when submitted to the Lorentz forces created in the coils.

2. THE MAGNET MBSMS9.V3

To study the effect on training performance and on magnetic field quality in an extreme case, a
selected dipole model, the MB SMS 9. V3, has been re-assembled adding between the yoke halves a 2
mm thick austenitic steel plate (Fig.l), leaving in this way a space between the collars and the yoke.
Its main features are listed in Table 1.
After collaring, which is the operation of clamping the coils inside the collars, an azimuthal pre-stress
of 39 and 54 MPa respectively was acting on the inner and on the outer layer coil. After cooling down
to 1.8 K the pre-stress decreased to 36 and 40 MPa on the inner and the outer layer.
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Fig.l: Schematic cross section of MBSMS9.V3.

Table 1: Summary features of MBSMS9.V3.

CABLE inner layer

CABLE outer layer

CABLE insulation inner/outer

COIL cross section

COIL end spacers

COIL ends

COLLARS

YOKE

SHRINKING CYLINDER

PRESTRESS after collaring

PRESTRESS @ 1.9K

15.0 mm wide 1.72/2.06mm thick, 28 strands tin coated, 7 \i filaments, Cu/Sc 1.60

15.0 mm wide 1.34/1.60 mm thick,36 strands tin coated,6 p. filaments, Cu/Sc 1.90

50|am48% L=15 + 270LCI-1 L=9sp2mm 2*25um48% L=15 +270LCI-1 L=9sp2mm

«I>56 mm, 3 blocks(5+6+4 turns from mid-plane) inner layer,2 blocks (ll+15)outer

isoperimetric, machined G i l .

impregnated with STYCAST 2850FT

3 mm thick Aluminium 5083H24

5 mm ferromagnetic (straight part) & 2 mm austenitic steel(ends&part of layer jump)

12 mm thick, bolted.

Inner layer 39 MPa ; Outer layer 54 MPa

Inner layer 36 MPa; Outer layer 40 MPa

3. THE FINITE ELEMENT MODEL

The model is based on the usual approach used for studying the mechanical structure of the LHC
dipole magnets. The collars are represented by two layers of 2D element with a thickness of 0.5 mm
each, and the coils by a single layer 1.0 mm thick.
The cross-sectional geometry, due to symmetry, is modellized only in one quadrant.
To simulate the behavior of the collar laminations, the two layers have been meshed with a particular
boundary condition (Fig. 2): on the mid-plane (boundary condition 3) the layers have the same
horizontal displacements and opposite vertical displacements. Symmetry boundary conditions are
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imposed on the mid-plane for the coils (boundary condition 2) and along the vertical axis for the collar
(boundary condition 1).

o
(

oo

O ^^Rss

boundary condition 2 boundary condition 3

Fig.2: The Finite Element model

One of the most important characteristic of the MBSMS9.V3 is the gap of 1.5 mm between yoke and
collar: this means that the collared coil assembly never comes into contact with the yoke and is free to
expand in any direction. This is the reason why in the Finite Element model the yoke and the shrinking
cylinder were not considered.
The model of the coil takes into account a non-uniform azimuthal distribution of the elastic modulus.
Each block of conductors has been divided in several areas, to which a specific value of the elastic
modulus can be attributed depending on pressure (Fig. 3). The gray regions correspond to the copper
spacers. Each of the white regions are part of conductor blocks.
A new specificity of the model is the definition of the coil size and its relationship with the model of
the computer code ROXIE [2]. In fact, the nominal geometry used by ROXIE for the computation of
the field harmonics of the LHC dipoles is reached with a pre-stress of 50 MPa in infinitely rigid
collars, considering that only azimuthal deformation occurs. Starting from this geometry, the coil is
analytically expanded in an infinitely rigid structure to 0 MPa according to the experimental effective
elastic modulus as measured between 0 and 50 MPa. The apparent absolute elastic modulus has been
computed considering the difference between the coil size at different pre-stress levels and the
uncompressed size: in this way the absolute displacements computed with ANSYS [3] are directly the
ones taking place in the real coil.
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The model is thereafter checked by compressing with ANSYS the coil inside infinitely rigid collars to
50 MPa and verifying that all the positions of the conductors blocks are the same as in the nominal
ROXEE geometry within an accuracy of ±0.01 mm. For the specific magnet MBSMS9.V3 the real
measured coils size deviation compared to the nominal geometry has been added into the coil.

Figure 3(a): The nominal coil Figure 3(b): Subdivision of the coil into areas

The structural study from room temperature to cold and with magnetic field is then carried out by
replacing the infinitely rigid collars by collars made with different materials (in particular aluminum
for MBSMS9.V3). The sequences of the procedure of modelling and computation are schematized in
the flowchart of figure 4.

4. PHYSICAL PARAMETERS OF MBSMS9.V3 AND THEIR USE IN THE F.E. MODEL

Several parameters introduced in the Finite Element model are linked to specific features of the
magnet:
• the measured coil size and modulus at ambient temperature
• the thermal contraction of the coil between ambient temperature and liquid helium temperature
• the elastic modulus of the coil at liquid helium temperature

4.1 Measured coil size and elastic modulus at ambient temperature.

A typical measured loading cycle for measuring the coil size deviation as a function of applied
pressure, referred to the nominal size, is shown in Figure 5.
The coils of MBSMS9.V3 are larger (negative size difference in Figure 5 means bigger size) than the
coils of other MBSMS models. For the inner layer this was due to the cable size, whose average
thickness was 1.896 mm instead of the usual 1.870-1.880 mm. For the outer layer the cable size was as
for other magnets, but its behaviour was different. In particular the same outer layer cable has been
used for three magnets: MBSMS9, for MBSMS10 and for MBSMS11. The first two magnets show
large coil sizes (about 0.3-0.4 mm bigger) and an anomalous big loss of coil pre-stress (for the outer
layer) between ambient temperature and cold. For the latter model, MBSMS11, the coil size was kept
to smaller level (similar to the average of MBSMS models) by reducing the thickness of one of the
insulating tapes (from 25 [im to 19 |iim).
The coils are made up by cable blocks with their insulation and by copper spacers. In the Finite
Element model the cable blocks are modellized separately from the copper spacers, as they have
different physical characteristics. The elastic modulus of the cable blocks has been computed from the
measured pressure-size curves of the whole internal and external coil layers obtaining the values in
Table 2.
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Coil geometry from ROXIE
This geometry is reached with a pre-

stress of 50 MPa in infinitely rigid collars,
considering that only azimuthal

deformation occurs

Definition of the unloaded
coil in ANSYS

This is the starting coil used in ANSYS
before the application of the loads. The coil
of ROXIE is expanded along the azimuthal

direction. When submitted to 50 MPa of
azimuthal pre-stress in infinitely rigid
collars using the experimantal elastic

properties this coil fits the one of ROXIE

Adaptation of the
elastic modulus

Application of loads
Mechanical, thermal and electromagnetic

loads are applied to the unloaded
geometry in ANSYS considering the real

properties of the components.

Check the elastic
modulus

The elastic modulus of the different
areas of the coil must correspond to

the local stress calculated

Computation of the displacement
of each conductor

Data transfer from ANSYS to
ROXIE

Computation of the magnetic field

Figure 4: Flowchart of the modelling and computation procedure
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Fig. 5: Example of measuring cycle of one external coil layer of MBSMS9.V3.

Table 2: Apparent absolute elastic modulus of inner and outer layer cable blocks
Pressure (MPa)

2
5

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

1 0 0

Inner layer blocks elastic modulus (MPa)
1200
2000
2500
3000
3800
4300
4700
5000
5250
5600
5850
6100

Outer layer blocks elastic modulus (MPa)
900

1300
1600 .
2300
2850
3350
3800
4200
4550
4900
5250
5550

4.2 Coil thermal contraction and elastic modulus at cold

By adding up all the individual contributions of the components building a coil, according to the
values of Table 3, the equivalent thermal contraction of the inner layer coil should be of about 4-10"3.
However, for explaining the experimental fact that from 300 K to 1.9 K there is, in the collared coils, a
moderate decrease of pre-stress instead of an increase, the thermal contraction of the coils must be
assumed much higher. In fact at cold the difference in coil pre-stress is given by the different thermal
contractions between collars and coil and by the variations of the elastic modulus. The higher thermal
contraction of the coil with respect to the collars acts for a decrease of the coil pre-stress, while the
change of the elastic modulus of the coil acts towards an increase of the coil pre-stress.
The cable and perhaps its interface with the cable insulation could play a fundamental role in the coil
thermal contraction, justifying the high values required by the model.

Table 3: Thermal contractions between 300 K and 1.9 K
Collars (aluminium)
Copper wedges
Polyimide (measured at CERN on Vespel®)
Bare Nb/Ti cable, in the longitudinal direction
Cable blocks of inner layer used in ANS YS
Cable blocks of outer layer used in ANSYS

4.2-10"3

3.3-103

81O3

2.7-10"3

8.7-103

9.2-10"3
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As anticipated before, an anomalous loss of coil pre-stress between ambient temperature and cold
(about 15MPa) was present in all three MBSMS models which have used the same cable 02C076. For
the other MBSMS models and for all experimental tests done at CERN, still a moderate decrease of
pre-stress between the situation after collaring and cold has always been observed. This could be
consistent with the assumption that the insulation tape at cold penetrates more between the cable
strands, reducing its effective thickness.

4. ESTIMATED COIL DEFORMATIONS

The model described in the previous paragraphs has been implemented with the parameters relevant to
the specific magnet MBSMS9.V3 and run in ANSYS 5.3 in the following conditions:
• after collaring
• after cooling down to 1.8 K with no magnetic field
• with magnetic fields between 2T and 9T.

warm at cold, B=OT

at cold, B=5T at cold, B=9T

Figure 6: Schematic displacements of the blocks: the continuous line represents the conductor blocks position
compressed at 50 MPa at ambient temperature in non deformable collars, the dotted lines represent the deformed
geometries under the different conditions.
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As the collars are not clamped by the yoke, they are free to deform under the action electromagnetic
forces created in the coils during magnet excitation. The effect of this deformation is shown in Figure
6, referred to a nominal coil geometry.
After collaring, due to the deformation of the collars, the blocks near the poles present a positive radial
displacement (Fig. 6(a)). At 1.8 K (Fig. 6(b)) all the blocks are shifted towards the centre of the
magnet because of the thermal contraction. In presence of the electromagnetic forces, at 9 T (Fig.
6(d)), the blocks near the mid-plane are pushed outwards and the blocks near the poles are compressed
towards the horizontal axis.
For the MBSMS9.V3 we have taken into account the real coils size. As an example of this condition
the displacement of the conductor blocks at cold for MBSMS9.V3 is shown in Figure 7. All the blocks
are set at a higher angle: in fact the MBSMS9.V3 magnet is characterised by a coil larger than the
nominal one and by a low pre-stress. It will be shown later that this particular situation is responsible
for example for the high sextupole component of S9.V3.

mm

5.

Figure 7: Schematic displacements of the blocks of MBSMS9.V3 at 1.8 K and 0 T.

FIELD ANALYSIS WITH ROXIE AND MAGNETIC MEASUREMENTS RESULTS

6.1 Magnetic measurements

The MBSMS9.V3 model dipole was tested in a vertical cryostat at superfluid helium temperature
(ranging typically from 1.7 K to 1.9 K). The measurement of the magnetic field was done using radial
rotating coils mounted on a glass-fibre shaft [4]. Five adjacent coil sections are installed on the shaft to
measure the field dependence along the magnet bore. The three coil sections in the centre cover the
straight part (200 mm length each section, covering approximately 600 mm) while the top and bottom
coil sections (240 mm length each section) cover the magnet ends. The signals from the five coil
sections are read-out simultaneously using a chain of VME integrators. The measurements reported
here have been taken in steady state conditions at a total of approximately 20 current values along the
magnet loadline. Both ramp-up and ramp-down powering branches were measured to evidence
hysteresis effects from superconductor magnetisation. The testing procedure starts with a standard pre-
cycle (ramp-up to 11.75 kA and down to 50 A) to achieve a known and reproducible initial
magnetisation state. In order to obtain an average indication of the geometric multipoles the results of
the three central coils have been integrated along the length. This was done mainly to suppress the
influence of longitudinal oscillations of the multipoles (periodic pattern).
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6.2 Field analysis with ROXIE

To compute the field harmonics ROXIE needs the displacements of each conductor referred to the
reference geometry. These displacements are interpolated from the Finite Element solution for each
individual conductor and referred to the reference geometry (Fig. 8).
All relevant runs have been first carried out in a linear case with a non saturating iron, allowing to
study the influence of geometry changes only, thereafter the effect of the iron saturation has been
added.

j nodes used for data transfer from Ansys to Roxie

Figure 8: Data transfer from ANSYS to ROXIE

Figures 9 and 10 show the results obtained on the normal sextupole b3 and normale decapole b5 as a
function of the excitation field. The measurement at each field value have been averaged for the two
ramp-up and rump-down directions to remove cable magnetisation effects. At moderate field (in the
range of 3.5 T to 5, corresponding to 5 kA to 7 kA excitation current) the curves are relatively flat
(both measurements and average). In the high field region (above 5 T) the sextupole decreases
continuously and smoothly under the effect of iron saturation and Lorentz forces.

Fable 4: Measurec
MEASURED

B

2.0

4.0

5.0

6.0

7.0

8.0

9.0

b3

-4.13

-4.14

-4.17

-4.25

-4.35

-4.41

b5

0.478

0.477

0.475

0.473

0.469

0.460

b7

-0.019

-0.019

-0.019

-0.018

-0.017

-0.016

and computed values

COMPUTED WITHOUT
SATURATION

B

2.0

4.0

5.0

6.0

7.0

8.0

9.0

b3

-4.17

-4.42

-4.54

-4.74

-5.02

-5.29

-5.55

b5

0.423

0.416

0.411

0.410

0.403

0.399

0.397

b7

-0.015

-0.016

-0.016

-0.018

-0.019

-0.020

-0.021

ofb3, b5,b7
EFFECT OF

SATURATION
B

2.0

4.0

5.0

6.0

7.0

8.0

9.0

b3

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.10

0.40

0.83

1.12

b5

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

-0.002

-0.003

-0.002

b7

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.005

0.014

0.019
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6.3 Discussion

The curve of the computed b3 has been obtained by considering separately the effects of the
deformation of the coil and of the saturation of the yoke. The offset of about 4 units of the sextupole at
low fields is explained mostly by the oversize of the coils, which acts for a negative contribution to the
sextupole, and in a minor extent by the deformation of the collars which also acts for a negative
contribution to the sextupole (because the collars tend to open radially close to the collar nose). The
saturation gives a positive contribution to the sextupole which partially compensates the effect of the
deformation of the coil at high fields. The fit between the model and the experimental data is very
good both for absolute values and for the behaviour during the excitation.
Absolute values and relative variations during magnet excitations have been computed and compared
to experimental results also for the other allowed harmonics such as b5 and b7 (Fig. 10 and Tab. 4). In
particular the computed b5 is very close to the one measured, and its behaviour during excitation is
also well described by the model.
For b7 computed and measured values are also very close each others, but the computed effect of
saturation appears to be over estimated, probably due to limitations in the mesh description in ROXIE.

6. Conclusions

The precise definition of the coil size and properties in essential to compute the effect of the
deformation of the conductor blocks on field quality, especially for estimating the absolute values of
the field harmonics. In the paper a specific short superconducting dipole model prototype for LHC has
been modellized by introducing its measured coil properties. This approach has required the setting up
of a new strategy especially for the definition of the reference coil sizes and the data transfer from
ANSYS to ROXIE. An "uncompressed" coil has been defined starting from the experimental
measurements of coil size and elastic modulus, and its link with the "compressed nominal coil",
coming from the design done with ROXIE, has been established. In addition the coil properties
between ambient temperature and cold, like thermal contractions and variations of elastic modulus,
have been fed-back from experimental data into the Finite Element model.
The results obtained with this model give confidence that main effects of the coil deformation can be
reliably estimated associating structural and magnetical analysis carried out with ANSYS and with
ROXIE.
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EFFECT OF SUPERCONDUCTOR FILAMENT MAGNETIZATION
ON THE FIELD ERRORS

R. Wolf
CERN, 1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland

Abstract
One of the main source of field errors in a superconducting magnet is the mag-
netization M of the superconducting filaments. Screening currents, of persis-
tent nature, are induced by any field change during operation of the magnet.
This chapter discribes the models for the calculation of these effects and the
parameters to be defined in ROXIE.

1 Multipole errors resulting from persistent currents

One of the main source of field errors in a superconducting magnet is the magnetization M of the super-
conducting filaments. Screening currents, of persistent nature, are induced by any field change during
operation of the magnet. These currents appear in first approximation as a trapped magnetization dipole
m = AfuM with hysteretic behaviour, where Aju is the filamentary cross section in a strand. In most
models describing the magnetization of the filaments M is proportional to Jc • d, where Jc is the critical
current density in the filament and d the filament diameter. The magnetizatiom M therefore depends
on the field, which in general varies over a magnet winding. The program does not however take into
account the effect of the field of a magnetic moment on the other moments.

The multipoles generated by the plane magnetic moment (per meter) m = my + imx located at
the position zm = x + iy, including the effect of the cylindrical iron yoke with constant permeability and
with inner radius RirOn, can be calculated as follows:

> (i)

Here m* is the complex conjugate of m. Equation (1) shows that in principle all harmonic orders
are generated. Symmetry conditions in a perfect magnet are such that the same allowed harmonics are
generated as for the geometric errors.

The model for the filament magnetization M(B) is based on a fit [1] of measured magnetization
data [2]. The fit consists of two formulae, one for the fully penetrated state and one for the penetration
phase. The envelope of upper and lower magnetization branches in fully penetrated state is fitted as:

I M[B) |= ~ (2)

where B is the module of the magnetic field, while (a and n are fit constants. The sign of M(B)
depends on the direction of the field change. The penetration phase, after a field reversal starting at Brev

(corresponding to a magnetic moment | Mrev |= -^— ) is fitted as:

M(B) = Mrev + {h2 - 2h)AM(Brev) (3)

where h is the normalised variable:
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B - Br

and AM(Brev) is the width of the hysteresis loop from the field reversal point Brev to full pen-
etration at B = S r e u -I- Bp(Brev). The value of Bp(Brev), the penetration field starting from the field
reversal point Brev, is computed scaling the experimental value of the penetration field Bp{0) and the
width of the magnetization loop AM(0) measured at zero field:

Bp{Brev) - BP(U) AM(QJ (5)

Note that Eq. (5) is non linear because AM(Brev) can be calculated (using Eq. (2)) only when
Bp is known. To give orders of magnitude, the values of the parameters used to fit the magnetization
of a LHC strand with 7 fim filament diameter are a « 0.027(T1+n),n « 0.5, J3p(0) « 0.15(T), and
AM(0) = 0.105 (T). As we are interested in the magnetization at low field, where the critical current
is much larger than the transport current, we do not make any transport current correction. Finally, all
strands are assumed to be in a fully penetrated state at the extremes of a field cycle. This assumption
limits the use of this model to major magnetization loops. A comparison of calculated and measured
field errors due to filament magnetization can be found in [3].
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Parameter

Cycle Number

Minimum field of
magnetic cycle
Maximum field of
magnetic cycle
Injection Field
Level
Ramprate

Jc at B=5 Tesla
and T=Tp

Tp
T

Filfac

FilDia

Strand Name

Explanation

1: virgin run, just after
cooldown or quench, up to
the maximum cycle field.
2: run down from the maximum
cycle field
3: run up from the minimum
cycle field, after having
descended from the maximum
cycle field
Read the Cycle Number
explanation. (> 0)
Read the Cycle Number
explanation.(> 0)
Field where the error
is calculated. (> 0)
Used for including the
field errors due to
interfilament coupling. Data
available for some strands only.
Critical current density
in the filaments at B=0.5T
and T=Tp.
Temperature for Jc above.
The temperature Tp should not
be mixed up with the
operating temperature T.
T is set in the roxie.madata file.
The Roxie superconductor filling
factors present in the fieldmap are
multiplied by this factor.
Filament diameter (d)

The strandnames are found in
file roxie.remdata.

Units

Tesla

Tesla

Tesla

T/s

A/mm2

K
K

m

Recommended
value, if any
3 for LHC

main magnets

0 for LHC
main magnets

0

3000

4.2

1.0

d < 7/zm
VAC-B2-2170
7 < d < 15/xm
01D95276AE

Example for
LHC Main Dipole

3

0

8.4

0.54

0

3000

4.2
1.8

1.0

6/^rn, outer layer
7fj,m, inner layer

VAC-B2-2170

Table 1: Parameter to be defined in the ROXIE program
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TRACING MEASURED MAGNETIC FIELD IMPERFECTIONS IN
LHC MAGNETS BY MEANS OF INVERSE FIELD CALCULATION

S. Russenschuck
CERN, 1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland

Abstract
After measuring the magnetic field of a model or prototype superconduct-
ing magnet for the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) an inverse field problem
is formulated in order to explain the origin of the content of unwanted mul-
tipole terms. The inverse problem solving is done by means of a least-squares
minimization using the Levenberg-Marquard algorithm. Although the unique-
ness of the results remains uncertain, useful insights into the causes of mea-
sured field imperfections can be deduced. A model dipole magnet, a main
quadrupole prototype and a combined dipole-sextupole corrector magnet are
given as examples.

1 The inverse field problem

Several model and prototype magnets have been built in common development programs with industry
and national laboratories [1]. Their measured field distribution exhibits multipole components which are
due to perturbations of the coil block arrangements in the manufacturing process. In order to reduce
these random errors it is necessary to know where they come from, thus allowing to specify appropriate
tolerances for the construction. The paper discusses the inverse field calculation problem associated with
this question.

The function to be minimized in the inverse field computation problem yields

n
minz(X) = min^Pi • ((fi(X))2 + (gi(X))2) (1)

with the residuals

= b*i(X)-bi (2)

= a*i{JC)-Oi (3)

subject to upper and lower bounds for the design variables xu < xi < xiu, I = 1, ..n where
b*(X),a*(X) are the calculated and bj.aj are the measured multipoles. X is the vector of the design
variables for the inverse problem. The pi are weighing factors in order to compensate for the different
numerical values of the residuals. The design variables are the possible perturbations of the coil blocks,
which determine the content of the multipole components. The perturbations are due to tolerances in the
manufacturing of the conductors, the insulation, the coil blocks and the wedges. In addition positioning
errors may occur due to the outward electromagnetic forces and the initial prestress that must be applied
to avoid tensile stress over the whole cross section. Because of the non-symmetric nature of the geomet-
rical coil positioning errors a high number of design variables results for the inverse field problem. It
had therefore to be assumed that the positioning errors hold for an entire coil block rather than individual
conductors.
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The optimization procedure consists of an algorithm for finding the minimum value of an uncon-
strained objective function as there are no nonlinear constraints to be considered as is often the case in
design optimization. The treatment of upper and lower bounds for the perturbations (design variables) is
derived from an exterior point penalty function method described in chapter x. Because of the fact that
there are far more degrees of freedom than objectives the problem is ill-posed. Therefore a regulariza-

tion term
possible.

=I 1i' X1 *s added to Eq. (1) to make sure that the coil-block displacements stay as small as

As a minimization algorithm the Levenberg-Marquard method is applied which was originally
developed for nonlinear regression problems using least-squares objective functions and can therefore
efficiently be applied to the minimization of the distance function. The algorithms is described in chap-
ter x. The number of function evaluations are between 800 and 1200.

2 The superconducting dipole model magnet

Table 1. shows the multipole content measured for the MBSMS15 VI coiltest facility which has the coil
design of the V6-1 coil and is mounted in a single aperture iron yoke. The measurement is given for a
current of 4000 A where no iron saturation occurs in the yoke and the influence of persistent currents
can be neglected. The second column shows the "intrinsic" terms as expected from the ideal coil block
arrangement. The design variables for the minimization problem are the azimuthal and radial displace-
ments of each coil block thus resulting in 48 design variables. In addition the position (off-centring) of
the measurement coil is regarded as a design variable.

n
-i

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Measured
Normal Skew

0.644 0.565
2.17 -0.407

-0.0187 -0.0340
-0.115 -0.0218

0.00046 0.0050
0.0297 0.00676

-0.00022 0.00028
0.00146 0.00053
0.00025 0.00096
0.00211 0.00066

Intrinsic
Normal Skew

_

1.41
-

-0.105
•

0.025
-

0.00144
-

0.0029

Table 1: Measured and intrinsic multipole content of the main dipole model magnet, relative errors in
units of 10~4 at 10 mm, current 4000 A

Figure 1 shows the displacements of the coil blocks found by the Levenberg-Marquard algorithm
after about 800 function evaluations. Because there are far more unknowns than residuals we cannot
expect unique solutions to the problem. The algorithm has therefore been started with different initial
guesses in order to confirm the solutions, but the differences between these solutions differ only slightly.
The biggest azimuthal displacements are in the order of 0.05 deg, all other displacements are to scale.
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Fig. 1: Coil block displacement of the main dipole

3 The main quadrupole magnet

The lattice quadrupoles are developed in close collaboration between CERN and CEA, Saclay, in France.
The present collaboration agreement foresees design and manufacture of two quadrupole prototypes by
CEA, Saclay together with the development of the tooling for a later series production. The main param-
eters of these magnets which feature, as the dipoles, two apertures in one common yoke, are a nominal
gradient of 252 T/m, a magnetic length of 3.05 m, a nominal current of 15060 A, an inner coil aperture
of 50 mm and an operational temperature of 1.8 K. A design report has been published in [7]. Before
having been assembled into their common yoke the two coil-collar assemblies of the second magnet have
undergone magnetic measurements at room temperature. Table 2 gives the measured multipole distribu-
tion in the straight part of one of these assemblies [8] together with the expected (intrinsic) values.

n
1
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Measured
Normal Skew

0.27 0.36
0.01 -0.21
-0.03 0.
-0.23 -0.02
0.01 0.

0. 0.
0. 0.

-0.01 0.

Intrinsic
Normal Skew

0.107

-0.0087

Table 2: Measured multipoles in the straight part of one aperture and intrinsic values as expected from
the coil design, relative errors in units of 10~4 at 10 mm, current 10000 A

For the computations certain constraints on the block displacements were introduced: At the poles
the collar inserts represent a limitation to any azimuthal motion. The blocks adjacent to the horizontal or
vertical planes move together azimuthally; this motion may be different for the two layers. In this way a
difference of elastic moduli in the coil layers is accounted for. Each block is allowed to move in the radial
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Fig. 2: Coil-block displacement of a quadrupole prototype, biggest vector represents a 0.25 mm displacement

direction resulting in a total number of 32 design variables for the inverse field problem. The result of the
inverse problem computation can be seen in Fig. 2. The arrow length of the most important displacement
corresponds to 0.25 mm in block no. 24. All other displacement arrows are to scale. These results also
allow to check the need for a mandrel inside the coil aperture in the final collaring phase (in fact, the
coil assembly mandrel was extracted before the final compression of the collars). The displacements in
Fig. 2 show no significant inside movement of inner layer blocks, indicating that the adopted collaring
procedure seems acceptable.

4 The combined sextupole-dipole corrector magnet

Each cell in the LHC lattice contains in addition to the dipole bending magnets and the quadrupoles a
correction magnet. This magnet incorporates a sextupole coil for correction of the chromaticity of the
machine and a dipole coil for correction of the orbit of the particles in the machine. To make the magnet
as compact as possible, the dipole coil has been placed around the sextupole coil reducing the overall
length of the magnet to 1.3 m. A prototype has been built and tested [9] to see if the concept of su-
perimposed coils (and fields) would give the expected performance. The results showed that, after some
training, the magnet could produce all combinations of sextupole fields and dipole fields up to the desired
sextupole gradient of 4000 T/m2 and dipole field of 1.5 T. It appeared however that the field quality was
not as good as one could expect from the calculations, cf. table 3.

Deformation due to the Lorentz force loading does not seem to be the cause: the measured field
precisions are about the same whether measured on the individual fields or on the combined fields where
the Lorentz forces are much higher. The measuring coil could not be centered very precisely and this
might cause some of the lower multipoles in the sextupole field. In particular the dipole as well as the
quadrupole component in the sextupole field can each come from a badly centered measuring coil but
not both at the same time because each corresponds to a different centering error. The horizontal dipole
field should have no vertical "normal" component. However, the appearance of this component in the
measured results can be explained by a known error in the azimuthal position of one of the measuring
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coils. The precision of the magnet coil assembly was expected to be within 0.05 mm and this could
not explain the measured multipoles. The inverse problem approach has been applied to see which coil
positions would correspond to the measured field quality.

All blocks were free to move in the azimuthal and the radial directions resulting in a total number
of 56 design variables for the inverse problem. The problem has been solved in two steps. The first step
was made assuming that the measuring coils were perfectly centered in the magnet. In the second step
the position of the measuring coil inside the magnet was also treated as a design variable, increasing the
number of unknowns to 58. In the second step the displacements of the coil blocks found by the algo-
rithm are slightly smaller. The results of the second step are shown in Figure 3 for both the sextupole and
the dipole. The measuring coil was probably off center by 0.038 mm in the horizontal and 0.031 mm in
the vertical direction.

The maximum errors in the block positions of the magnet are a radial displacement of 0.12 mm
of block 1 and a tangential displacement of 0.3 deg. in block 7. The measured quadrupole components
can be partly explained by the off center of the measurement coil and partly by the inward displacement
of blocks 1 to 6 of the sextupole, which also explain the measured octupole. There also seems to be a
systematic widening of the sextupole coils.

n
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
O
O

9

Measured
Normal

-
-70.5
3640.

1.8
-0.8
-0.1

-

-0.22

Skew
10650.
-58.3
4.6
-0.5
-2.2
0.2
-

-

Intrinsic
Normal

-
-

3640.
-
-
-
-

0.074

Skew
10650.

-
2.87

-
0.11

-
0.026

-0.03

Table 3: Measured and intrinsic multipole content of the combined sextupole - dipole corrector magnets.
Units in 10~4T at a radius of 10 mm. Current for the sextupole 3200 A per coil segment, for the dipole
360 A per coil segment. Because of the nested character of the coil the field components are not given in
relative units as for the other inverse problems.

5 The cause of training quenches in a model dipole

Fig. 4 shows the first couple of quenches for a long dipole model built in industry [13]. It shows a
typical "training" characteristic with subsequent quenches being always slightly higher than before. The
enormous electromagnetic forces push the conductors into a more stable position within the mechanical
structure. These movements can trigger the training quench. In the model magnet presented, 8 quenches
occurred below the nominal design field of 8.4 T. The following quenches were above the nominal field.
Measurements of the field quality before and after the cryogenic tests [14] show that the coil was dis-
placed after the assembly of the magnet and the quenches pushed the conductors towards their nominal
position. This can be seen from the field components given in Table 1 where the field components
measured before and after the cryogenic test are listed together with the intrinsic values which are the
calculated nominal errors. The field quality is actually getting better after the tests. The inverse problem
solving consists of using optimization routines to find the distorted coil geometries which exactly pro-
duce the multipole content measured and therefore calculate the sources of the low training quenches,
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20

14

Fig. 3: Coil block displacement of the combined dipole- sextupole corrector magnet

Fig. 4: Training quenches of dipole model magnet built in industry.

i.e. the movements of the coil blocks during excitation of the magnet.

n
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11

Before
b

0.378
-2.072
-0.055
0.247
0.0183
0.0316
-0.0008
-0.0011

0.
0.0092

a
-0.634
0.0944
0.1506
0.0348
0.0062
-0.0064
-0.0002
-0.0007
0.0011

0.

After
b

0.463
-1.246
-0.028
0.1699
0.0104
0.0339
0.0005
-0.0015
-0.0002
0.0090

a
-0.229
0.117
0.118

0.0128
0.0115
-0.0029
0.0007
-0.0017
0.0016

0.

Intrinsic
b

0.2478
-0.9008
0.1105
0.0178

-0.00183
0.00534
0.00002
-0.00013
-0.00002
0.00935

a
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
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Fig. 5: Displacement of coil blocks before (a) and after (b) the cold test with training quenches. The comparison of the two

states indicate the movements that might have triggered the quenches. The displacements were calculated from inverse field

calculations using field quality measurements at room temperature before and after the test. The radial displacement of block 5

(left) is 0.183 mm, all other displacements are to scale. The biggest movement occurred in block 5 which was shifted outwards

by 0.07 mm.

Magnetic field measurements before and after crygonic test and intrinisic field errors as computed for
nominal dimensions and conductor location (in units of 10~4 at radius 10 mm)

From the calculated coil block displacements before and after the test, the relative movement of the coil
block during the test can be estimated. The displacements are shown in Fig. 5.

6 Conclusions

The inverse problem approach to analyze the measured field quality in the different types of supercon-
ducting accelerator magnets has turned out to be a powerful tool to trace back the origin of construction
imperfections in a non destructive way. It is an extension of the optimization methods used to design
these magnets. Although the higher number of 'design' variables makes the proof for the uniqueness of
the results difficult, the computations provide an helpful insight about the possible sources of unwanted
multipole components in the magnets. The magnitudes found for the block displacements turned out to
be comparable to the mechanical tolerances expected in the magnet coil fabrication. This allows realistic
predictions concerning the content of the unwanted multipole components to be expected in LHC.
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COIL-END DESIGN AND END-SPACER MANUFACTURE

S. Russenschuck
CERN, 1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland

Abstract
One of the main tasks in designing the coil of the superconducting magnet is
the coil end optimization and design of end-spacers. In ROXIE the generation
of constant perimeter coil ends is automatically done using only a very view
user supplied input data. The design principle of the coil end is described in
this chapter.

1 Types of coil-ends

For the automatic generation of the coil end region, four options are available:

• Coil end design with or without shims between the turns and conductors placed on the winding
mandrel, see Fig. 1.

• Coil end with grouped conductors or with shims between the turns accounting for cable deforma-
tions, aligned at the outer radius of the end-spacers. End-spacers featuring shelfs to support the
turns.

• Coil end for magnets with rectangular cross sections.

• Racetrack coil ends with or without additional straight sections. With this option it is possible to
model solenoid and torus magnets in 3 dimensions, see Fig. 2.

Fig. 1: Pair of constant perimeter coils

The geometric positions of bare conductors in xy, yz, sz plane as well as in the 3 dimensions can be
printed in the DXF format (DXF, Data eXchange Format originally developed by Autodesc) suitable for
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Fig. 2: Racetrack shape pair of coils, left with additional straight section in X direction

other CAD programs such as EUCLID and AUTOCAD. For numerical field calculation packages such
as ANSYS and OPERA3D specialized interfaces are available. 3d peak field calculation in the coil end
is possible either for a bare coil or a coil housed in an infinitesimal long iron cylinder. For the calculation
of the integrated multipole content the start and the end of the iron yoke can be specified. Note that in this
case the start and end of the integration path has to be sufficiently far away from the iron discontinuity as
otherwise the applied imaging method gives wrong results. In both cases the iron saturation effects have
to be neglected. In the following sections the generation of the geometrical model is described.

2 Conductor positioning in the YZ plane

Fig. 3 shows the 3d coordinate system for the calculations of the conductor positioning in the end regions
together with the inclination angles and positions of each coil block which have to be given as input. They
are the radius of the winding mandrel, the inclination and positioning angle in the 2d cross-section, the
inclination angle in the YZ plane, the ellipticity of the upper edge of the conductor and an additional
straight section.

Fig. 4 shows the cut in the YZ plane of the coil end. Between the turns additional wedges are
placed and the conductors are aligned on the winding mandrel. Fig. 5 shows the cut in the YZ plane of
a coil end with conductors aligned on the outer diameter of the end spacers and with additional shelfs to
support the coil blocks.

From a given bo and a given inclination angle /?o one can derive with 7 = arctan(w^u ' °) and
72 = Po + 2 • 7 the conductor positions in the YZ plane by repeating the calculations for the z position

zQ (1)

z\
0 „

) l • cosp0

= z\ + Wi • cos(90 - Po ~ 7)

— ZA -I- wo • cos(90 — J3Q — 7)

(2)

(3)

(4)
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Fig. 3: Coordinate system of the coil-end

Fig. 4: YZ plane of coil end with inter-turn wedges and conductors aligned on the mandrel

Fig. 5: YZ plane of coil end with conductors aligned on outer diameter of the wedges

and for the y position

y2=u>i- sin(90 - A) - 7)
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= \h? i - Wo

V3 = y4 + w0- sin(90 - /3o - 7)

in case of the ID alignment. For the OD alignment we get (c.f. fig. 6):

(7)

(8)

V3 = n + h

2/4 = 2/3 - Wo • sin(90 - /30 - 7)

) 2 • cos/?0

- sin(90 - A) - 7)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

K X
b O+z 0

Fig. 6: Position of the conductors in the yz plane, left: ID alignment, right: OD alignment

3 Conductor positioning in the sz plane

The upper and lower edges of the conductors are defined by their position in the xy cross section which
yield a* and a0 the half axis of the ellipse in the sz plane. Each turn can have an additional straight section
ZQ. Together with the position Zi in the yz plane and the ellipticity of the upper edge 60 the ellipticity of
the inner edge 6j can be calculated from the constant perimeter condition.

3.1 Elliptical shapes

In the sz-plane we assume the upper edges of the conductor as being of elliptical shape cf. fig. X.

(13)
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b o

Fig. 7: Upper and lower edges of the conductors in the sz plane

Fig. 8: SZ plane of coil end with elliptical shape of conductor edges

The positions of the lower edge is assumed as being of constant perimeter thus resulting in a
straight section k and an ellipse with a smaller half axis 6j. The perimeter of the ellipse (starting at
z — ZQ) of the upper edge can be approximated by

+ )
with

ao-bo* ~ —n~a0 + o0

(14)

(15)

is given from the position of the lower edge in the yz plane. It yields:

Pi + 2 • k = Po

U + bi = Zi — ZQ
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H and therefore l{ can be calculated recursively with the equation

Po — %{Zi ~ ZQ) — ^ ^ ^ ( l + '
(18)

with

v = a*+ 6?

3.2 Hyper-elliptical shapes

The radius of curvature of the ellipse for small values of z is

An alternative with a 0 curvature at the onset of the bend is the hyper-elliptical shape:

(19)

(20)

a2 + 63 - (21)

M 60 70 V) K IC

Fig. 9: SZ plane of coil end with hyper-elliptical shape of the edges

The calculation of the lower edge follows the reasoning for the ellipse, however, there is no closed
form available for the calculation of the perimeter of the hyper-ellipse. Therefore a polynomial approxi-
mation for the perimeter is used:

P = 3.868 + 1.552(5) + 1.601(5? - 0.489(5)3

b o o

Note however that this approximation only holds for a/b ratios between 0.3 and 1.

(22)
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4 Radius of curvature

One aim of the coil end design is to keep the minimum radius of curvature in each coil block within
certain limits. The curvature is calculated with a finite difference approach as:

(23)

with

d2x
— (24)

d2y yi+i - tyi + yi-i .
ds2 ~ A? (25)

d z Zi+i — 2z{ + Zi-i
— (26)ds2 As2

For equidistant spacing of the conductors. If the 3d bricks are not equal in length the equations reads:

l
ds2 ~ AsiAs2 • 0.5(Asi + As2) ^ ;

5 End-spacer manufacture

The shape of the end-spacers is determined by the shape and position of the coil blocks as found in
the field optimization process. The surfaces to be machined are described by 9 polygons, which are
transferred into a CAM system, e.g., CATIA, for the calculation and emulation of the cutter movements
for machining the piece. As an interface an ASCII file and a DXF file is available. The spacers are
machined by means of a 5-axis CNC machine from glass-epoxy tubes (Gil). Because of the abrasive
nature of the glass dust, diamond tools must be used.

Fig. 10 shows the polygons describing the spacer surfaces for piece No. 2 in a set of connection
side end-spacers as shown in Fig. 11.3 different ways of sectioning of these polygons are provided.

• Equiangular slicing of the ellipses in the sz plane

• Equidistant slicing of the ellipses. This makes necessary an iterative procedure for the determina-
tion of the ellipse perimeter and thus takes considerably more computing time

• Equitangential slicing of upper and lower ellipse thus allowing for the usage of cylindrical cutters
on 5 axis CNC machines.

Fig. 11 shows an artists view of the end-spacers (outer layer coil) for a dipole without shelf (con-
ductor blocks aligned on the mandrel) together with a view of the coil windings.
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Fig. 10: Display of polygones for the CNC machining of the end-spacers

Fig. 11: Conncetion side of dipole coil together with it's endspacers
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THE HERMES PREPROCESSOR FOR FEM2D

J. Lucas
CERN, 1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland

Abstract
This chapter describes several properties of the Hermes preprocessor that must
be taken into account when defining an iron model. The basic elements of the
language as key-points, lines, areas and meshing are treated.

1 Genera! rules

• The lines are ended by a semicolon.

• To comment a line insert a - - before it. Comments can also be added at the end of lines.

• Variables can be up to 100 characters long.

2 Definition of scalar values. Parameters.

• Scalar variables cannot start by kp,ln,ar, or BH

• All arithmetic operations plus the functions Sin, Cos, Asin, Acos, Sqrt, Tan are allowed in scalar
expressions.

• Design variables are defined with the prefix dv and its value is given by Roxie if they are defined
as design variables there too.

3 Definition of keypoints.

• Keypoints are represented with variables starting with kp

• Possible operation with keypoints: sum, product by an scalar, subtraction.

• Defined from the scalar expressions with the operators:
Cartesian coordinates [xcoor, ycoor]
Polar coordinates [radius angle]

• It is possible to access the coordinates of a keypoint as : kpl.x and kpl.y

• The EllipKp(a,b,phi) returns a keypoint belonging to an ellipse of semi-axis a and b and with an
angle of phi with respect to the x axis.

4 Definition of lines and arcs.

• Line variables start always with In.

• Lines are defined with 2 keypoints and the mesh distribution in the line

• Arcs are denned by the start and end keypoint and the radius of curvature. Give the start and end
points in clockwise sense.

• Elliptic arcs are defined with 3 keypoints. Start, end and middle point. To help obtaining the
points one function is provided for calculating a keypoint from the two half axis and the azimuthal
position of the point in the ellipse.
kpl =EllipKp(a, b, angle)
Inl =Ellipse(kpStart,kpEnd, kpMiddle)
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5 Definition of macroelements.

• The macroelement variables start always by ar

• Macroelements are defined by four lines and a material.
arl=Area(lnl,ln2,ln3,ln4,BHironl)

• The order of the lines is anticlockwise.

• If no material is given, the macroelement is supposed to have \ir — 1

• All the existing macroelements can be mirrored around the x or y axis with the Mirrorx or Mirrory
commands.

6 Boundary conditions.

• Only to boundary conditions exist. If no boundary condition is specified the induction will be
perpendicular to the boundary line.

• The condition of induction parallel to the boundary line is specified as SetB(lnl)

7 Meshing.

• The number of elements touching a given line is specified as Lmesh(lnl). The number of elements
is transmitted to all the lines that must have a coherent number of elements with the specified line.
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CREATING HERMES INPUT-FILES WITH THE GNU m4 MACRO
PACKAGE

S. Ramberger
CERN, 1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland

Abstract
A m4-macro package was written to facilitate the development of complex
grids for hermes, the meshing preprocessor for ROXIE. A number of macros
is provided to create grids of any regular shape easily. These macros are de-
scribed in detail. The attachment of different grids is shown.

1 Introduction

Complex grids of a big number of elements of a common structure can be created by loops. To keep the
hermes preprocessor as simple as possible it was decided not to include loop processing there. Instead
m4 was chosen as a pre-pre-processor. The m4-macro package consists of routines necessary to create
grids, to connect different grids, to set boundary conditions, and to direct the meshing. Because of the low
level on which these routines operate, a concept for naming the keypoints, lines and areas was developed.
Based on this naming convention, the naming is unified and helps to simplify the development of new
macros. The m4-macro package is based on the tools package which provides basic routines to enhance
the language elements provided by m4. We will introduce some of the macros here as well and show
their power in small applications.

2 Getting Started

Before you can use the macros in your *. i ron file you have to load the elements package by a line with
the m4 built-in macro include

include('elements.m4 ')

Note the special syntax of m4 starting parameters with a left apostrophe or acute accent'"" and
ending them with a right apostrophe or grave accent'"". Depending on the print they may look different.
Syntactical errors in m4 will produce error-messages which, however, are difficult to track down. Most
times it is better to check which commands were correctly parsed and to check the line producing the
errors.

Type in your macros on the following lines. You may mix m4-macros with normal hermes com-
mands. All hermes commands end with the special character ";", whereas m4-macro commands don't.
Since m4 is just a simple text-replacement language it does not change anything in the file it does not
recognize. Commands that are spelled incorrectly won't produce any error message after parsing with
m4 since they are not expanded. On the other hand hermes will complain when it finds a command name
it doesn't know.

In case you are developing a complex *. i ron file it may help to preprocess this by calling m4 from
the command line instead of calling runhermes for running m4 and hermes together. This will allow
you to easily distinguish between m4 and hermes error messages. You should load the macro package
by the simple include command as shown above not supplying the absolute path. The package is found
by setting the environment variable $M4PATH to the correct directory. A command runm4 doing this is
included in ROXIE version 6.0.
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3 The Naming Convention

To keep the macros as simple as possible it was necessary to introduce a naming convention so that the
line macros know about the keypoints they should connect and that the area macros know which lines
the area surround. Each keypoint name is encoded by a name which stays the same for all elements, and
two indices showing the number of the keypoint in x- and y-direction. For example kpA0_3 might be the
first keypoint of a grid.

lnAcl_4 lnAc2_4 lnAc3_4
kpA0_4 / kpAl_4 / kpA2_4 / kpA3_4

UnA0_c4 |lnAl_c4 |lnA2_c4 IlnA3_c4
I arAl_4 I arA2_4 I arA3_4 |
I I I I
x x x x

kpA0_3 \ kpAl_3 \ kpA2_3 \ kpA3_3
lnAci_3 lnAc2_3 lnAc3_3

Since there are two lines which are connected to each keypoint, we use an additional "c" at the co-
ordinate of the corresponding direction, to specify which line is meant. A line lnAcl_3 should therefore
connect point kpA0_3 to kpAl_3. Intermediate keypoints as they are used for curves will show the "c" at
the same position as the curve connecting it. For a curve with name lnAcl_4, the intermediate keypoint
in x-direction would have the name kpAcl_4.

lnAcl_4 lnAc2_4 lnAc3_4
kpA0_4 / kpAl_4 / kpA2_4 / kpA3_4

X ~ " ~ ~~ X ""•*"* X* * X "*~X *** X "" X

kpAcl_4 kpAc2_4 kpAc3_4

For all macros point indices and not line indices have to be specified.

4 Creating a Grid

The macro package provides 3 basic macros to create a grid. As in hermes you have to create keypoints,
lines, and areas by seperate commands. You will first set the keypoints.

4.1 Creating a Grid of Keypoints

You would issue a command like

which creates a grid of 10x5 macro-elements with 11x6 keypoints. The syntax is rather special and
is further explained in the command reference. Just note that po in t s has 5 arguments, each argument
seperated by a comma, where the second argument consists again of 3 arguments etc.. You always have
to specify the name as first argument. The second argument specifies a counter variable to be counted
from 0 to 10 for the x-direction. The third variable specifies the counter for the y-direction going from 0
to 5 and finally you specify the function by which the co-ordinates of the keypoint is calculated. As you
can see, you can directly specify the co-ordinates by referring to the counter variables. An additional
parameter at the end here specifies that all lines in x- and y-direction should be lines rather than curves
with tscreen points. If either x or y is omitted, a curved line is assumed in that direction. So no center
points are produced by this macro-command. Note that the apostrophes as shown above have to appear in
the same way regarding their type. The counter variable needs additional apostrophes. Failing to supply
them in the right way sometimes makes the file not processible for m4. Wrong commands might lead to
errors issued by hermes.
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4.2 Creating the Lines Connecting the Keypoints

To keep the syntax simple all the commands are kept similar to each other. Creating lines is therefore as
simple as creating keypoints:

Again you have to specify the name of the lines which must be the same as the name of the
keypoints to be connected. For the indices in fact you have to specify those for the keypoints and not
for the lines. The arguments are basically the same and in most cases show the same indices as used
for po in t s , but the number of lines created for this 10x5 grid is 11x5+10x6. Since the positions of the
keypoints are already defined, there is no need for a formula. Nevertheless the type of the line has to
be specified by the additional last argument. The meaning is the same as above. Doing it this way the
l i n e s macro does not need any knowledge about the lines. But failing to supply the last argument in a
way consistent with the point macros will let hermes complain about missing points. Optionally a bias
for meshing can be added at the end of the command. See the command reference about how to do that.

4.3 Setting Areas

We are continuing in the same way as above. Another macro defines the areas which have to fit into the
line-grid created so far.

areas('A')"i')0,10',"j',0,5\'BHironl')

Again the indices comply to the indices given for the keypoints. The macros derive the correct
numbering from the point names conforming to the naming convention. Here all the 10x5 areas are filled
with iron by the material BHironl as defined by the ROXIE B-H curve data-base.

4.4 Defining Mesh-lines

If all the areas should be meshed in the same way the command

m e s h e s ( ' A ' , " i ' , 0 , 1 0 ' , ' x ' , 5 )

will do that for you by subdividing each macro-element by 5 finite elements as specified by the
last argument. The third argument specifies the direction in which the counter should be increased. The
same should be done in y direction:

m e B h e s ( ' A ' , " j > , 0 , 5 ' , l y ' , 3 )

Note that the counter-variable is used internally for counting the lines in y direction. The name as
defined as first argument is again the name of the (maybe one-dimensional) grid consisting of keypoints
and lines. A c which might occur directly after the line name is due to the nameing convention and
indicates only the index which is changing. It is therefore not a part of the name. Note as well that j is
not the y-index itself but the index of the points which should connect the lines according to the naming
convention (even though they might not exist). This was done in order to keep the same syntax in all the
commands. We can therefore rely on getting the right results when we always specify the correct index
of the points which should be the same everywhere.

4.5 Defining Boundaries

The setting of boundaries basically works in the same way as the setting of mesh-lines. Imagine that we
want to specify a boundary on the right hand side of the grid. We then have to count the y-index from 0
to 5 but at the same time we want to fix the x-index at 10. This is achieved by setting an offset in the first
argument:
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Dbounds('A,10,0\"j',0,5Vy')

Here we introduce a Dirichlet-boundary for the lines lnA10_cl to lnA10_c5. In the same way
Neumann boundaries Nbounds can be used. For further hints see 4.4 (Defining Mesh-lines)

5 Specially Shaped Grids

Creating a curved grid is as simple as creating the rectangular grid above, since the function in the point
macros can be as complicated as we like. We are able to use any expression that can be processed by
hermes. Since hermes knows how to handle kp-variables, and a lot of expressions this means becomes
quite powerful.

5.1 A Circular Grid

To create a circular grid, we simply specify the grid points on a radius and count the angle. Instead of
defining the coordinates as [ i , j ] we may use the hermes syntax [i @ j].

p o i n t s ( ' A \ " i ' , 4 , 8 ' , " j ' , 0 , 1 0 V 0 . 0 1 * [ i @ j * P i / 2 0 ] \ ' x ' )

Note that you have to specify Pi at least in hermes. It is not a built-in variable.

A possible structure would look like this:

include('elements.m4')

Pi=3.1415926535;

points(<AV'i),4)8',"j\0,10')
<0.01*[i<3;j*Pi/20]Vx))

lines('A\"i',4,8',"j\O,iO','x')

areas(<A')"i')4)8
)
)"j',0,10')BHironl)

meshes((A',"i',4,8Vx\2)

meshes(<A,4)0
),<<j',0)10

)
)'y

),3)

Note that macro-grids do not need that many subdivisions if there are no structural restrictions.
The mesh above could be produced by mesh lines as well:

include('elements.m4')
Pi=3.1415926535;

p o i n t s ( ' A ' , " i ' , 4 , 8 , 4 ' , " j ' , 0 , 1 0 , 1 0 ' , ' 0 . 0 1 * [ i@j*Pi /20] ' , ' x ' )
( ' " " 0 1 0 ( )j

areas( 'A' )"i ' )4,8 )4
) ,"j ' ,0 )10,10',BHironl)

meshes( 'A',"i ' ,4,8,4' , 'x ' ,8)
meshes('A,4,0\"j ' ,0,10,10\'y' ,30)

5.2 Orientation

Note that all the grids you are going to define have to obey the orientation rule. For any area to be defined
the orientation in which all the lines are specified is in mathematically positive sense which is counter
clock-wise. This in turn means for macros that the coordinate system has to be a so called right-hand
system where the y-axis is found by turning 90 degrees counter clock-wise from the x-axis.

6 Offsets and Step-Sizes

Offsets and variable step-sizes allow for adaption of the grid numbering. This is the adaption necessary
to connect them directly. If direct connection is not possible the a t t ach macro helps. It makes special
grid structures possible as show in the following.
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6.1 Offsets

As seen in the example, offsets are valuable for setting boundaries but they may also be used as in po in t s
or l i n e s macros. The property of the offsets is to influence the numbering of the grid only. The values
used in the formulas are corresponding to the real counter values. A macro like

would create 6 points starting at kpA6_l 1= [3,6] and ending at kpA8_12= [5 ,7] .

6.2 Step-Sizes

All the loops defined by a counter variable and indices allow different formats:

• ' 1' would mean a counter which cannot be referenced. The name-index is set to 1 plus the offset.

• ' { i ' 3 } is a variable which is fixed to 3. It may be referenced. This means as well that the
dimension of the grid is reduced. If you specify both indices in this way, you end up with a single
point and no lines or areas.

• ' ' i ' 7 , 9 ' is a counter variable whose index becomes 7, 8, and 9. The increment is therefore 1.

• ' ' i ' 3 , 17 ,7 ' is a counter which starts with 3 and is incremented by 7 to become 10 and 17.

The third and fourth version were already used in the examples above. The first and the second
are useful for grid lines (one dimensional grids, so to say). If the index is to be used in a formula in the
poin ts macro, the first one is not applicable.

7 Connecting Grids

Grids can be directly connected if both grids have the same name and fit together obeying the naming
convention. The following example creates a three part grid structure

include('elements.m4')
p o i n t s ( ' A ' , " i ' , 0 , 1 0 ' , " j ' , 0 , 4 ) , c [ i , 0 . 5 * j ] ' , ' x y ' )
p o i n t s ( < A , 0 , 4 V ' i ) , 0 , 6 V ( j \ 0 , 3 \ ' [ i ) 2 * j + 2 ] \ ' b x y ' )
p o i n t s ( t A , 0 , 4 V < i \ 6 , 1 0 \ " j ' , 0 , 3 V [ i , j * ( 3 . 5 - 0 . 2 5 * i ) + 2 J V l b x y ' )
l ines ( 'A', " i \ 0,10' , " j ' , 0,7' , ' xy ' )
areasCA', " i ' ,0 ,10 ' , " j ' ,0 ,7 ' .BHironl) meshes('A', " i ' ,0 ,10 ' , 'x ' ,3)
meshes('A', " j ' , 0 , 4 ' , ' y > ,2) meshes('A', " j ' , 4 , 7 ' , < y ' , 4 )

The last parameter of the first poin ts macro specifies the use of lines in x- and y-direction. In
the second po in t s macro is set atop of the first macro grid. The last parameter therefore includes a "b"
to get rid of its bottom line since this line is provided by the top line of the first grid. The third po in t s
macro fits into the space left by the other two and does neither need a bottom nor its left line. The order
of the specifier is arbitrary.

8 Attaching Grids

Contrary to a direct connection an attachment can be done for two grids with different names each of
them obeying the naming convention seperately. Grids are attached by using the a t t ach command. This
is the trickiest macro available. It sets two lines of two grids equivalent to each other. Two grids may
thereby join a line simply by referencing it as their own. Since we want to reference the old points and
lines immediately when creating the points of the new lines, the a t t ach macro has to be used before any
definition of the new points. Implementation specific details are discussed in 10 (The inner workings of
m4) Using
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a t t a c h C ' B ' , " i i > , 5 , 1 5 ' , ' A ' , " j \ 0 , 1 0 V b t ' )

you may now define a grid B which will use the top-line of grid A as its bottom-line. Both counter
variables here specify the x-index so that in the example above, grid B will start at x=5. Every point
and line joint with grid A is automatically dereferenced. Note that the order of the specifier in the last
parameter fits to the order of the grids to be connected and is not arbitrary. The syntax is different to
the other macros as there are two grids with one index each, counted in parallel. Eventhough one index
might be counted up while the other is counted down, both counters have to be specified as if they were
counted up. The correct counting is defined by the last parameter. An additional parameter may be used
to switch off right or left edge connections. This will be shown in a later example. Since the macro for the
attachment does not produce any visible code, a comment line was introduced to help with debugging.
This can be switched off by defining the symbol nodebug.

define('nodebug','whatever')

In the next example we show how to connect rectangular grids to a semi-circular one. All the in-
dices here are defined by variables as to make changes of the discretization easier. The variable definition
is not included here.

points('K', " i ' ,0 ,xdisc ' , ' ' j ' ,0 ,ydisc ' ,
' [cent+(eval(2*i-xdisc))/2*grsz,j*grsz]','xy')
lines('K',"i ' ,O,xdisc' ,"j ' ,O,ydisc' , 'xy')
areas('K', " i ' ,0 ,xdisc J , " j',0,ydisc',0)

attachC'C , " i i ' ,0,ydisc>, 'K', " j ' ,0,ydisc\ 'bl ')
attachC'C , " i i ' ,ydisc,mdisc', 'K,0,ydisc', " i ' ,0,xdisc', 'bt', '1')
attachCC , " i i ' ,mdisc,fdisc', 'K.xdisc.O', " j ' ,0,ydisc> , 'br ' , '1')

points( ( C\ " i \0 , f disc', " j ' , 0 , 2 ' ,
'[cent,0]+[rcoll+j*dcoll®(l-i/fdisc)*Pi]','by')

lines ( 'CV ' i ' .O . fd i s cV ' j ' .0,2 ' / by ' )
a r eas ( 'C ' , " i ' , 0 , fd i sc ' , " j \ 0 , l \ 0 )
areas('C', " i ' ,0,fdisc' , " j',i,2',BHiron2)

The central grid "K" is rectangular using lines. The a t t ach macros prepare the connection to the
the "C" grid. Since the "C" grid is put around the "K" grid, the bottom line of "C" is connected first to
the left line, then to the top line, and then to the right line of the "K" grid. Since certain attachments
would be done twice at the corner points two a t t ach macros show an additional parameter which may
either switch off the left or the right corner connection. Now the "C" grid can be defined without its
bottom line (note the index "b" in the poin ts and l i n e s macros) since this is represented by the "K"
grid. The connection is automatically established. To be sure that the attachment works properly, check
the output of m4! The examples should be found in the iron-database of the ROXIE iron testcases.

9 Basic Macros

For more complicated purposes it might be useful to step down to the basic layers and to use the macros
on which the elements macro package relies. Some of the commands are defined in the tools macro
package and the rest are built-in macros of m4. For further details check the m4 manualas as well.

9.1 Defining non-regular grids

There are two possibilities to design non-regularly spaced grids:
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• Variables may be specified including an index, e.g. P a r t i , Pa r t2 , Par t3 etc. and may be
referenced by P a r t ' ' i where the apostrophe creates the seperation between the name and the
index.

• The arg macro may be used which selects a parameter from a list, e.g. a r g ( ' i ' , ' f i r s t ,
second, t h i r d ' ) according to the index i.

9.2 for Loops
Most of the macros in this package use loops. Since only recursive procedures are possible with m4, a
new "for" macro was defined to facilitate the programming. A first implementation was copied from the
m4-manual but further progress in defining the grid-macros lead to changes: For loops may now have 1
to 4 arguments.

The line

fo rd ,0 ,10 ,2 ,
•dv D B " i " = l J )

may be used to define a number of hermes design-variables which may be refereneced as design-
variables from ROXIE.

10 The inner workings of m4

As said before, m4 is a rather simple but powerful text-replacement language. It parses the text given and
replaces all occurences of user defined macros by its definition text. This replacement text is parsed again
and expanded as before. This feature can be used efficiently to define recursive macros replacing their
name with a command text including a call to itself. Built-in functions only provide basic capabilities as
for the definition of commands, for conditional execution, integer arithmetic, and system calls. Check the
GNU m4 manual pages for further information. In case you can't find them ask your system administrator
or look for them on the world-wide web.

10.1 define

Whenever you want to define grids with a readjustable number of elements, define a m4-variable which
you may change lateron. This allows as well adjustments of complex structures where the size of one
grid depends on the size of another. An example of this kind was shown above.

The line

def ineCxdisc ' , ' 5 ' )

might define discretizations in x direction. Note that this changes the topology of your grid. Since
m4 normally does not read any design-variables of ROXIE and hermes is not designed for topology
changes, such changes have to be coded in the *. i ron file. Since m4 does not distinguish between
variables and macros also formulas can be defined and used in this way:

define('d'.'iO')
define('ellipse','[cx,03+[a*Cos(pha-phe*i/d),b*Sin(pha-ph.e*i/d)]')
p o i n t s ( ' E ' , " i ' , 0 , d ' , " j \ 0 ' , ' ellipse')

The missing variables certainly have to be defined to allow hermes to precede.
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10.2 syscmdand esyscmd

The syscmd and esyscmd macros allow to start shell-commands. Using this method files may be copied
etc. Small perl commands might be executed or even complex meshing programs could be run creating
the necessary input for hermes. This method is used as well in a seperate package d e s i g n - v a r i a b l e s . m4
to make ROXIE design variables accesible from m4. Check this file for further information.

10.3 Material Changes

It is possible to change material data (B-H curves) from ROXIE by using design variables for the material
definition. Material 0 is equivalent to BHLair, any number bigger than 0 is interpolated into a string
BHiron with the specified number attached. It is therefore possible to change this variable in a certain
range to get the corresponing material definitions, e.g. BHiron3 to BHiron6.
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FIELD QUALITY IN ACCELERATOR MAGNETS

S. Russenschuck
CERN, 1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland

Abstract
The field quality in the superconducting magnets is expressed in terms of the
coefficients of the Fourier series expansion of the field in the aperture, at a
reference radius. Scaling laws for different coefficients and reference radii are
presented and the field generated by line currents in 2 and 3 dimensions is
derived from basic principles.

1 Fourier series expansion of Br

The magnetic field errors in the aperture of the superconducting accelerator magnets are expressed as the
coefficients of the Fourier series expansion of the radial field component at a given reference radius (in
the 2-dimensional case). In the 3-dimensional case, the transverse field components are given at a longi-
tudinal position ZQ or integrated over the entire length of the magnet. For beam tracking it is sufficient
to consider the transverse field components, since the effect of the z-component of the field, which is
present in the magnet ends, on the particle motions can be neglected.

Assuming that the radial component of the magnetic flux density Br at a given reference radius
r = ro inside the aperture of a magnet is measured or calculated as a function of the angular position
ip (if nothing else is stated, the local coordinate system r^, <f2 of aperture 2 [right one seen from the
conncetion side] is used and the index is omitted), we get for the Fourier series expansion of the field

oo

Br(rQ,(p) = Y2(Bn(ro)sinnip +An(r o) cos n<p). (1)

If the field components are related to the main field component BN we get for N=l dipole, N=2
quadrupole etc.:

oo

Br(ro,<p) = BN(r0) ]T)(bn(r0) sin nip + an(r0) cos nip). (2)
n=l

The Bn are called the normal and the An the skew components of the field given in T, bn are the normal
relative, and an the skew relative field components. They are dimensionless and are usually given in
units of 10~4 at a 17 mm reference radius.

2 The field components

Let us now consider a single coil centered in an iron yoke with circular inner aperture and a uniform
high permeability. The coil can be accurately described by a set of line currents at the position of the
superconducting strands. It will be shown below, that for a set of ns of these line currents at the position
(r-j, ©j) carrying current 7, the coefficients are given by
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where i?yoke is the inner radius of the iron yoke with the relative permeability /xr. It is reasonable to
focus on the fields generated by line currents since the field of any current distribution over an arbitrary
cross-section can be approximated by summing the fields of a number of line currents distributed within
the cross-section. As superconducting cables are made of strands with a diameter of about 1 mm, a good
computational accuracy can be obtained by representing each cable by two layers of equally spaced line
currents (same number as strands). Thus the grading of the current density in the cable due to the differ-
ent compaction on its narrow and wide side is automatically considered.

With equation (3) and (4), a semi-analytical method for calculating the fields in superconducting
magnets is given. The iron yoke is represented by image currents (second term in the parentheses). At
low field level, the saturation of the iron yoke is low and this method is sufficient for optimizing the coil
cross-section. Under that assumption some important conclusions can be drawn:

• For a coil without iron yoke the field errors scale with l / r n where n is the order of the multipole
and r is the mid radius of the coil. It is clear, however, that the consequence of an increase of coil
aperture is a linear drop in dipole field. Other limitations of the coil size are the beam distance,
the electromagnetic forces, the yoke size, and the stored energy which results in an increase of the
hot-spot temperature during a quench.

• The relative contribution of the iron yoke to the total field (coil field plus iron magnetization) is
for a non saturated yoke approximately (1 + {-1— )2n)~l. For the main dipoles with r = 43.5
mm and i?yoke = 89 mm we get for the B\ component about 19 % of contribution from the yoke,
whereas for the B5 component the influence of the yoke is only about 0.07 %.

• For certain symmetry conditions in the magnet, some of the multipole components vanish i.e.
for an up-down symmetry in a dipole magnet (positive current IQ at (ro, 0o) and at (ro, —©0))
no An terms occur. If there is in addition a left-right symmetry, only the odd B\, #3 , B5, B7,..
components appear.

It is therefore appropriate to optimize for higher harmonics first, using the analytical approach,
and only at a later state calculate the effect of iron saturation on the lower-order multipoles. When the
LHC magnets are ramped to their nominal field of 8.4 T in the aperture, the yoke is highly saturated,
and numerical methods have to be used to replace the imaging method. Then it is advantageous to use
numerical methods that allow a distinction between the coil-field and the iron magnetization effects, to
confine both modelling problems on the coils and FEM-related numerical errors to the 20 % of field
contribution from the iron magnetization. Collaborative efforts with the University of Graz, Austria, and
the University of Stuttgart, Germany, have been undertaken for this task. Using the methods of reduced
vector-potentials or the BEM-FEM coupling method yields the reduced field in the aperture caused by
the magnetization of the iron yoke and avoids the representation of the coil in the FE-meshes, see com-
panion papers in this yellow report.

In order to avoid field approximations by differential quotients, it is useful to use the vector-
potentials Az instead of the Br components in the Fourier series expansion. In order to do so, transfor-
mation laws are derived.
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3 The solution of the Laplace equation

With Maxwell's equations

curli? = / (5)

d i v 5 = 0 (6)

for magnetostatic problems and the constitutive equation

B = n{H) • H = HQ(H + M) (7)

and together with the vector-potential formulation B = curl A we get

curL4 = fio(H + M) (8)

H = —cuv lA - M (9)
Mo

—curlcurLA = J + curlM (10)
Mo

In the two-dimensional case with ^ = 0, A has only a ^-component. In the absence of iron magnetiza-
tion, we get the scalar Poisson differential equation

V2AZ = -noJz (11)

and for current free regions Eq. (11) reduces to the Laplace equation which reads in cylindrical coordi-
nates

8AZ
+

The general solution of this homogeneous differential equation (which is valid only inside the aperture
of the magnet containing neither iron nor currents) is derived using the method of separation and reads

oo

Az(r,(p) = ^2{Clnr
n + C2nr~n) (Dln sin rvp + D2n cos rup). (13)

n=l

Considering that Az is finite at r=0 the C2n have to be zero for the vector potential inside the aperture
of the magnet. For the solution in the area outside the coil all C\n are zero. Rearranging Eq. (13) yields:

oo

Az(r, ip) = Y2 rn(Cn sin nip + Vn cos nip). (14)
n-l

At a

With

reference radius r$

Br = £(^f) the

Br(r,ip) •-

Br(r0,ip) --

we get:

Az

OO

(ro,ip) = y^j (Cn sin nip + Dn cos nip).
7 1 = 1

radial field component can be expressed as

oo

7 1 = 1

OO

7 1 = 1

a ^ (Bn sin nip + An cos ny),

00

'n sin n</? + An cos n<^) = B;v /~_A&n s i n n<^
7 1 = 1

+ an cos ny).

(15)

(16)

(17)
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The small bn,an are the multipoles related to the main field B^ which is B\ for the dipole, B2 for
the quadrupole etc. Bn are given in T, T/m, T/m2 etc., Bn are given in T, and bn are dimensionless
and usually given in units of 10~4 at a reference radius of 17 mm. For the Bv component we get
Bpir, <p) = -$£*• = J^Li r ( n - 1 ) ( A sinn^ - Bn cos nip) and therefore

\Bn\ = yjBln + Bln = r<*-1>> /ar+^. (18)

4 Some scaling laws

From equation (18) it can be seen that the magnitude of a 2n-pole field component does not depend on <p
and scales with rn~l. A #3 component produces on the x-axis a By field that rises with x2. The relation
between the coefficients in Eq. (15) and (17) is as follows:

An(ro) = - C n ( r 0 ) , Bn(r0) = —Dn(r0). (19)

These scaling laws can be used to calculate the field components from the Fourier series expansion of
the vector-potential which is more accurate when numerical field computation methods are applied. For
the scaling of different reference radii we get:

An{n) = (^r-'Aniro), Bn(n) = Q-)n~lBn{rQ), (20)

an(n) = (^-)n-Nan(r0), bn{rx) = ( ^ ) « - ^ n ( r 0 ) . (21)

Of course the problem still remains how to calculate the field harmonics from a given current distribution.

5 The field of a line current

As previously explained, it is reasonable to focus on the fields generated by line currents as the field of
any current distribution over an arbitrary cross-section can be approximated by summing the fields of a
number of line currents distributed within the cross-section. In the 3-dimensional case, Eq. (11) can be
separated and we get for the Ax, Ay and the Az component the solution applying Greens theorem,

= Mo f
4TT JV

(22)

where R = \R\ = \r — fb\ with the source point f*and the field point r"o. Assembling the components we
get

r 7

A = Axex + Ayey + Azez = ^ / —dV (23)
47T Jv ft

and therefore

B = curL4 = — / curl—dV = / J x grad(—)dV = — / —=^—dV (24)
An Jv R Air Jv R *~-ft 4:77 JV •ft'

which is called Biot-Savart's law. The integral can be approximated by the integration over segments of
line currents of finite length which are used to approximate the current distribution in the magnet. In 2-d
the required particular solution for Az is

Az= - ^ - M n # c L 4 = : -f^-lnR (25)
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with the source point r = (r, ©) and the field point TQ = {TQ, ip) and R — \R\ = \r — r"o|. The cosine
law

R2 = r2 + 7-Q - 2rr0 cos(<̂ > - ©) (26)

can be rewritten as

r r

and therefore

lnR = lnr + l ln(l - ^e^" 0 ) ) + I ln(l - ^ e - ^ - 0 ) ) . (28)
2 r 2 r

With the Taylor series expansion of ln(l — x) which gives for \x\ < 1 (or TQ < r inside the aperture of
the magnet),

- a ; ) = - > . r ^ (29)

Eq. (25) can be transformed to

1 n

n=l

n—l

The r component of the magnetic field is then

n=l

Br = ——— Y^( ° )(sinny cosn© — cosmp sinn6). (32)
2TT *•—' rn

n=l

Comparison of the coefficients with equation (17) yields

L

(33)

(34)

The effect of an iron yoke with constant permeability and perfect circular inner shape with radius i?yoke
is taken into account by means of the imaging method. The image current of the strength ^-r^/ is located
at the same angular position and the radius r' = -Ryoke/V. Thus
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For the calculation of the integrated multipole content in the coil-end region, no analytical equation
exists. The coefficients -Bn(ro, 20), An(ro, ZQ) can be estimated by means of the Fourier series expansion
of the field Br (ro, tp, zo) which is calculated with the Biot-Savart integrals for the coil contribution and
with numerical methods (BEM-FEM coupling method) for the field generated by the iron magnetization.
The integration of the transverse field components is sufficient as the effect of the The magnetic length
of the coil-end is given by

1 fze

= p / BN(z)dz (37)
#N,xsec Jzs

where i?N,xsec is the main field component in the magnet cross-section, zs is the starting point and ze the
end point of the integration path. The field harmonics produced by the coil-end can then be calculated
by integrating the Bn and An components along the z-axis and dividing by lmag • i?N,xsec-

For the calculation of the field generated by a line current segment in 3 dimensions we now assume
that the line current starts in the origin and ends at a point (X2, y2,22)- The field point is (xi,yi,zi).
With

ds = dxex + dyey + dzez = dxex + (—dx)ey + (—dx)e~z (38)
X2 X2

r*= (xi — x)ex + (yi — y)ey + (zi - z)ez = (x\ — x)e~x + (yi x)ey + (z\ x)ez (39)

we get:

ii'T'

B = ̂ Y~- I 3 (fler,-t>e1J,cer) (40)

where

a = ̂ Zl-yA b = Zl-xA c = yi-x^ (41)
X2 X2 X2 X2

e = xxx2 + yiy2 + z\z2 j = x\ + y\ +z\. (42)

The integral in eq. (40) yields:

f
Jo

X 2 d x e x 2 (-e + /) x2

d) Vd2 + f ( e * + df)o ld_2ex+f
y 12 if
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Xroxie USER DOCUMENTATION

M. Lewin
CERN, 1211 Geneva 23

Abstract
Xroxie is an X-windows program designed to supplement users of the ROXIE
program with a graphical user interface (GUI). The aim is to present the users
of ROXIE with a single consistent interface through the complete process of
creating new coil designs and to assist in the editing of input files by provid-
ing the user with descriptions, hints and/or help boxes for the data required
in constructing the input file. Xroxie is programmed using Tcl/Tk versions
7.6/4.2

1 Introduction

Xroxie is an X-windows program designed to supplement users of the ROXIE program with a graphical
user interface (GUI). The program is intended to work with ROXIE version 5.2 and aims to fulfil the
following criteria:

• To present the users of ROXIE with a single consistent interface through the complete process of
creating new coil calculations. This includes creating the ROXIE input file, editting the materials
file, running the roxie program and viewing the results of the ROXIE calculation.

• To assist in the editing of input files by providing the user with descriptions, hints and/or help
boxes for the data required in constructing the input file.

• Achieve the above objectives without interfering with the existing ROXIE installation so as not to
interfere with the working methods of established users.

It is not the intent of this documentation to describe the functionality of the ROXIE program, how
to construct a meaningful input data file, or how to interpret the resultant data from ROXIE. Instead, this
documentation serves to describe the features available in the Xroxie GUI, and provide tutorial in it's
use.

2 Installing Xroxie

2.1 Downloading the program files

Xroxie is programmed using Tcl/Tk versions 7.6/4.2 respectively and this language needs to be available
on your server for Xroxie to run. For more information consult the web pages http://www.sunlabs.com/research/tcl/.
The necessary files will be supplied in the Xroxie52 sub-directory. The following steps should be taken
before attempting to run Xroxie.

1. Xroxie requires several support executable files: rox ie , runroxie and for being run with the
FEM2D software hermes and viewf em. All these files must be available in a search path found in
the PATH enviromental variable. Softlinks are set in the /bin sub-directory so that it is sufficient to
set the path to that directory.

2. Ensure that the 'Xroxie' and 'runroxie' files have executable status, (i.e. by typing chmod +x
Xroxie runroxie).
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3. If necessary edit the first line of the 'Xroxie' file to reflect the correct path to the wish interpreter
(wish comes with the Tcl/Tk libraries).

4. To allow Xroxie to run an enviromental variable 'XROXIE.PATH' needs to be set in the login
script holding the path of the directory containing the Xroxie files.

IMPORTANT. When using Xroxie for the first time users should choose menu option 'Run — Set paths'
and ensure the correct paths and settings are entered. User settings are saved in their home directory under
the filename .xroxiepath. Default settings can be set for all users by editting the 'Xroxie.initglobals.tcl'
file (search for the word pathlist).

2.2 Running Xroxie from roxa33

The Xroxie program is available to users of the roxa33 server at CERN. To initialise your home enviro-
ment to run this version take the following steps:

1. Create the following enviromental variable in your login script:

setenv XROXIE.PATH /usr /users / roxie52/Xroxie52

remember that the script will need to be sourced to take effect.

2. Add the following path to your PATH enviromental variable :

\ u s r \ u s e r s \ r o x i e 5 2 \ b i n

Now typing Xroxie [filename] will load the Xroxie program. IMPORTANT. Choose menu option 'Run
— Set paths' and ensure that all the settings shown are correct, particularly the paths, when first running
the program.

3 Using the form

When a file is created or loaded into Xroxie, the data is presented as a form in the main Xroxie window.
The layout of this form in general follows the policy of the ROXIE V5.2 input data file of splitting the
data into discrete sections, however the following points should be noted.

• Any sections of the form that are irrelevant for the options specified are not displayed on the form
and cannot be editted by the user. For instance, the plot 3D information is unavailable until both
the LEND and LPLOT options are switched on. However, any data stored in such sections is
retained until a new form is editted or Xroxie is closed down, and can be reinstated by selecting
the appropriate options.

• The ROXIE data file contains a considerable amount of information, too much to display all at
once in a windowing enviroment. As a solution to this problem a method has been devised where
each section of the form can either be viewed or 'rolled up' using the push button at the left hand
side of the section label. This enables space to be saved by temporarily hiding sections not being
editted. In addition, the whole form can be scrolled up or down using the scroll bar at the side of
the window.
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Fig. 1: Main menue (most complex case)

The philosophy behind the form is that anywhere a blank entries exists on the form, Xroxie, and
ROXIE, expect data to be supplied. However some tables allow blank entries (such as the plot 2D 'field').
Xroxie will check for missing information in a form before it is saved or ROXIE is run. However, due to
the complex interaction of the data in the input file, Xroxie cannot check the validity of this data. In total
the form defines 19 sections. These are explained in greater detail below. See the ROXIE documentation
for a more specific description of each fieldsor option:

3.1 Comment

This is simply text of up to 62 characters which can be used to describe the nature of the coil being
created.

3.2 Main Options

This section hold the options which affect the overall operation of ROXIE. Many of them affect what data
is required from the rest of the form. See the ROXIE documentation on the web http://roxa33.cern.ch/~russ,
for specific information on each option.

3.3 Global Information

This section holds the information and options required to configure ROXIE for 2D coil calculations.
See the ROXIE documentation for specific information on each field/option. Certain options, if turned
on, require additional information to be specified elsewhere on the form.

3.4 Global Information 3D

This section holds the information and options required to configure ROXIE for 3D coil end calculations.
Certain options, if turned on, require additional information to be specified elsewhere on the form. This
section is only available if the option 'LEND' is turned on.
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3.5 Layers

This section allows holds the block layering information. This is only required and available if the
'LLAYER' option is turned on. Special features: The 'Symm' field in the table can take one or more
pre-defined symbols. These may be selected from a menu by right-clicking in the appropriate cell.

3.6 Block Data 2D

This section is used to build up the geometric and properties data for the 2D cross section of the coil.
Special features: 1. The 'Imag' and 'Turn' fields are only required and available if the option LSYMM
is turned off. 2. The 'Ne' field is only required and available if the option LEND is turned on. 3. The
table menu holds an option to merge extra Block 2D data from a file. This data must be in the same
format as the BLOCK section of a normal output file except the BLOCK header and comment lines
should be removed. The data must be compatible with the current settings of the LSYMM and LEND
options in Xroxie (see points 1. and 2. above).

3.7 Block Data 3D

This section is used to build up the geometric data for the 3D coil ends. It is only required and available
if the option 'LEND' is turned on.

3.8 Design Variables

This section holds data defining the design variables to be applied to the coil. Special features: l.The
'String' field in the table can take a single pre-defined symbol. This may be selected from a menu by
right-clicking in the appropriate cell. 2. The table menu holds an option to read in scan data produced by
a previous run of the ROXIE program. This data is used to define starting values in the 'Xs' column.

3.9 Objectives

This section holds data defining the objective functions to be applied to the coil. Special features: The
'String' and 'Oper' fields in the table can take a single pre-defined symbol. This may be selected from a
menu by right-clicking in the appropriate cell.

3.10 Peak Field Block List

This is a list of blocks to be analysed for peak field conditions. The block list is displayed in a short
format, i.e. a block list "12 3 4 7 9 10" is displayed "1-4 7 9-10". If a new block is added to the list it is
automatically reformatted.

3.11 Plotting Information 2D

This section holds data which describes the postscript presentations of the 2D coil images. It is only
available if the option LPLOT is turned on. Special features: The 'Field' field in the table can take one
or more pre-defined symbols. These may be selected from a menu by right-clicking in the appropriate
cell.

3.12 Interface Options

This section holds the options which instruct ROXIE to output data in formats compatible with various
other programs.
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3.13 Line field 3D

This section holds data for the calculation of a field along a line. It is only required and available if the
option 'LEND' is turned on.

3.14 Integral Field 3D

This section holds data for the calculation of an integrated multipole content. It is only required and
available if the option 'LEND' is turned on.

3.15 Additional Bricks

This section allows additional conductors to be added to the coil model in the form of bricks. Bricks
properties are defined in the left-hand table. The 4-plane groups that define the brick geometry for a
brick selected in this table are listed in the right-hand table. Bricks are not subject to any transformation,
imaging, or updating that may be applied to the coil itself. This section is only required and available
if the options 'LEND' and 'LBRICK' are turned on. Special features: 1. Editting such as copying,
deleting, etc. of rows in the left hand table will mean the copying or deletion of its the associated plane
definitions. Therefore multi-line duplication and deletion features are not available. However, individual
lines may be cut, copied and pasted.

3.16 File menue

Clear form clears all data from the form, resets all options except those which are intended to be true
by default, and re-titles the form as 'untitled.data'. If the existing form has been changed and not saved
then the user will given the option to save the form before continuing.

Open form ... displays a dialog box requesting a new data file from the user to be loaded into Xroxie.
If the existing form has been changed and not saved then the user will given the option to save the form
before continuing. Upon loading the new form Xroxie will perform a series of checks for invalid data. If
a discrepancy is found then a dialog box will pop up describing the problem(s). The user can then choose
to ignore the problem and if necessary correct the file in Xroxie, or start up a text editor and fix the file
'by hand'. This will be necessary when data is missing from the file.

Save form saves the current form in place of its existing file under the same name. If data is found to be
invalid or missing from the form a warning is given and the save aborted. Any old version of the file is
saved under the existing filename followed by a tilde(~) character.

Save form as... displays a dialog box requesting a new filename under which to save the current form,
retitles the form and saves it under the new name. If a file exists with the given name a warning is given
before it is overwritten. If data is found to be invalid or missing from the form a warning is given and the
save aborted.

Save Templates file... saves an option sub-set to a file on disk to allow rapid setting of large sets of
options on ROXIE input files.

Load Templates file... overlays a new sub-set of options over the existing option set up. The template
must first have been created using the Save Templates f i l e . . . menu option.
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Print form prints the form out in the format of the saved data file. See menu item 'Run—Set Paths...' to
choose which printer should be used.

Exit closes down Xroxie. If the existing form has been changed and not saved then the user will given
the option to save the form before continuing.

3.17 Display menu

View form as text will withdraw the Xroxie window and display the form within the text editor specified
under 'Run—Set paths...'. This facility has been provided so that existing users of ROXIE, who are used
to the textual input format, may view the form using the native ROXIE format. NOTE: It has not been
intended for the file to be editted using the viewer. As Xroxie and the viewer work on separate copies of
the file, any editting done in viewer will have to be saved and then re-loaded into Xroxie for the changes
to be seen.

Maximize all sections will expand all the roll-up sections of the form that are currently minimized, thus
displaying the complete details of the form.

Minimize all sections will roll up all the sections of the form that are currently maximized, thus dis-
playing only the headers for each section.

Autofit all tables will resize ALL the tables in the form, whether displayed or not, to the exact amount
of rows required for the data in each table.

3.18 Run menu

View calculations. Views the calculations file from the last ROXIE run associated with the input file
being editted.

View postscripts. Views the postscripts file from the last ROXIE run associated with the input file being
editted.

Print calculations. Prints the calculations file from the last ROXIE run associated with the input file
being editted.

Print postscripts. Prints the postscripts file from the last ROXIE run associated with the input file being
editted.

Set paths... is used to set paths to various programs and files that Xroxie needs to function correctly.
When run for the first time Xroxie will create a file in the users home directory called .xroxiepath. This
file retains the paths set by the user. To reinstate the default settings for Xroxie this file can be deleted.

4 How to use the tables

Various sections of the Xroxie form use tables, similar to the one pictured above, for the entry of arrays
of data. The following points should be observed when using these tables:
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• The tables have no maximum length and grow as entries are added. As different installations of
ROXIE set varying limits on the size of arrays that can be entered, Xroxie does not check to see if
these limits have been exceeded.

• When entering data into the table do not leave blank lines between lines of data. Xroxie looks
for the last row containing entries to decide how many rows are specified when creating a ROXIE
input file, and will interpret intermediate blank lines as missing data.

4.1 Navigating and editting tables

Below is a list of the most important editing facilities offered by the Xroxie tables. Where the mouse
action refers to the 'Menu', the button at the top right of the relevant table should be clicked. This will
reveal a menu from which the appropriate choice can be made.

To perform action
Move to previous cell
Move to next cell
Move to cell above
Move to cell below
Insert line into table
Cut row in table's clipboard
Copy row in table's clipboard
Duplicate multiple lines l

Delete multiple lines
Show more rows on table '2

Show fewer rows on table 2

Find and replace
Renumber first column
Sort3

Help on column
Move to beginning of entry
Move to end of entry
Delete entry
Show geometry columns 4

Show property columns 4

Show description 4

Input method
Keyboard
Shift-Enter

Enter
Up Arrow

Down Arrow
Ctrl-0
Ctrl-W
Ctrl-C
Ctrl-D

Ctrl-Down
Ctrl-Up
Ctrl-F
Ctrl-R
Ctrl-S

Shift-Fl
Ctrl-Home
Ctrl-End

Ctrl-/, Delete
Ctrl-Fl
Ctrl-F2
Ctrl-F3

Mouse

Menu
Menu
Menu
Menu
Menu
Menu
Menu

Click in header

Menu
Menu
Menu

Used in tables
Input form

*
*
*
*

*

*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

Cable
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Notes:

1 When using the 'Duplicate multiple lines' option the line numbers to be entered should be the
logical row numbers of the table, these are NOT necessarily the same as the numbers listed in
column one of the table. Choosing the renumber option will ensure that the numbering in this
column and the table row numbering are the same.

2 To show more or less rows for the cable table the window containing the table should be resized.

3 Sorting for tables in the input form is automatically performed on the first column of the table.
However, for the cable form sorting may be done on any field. If the Ctrl-S keyboard accelerator
is used sorting will be done on the column that holds the input focus.
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Fig. 2: Preview window

4 When paging the table for the conductor information using Ctrl-Fl, F2 & F3 the keyboard focus
must be in the 'Material' column.

5 Editting the 'roxie.madata' file

The 'roxie.madata' file is a list of conductor records that is used by the ROXIE program to reference the
properties of the conductors specified in the Block 2D field 'Condname' in the input data file. The file
can be browsed and editted within the Xroxie interface by selecting the menu option 'Run — Open cable
data window'. Before doing this, however, ensure that the path to the 'roxie.madata' file is correctly
set under the menu option 'Run — Set paths...'. When the above selection is chosen, Xroxie displays
an independant window containing a table showing the conductor data. Because of the amount of data
required for each conductor, the table must be paged to see all the data. This can be done using the table
menu or the Ctrl-Fl,F2 and F3 keys. For more details see If necessary a seperate file also containing
conductor records can be merged into the 'roxie.madata' file using the menu option 'File — Merge
data...'. The new file should conform to the layout required of the 'roxie.madata' file. See the ROXIE
documentation for details. If the user does not have write permission on the 'roxie.madata' file specified,
the 'File — Save' and 'File — Merge data...' menu options will not be available. Selecting 'Close' will
remove this window from the display.

6 Previewing the coil geometry

It is possible to preview the geometry of the coil being editted in the form by selecting the menu option
'Run — Open preview window'. If there are no errors in the definition of the input file then a new window
will be opened displaying a cross-sectional image of the coil as in the following screen grab.
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This display is controlled by the following buttons to be found at the bottom of the window:

XY will display the coil's 2D cross-sectional view in the X-Y plane.

YZ will display the coil end's cross-sectional view in the Y-Z plane. This button will be unavailable if
no coil end is defined (LEND is switched off).

SZ will display the coil end's developed view in the S-Z plane. This button will be unavailable if no coil
end is denned (LEND is switched off). The cable type will automatically revery to being 'bare' when
this view is chosen.

1,2... will cycle between showing no numbering, showing block numbering, and showing cable num-
bering on the image.

Cable will toggle between displaying the cable bare or insulated.

Imag. will cycle between showing all blocks, non-imaged blocks, and imaghed blocks in the YZ view.
For use when two sets of image blocks are being connected at the coil ends and not available if no imaged
blocks are specified.

Layer will cycle through the different layers of the coil on the SZ view. For each layer the outer (34)
edges will be shown in the top half of the image and the lower (12) edges will be shown in the bottom half.

Edge will toggle between showing the inner (12) and outer (34) edges of the coil in the SZ view. Only of
use if one layer is defined and is used when two sets of image blocks are being connected at the coil ends.

Update will update the images according to the current state of the Xroxie form. This button will need
to be used if the Xroxie form is modified or a new form is loaded.

Close will destroy the preview window.

In the XY and YZ sectional views geometric information for a conductor can be obtained by mov-
ing the mouse cursor over it. The conductor will be highlighted and various geometric information will
be displayed in the box to the left of the image, depending on whether the conductor is displayed as a
bare or insulated cable. In addition, by dragging a rectangle over the image using the mouse it is possible
to zoom in on a particular area of the coil. To re-instate the full view click on the XY.YZ or SZ as
appropriate. It should be noted that the ROXIE program is called to perform the calculations required to
create these images and this has several implications:

The paths to the ROXIE executable and 'roxie.madata' file should be correctly set under the menu
option 'Run — Set paths'.

All relevant data required in the form to create a correct input data file must be present, even if
not required to produce the geometry calculations. For instance, there should be no blank cells on
the form. If ROXIE detects any errors with the form when trying to run then these errors will be
reported directly to the user via a dialog window.
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7 Running the ROXIE program

Once the form has been completed, the ROXIE program can be run without leaving the Xroxie enviro-
ment. To do this select the menu option 'Run — Run ROXIE'. Providing all the settings in the 'Run—Set
Paths...' menu option are correct and the ROXIE support files are available the ROXIE program should
run over the file seamlessly in a new Xroxie window. A display of execution time is shown at the bottom
of the window.

To abort a run prematurely press the Abort button. This will cause an interuption in the ROXIE
RUN. (Note: This should take effect immediatly but at present there is a bug which causes Xroxie to wait
until the next output from ROXIE before aborting).

Once ROXIE has finished the Abort button will change to CLose and there will be a message at
the bottom of the screen. If this reports an error then there was a problem:

• A) With the set up of Xroxie or the settings in the 'Run—Set paths...' m,enu option.

• B) A problem with the input file, in which case the ROXIE output will show a lightening symbol.

• C) An abnormal abortion of the ROXIE command or the runroxie script.

8 Converting old data files

Xroxie is capable only of reading in and writing out ROXIE input files in V5.2 format. This format is
similar to the input files for ROXIE development versions V4.4 and V5.0 but contain a few small changes
that mean these files cannot be read in directly. Files written in for the last released version of ROXIE,
V4.2, can however be easily converted: The subsections below describe how old file formats may be
modified for use by Xroxie/ROXDE 5.2.

8.1 Converting ROXIE V4.2 file formats

To deal with the large amount of ROXIE V4.2 input files that have been created, a conversion routine is
available to automatically convert them to the new V5.2 files. If when attempting to load a file, Xroxie
detects that the file is of version V4.2 the user will be asked if they wish to attempt this conversion.
Upon acceptance the original file is saved under the new extension .data_vers42 and is overwritten by
the newly formatted file. This conversion should be accurate with the exception of the postscript plotting
'options'. ROXDE now has a more logical structure to postscript plot generation and now requires tabled
information to be supplied, replacing many of the old 'options'. These options may need removing and
correct plotting information supplied in accordance with the ROXIE V5.2 documentation.
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CASE STUDY OF A DIPOLE MODEL MAGNET - A ROXIE WORKED
EXAMPLE

C. Vollinger
CERN, 1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland

Abstract
The intention of this chapter is to introduce the ROXEE program package to
new and potential users by means of a worked example. It starts with the 2d
generation of a dipole magnet geometry, 2d field optimization, followed by
coil-end optimization and endspacer design, both for symmetric and asymmet-
ric cases. Finally an example of a simple iron yoke is discussed.

1 Introduction

The intention of this tutorial is to introduce the ROXIE program package to new and potential users by
means of a worked example. It is recommended to follow the steps indicated in the boxes. To work
through this example the ROXIE version 6.0 is required, featuring a graphical TCL/TK user interface
(Xroxie). More information on the interface can be found in the 'Xroxie User Documentation'.

2 Running ROXIE for the first time

ROXIE is started by typing the command 'Xroxie'. This will load the ROXIE program and start the main
ROXIE window with a clear form containing no input data, shown in Fig. 1.

File Display Run Iron

• Comment.' ||

I Main options

j symmetric coil (LSVMM)

j Wedge/Endspacer design (LWEDG)

j Persistent current calc. (LPERS)

j Coll end design (LEND)

j Optimization algorithms (LflLGO)

j Iron Modeller (LIRON)

j Definition of Layers (LAYER)

J Postscript plots (LPLOT)

j F E M calculation (LFEM)

mi Global Information

S j Block Data ZD

ffij Objectives

snj Blocks (Peak fields, FEM plots)

| Sij Interface Options

Run ROXIE View Calculations View Postscripts

Fig. 1: ROXIE main menu (clear form)

The layout of the main window follows the block structure of the ROXIE input data file. The window is
split into sections that can be opened as pull-down menus by left-clicking with the mouse on the button
at the left hand side of the section label. Since the ROXIE data file contains a considerable amount of
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information it is not possible to display all data at once in a window environment. The solution is to allow
each section of the form to be 'rolled up', if not needed. If the user changes a global option, Xroxie will
add a new section to the form so that it is possible to edit and specify necessary data. It is also possible
to start ROXIE by typing 'Xroxie [filename.data]'. In this case ROXIE will load the chosen file for the
startup.

Start the ROXIE program by typing Xroxie

Before you start editing your first ROXIE file you should set the paths for the ROXIE database files by
opening the pull-down menu 'Run-Set Paths'. The initial window is shown in Fig. 2. Here all options
should be set like used printers, the editor you prefer and also the paths to all material data files ROXIE
possibly needs while running.

Filepath to (he 'roxlo.madata'file: [7usr/users7roxie52/datab/roxie.ma(iata

Fllepath to the 'raxle.remdata* file: ]/u8r/us«rs/ro!tieS2/dat:ab/roxle7rem3ata~
Text file Editor Application: [nedit

Postscript viewer: |i?

Text printer: [30-4-025-IW-PS

Postscript printer: |30-4-025-tW-PS
Fllepath to the 'roxle.bhdata' file: [7usr/usars7roitie52/'datab/roxfe. bhdata

Fllepath to the fern Inlt. file: |/uer/us6rs/roxia657f em2d/mfem01. ini

Fig. 2: Setting path for the ROXIE database files

3 2d geometry creation

To create a new input file, you can edit the clear form or you can use an existing sample file. If the
sample file is not available type-in the data as shown in Fig. 3. It is not necessary to type all lines in the
Block Data 2d section. A pull down menu can be opened by clicking on the button above the scroll bar
to the right hand side of the section table and choose 'Duplicate multiple lines...'. In the same pull-down
menu you can renumber the new duplicated entries, sort or delete them. You should then also 'auto fit'
the table size. Since we want to design a symmetric coil first, the toggle button 'Symmetric coil' in the
section 'Main options' has to be turned on. Note the different cable names defining the cable in the inner
layer blocks 3-6 and outer layer blocks 1 and 2.

Generate form as shown in Fig. 3

In a later case we will define asymmetric coils. In this case the toggle button 'Symmetric coil' has to be
set to false. In case, you are switching on the toggle button '2D-Peak field in coil (LPEAK) as shown in
fig. 3, you also have to specify the blocks in which you want the peak field to be calculated and printed.
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File Display Run Iron

| Comment : |2d symmetric cas« (1)

{Main options
m Symmetric coil (LSYMM)

J Wedge/Endspacer design (LWEDG)

j Persistent current calc (LPERS)

[J

j Coll end design (LEND)

j Optimization algorithms (LALGO)

j Iron Modeller (LIRON)

J Delinltion of Layers (LAYER)

W Postscript plots (LPLOT)

J FEM calculation (LFEM)

! fflj Global Information

j j Extended printout (LEXPR)

j Design variable printout (LINPUT)

J Align cond. on outer radius (LOD)

j Self field In strands (LSELF)

M Grading of current in cond. (LGRAD)

j Margin to quench calc. (LMARG)

• 2D-Peak Held in coil (LPEAK)

j Scan through .scan file (LSCAN)

j Self inductance (LINDU)

J Field-vector matrix (LMATRF)

J Rectangular X-sectlon (LRECT)

J FEM Transfer Function (LEXCfT)

fio.ooo
|95.000

Radius of harmonic analysis
Inner radius of the iron yoke
Relative permeability of the Iron yokc|4000.00d~

Type of coil / ref. field Dlpole •-•[

Optimization algorithm <none> ->

Point on the radius (0-180 deg.)
Cold contraction factor [07003

[ aj Block Data 2D

[ | No: Neon:
9
16
5
5
3
2

43.900
43.900
28.000
28.000
28.000
28.000

Radius! Phi: Afpjiaj Current;CondName | N1j N2joj
o.'iS7 " """ ~ ' ~
20.820
0.246
22.020
47. 697
66.746

0.000
27.000
0.000
24.080
48.000
68.S00

11532.000 YELLONOU
11532.000 YELIONOU
11532.000 YELLONIN
11532.000 YELLONIN
11532.000 YELtONIN
11532.000 YELLONIN

jjsj Design Variables

| ml Objectives

Run ROXIE View Calculations View Postscripts

Fig. 3: 2D Block definition

4 The Preview Window

It is not necessary to run the program and immediately produce postscript plots to display the coil ge-
ometry. You can also open a preview window as shown in Fig. 4, using the menu option 'Run - Open
preview window' command.

Open a preview window

• The buttons 'XY', 'YZ' and 'SZ' allow the user to change the actual view of the cross section. The
preview window shown in Fig. 4 presents a quater of the coil transversal cross section (XY-View).
The actual view is shown on the left hand side of the preview window. The buttons 'YZ' and 'SZ'
(not available at current state) are only used in the 3d case.

• '1,2...' will cycle between showing no numbering, showing block numbering and showing cable
numbering on the image. As shown in Fig. 4 block numbering is activated.

• 'Cable' will toggle between displaying the cable bare or insulated. The current state is shown on
the left hand side of the preview window also.

• The buttons 'Imag', 'Layer' and 'Edge' (not available at current state) are only used in the 3d case.
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Fig. 4: Preview window (inverted colour representation)

• 'Update' will update the images according to the current state of the form given to ROXIE. This
button will need to be used if the ROXIE form is modified or a new form is loaded.

• 'Close' will close the preview window.

• When the mouse is directed to one of the coil's conductors, the appropriated conductor is high-
lighted and its coordinates are shown on the left hand side of the preview window.

5 Producing Postscript Plots

Setting LPLOT=true (clicking on the toggle button 'Postscript plots' in section 'Main options') creates
the new section 'Plotting Information 2D' as shown in Fig. 5. Here the user has to specify the plots to
be produced by ROXIE. It is not possible to produce postscripts while running an optimization. Figure
5 shows a selection of available plots. The columns 'No','X-axis', 'Colour' and '360deg' do not need
any explanation. Right hand clicking with the mouse in the cells of the column 'Field' shows the current
plotting possibilities.

File Display Run Iron

Hij Design Variables

jrj Objectives

B| Blocfcs (Peak fields, FEM plots)

m Rlsplay graph airfs (tAXI^i : if; | J» Display legend (LEGEND) j Image iron at X-axis (LIMAGX)

Fig. 5: 2D Plot definition window
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If field values are to be displayed in the coil the blocks in which the fields are calculated have to be
specified in the section 'Blocks(Peak fields, FEM plots)' as done in the sample input file (see Fig. 5).

Edit your input file according to the sample shown in Fig. 5

If you press the toggle button 'Display graph axis' the horizontal axis will be plotted as shown in Fig. 6.
It is also possible to display a legend by setting the toggle button 'Display legend' to true. Pressing the
button 'Run ROXIE' starts the program. If you have not yet saved the file, ROXIE will request saving
first. To save the file, you can equally use the command 'Save form as...' in the pull-down menu 'File'.

Run your first ROXIE input file

Since ROXIE will check for missing information in a form before it is saved or ROXEE is run, you can
usually not miss the input data of whole sections. ROXIE has however only a limited number of checks
for physical validity of input data.

File State , Page ' Portrait 0.707 A4

vmiabtc 3xc

Opan

PnrlAI

-'SVCC'I i c r i t e i 0

Sii.e Ml

reriisp u>

Fig. 6: Postscript plot of the coil cross-section

You can see the results by pressing the button 'View Postscripts'. Fig. 6 shows the 5th postscript-plot as
seen using ghostview. It shows the cross-section of the dipole magnet.
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6 2-dimensionaI optimization

ROXIE offers several algorithms for different optimization problems. To run an optimization, you have
to turn on the option 'Optimization algorithms (LALGO)' in section 'Main options' and set the option
'Postscript plots (LPLOT)' to false as shown in Figure 7. This creates new sections 'Design Variables'
and 'Objectives' as shown in Fig. 7, automatically. You have to specify in the section 'Design Variables'
the starting point and the upper and lower bound for each design variable to be applied to the coil. The
section 'Objectives' contains data defining the objective function setup. The entries in the 'String' and
'Oper' fields in the table can also be selected from a menu by right-clicking in the appropriate cell. They
define the way the objective function is set up, e.g. the usage of objective weighting resp. constraint
formulation of the objective function. ROXIE also offers a help menu activated by left-clicking with the
mouse on the string to which the further information is needed.
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Fig. 7: Window for the definition of design variables and objectives for the optimization problem

For our case study shown in Fig. 7 the positioning angles of blocks 2, 5 and 6 'PHIO' are declared as
design variables, while the goal is to reduce the relative field components (harmonics 63,65,67 and 69).
Note, that the weighting factors allow the user to define preferences for the objectives and allow for
scaling of the different objectives because of their different numerical value. An optimization algorithm
has to be chosen in section 'Global Information'. Left-clicking with the mouse on the button 'Opti-
mization algorithm' in this section will show all available algorithms. For this case study the algorithm
'EXTREM' should be used.
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Edit your input file as shown in Fig. 7 and run your first optimization with ROXIE. Do
not forget to chose an optimization algorithm. Make sure the 2d peak field calculation is
switched off

Starting the optimization yields an output file called 'filename.output'. The optimal values for the posi-
tioning angles have to be transferred by hand to a new input file for 'post-processing' of the results (Xs
in the design variable block). To read the output file you can use any editor of your choice available
on your platform e.g. 'emacs' or 'nedit'. During the run of an optimization with the plotting informa-
tion switched off, all data in the section 'Plotting Information 2D' is stored in the background although
the section itself is not displayed in the window. The stored data can be reactivated after the optimiza-
tion is finished. Although it is not possible to produce postscript plots of the coil geometry during an
optimization, ROXIE produces two postscript plots after each optimization run. These plots contain the
convergence curves of the different objectives declared and can be opened with pressing the button 'View
Postscripts'.

Start a second run with the optimized values for the angles and produce the postscript plots
of the final design.

Fig. 8 shows the 6th postscript plot as seen using ghostview. It shows the magnetic field modulus
inside the coil blocks.

I _ _Fjle_J | State | [Page; [portrait! i 0.50011A4' f̂ swusjrs/yoelllng/casesrtbrt.! p (PJ [99/03/17J i

Fig. 8: Postscript Plot of the field inside the coil blocks

By switching on the option 'Design Variable Printout (LINPUT)', it is also possible to produce a file
[filename.scan] that allows the user to read-in an optimized set of variables as new input file. To read
in the design set the user has to press the button above the scroll bar in section 'Design Variables'
and choosing 'Read in design set...'. This is in particular useful when the number of design variables
increases.
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7 Coil end design

To design a 3-dimensional coil end, the use of ROXIE is very similar to the 2-dimensional case. The
easiest way to start is to use a 2-dimensional case and save it with a different file name. Turn on 'Coil
end design (LEND)' in section 'Main options'. This yields two new sections: 'Global Information 3D'
and 'Block Data 3D' as shown in Fig. 9. Section '3D Block Data' contains all information which has to
be defined in addition to the 2d data described in chapter 3.
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Fig. 9: 3D Block definition window

Change your 2D case to the new 3D case using 'File save as' in the pull down menu 'File'
as shown in Fig. 9. Do not forget to change the filename before saving.

In 'Global Information 3D' the special information and options required to configure ROXIE for 3D coil
end calculations is defined.

• 'Number of blocks in the outer layer' is to be declared for endspacer design in order to keep the
numbering of the end-pieces consistent. Note that the central post and the head-spacers have only
one machined surface. In the symmetric case two layers can be treated at the same time whereas
in the asymmetric case the blocks on one side have to be grouped as 'outer layer coil blocks' to
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Fig. 11: Postscript plot of the symmetric coil end (outer layer)

guarantee the numbering of blocks and end spacers remains consistent. In the artists view, the outer
layer coil blocks appear in blue colour and the inner layer coil blocks in orange. For instance, the
inner and the outer layer of a coil end are shown in Fig. 10 and in Fig. 11, respectively.

'Cable size incr, less end-comp.' gives the increase of insulation thickness (azimuthal) in the coil
ends due to less compression.

'Number of cuts in Z-plane' means the number of cuts in the z-direction between the xy-cross-
section and the yz-cross-section. Usually about 20 cuts will be sufficient. The maximum number
is 25.
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• 'Length of extension into -z direction' means the length of straight section into -z direction (seen
from the onset of the coil end at z=0). Note, that if the coil is imaged at z=0 the straight section
has always to be zero.

A detailed help menu to all expressions is offered and activated by left-clicking with the mouse on the
expression. Therefore a detailed explanation of the input data is omitted here. If you want to produce
3-dimensional postscript plots you have to edit section 'Plotting Information 3D' as shown in Fig. 12.
The instructions will produce the 3D-postscript plots of the inner and outer layer of the coil.
You will get a selection menu with pre-defined symbols by right-clicking with the mouse in the appro-
priate cell. Again, it is not necessary to produce postscript plots to preview the coil geometry. As for the
2d cases a preview window is offered in 3D.

Run the 3-dimensional case

8 Integrated 3d field harmonics

For the calculation of the 3d field harmonics the toggle button '3D Harmonics' has to be switched on.
This creates the new section 'Integral field 3D' which is also shown in Fig. 12. Together with the start
and end of the integration path, the onset of the iron yoke has to be specified. As the imaging method is
used to calculate the effect of the iron yoke, saturation induced effects are neglected. It is also necessary
that the start and end of the integration path is sufficiently far away from any discontinuity in the iron
yoke.

9 The Preview Window for the 3D Case

ROXIE offers the use of a preview window in the 3-dimensional case, too. To activate it, open the
pull-down menu and press 'Run - Open preview window'. Figure 13 and Fig. 14 both show an opened
preview window for the 3d coil end geometry.

There are different views available and it is possible to toggle between them:

• The button 'XY' opens the view on the coil transversal cross section.

• The button 'YZ' opens the view on the coil longitudinal cross section as shown in Fig. 13.

• Pressing the button 'SZ' presents two different views on the coil as shown in Fig. 14. The lower
part of the Figure shows one half of the coil end seen as artist view. The upper part of the Figure
shows the same coil end while the viewer sees the lower radius of the coil.

The numbering of the blocks and conductors can be shown by pressing the button '1,2...' as shown in
Fig. 13 and Fig. 14. Moving the mouse on one of the conductors displays the coordinates on the left hand
side of the window. To close the preview window press the button 'Close'.

10 3-dimensional Optimization

As mentioned in chapter 6, you have to set 'Postscript plots (LPLOT)' to false while turning the op-
tion 'Optimization Algorithm (LALGO)' to true. The actions to be taken to run a 3D optimization with
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Fig. 12: 3D integral field calculation window

ROXIE are identical to the 2-dimensional case. You have to edit the sections 'Design Variables' and
'Objectives' as shown in Fig. 15.

As an example for a 3-dimensional optimization use DZZO as a design variable. The value DZZO rep-
resents the straight section of the coil end. In the sample file shown in Fig. 15 the values of B3R are
optimized with a distance function method. B3R represents the average field components along the coil
end (here of order 3,5,7 and 9). Again, rightclicking with the mouse in the cells of the column 'String' ac-
tivates pull-down menus containing the pre-defined design variables or objectives. The values in column
'Weight' are the weighting factors mentioned in chapter 6.

Do not forget to chose an optimization algorithm in section 'Global Information' before starting your
ROXIE run. It is also recomended to reduce the discretization of the cable i.e. group 4 strands
together to one line current, 1:9 instead of 2:18 in the Block Data 2d widget.

11 3D Endspacer design (symmetric)

ROXIE offers a complete tool to design symmetric and asymmetric coil end spacers including an in-
terface for CNC machining. You can start with the 3D sample file produced in chapter 7. First turn
on 'Wedge/Endspacer design (LEND)' in section 'Main Options' as shown in Fig. 16. Make sure that
'Postscript plots (LPLOT)' is activated and 'Optimization algorithms (LALGO)' in 'Main Options' is set
to false. To produce endspacer plots you can edit section 'Plotting information 3D' as shown in Fig. 16.
The column 'View' gives a description of what view angles of the coil end are possible. Rightclicking
with the mouse in the appropriate cells will show a list of available options. Note that for plotting of
endspacers the polygons created for CNC machining are needed. So you have to turn on 'CNC Machin-
ing (LCNC)' in section 'Interface options' as shown in Fig. 16, too. While creating a CNC file, the cold
contraction factor in section 'Global Information' has to be zero.
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Fig. 13: YZ cross section of the dipole coil end (inverted colour representation)

Fig. 14: SZ plane of the dipole coil end (inverted colour representation)

Edit and run the input file for endspacer design

Fig. 17 shows the 27th of the postscript-plots as seen using ghostview. It shows the endspacers of the
outer layer in symmetric case seen from the top while fig. 18 shows the endspacers of the inner layer in
symmetric case.
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Fig. 15: 3D optimization data

12 3D Coil and endspacer design (connection side)

To design asymmetric coils and endspacers use the sample file you created in chapter 11 and save it with a
different file name. You first have to set the option 'Symmetric coil (LSYMM)' in section 'Main options'
to false. Then two new columns 'Imag' and 'Turn' appear in section 'Block Data 2D' automatically as
shown in Fig. 19:

• The 'Imag' field is used to mirror blocks at the x-axis. You can chose between the setting 'Imag'=l
(imaged at the x-axis) or 'Imag'=0 (not imaged).

• The 'Turn' field is used to shift blocks with an azimuthal angle in mathematical positive direction.
Setting 'Turn' to 0 means the block won't be shifted. The given values are expected in degrees.

Type-in the missing data of the sample file as shown in Fig. 19

Make sure that 'CNC Machining' in section 'Interface Options' is still activated. In the asymmetric case
only one layer can be treated at the time. The turns which cross-over from one coil block to another in
end have to be defined as a single block as shown in fig. 20. The layer definitions are then used to define
left and right side of the coil, e.g. defining left side as "outer layer".
If the blocks are connected in the xy cross-section, the definition of relative angles PHIR and ALPHR
as shown in fig. 19 can be useful. It is possible to determine the angles in section 'Design Variables'
in column 'string'. Right clicking with the mouse in this column gives all available possibilities. The
arguments 'PHIR' and 'ALPHR' can be found choosing the menu '2D Block positions - PHIR' or '2D
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Fig. 16: 3D plot definitions in case of endspacer design

Block positions - ALPHR', respectively. In this case PHIR of the n-th block refers to the positioning
angle relative to block number n-1, while ALPHR is the relative inclination angle. In fig. 19 e.g. the
relative angle of block no. 2 with respect to block no. 1 is chosen as '0' .
Fig.20 and 21 show the coil in the XY and SZ planes as displayed in the preview window.
In the asymmetric case layer by layer (with upper and lower edges of the cable) or both layers at the
same time can be displayed. In the latter case only the upper edges or the lower edges are displayed.

It is possible to produce postscript plots of the designed asymmetric endspacers in various views. Fig. 22
shows a selection of available plots. In column 'View' is an integer value expected, that represents the
single views. Fig.23 shows the 31th postscript plot of the end spacers for the asymmetric case as shown
using ghostview. This special plot refers to No.2 in section 'Plotting Information 3D'.
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Fig. 19: Window for an asymmetric coil end

Fig. 20: Cross-section of asymmetric coil end (inverted colour representation)
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Fig. 21: SZ plane display of asymmetric coil end (inverted colour representation)
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Fig. 22: 3D Plotting information for asymmetric end spacers
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Fig. 23: Postscript plot of the asymmetric coil and end spacers
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13 Iron cross-section definition

To calculate the influence of the iron yoke on the field, e.g. saturation induced field errors, ROXDE offers
the user two different calculation methods. The first method uses a reduced vector potential formulation
and solves the problem with the finite-element method implemented in the FEM2D program (©TU-
Graz/Austria). The second method works with a total vector potential formulation and solves the field
problem using a coupled boundary element / finite element method (©TU-Stuttgart/Germany). Charac-
teristic for both methods is that the coils aren't represented in the finite element mesh. This allows the
user to model the coil and iron yoke separately.
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Fig. 24: Definition of the iron yoke

Therefore the inputfile '[filename.data]' remains the same with only small changes and the finite element
mesh is defined in a separate file named '[filename.iron]'. The syntax of the iron file is explained in
detail lateron.

First step in the setting up of a finite element method (FEM) or a coupled BEM-FEM calculation is to
specify the entire coil without the use of symmetries by setting the toggle button 'LSYMM' in section
'Main options' to false. Then you can either define each single coil block in the 2d coil block definition
window or declare layers to which single blocks refer. If you want to use layers, switch on the toggle
button 'Definition of layers' as shown in fig. 24. This creates the new section 'Layer' automatically.
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• 'No' is the numbering of the Layers.

• 'Symm' is the default geometric symmetry of the layer. For the dipole case the no. '2 ' should be
choosen as shown in fig. 24.

• 'Blocks' lists the block numbers which are related to the appropriate layer.

Then you have to specify the maximum angle of the harmonic analysis within the FEM mesh area
in section 'Design Variables' while setting the variable 'SYMMR'=90. In the same section, you also
can declare the radius of the fringing field calculation as shown in fig. 24, if you want a fringing field to
be calculated.

Type-in the missing data for the iron case study as shown in fig. 24

As mentioned before, the iron geometry is modelled in the iron file '[filename.iron]' which can be edited
with an editor of your choice. Make sure that the filename corresponds to the appropriate data file. In the
iron file you define your geometry using keypoints and lines to model the geometrical shape. Lines can
be straight lines, arcs or elliptic arcs. A special editor called 'Xhermes' editor is offered to create an iron
input file. It is also possible to create the input file with usual editors. Furthermore, ROXIE supports the
use of macros to create more complicated iron models. The use of the Xhermes editor is explained in
section 15. While you are modelling, switch off the toggle button 'FEM calculation (LFEM)' in section
'Main Options' and turn on the button 'Iron Modeller (LIRON)'. All values given in the iron file are
expected in m. It is therefore useful to use capital letters for symbols defined in mm and small letters for
symbols defined in m.

14 Generating a new iron file

I ilc Ldit Search Preferences Shell Macro Windows

Help

— Simple iron yoke

mra-0.001;
pi-3.14159265;

dv RCOLL-98.0;
dv RIRON-180.0;

RAIR-600.0;
EDGE-40.0;

deg2r-pi/180;

rco11-RCOLL*mm;
riron»RIRON*mm;

ralr-R&IR*mm;
edge-EDGE*mm;

phi2-45.0*deg2r;

— Definition of key points xy coordinates

kpl
kp3
kp4
kp5
kp6
kpfl
kj>9
kplO
kpU
kpl 5

— De:

kpl 7
kp20
kp23

[0,0];
[edge,kpl.y];
[reoll.O];
[riron,0];
[0,0]+[rair,0];
[0,edge];
[0,rcoll];
[0,riron];
[0,rair];
[1.0*edge,1.0*edge];

inition of key points r phi coordinates

[rcoll
[riron
[rair

phi2];
Phi2];
phl2];

Fig. 25: Input file for simple iron yoke
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Users can create new iron files using an usual text editor. The created iron file need to have a name
'[filename.iron]' according to the existing data file named '[filename.data]'.

First step is to declare the principal structure of the yoke by defining so called keypoints. These keypoints
should sketch the geometry, additional keypoints, lines and material areas can be defined either directly
in the iron file or by using the Xhermes editor later. If you are defining keypoints, lines and areas without
using the Xhermes editor, be aware of the correct syntax as explained in 'THE Hermes PREPROCESSOR
FOR FEM2D. Fig. 25 shows the syntax to define keypoints. It is possible to type in the x- and y-
coordinates or radius and angle to specify a point uniquely. As shown in the sample file, declaration of
symbols is allowed. To specify keypoints, you can also use coordinates of keypoints that are already
existing as done with keypoint no.2, e.g.

15 The Xhermes editor

To edit an existing iron file with the Xhermes editor, open the Graphical FEM viewer by choosing the
menu 'Iron - open graphical FEM viewer'. If you open the iron previewer for the first time, ROXIE will
ask you to confirm the creation of the preview file and open the preview window after your confirmation.
Pressing the button 'Edit...' in the Graphical FEM viewer opens the Xhermes editor. The appearing
display of the Xhermes editor depends on the current display mode of the preview viewer. There are
three different possibilities as shown in fig. 26. Users will get the left window when opening the Xhermes
editor in node editing modus, the window in the middle in line editing modus and the window on the
right hand side in area editing modus.

Symbols Add; i

Bm0i0OVV
pi=3.Wa5926S

rci)il=RGOIiI<^it|iil;;
l'_ J __ "- ~- —ITS1 ?r.'rilj\tn'-1rl2ir&.i •".'

"Name: |ln1.:

AddMacroEM

• ' N o d e S ; ^ ' : : - :

\.Un<»4:; ;

: : ;Ma t l : B H a i r : : 1 ;

Fig. 26: Xhermes editor modes

To add nodes, it is possible to go into the node editing modus and press the button 'Add' in
the appropriate section. This opens a small window where you can type-in the new nodes. To
save the new nodes press the button 'Apply'. This runs the hermes preprocessor and saves all
changes you made. With the same procedure users can add symbols using the Xhermes editor.
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It is assumed, that the syntax corresponds to the definitions of keypoints as described in 'THE
Hermes PREPROCESSOR FOR FEM2D by J.Lucas.

• Lines between keypoints can be added by changing the preview window state into line mode that
also changes the Xhermes editor mode. First press the button 'Add lines'. This changes the display
of the mouse cursor. Leftclicking with the mouse on keypoints connects them with lines. To save
the changes click the right mouse button and press the button 'Apply' afterwards. Then the new
lines are added to the iron file. To unselect them click on one of the selected lines.

With the same procedure arcs or ellipsis can be added. Then users also have to specify the radius
of the arc in cell 'rad' or click on a third point to describe the ellipsis, respectively. Note, that it
is not possible to add different line types in one operation. Xhermes serielly numbers the line
names as default but it is also possible to give user defined names by typing the name in the cell
'Name' and pressing 'Return'. Furthermore, line names have to be unique and Xhermes will delete
the first line if you use the name of a line twice. If you want to change the boundary condition of
a line, click on the toggle button of the appropriate boundary before you apply the changes.

To delete lines (straight lines, arcs or ellipsis), select the line and press the button 'Delete'. Lines
can only get deleted if they are not part of a material area. If they are, you have to delete the
connected area first. It is possible to select and delete more than one line by holding the 'Ctrl' key
on the keyboard while left-clicking on the appropriate lines.

• Areas can be added or deleted in the macro element mode of the graphical FEM viewer. Therefore
press the button 'Macro EM' to change to macro element mode. Type-in the material wished to be
referred to the new area and press the 'Return' key to confirm the change of material. Then press
the button 'Add macro element' and select the new area. Again it is possible to select more than
one area by holding the 'Ctrl' key. Right-clicking with the mouse confirms all selected areas and
pressing the button 'Apply' saves the changes to the iron file. To delete a material area, select the
area and press the button 'Delete'. Then press 'Apply' to save the changes.

• Pressing the button 'Reload' updates the current view and shows all changes made.

• The button 'Close' closes the graphical FEM viewer.

Note that the iron file differs depending on the choosen method to solve the field problem. Make
sure, that the declaration of boundaries is correct and that the iron file contains no air areas in case of the
BEM/FEM coupling method.

16 The preview window for the iron model

Starting a ROXIE run with an existing iron file '[filename.iron]' creates a mesh that can be previewed
by opening the pull-down menu 'Iron - Open Graphical FEM viewer'. Existing iron files can be opened
using the menu item 'View Iron file' in the same pull-down menu, too.

• 'Hide Labels': Pressing this button toggles between showing the appropriate labels for nodes, lines
or areas and hiding them. The button indication changes according to the actual state.

• 'Zooming','Auto-fit': Leftclicking with the mouse in the iron preview window zooms an area,
marked while moving the mouse. Using the button 'Auto-fit' reproduces the original size.

• Pressing the button 'Nodes' shows the nodes. This is the default view, shown by ROXEE when the
window is opened for the first time.

• Pressing the button 'Lines' shows the declared nodes and the lines with the appropriate line names.
In addition the chosen boundaries are marked.
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Fig. 27: Preview window for simple iron yoke (inverted colour representation)

• The button 'Macro EM' (Macro Elements) presents the macro element numbering and the chosen
macro elements. Again different boundaries are marked. In this mode, RXIE also shows you the
different materials used: they are marked with different colours.

• Pressing the button 'Finite EM' displays the finite element mesh.

• Pressing the button 'Edit...' opens the Xhermes editor as additional window on the right hand side
of the preview window. Xhermes gives the user the possibility to change the yoke geometry very
easily and is explained in detail in section 15.

• After changeing the actual geometry, press the button 'Reload' to reload the file and update the
view.

• 'Close' will close the iron preview window.

17 FEM calculations considering the iron yoke

File Display Run Iron I

i f j Interface Options

J Opera 8-node bricks (LOPERA)

J Autocad (LDXF)

! j 3D field map (LMAP3D)

J 2D line currents (LFIL2D)

J Cable data file print (LCABL)

J Opera 20-node bricks (LOPE R20)

J MS Excel (LEXEL)

J Poissopt (LPOISS)

J VDA compatible (LVDA)

J Input end-data 'BEND' (LBEND)

J Ansys (LANSYS)

J 2D field map (LMAP2D)

J 3D line currents (LFIL3D)

J CNC Machining (LCNC)

• BEM-FEM coupling (LBEMFEM)

Run ROXIE View Calculations View Postscripts Exit

Fig. 28: Choosing coupled boundary - finite element method
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After modelling the iron file, the users have to choose the solving algorithm: switching on the toggle
button 'FEM calculation (LFEM)' in section 'Main options' as shown in fig. 24 for solving the field
problem with the finite element method or choose the toggle button 'BEM-FEM coupling (LBEMFEM)'
in section 'Interface Options' as shown in fig. 28 for solving the field problem with the coupled boundary
- finite element method. Start the ROXIE program by pressing the button 'Run ROXIE'.

0 20 40 60 SO 100 120 140 160 180 200 320

* ROXIE™

Fig. 29: Total field considering the simple iron yoke, FEM calculation

Fig. 29 shows the total field calculated by ROXIE using the reduced vector potential formulation and con-
sidering the simple iron yoke while fig. 30 shows the distribution of the total vector potential calculated
with the coupled BEM/FEM method.

Run the first FEM calculation
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Fig. 30: Total vector potential considering the simple iron yoke, coupled BEM/FEM calculation

18 Calculation of transfer functions

ROXIE offers a special tool to calculate the transfer function of a magnet while ramping. To produce
the transfer function, switch on the toggle button 'FEM Transfer Function (LEXIT)' in section 'Global
Information'. This yields to a new section 'Transfer function (Current Factors)'. In this section users
can specify the base points where the transfer function will be calculated. If nothing is specified in this
section, ROXIE calculates automatically 10 aquidistant base points between the 0 and the nominal current
value, that is defined in section 'Block Data 2D'. If the user declares current factors, ROXIE will multiply
the specified factor with the nominal current and calculate the transfer function only at the specified
values. In both cases an additional plot as shown in fig. 32 is created and shows the transferfunctions
that are specified in section in section 'Objectives' (see fig. 31). The plot can be displayed by pressing
the button 'View Postscripts'

3 BIRR ••^K:;::S:MIH;»K': :

jjraj Transfer Function (Current factors)

.Vf^Caiqulattori8-: Exit

Fig. 31: Objectives for the transfer function
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While calculating a transfer function, the toggle button 'Postscript Plots (LPLOT)' in section 'Main
Options' should be switched off.

o —

-2 -

_L_J__J_JL_1_J_J—1_JL_J_J__1_L_J. J._J._L-.-.L.-.L....L

2000 4000 6000 8000 10000 12000

Fig. 32: Transfer function of the iron case
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